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GENERAL PREFACE

'I'HE Legion of Frontiersmen is a civilian, selt'-supi)orling,

and self-governing Association, officially recognised in

the United Kingdom, Canada, Australia, South and

East Africa, and Bombay, as a means of serurmg for

the service of the State men of good character, who

have been trained in wild countries, at sea, or m war.

The Council registers such men in view of their in-

dividual usefulness to a field force, as guides, scouts,

craftsmen, and irregular mounted rifles. In each country

throughout the British Empire, so far as the authorities

permit, units are being raised for home defence, and,

where men can be spared, for service in Imperial defence

in time of war.
. .

Communications should be addressed to the Lhiet

Executive Officer, L.F., 6, Adam Street, Strand,

London, Telephone 6145, Cerrard. Cable messages

should be in the Service Cod-^ (James Brown & Son,

(llasgow).

The Council issues this book in order to assist

members and commands in adding to their usefulness

to the State; but it is hoped that the work may be

found useful by all Associations which are raising men

for Imperial defence, and by Frontiersmen who are not

members of the Legion. It is felt, moreover, that any

notes on practical methods of camp and travel may be
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convenient lu those who, either afloat or ashore, take their
holidays with a view to outdoor hfe and healthy exercise.

If you save from some disaster half-a-do/en ex-
plorers, I feel sure that you will think yourself well
rewarded for all the trouble your volume must have cost
you.

'
So wrote Charles Darwin, in a private note to

the author of " The Art of Travel "
; and Francis Galton

forwards the message to the Council. There is inspira-
tion in any word of encouragement from these great men.

Blank pages are inset so that readers may make their
own entries, and, with a view to the improvement of
future editions, all suggestions and corrections will be
welcomed by the Editor, at 6, Adam Street, Strand,
London. A note is valued for the purposes of this
volume if it applies to more than one continent ; or to
several trades ; but no attempt can be made to advise
men as to methods only applicable in a limited district,
or in trades wherein they themselves are craftsmen.
The construction of the book represents a period

during which Frontiersmen who had business at the
Legion headquarters supplied notes and criticisms.
Apart, therefore, from signed contributions, each page
represents a number of workers whose experience was
gained in many lands. To all these gentlemen the
Council tenders most hearty thanks, and especially to
l)r. trench and Mr. Harold Ingersoll, whose work has
been of exceptional difficulty.
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IK I 2 THE TRAINING OF FRONTIERSMEN
the individuality of a man, to deprive him of that self-rehance and self-help which in reality is, and shou dalways be, part of h,s very nature. Even the training ofEuropean armies has for centuries tended to eliminate
these characteristics, which in warfare are, in truth, such
essentia factors n the strength and effectiveness of aregiment, a battalion, and an army corps. No better
object-lesson in the evils and defects of our presenmode of life could possibly have been afford-^thTn

e-^.-fu'^'Ju'
'^^^''^ ""^ °^^'" helplessness ..nd the

were fr th"" fi
.°"'' ^Pl'^"^"*^ skipped away from uswere for he first year or two of that long campaign

so painfully apparent. '' ^ ^
Civilised man in a wild country at first finds himself atan immense disadvantage. This fact the Boers tookmany opportunities of rubbing into us ; and not until wehad been fighting m South Africa for a year or twokarnmg the painful, primitive, yet necessary lessons ofhow to find the way, how to scout, to travel, to save

horseflesh, and innumerable other details, were we able
tairly to rape with our wily adversaries and wear themdown.

1 he South African Dutch, accustomed to life in
ttie wilderness during 250 years, were at a huge ad-vantage

;
and not until we had mastered our preliminary

difficulties and learnt our lessons in veldt warfare, werewe able to cope with them successfully. Mere courage,
of which the Entish soldier has always possessed Tanample share, was not enough; and our commanders
as well as our men, had to ride or to tramp many aweary hundred leagues under burning suns before they Imas ered that simple y< t elementary fact. Individuality I

must, m warfare, always count, and it is the duty of every Iman of British blood to cultivate this most valuable
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characteristic, a cha
conditions of mode
ours tend to discourag; ^nd e^cn ^ Ij^l^?

'^"'"^>"^

-editions of m;d::rn?'^ Sr':-""f^':'""^'^'>-' 'he

I. -PATHFL\DIX(

,
d'^-ctionfwW^h c^„-]i^°^ '"f" ^r ' "^'"^^' --nse of

{ ''^:habitofcbservaLn ^fr^' :''''^ ""fining La
1

again to ask for directions Usf ," '.^""/"S" ^-''-'ar never
the way for yourself. On each tHn

'''" "^="1'' «"d find
conim.t to memory the d rcainn a^

'" '°"'" °' country
of the journey. looLg hacl Ti'J'''''?''''''

''^"'^ ''^'u^es

'°S' Ts^'"""
'"^ your return "'"' "^ ^^'^ ^''^^ the

grow! pointThe'ircWds east" Do'
''^^' '^^^ -om to

near sea, is shown "wLTntJ """''? ^'"d- especial ypractised eyes. In Fn^i"^^
/''''>' °^ '^e^s, visii,le to

If there is moss ori?chenonf
''°'"*"''^"' ^^'"d is VS\V

shadowed side farti^est ?ro"
"' '''' °'' '°''^' 't grows on

northern, south for sSh rhSpheT' ^"'"^ "«"^ <"-
Wold your watrh w.^k i

"^""spnere.

(for nortLrrhent;£'wh^'^'"d pointed at the sun and
hour Land and xiT is ^1 P°'"' '"'d-ay between the
'« tl.e north). Carry a pocki eo" n°"'^''"?

hemisphere it
coated with luminous na^nffP^'f^"h floating card
know the Pole Star nn^J^ r-

^°' "'ght work. l.earn tn
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for northern hemisphere. (The compass points to mag-
netic, not true north.) Remembering the points at

which sun rises and sets, and the length of the day,
divide the distance to noon by the number of morning
or evening hours. A glance at position of sun will then
give the time within an hour.

At night the circling of Great Bear for northern, and
Southern Cross for southern hemisphere, like the hand
on a clock, gives correct time.

Rtadinf^ Country.—A country is like a book for those
who learn to read. The core of the land is usually higli

and broken, of speckled rocks glittering with mica.

Resting against this core are the water-made bedded
rocks, usually without speckle;;. This tract may be
crumpled into new folds like the Himalaya, or broken
by volcanoes. IJelow the main rock-tracts lie the alluvial

valleys and plains. Table-topped hills indicate tracts of

rock hardened by mineral springs, the surrounding
country having been torn away by running water or

driving sand. Springs mark the lines of division

between beds or kinds of rock. Search for them above
clay, or below limestone, coral, or lava. At normal stages

of flow, a white muddy river may read "glaciers up
stream." A clear green either reads " sandy bed " or
" snowfields up stream." A grey sandy river has been
undercutting rock, so reads "gorges or canyons up
stream." Clear blue reads " filtered by lakes." Brown
reads " wet country up stream, forests or peat moors."
If soap won't lather, there are limestone rocks up stream.

If pebbles are speckled and sand has glittering flakes,

look for hills or mountains up stream. In malarial

country a swift river says " Look for higher and healthier

ground within reach." The farther the hills, the smaller
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the gravel or sand grains. Line of driftwood on bank

of river or side of valley marks annual flood level Camp

above line.

In lava, limestone, and coral, most of the water flows

underground, sowhen water is scarce prefer other formations.

When two streams meet at foot of hills, the main stream

below is often smaller than either tributary, most of the

water flowing under gravel on the bed-rock. In dry

countries the whole of the water may be absorbed by

the ground, or evaporated by sun.

The main swell of sand or snow drift runs at right

angles to dominant wind, with the long slopes to wind-

ward, short slopes to leeward. The surface ripples on

sand or snow are at right angles to the last wind which

was strong enough to lift the grains.

As streams flow towards the sea, their course and the

general slope of the landscape give rough bearings, and

on a watershed the way down stream usually leads to

nearest settlement. If a land dips sharp to the sea it

is most frequently on western side. Each rock forma-

tion has its special soil and plants. Height above sea

is marked by successive belts of vegetation, in soine

cases reaching on one slope from tropic to arctic.

Of cone-bearing trees the pine, fir, hemlock, spruce,

of light, sandy, or rocky land, indicate hungry country,

whereas cedar needs richer soil. Size of trees indicates

depth of subsoils. Thorny or aromatic plants mean

little rainfall, eucalyptus (not plantations) healthy ground,

mangrove and bamboo, wet ground, the mopani tree

(South Central Africa), with leaves paired like swallow

tail, is danger sign for malaria.

There is no trail of men or beasts without a definite

objective, and tracks which gather on pasturage con-
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verging to water become the roads which le-,H tr. !homes. Kxcept in mounts,,,, ^t. ^^ '° ""^n's

sake of drainage, folbw tie HH. ""'T
''''"'' ^°' '^e

supply goods af^hei: junc ?ons Serand?"'' -'T '°

Tra,/ Study Exn,.,,^/. i t '

^^^ 'ermmals.

Age) CheshiS' suppl ^rsai; to^r'''-''°"'=
"'"'^ <S'°"'^

Komans planted a rnflLrv ^"'"P*^- ^"'^^ 'he
the trail head and t^l/d .h 'f

<-^"''^'' = ^'^^«^") »'

(Edgware Road, SkK' iw St Ro.'?''"f
^''-'

camp on Thorn Island in fh .p,
^'-"' ^o=>^. etc). The

of Westminster Snu. II r^'V" ^^"'"e the City
Bron.e Age in Europe iuS'tt f'

'"°"^'^ ^^^ ''^^

ssii^h^isE^-rsS-'t^S'S
,

London. Th^ScTSc^E^l^SSa-'^^
^>Jtf Zi)//^ Continuous Line Tn fi.,^ »i

camp. By Captain H P hT/ '^"^, .""^ ^^a)' back to

Kegiment. ^ ^- ""'°"' "-^-O-. Middlesex

roughtaps o„'°a3
'^^^'^'^'"^ ^'^ '-^'^^es, making

^taS:^SS^y£^£fr'""^"^'---'^'^^°-
road, railway, or teleLrauhTh.^"

of mountains, river,

know whether you rvebe?nwrt''^^''^^1.' ^"^ d°"''

north-westerly, go along base hn.?!",^'
north-easterly or

culvert, or ^.o^^l^ "^^^^^^;^^,
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north or south of starting-point. If railway crosses a stream,
and you have not seen one during the day, you are

following base-line in wrong direction. A range of hills

makes a similar base-line. Its appearance should
be remembered, and any discrepancy in its appearance
caused by distance checked by looking back at intervals.

If base-line is a river (P'ate II) running north-east

Limit

yjburneij

and south-west, .ind your course easterly ; when you
start to return, if you think you have made rather to the

southward, strike to right of west. If you strike a stream

or other continuous line not crossed before, don't cross,

hut follow (probably down stream) until it leads westerly.

An easterly tendency is obviously leading you astray.

So long as it leads west you are going right, but if stream

heads north strike west, across country. On reaching the

river base-line, if you don't recognise it, note if stream



you camp on a road uhH . "''ff
"^ '^*-'

*^«"K- If
^'ncl you use road as tse 1 ll

""""'"- ^^'y- """h-wcs
a«ai„ hit tl.c road! if he rack." r"' '""'" "'>^'" >'°"

;'-Ue, or you remember The "1^^' "•"'" P^'"^ ''^'-'

Otherwise go south-east.
*""'' «" north-vvef.

Journey /

y

'"'"^Uoui *-ii-

.

-*
•'•An: II.

dedu, -ed for deviations io^\ IJ:!^^'"^^
^^^ ^^

you some estimate of your dire« Hi ,
^ ' /"""'' S'^'"^

If l«se.line is a h,ll ranje runnm , i!"""
'^'.""^ l^a^t-line

and the days course has Cn '^
"T'^'^'u'

'^y^^^'h-west,
than you think, and if known wf^' '"''}' '"°^'^ ^°"'hing

-' miles
;
afterVeturlX ,vSt" '^°'" '^^'^ '-=' ^->^

out str,kin. base-line, )^u ?re ob/onIf '
'°:!"''"' "'''^'

.
}ou are obviously south of vvhere
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you should !». So strike north-west or even north for

camp. You are near enough for signal shots (Plate III).

Vnknmvn /F/7</*r««i.—Without features, in bush.

Dangerous.—\o\i know general direction of your journey

to present camp, say, south-east from outfitting point

(Plate IV), you leave camp on an easterly course all day,

lieing specially careful of directions by sun or compass.

On wishing to return, due west may possibly miss the

camp, so keep well north of west, for some time. Knowing

M

\

'^'^^»
>>

"* Journey bach

ri.ATK III.

approximate day's mileage, you can judge how long tokeqi

north-west before striking west. You should then strike

the trail of your party to camp. If you strike it a mile

or two to north-west that is better than passing a few yards

to south of camp, as, once west of camp you are lost.

Starting from same camp, it is always safer to go north

east, or west, but if it is absolutely necessary to go south

come back the full distance of your day's journey before you

cast east and west for the trail of your party.— (H.P.H.)

iValking face, man or horse.—At 30-inch pace, in
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represents four miles per hour
'"*=""'" '7 •''••conds

hostile country. In hills, fire rifle. Oo^'t cxhls"

->'«.
^•'^J?"*

I

1-

I'LAIE IV.

•s-

behi^'id v"^'?,"'"''
by landmarks both in front anl

checks hi
'"''^!' °'> "^'^"'' ^ '"^" ^ir^l*^^. -nle s hechecks hi. cour.. by definite bearmgs. Only an amhi
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dextrous man goes straight naturally. Travel on soft
grou.id, which will record your track. In timber, blaze
trees (both sides of trunk), tear down strips of bark,
or turn branches down, showing light underside of
leaves. In loose soils, trail a stick. On hard ground,
drop scraps of paper, leather, or clothing. If you cut
your marked trail, you're circling—take fresh bearings.
Anyway, a marked trail may advise travellers of a man
in danger, and notes to record hour, date, and intentions
Should be set up at conspicuous landmarks.

GujA;,g Transport.~\:Q find easiest course for trans-
port down steep places, get to the bottom and climb
L-ack, blazing best route.

Mirage. -To test difference between a standin"
object and a living man or animal, take sight with rille

°

^ielectiHs Ground.~hsQ\C^ closely following a water
course as the ground is less cumbered and broken on
the ridges of plains, or on the slopes in hills, besides
giving wider outlook.

Artijicial Guide .SV;«r"J-—Convenient routes are marked
uy travellers in otherwise trackless country as follows •

f 1,' J 7 % """'^ ''""^^ '''^'^h have held down edges
01 Ked Indian tepees : North American plains.

Files of stones: Arabian Desert. Kussian steppes.
hliizea trees : North American forests.
Blazed trees branded or stamped : Australian bush,

bwiss forest.

Lop Sticks.—'YKfii with all branches lopped off, except
tuft at top, mark Canadian waterways, or in B.C. native
burial trees.

Planted branches: route across lak^ or river ice.
Canada. Russian Empire.
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anSt.ii^riS^^'' •-'^ '"-'^ "-'y an inter„atio,nl

Weather s.gv.s. By i) h r
J'INE

A red sky at sunset

-I low dawn '^

I^elicate cloiuls

;\ lik-ht blue sky
Undefined forms of clnu,!-A cl.ar moon ,hrec- dn •

„,dA ramlw at night ^A sdvery moon
'

A h!,,u I ^ '>> '" seaward
^ nigh baromeier
i.arometer ri.sinjr

A ck-ar moon (,1,-y and frosty)

IJai)

I A
1'""'', "''/ ''"' ='"'"-'se

^ AMSt:?^''^"'"'— i-g

Hard oily-Iookins clouds
;

A ta.ht ydlovv sky at sunset\Vh.te mottled clouds
"''

A cl.,IMo„kinff moonA ra:n|„,w in ,h, .n^,,,;
•I lialoeil m.)on
When the moon looks up
Sea-b,rds

, yi„^, ,,,,,
"P

V ion' ?,:
"^''"S "^^^^"J^ *ore

\ r ,? "•^''''nic'terA fallms barometer
, ,„,

^Vhen ,vi,;d shift ? "' "''"'
'-'"•''i't "f

f;0"g foretold long last
'

Short notice soon past.'
F>rst rise after very Ion-

Manners' Creed^^"^^
'^ ^^-=- '''o.

Wlien birds go low,
Prepare for a bloH-.
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Weather Signs. By Evelyn ffrench, L.F. :

Eain co/iiiitg.—'&oMndi heard clearly, birds fly low,

smoke hangs low, hills very clear, salt becomes damp

;

old wounds, rheumatism, and corns, g've extra twinge ;

frogs hold concerts, and crows have public meetings ;

flies become lazy and sticky; fish jump. Muster of

clouds. On approach of a summer storm :
cattle

uneasy ; distant thunder ; earthy smell in the air ;
wind

puffy.

Heavy weather f(;w/;?^.—Sea-birds fly inland, grazmg

animals leave open lands for shelter of hills and timber.

Flood ^(?;///«^.—Working ants carry their cow ants

up trees. In Australia flood-birds appear and natives

hold corroboree to " make fish."

Droui^ht (-()/«///!,'.—Heat lightning, brassy clouds with

flat bottom and rough top.

Hang a button on a string against marked wall.

Approach of wet weather will shorten string, dry weather

lengthen it.

II._WATER

A man requires from two to three pints of water daily

to keep in good health. It is possible to train

oneself to manage on less for limited periods, but it is

not advisable to make a habit of doing so, for fear of

causing the internal deposit of salts that are normally

voided in the urine.

Many men have died, and many have injured them-

selves, by neglecting to provide themselves with proper

supplies, or by drinking impure water. The following

notes are partly the work of various observers and partly

my own.
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and excessive luneZ.tT" '"""' "'"""^' P^^^^-'

ThiS'LSrL"ger"fof'tvnh''H^" ZT before drinking,

and all intStin'al p r^s t
P^^L^^'r'' 1"' '^>'^'-'"'"'

will be necessary fo use !„);!! " " ''"°^" 'hat it

carried. Or it mav ll f "ff' =* '"" -should be
a kettle. ?nVcaS„g%

^'^^S^^in'a't'""^'
^^''^'^'^ "

mmersed in cold water
"" '''"' P'^'^^V

ian^ ^ou,?£^^,Sed^^TlS^^;;';^^
Pasteur-Cha.ber-

tube of unglazed po celain .nH >""?'' °' "" ^'^^"g
of water-borne disease '

''" ''°'"'' Preventive

C. G. Moor, M.a., F I C
Autior 0/ •' THe Analysu of Wale',;" etc.

-t£ ':;tS. 'tiakra w^od^' ^"'"^l'^
^'^^-^ '^-'y

^vater bottle, to be pulled n^f^ h^'"
"^''""^'^ ^^^^ of

toba-co. spirits, and put away

checks evaporation of saliva
"''''' ""^""^

in';Sn;it;Tiiryo:r'h;r" "°°h'
'""-^ °" ^^"--•

of raw mea^ fo c^ew On ;e^"J
"'^^' ^"J^ ^ '°ad

dWnking will prodlT-voSi -2'X--^ -.si.
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Sip a little at a time, but lie in water, letting it soak

through the skin. For thirst at sea, keep wet. Your

skin rejects salt, but absorbs enough water to sustain life.

A thirsty horse will smell water at—in American

desert—4^ miles ; in South Africa, 3 miles ; in Australia,

at much greater distance ; and if given free rein, will run

straight to it. Free your pack animal, and follow him

if he runs.

In studying landscape, where bees hover dig for water.

Any water is shown by taller and greener vegetation.

Certain trees have suckers which, cut in lengths and

placed standing in a vessel, will leak small quantities

of water. The acacia tree generally has fresh water

within fifteen feet, usually close below surface. To get

water from the baobab tree drive in pegs, and climb to

the main fork, where there is a cavity, and 2ft. 6in. of

pipe with suction will draw supply of water. In North

America cacti carry water in leaves and trunk. Watch

for soaks in creeK which may be worth digging. Screw

damp sand in a kerchief, and suck the kerchief.

Putrid Water.—Put charcoal in pot for boiling. To
clear green or muddy water, suck through handkerchief.

Or take handful of rushes or grass and tie together at

one end, making a cone ; set base of cone in the mud,

then invert cone, point down over your cup, and water

dripping to cup will be cleared.

Digging for IVater.—Failing spade, use pointed stick.

Kneelnnd thrust stick into ground like a crowbar, then

pull towards you, scratching up earth. If you have a

Ijamboo, make lower joint into a brush and thrust into

sand, brush dowiiwards. As br sh spreads, sand rises

through tube of bamboo. Shakv; out and fill until hole

reaches damp. If you have wooden box, knock out
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early morning and k'Lf'
'°°"'-^'' °'' '^''^^. generally in

f^r^s, pig an^d of ;^!; r^S' SS^Ts'; t'f>^
^^''--

lope and gazelle farfh^=/ o
^ nearest to water, ante-

-here biggit ga'n, "r S Sst To"'". '°"^ll
^^^'^-^•

ground, grass and shmh ? ^''*"'''- Trampled
livestock are wfthrnanl of u^"?/''"!^

'"'^'""'^' '''^^'

into a trail mri H./n^^ "'^'^'- ^'^ ""acks gather
points to water "^ ^'"PP'"^^ '""«»^^. the direction

ex^^^n^:^ tS"" Ind^.n^i^'f
;^°"'' ^urry, as

ment. Take cire nn! 7 '1
,

"^'^^ ^^""^ '" disappoint-
to throw off clot nn"s,i"''

out horse, and if inclined

travel in afternoon'hea andin
,'''' ' ^'^'^"- ^^«"''

worth waiting for.
' '" "^ ''^''-y ^'^""t'-y night is

whi^ri^Tf,?r Sf. 'i:^ fr ^^'".^^^"^ ^ '^'-^"et,

handkerchief, or s;o^,ge brush it'th^ '"^'i
°^ 8^^^^'

unul soaked, and .^in,fou[?nS pot
'^''"''" '^^^>' ^^^'^

^^ST^::2tf::^-ZS'^1 f^^-O^ water hole
sew up oxhide i-St' Sid ^'"""'l '' "" '^'^'^'

Thirst at Sea -Boif'^^'l^ .
" ^'"'^ '''"""=»'^-

Wanket, which condenses stanTSf'T'-"""*'' P°' ^^'"^

out. Water may be disliniH u h ,

^' ' •™"-''- ^^'""g

placed that the steam sn. f
^ 'u"S " '" ^ kettle, so

tin can (a tomato c^ fn'
= ~?x'^^ 'P°"^ g«" '" o a

bybein^mmredln'SldTaTef^'"'^"' '^ '''^P' -«'

'Til Australian water-bag is
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made of No. i canvas, sewn with a small needle, and no
wax on the thread. It fits against horse's breast, with
strap round neck, and a leather flap to keep off sweat

;

upper edge leather-bound, and curved to fit under nerk.
The neck of a bottle is sewn in as a mouthpiece. (To
cut neck from bottle, soak a string in petroleum, tie it

round at place to be cut, and set string on fire, and when
glass is hot plunge in water.) Size of water-bag i^ gal-

lons. An African water-bag for men afoot, same con-
struction, but cut square. The upper edge is made fast

to a stick, with handle like that of a valise. American
enamelled iron cantinas (gallon or half gallon), blanket
covered, hang from pommel of saddle. Very weak cold
tea is the best fluid to carry. With pack transport,

carry emergency water rations—peas, French beans, or
tomatoes tinned ; with waggon transport, melons, water
barrels. For permanent camps, white earthen water-jar,

slung in the wind and shade.

To avoid Disease.—Water not taken direct from a spring
may be foul. When in doubt, boil. Tea or coffee, hot
or cold, relieves thirst better than water, and is safer.

Eating snow causes thirst, and is bad for kidneys. Hot
water gives strong stimulus in weakness or exhaustion.

Water Purification. (Note by Col. G. O'SuUivan, R.E.).
—Boiling is often difficult, owing to fires not being per-

missible, or the weather being unfavourable for fires,

or no fuel being available, or the time inadequate.
Under these circumstances, on the march use Nesfield's

water-sterilising tablets, made up for various quantities

of water, from contents of a water-bottle upwards.
There are three tablets in different-coloured tubes, with
full directions.
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inconvenient, turn it inside out and " iron " the ai/ected

part with any iron instrument made hot, or with a hot

stone. This bursts both lice and their eggs, and is

thoroughly effective.

Repairs (Irease and ashes make a cement for leaking

troughs, canvas water-bags, etc.

III.—GETTING FOOD

Hunger.—Don't overexert yourself except for certainty

of reaching supplies. The vital organs will live on your

fat and muscle for weeks if the body rests. Drink freely.

An ounce of intelligence is worth a ton of hurry, so

study how the birds and animals around you get their

provisions. The stones of a desert may hide eatable

lizards and insects, the barnacles on a lost boat may con-

tain a little meat. Useless-looking plants may he the

tops of ground vegetables. The rotting bark of trees

conceals a meal of fat grubs.

Stewing and boiling are the least wasteful ways of

cooking. Bones, however stale, skins, leather, seaweed,

fern shoots, and the sprouts and young growth of a vast

number of plants are worth pounding and boiling.

Snares and Traps. By Evelyn ffrench, L.F.—
Snare for large animal or running bird. Select point on

a game track, near a bend, or where it is narrow, so

that animals will not see a snare while they have time to

stop. Take a sapling, solid and upright, beside trail. At

foot lay a second sapling, fixed against base of the

upright, slightly off the ground, and at right angles across

track. Take cord or rope a little shorter than the upright
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If you can catch a bird alive, tether him, and prod him

to make him squawk, attractinfj his iriends to within

stoning distance. Kirds fed with grains fermented or

soaked in alcohol are easily caught.

A Snare

Pit Trafi.—On curve or narrows of game trail, dig pit,

wide at bottom, narrow at top, like a bottle, sides clean,

and for animals that can jump, sharp stakes set on

floor. I^y roofing of boughs, twigs, and bark, very

frail, and cover to imitate surrounding ground. Do
not trample on the trail, or disturb its surface, but

work from the sides, removing all earth to a distance,

and carry materials, lest dragging disturb the ground.

Balance Trap for small animals.—Make an ordmary

pit on very narrow part of track. Track can be narrowed

by brushwood. Make solid roof to pit, except for a little

hole in middle of track. Fix board on fulcrum, with
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to enter with tide. At hi«h tide, fill door with brushwood,

and with ebb tide the fish enclosed will he stranded.

Walking up Ius/i.—\n any maildy i)Ool or bay. I he

Ijcatcrs wade or ride, or drive catHc across, 'liie driven

eels and other fish come to sunace, and are clubbed.

(Beaters splashing can often drive fish into an extended

net.) In Arctic tundra, fish can often be shot. Aim

very low. NortiiAVest Canada—beat down stream with

bushes into a weir enclosure.

SkaliH^ I'hh (British Columbia).— Settlers gather at a

lak° when ice is new, cut out an acre of ice, let down

seines, then from wide circle beaters skate inwards to the

hole, driving fish into seine.

Speariiii; Ns/i.-\Jsc pole in position of a bowsprit to

boat. Tarred rope is wound round jrole and li-hted at

end. Or make platform on bow, or on bowsprit—

a

sheen of bark plastered with wet mud to carry bright fire.

Light should be above spearman's head. Weapon for

small fish has many points like rake ; for larger tish use

trident or spear.

/'oisonini; /M.—Lime thrown on pool or dam vUl

bring fish helpless to surface. -Many poisons are u-.

-

by savages.

nifi iVft, or large basket.—Sling from end of long pole,

mount pole on forked stake for a fulcrum, immerse

net, cast bait, and as fish gather raise net under them.

Where small fish run in heavy shoals, rippling water, a

basket dipped by hand will catch plenty. In heavy runs

of salmon as on North Pacific they can be gaffed with a

boat-hook, or at head of a rapid taken by hand with ,i

quick snatch behind gills.

To see bottom, make open box with glass floor, and tloai

it beside boat.

I
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Tamed wolf dogs employed as herders gave us ou

controlled herds of sheep and goats.

Deadfalland Steel Traps. By S. A. White, L.F. (Peace

River).—The deadfall: A small pen, made to entice

victim into entrance, the bait being at end of a pole,

farthest away from entry, so that the animal has to reach

into the pen to touch the bait. This pole or trigger is

like that of the boy's bird-trap made of bricks. Lay

the killing log across entry of pen, like the sill of a door.

Above it, parallel, one end resting on ground, is the

falling log, which runs between two upright logs so that

it falls straight and swift. The high end of falling log

rests on point of a short upright pole. The foot of

upright pole is pointed, and rests on killing log. Then

the upright pole" is slightly lilted and the tip of the bait

pole is inserted. The tip of bait pole rests on killing log

and supports upright pole. The bait pole points into

the pen, with bait fixed to its inner end. An animal

reaching for bait disturbs bait pole, which dislodges

upright, so that the falling log drops on animal's back.

Mashona Practice.—K stake forked at top stands on a

track balancing a poised log. The run is fenced, and

mealies laid for bait. An animal touching forked stake

brings down log.

^(hVj.—The deadfall is not always reliable, and, unlike

the steel trap, requires a separate bait for each. Small

deadfalls are liable to be snowed over, and all are liable

to catch animals of less value than those arranged for.

The deadfall never, like the steel trap, gets frozen up,

and is the best way of catching bears. It has the

advantage of killing instantly, where the steel trap inflicts

a lingering death.
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locations are on the edge of forests, where if tree furs

play out, one can trap fox and coyote on prairie. Marten

migrate without apparent reason, and cannot be relied

on to stay in district. In trapping for furs, remember

that the back of the animal fetches the money, so do

not tear this portion of hide while skinning.

Fox and U'o/f Bait.—1h^ side leg corns of a horse

(splints) soaked in oil for a few days can be removed

without hurting animal, and will grow again. Lay in a

stock during summer. An aged horse, taken to packmg

ground and killed, can be cut up into a season's bait.

Other baits—squirrel, animal meat, and fish. In setting

all traps, cover with dust, leaves, or snow, in exact mimicry

of surroundings. Don't pat with hand. A foot of all

animals caught should be preserved, and used to make

impressions on dust or snow all round a trap, especially

in dealing with foxes. To catch foxes or coyotes with-

out bait, drive in a stake a little distance from trail, and

surround it with concealed traps. Animals will leave the

trail to visit any isolated stick like this. \Vhere mice are

running—and a fox loves mice—fo.xes will spring about

in the effort to catch them, and concealed traps are

effective. Fox traps should be burned or rubbed with

aniseed every short while, and should always be set with

gloved hands, lest they retain man-scent.

Musk rats are easily trapped near their holes. Lynx

and mink like overripe fish or piece of bird. Otters

like fish, but rarely land to be trapped. Traps should

be well secured in their landing places. Beaver, when

located, is easily caught : a small log 2^ inches high is

placed across his run with trap on far side, so that in

stepiiing over log he places foot in trap.

In trapping bears, always have a rifle fully loaded
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even thickness. Remove bark, pare down to easy grip

centre, taper to ends. Arrow mark exact centre. Make

grip of hide below arrow mark. Diagonal notches burned,

at thumb-joint length from each end, leavmg tne strmg

side smooth. ,

,

, ,,

String.— ^' isted and plaited hmd-leg tendons. Keep

^'X^w^.—Straight, light, stiff shoots, finger thick, two

cubits long, even, or tapering very slightly. Remove

bark and trim carefully. Feather thmner end. Ihree

feathers finger long, side, top, and bottom, one side

clear. Depth of notch, double thickness of string.

Grease heads. .,

Groozrs and A^oU/ies.—hess likely to cause splitting if

made with red-hot stone or iron.

An/ier's Left-arm G«rtr<f.—(Essential). A hide mitten

and gauntlet, stiff on arm. Sew with thin sinews.

5//WJ?-.—Avoid unless previously skilled in manufacture

and use. ^ • ui
Spear and Arrmv Heads. Bone or ivory, or straight

tusk or tine of antler.-Split bone, grind to leaf shape.

Stone Heads.—YXmX, glass, or any silicate. Split to

thickness, then press with tine of an antler as it rests on

an anvil stone to chip ofT flakes in shaping. Shape, that

of a bay leaf with stalk. When roughly shaped, finish on

grindstone. Notches on stalk (for bone, burn them out),

lash to shallow groove in arrow or spear, with sinews or

thin strips of raw hide. If arrow shafts are hollow, fix

stalk of head into central space.
, 1 „

,

Bone Hunting ^«//i;.-Split shank-bone of largL

animal. Grind flat, giving edges and long point. Polish

with sand or bone dust. Grind tang half thickness ol

blade, I span long, leaving knob for pommel. Wind
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passes from this groove on the short stick, taut on

each side, to the hole in the shaft, where it is made

fast. The three parts are so adjusted that when the

head strikes into an animal, the wrench brmgs the

short stick over sideways, deUching the shaft and short

stick from the head, so that they float off. 'I he head

and harpoon line remain in the animal, and when he

dives the float reveals his position. When animal is

exhausted, he is despatched with a lance.

Other Foods.—Most savages rely on vegetables, fruits,

small animals and reptiles, and such insects as grubs

and locusts, which are worth observing against times

of scarcity. Valuable foods are rejected by natives

of all countries through ignorance or bias: Rice is

" strike-me-blind " among seamen ; and maize grain

is little used in England, these being the two great

food staples of mankind. Among common foods only

known to educated people in England are fern sprouts

(a delicate vegetable), red- and green-leaf seaweeds

(used as salad or boiled as vegetables on North

Pacific), skin of smaller whales, especially white whale

(known in Greenland, raw, as an exquisite hors

d'oeuvTe, also grilled, fried in breadcrumbs, stewed,

soup, etc.), nettle top, thistle head, pignut, melon and

sunflower seeds, mussels, truffles, smoked sturgeon

(lax), sturgeon roe (caviare), garfish, cuttlefish, potted

liver, blood dishes, woodland red-top mushroom (Rus

sians' seem afraid of field mushroom), tops of the root

vegetables. ^ ,,, •
,

Cassava orManioc. By A. Poingdestre, L.F. (Equatorial

Africa).~Owing to this plant, starvation troni crop

failures nearly impossible, as it grows in any soil, pro-

ducing the year round. Used raw or dried and
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shot-RUn. If one weapon only is essential, rifled shot-

gunsror choke-bored rifles, capable of being used both

as shot-guns and rifles, are obtainable at moderate prices

from all leading gunmakers.

The -hoked i2-bore rifle in particular, with modern

shallow grooving (Greener's patent), is a handy all-round

weapon, both for shot and ball, where large garne is

occasionally to be met with. It shoots well as a rifle up

to loo yards, and weighs under 8 lb. There 's also he

combined rifle and shot-gun in one double-barrelled

weapon. The usual proportions are : •45°^ "Ae barrel

and 16 bore-shot barrel, or -500 and 12 bore. Ihis

weapon is not specially recommended, being heavy for

a shot-gun, and badly balanced for a rifle. Where

practicable, the single rifle and double shot-gun, as

separate weapons, are always to be preferred.

Black Powder Cartridges.—"ioXxA drawn rnetal rifle

cartridges loaded with black powder are best for out-ot-

the-way countries where ammunition is not easily

obtainable. They can be reloaded by the amateur, who

can provide himself with spare powder, wads, balls, and

caps. The reloading outfit is a simple one, and can

be obtained from any gunmaker.

H. V. Hifies.—Where sufficient cartridges can be

carried for the purpose in hand or are within reach, and

where there is no use for a shot-gun, the best cheap

weapon for all-round use is a military H. V. small-bore

magazine rifle, such as a British -303, or a German

Mauser, or an Austrian Mannlicher, or a U.b. Kra

Torgensen, or a Canadian Ross straight-pull rifle. All

these are cheap and good long-range rifles of precision

firing smokeless cordite powder and nickel-covered

bullet; with a point-bVmk or fixed sight range of at
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dangerous game in jungle or thick cover, when a quick

second shot may be required.

Note.—Cordite-powder cartridges cannot be loaded

or reloaded by amateurs, but must always be obtained

from good gunmakers.

S/i:A(s.—Sights for a sporting rifle are to some extent

a matter of individual taste and idiosyncrasy. Generally

an open V backsight and a bright bead foresight are

recommended. A small ivory inverted A at the base

of the open V in the backsight improves the sight-

ing. The writer recommends that no flaps or elevated

sights be used on a sporting rifle. For all ordinary

hunting purposes they are unnecessary, dood tele-

scopic sights arc now made, attachable to any rifle, for

use in shooting game at long range in open country,

and for short-sighted riflemen. The peep backsight is

also recommended for improving definition.

2. /ii/ifs on Use of Rifle.—'Vh's is no royal road

to skill in the use of the rifle, .^ractice, constant

practice, is the golden rule. If po. ible, have the rifle

carefully fitted in length and bend of stock to the

shoulder of the user. See that the pull of trigger is

ri^ht, say 3 lb., neither less, for this is dangerous, nor

m1)re, for this may affect the shooting. Alvays, if

possible, use t.ie same weapon and get to know it.

Practi'-" at unmeasured distances up to 200 yards.

Never .ire at game over 200 yards if this can be

avoided. Learn the right amount of foresight to take,

particularly in varying lights and shades, up and down

hill, in open and in wooded country, so that the

operation can be done rapidly and instinctively. More

game is missed by taking too much or too little fore-

sight, and so firing either over or under, generally too
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thoroughly outside. Examine sights, and try pull of

trigger occasionally when rifle is in use.

3. Some general Ifunting Rules. /F/W.—Always note

the direction of wind a> 1 points of compass before

leaving camp. In default of a compass, take note at

night of the n'..th star, and fix the north from camp

by some landmark—the point of a hill or some tree

or rock. Take note all day of the general direction

of travel, so that, if caught out at night, and the north

i Jill' -^tar is visible, the direction of camp is always known,

even without a compass. Try and arrange the direction

of the day's hunting so that the best is made of the

wind. No wild animal can be approached down wind.

In a Game Qwntry.-'Sewr, when hunting, appear on

the sky-line, if it can be avoided. For choice, always

move along the leeward side of the hill ; and when

crossing hills or ridges, take a hollow, or go round a

shoulder, and not over. Spy new ground carefully as it

comes into sight. Binoculars are better for the eyesight

and more handy than a telescope. Take note of what

wild animals look like at a distance. Learn what shape

and colour to look for. This only comes by observation.

Tracks.—Always have an eye on the ground for tracks.

Learn, by observation, the difference between old tracks

and fresh ; the size and sex therefrom of the animal

;

and whether it has been moving fast or slow. Note if

trees and vegetation have been marked by wild animals,

and how. Deer rub trees with their horns. All animals

must feed and lie down at times. Learn to note all

these signs, and their age or freshness.

On Sighting Game.—K the game is quiet and undis-

turbed, note the ground carefully, and lay your plans

for approach according to cover and wind. It is much
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the utmost care. They should not be followed oa foot

into thick cover. More hunters have been killed by

(Tame in this way than in any other. No man should

hunt dangerous game without a good rifle to which he

is thoroughly accustomed, and in which he has complete

^°^Affer't/t'e Kt7l.—Ga.me is hunted either for trophies or

food. The hunter should therefore know how to clean,

skin, and butcher his quarry.

To kill jnerely for the sake of killing, and then waste

meat and hide, is bad s/iiAar.

When killed within reach of camp or where possible

to utilise all the meat, clean, and, if possible, bring

carcass back to camp. Otherwise skin and ciuarter and

hang quarters to trees till taken to camp.

Where only a portion of meat can be used, take the

hams (of all kinds of deer and antelope) end tenderloins

(meat along each side of backbone). Cut hams with

skin of legs below hocks, including small hoofs. 1 hese

can be tied together and hams slung across saddle of

ridinc! horse. „ , r „
T'o save head and scalp for stuffing : cut skin from

between horns along back of neck to between shou ders
;

then round neck to centre of breast. Skin neck for-

ward to head; then take off head at first jomt of

vertebra next to skull. Head and scalp skin can then

be taken back to camp; scalp then skinned off over

nose, turned inside out and hung on tree to dry. bkuU

cleaned \11 fat should be removed from scalp-skin.

Dry with wood-ashes, or apply arsenical soap. Preserve

body skin by stretching, hair downwards, on ground by

means of wooden pegs. Dry with wood-ashes from

camp fire. When travelling fold up hair mside.
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keep a flame alight, close the hands under, not

around it.

Burning Glass.—A lens, or clear glass vessel, such as

watch-glass, full of water, will focus sunlight to burning

point on tinder.

F/int and S/ee/.—Cany box with tinder and a flint

;

strike flint sharply on knife or file, catch spark in tinder,

and blow. If spark secured in nest of kindling, whirl it

round your head to get flame.

Tinder.—Saturate rough-surfaced paper in paste of

gunpowder or tobacco ash (saltpetre), then dry the

paper.
, , j j

J'ire Stick.—The drilling stick is a tough, hard, dry

wand. The block is of ivy-wood or walnut (gunstock).

Cut a notch in block, and fill with tinder. Then with

bight of a 4-ft. string take a turn round drilling stick,

and mount the string on a bow, so that working the

bow from side to side twirls the point of the stick in

the notch. One man keeps stick upright, while another

twirls it. Work as long as the friction continues to

increase heat of the point. If friction not sufficient to

make spark, try again, and try for hours. Two minutes

will kindle point if friction strong enough.

Camp Fire.—¥he requires a current of air pouring

upward through kindled fuel. The star fire has ends ot

sticks pointing to centre, and shoved farther in as they

char. The back log-fire has sticks laid parallel against

a green log, which chars all night. For economy, a

trench- fire best preserves heat.

Fire on Wet Gruiind.—Statt fire in fry-pan, which can

be cleaned when hot with a few drops of cold water.

Fire on Snow.—Make floor of green boughs.

Fire in a Boat.—l.l3.^e clay floor.
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should make a fireguard round haystacks, buildings, or

villages. In pasture, plough two furrows a few yards

apart and burn the grass between. In forest, cut two

swaths and burn woods between. A water-cart, with

pump and fire-hose, is used by some ranchers.

V.-PREPARING FOOD

The food must contain certain quantities of fat, albu-

menoids, and .arbohydrates. Albumenoids are repre-

sented chiefiy by meat, but are also conUined largely

in beans and peas, and to a lesser extent in oatmeal

and bread. Carbohydrates constitute the principal value

of potatoes, rice, and cereals generally. In order to

keep in good health, it is necessary first that the diet

shall contain not less than a certain proportion of the

above-named constituents, and that they shall be in a

condition capable of being digested. It is for the pur-

pose of making food digestible that cooking is undertaken,

and a working knowledge of bush-cookery is of the

highest importance. A point that is most frequently

overlooked is the necessity of green vegetable and fruit.

V/here it is possible these should be carried, either fresh,

tinned, or dried, and in all permanent or semi-permanent

camps, vegetables such as lettuce, radishes, mustard and

cress, peas and beans, cibbage, etc., should be regularly

grown In many parts of the world there are wild plants

which can be cooked and eaten with great advantage.

The green vegetables enable one to maintain a regular

action of the bowels and to keep the blood in good order

without a continual resort to the use of medicine.

C. G. Moor.
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Salting Boivn.—The hotter the climate the smaller the

pieces. For dry-salting, work on clean table, so that

juice drains away. In camp, drain on a bed of boughs,

covering with boughs against birds and animals. Turn

meat daily while salting. For salting in brine, use brine

strong enough to float a potato or egg. Skim the brine

occasionally. The hide makes good trough for salting

if set in hollow of earth or with edges pegged high.

Keep the barrel covered with four thicknesses of mosquito

netting, tied down against flies. In curing meat for a

short time, a proportion of sugar and salt used as brine

improves the flavour, the sugar-cured and spiced bacon

being a delicacy.

Drying Meat. Hot dry climates.—Cnt meat or fish

thin, up to one inch thick, and hang in shade if there is

sufficient wind to dry, otherwise in hot sun. This dries

out moisture, so that food can, with all its nourishment,

be carried light. Eat raw, or cook by steaming to

restore moisture. If this " biltong " is preferred salty,

sprinkle salt on lightly, leave in a heap for one hour

only, wash, and dry as before. Damp climates.—Cut

meat thin, or split fish of fat varieties, and hang in con-

fined space over damp fuel to smoke. Avoid coal or

wood containing gum. The best fuels are maize cobs

or dry cedar-wood or beech- or oak-wood. Toast over

fire or cook by steaming. Meat biscuit is meat boiled

down to thick juice, kneaded with flour, flattened thin,

dried, and then baked.

Tasajo, Mexican. By C. J.
Cutcliffe Hyne, L.F.—Cut

the meat into rectangles (so far as may be), s^in. by

lo in. Pin one corner by a thorn to a line, so that it

hangs free. Expose to hot sun till the colour deepens

to black-brown. Cut down and store. To cook, fry if
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no leavening, kneed the dough very thoroughly before

baking.
., , -, . ,

Bread.—On ground-sheet make pile of flour, and hole

in middle for water, stirring as you pour. In kneading

dough, keep a sprinkle of dry flour on sheet, which wiU

brush off" afterwards. To bake, clean away fire, fan off

ashes, and cook on hot earth or hot stone. For damper,

mix baking-powder (or soda and tartaric acid) with flour.

Add salt, and bake in plenty of hot ashes, both under

and over. Or, place the flat damper on a few hot ashes,

cover with a gold-pan, and place hot ashes all over pan.

Sand Cooking.— V>\g pit, fill with fire and stones.

When stones are very hot, remove the fire, replace the

stones, cover with fresh leaves, then the vegetables, and

the meat on top, so that the juices will reach the

vegetables; cover with leaves or a damp towel, cover

with wet sack, pile on hot coals, cover with earth to

complete the oven, probe short hole in middle, and pour

in water to make steam. The African ant-hill is a first-

class oven. In old ant-hills, ware snakes. In Maori

practice water is poured on the food direct. 1 he leaf

covering, sack, and earth covering are then laid on

quickly. ,

Sand cooking is perhaps the cleanest and most econo-

mical method of feeding large numbers of people, tor

big camps and expeditions, cooks traine.' ^ • the process

can supply a variety of really palatable fc
,
instead of

monotonous stews and hard rations.
. , - ,

Cooking-Pots. To make.—The art of pottery is derived

^rom basketry. When close-woven water-carrying baskets

leaked, they were daubed with clay. It was found that

clay-covered baskets would stand fire, and gradually the

clay pot replacfid the basket. Daub your baskets with
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with any chopped dried fruit, and tied up in a bag ; or

a small pot of meat with pastry cover. Put the food

into a covered pan with sufficient water to keep the pan
from melting. Put in more water when needed. The
steam will cook the food.

U'e/s/i Dish.—Grease a stew-pot, line with potatoes

and onion, cover them with fat bacon. See that lid

lifts. Roast.

Khodesian joint mcdxa^VeX.^^.—5 water, boil till water

nearly gone. Then removing meat, line pot with pump-
kin, yams, or other absorbent vegetables, replace meat,

and fill up with vegetables and lump of fat. Covt'r, pile

coals on lid, and bank coals i ft. distant round pot.

Cook 20 minutes.

Stewing.—To break up tough tissues for soup or stew,

put in cold water, and stew. If you want to preserve

shape and flavour of pieces of food, immerse in boiling

water, and stew. Stewed foods include porridge of any
cereal (don't forget the salt), vegetables, beans, dried or

wild fruits, or meat cut small. In German cookery the

savoury dishes contain fruit for contrast of flavour. The
best curry dishes have half meat, half fruit, in the stew.

Spanish-American stews are flavoured with a sauce of

chili. Rice \, cold water |, and boil.

Bacon.—Especially in thirsty lands, always parboil

bacon before frying, to remove salt and rankness. Add
pepper.

Venison. By Sir Henry Seton-Karr, C.M.G., L.F.—
Slice tenderloins and hams, and fry with sliced onions

and venison fat. Jiibs : hang 3 to 7 days according to

temperature, and roast on point of green twig in embers,

or in camp oven. JVeck and shoulders, boil for soup

and hash. Tongue : boil, and eat cold. Brains : fry.
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and are hence valuable for wounds, sores, and bruises

and they both Rive great relief from the Ditcs ot

mosquitos and other insect pests.

VI.—AITLIANCES

Bent Wood.—To bend wood or bamboo to moderate

curve, warm gently over slow fire, and set to cool between

stakes on ground, arranged in desired curve. lo bend

to extreme curves, steam or boil for half an hour upwards

according to size (Linton Hope).

BoLAS.—Take egg, M/.e of plover's egg, suck it, case it

in mud or clay, and pour molten lead through the hole

Take small wire fence staple, turn up points slightly, antl

before lead hardens stick it in, points first, leaving lin.

sticking out. Take three lengths of twisted horse hide

3ft. long, and splice together, leaving 2h feet of each free.

To the three ends attach the three lead balls. N.b.—

One length should be slightly longer than the others.

Taking one ball, swing the weapon round your head in

circles, then throw, and the bolas locking round any

animal will disable him for capture.

Bei-swax.— Boil comb in water all night, and when

melted put into an old kerchief or rag, and squee/o

through into cold water.

BrTdle. By J. H. Eaton (Texas).—Take 26 ft. of

any rope available, preferring ^V '"• cotton, and cut it

up thus : cheek strap 7 ft- 6 in., brow band 2 ft., thro.it

strap 4 ft., reins 12 ft. These measurements will vary

somewhat according to size of horse, but are a good

average.
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Candle Lantern.—Fill an old bottle i with water,

and set on hot ashes till bottom breaks off. Bottle is

apt to split unless heat is evenly distributed. Turning

bottle upside down, insert butt of candle in neck. Plant

in sand or earth when alight.

Canoe. By A. Poingdestre. -{.See Part II. section vii.)

A cylinder of bark, wedged off carefully so as not to

crack it, makes at a pinch a capital canoe to cross rivers

where the dug-out is not to be had.

The ends are held over a fire until pliant, when they

can be turned up and pegged ; and pointed stakes are

then driven in transversely at intervals to keep the canoe

open. It is always sunk when not in use. (Central

Africa.)

Charcoal.—Dig pit, fill with wood, so spaced that air

circulates freely ; leave chimney hole through middle, and

cover the rest of pit wit*- mound of earth. Drop lighted

torch through chimney kindling wood at bottom, and

keep chimney covered, with just enough air to allow wood

to smoulder without flaming. Burn 3 to 7 days. Or,

build wood into pile, cove, with earth, leaving airholes to

get fire started. Fill these airholes when fire has got

hold.

CiNCHA.—See Girth.

Felt.—According to legend, St. Clement, wearing

carded wool between his feet and the soles of his sandals,

found at the end of a pilgrimage the wool converted to

cloth. Almost any hair or fibre entirely freed from

natural grease can, by beating with wooden mallL-t,

moisture, and heat, be felted, the process being simpler

than weaving.

FiREPROOFING.—Steep any fabric in solution of

parts water to i part phosphate of ammonia, or in
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tobacco, sunflower, or maize. If from salt pan, should

it taste of common salt wash it until it tastes of gun-

powder.
Put on hot water, and mix with equal weight of boiling

water. Strain the solution, and evaporate down into

white crystals.

Sulphur.—VLeW. slowly in pan, remove the scum, and

pour off to get rid of dregs. Pound into a powder.

Mix thoroughly 6 parts nitre, i part sulphur, i part

charcoal. To lo parts powder stir in i part water,

making stiff dough, and knead thoroughly between two

stones. Wrap in canvas, and press very hard until it

forms a cake. Burn with red-hot wire holes in old

dressed skin, and rub cake against this sieve, so that

grains are sifted through. .Shake grains in a box until

clean and bright, and fan away all dust. Dry the

grains.

Note by A. Poingdestrc, \j.Y.- Ordinary gunpowder :

75 parts nitre, i2 to 13 parts charcorJ, 10 to 12] parts

sulphur. Powder made for the Khalifa (Soudan)

:

nitre 75'6, sulphur lo's, charcoal i3"9.

Note by C. J. Cutclifie Hyne, L.F.—If plumbago,

commonly called black lead, is available, shake tlv

grains up with this, and it will partly waterproof them.

Gut.—Turn an intestine inside out, scrape away soft

lining, twist, and dry for lashings, sewing, etc. Kecii

supple with grease.

HoiiiJLEs.—Make straps of green hide, doubled witii

woolly side in, of length to fasten round your clenchtd

fist, with loop and toggle. .\n eijual length of raw hide

or chain with swivel connects the two hobble istrai'-

One strand from a large rope makes good hobble.
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clay (from white ant-hills if obtainable), or mix up clay

and water into " swish," and throw on to withy walls by

hand. I'loor of same clay rammed hard. A mixture

of blood and cowdung makes a clean jiermanent plaster

for walls and floor. Roof with lighter poles, and thatch

chimney of vertical poles same as walls, but with extra

coat of clay, and cover the thatch with clay round the

chimney. If you have "trade " cotton, use for windows.

If time, labour, and materials available, build hut of

hand-made, sun-dried adobe bricks.

Ink.—Soot and water, with a little gum or glue.

Charcoal rubbed down in milk. Coffee extract boiled

down. Solution of gall-nuts from oak-tree, and an iron

salt. Add gum.
Secret 1

1

'riii/tg.—Sit facing the light, with lined paper,

and a clean pen if possible. Write in the ordinary way,

but use the saliva in your mouth instead of ink. Then

between the lines of hidden script write with ink tn

disarm suspicion. Correspondent, knowing the trick,

will on receipt pour a bottle of ink over the paper, am.

promptly wash off under a tap of water. Where saliv;i

has been, the ink will stick, disclosing concealed messagr.

Milk (instead of saliva) held to hot fire turns brown.

Iron. Smelting: from Ore. By Linton Ho[je.

Lay wood fire, layer of broken ore, layer of wood,

alternate layers to, say, 2 ft. thick, if possible in old an!

hill or rough covered clay furnace, to induce good

draught. If impossible to create induced drau-ir

furnace, make bellows of goat or other skin with cl.i)

nozzle at end of furnace. Get fierce heat. If only open

fire, greatly increase proporti(jn of wood. KesLiit

;

Charcoal iron, which can be forged, and, if hammered

sufficiently, produces finest (juality tough iron, like th.it
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strings at equal distances apart along pole. Numbering

off the strings, take odd numbers to length of proposed

mat, and lash each to top of a 2-ft. stake, so that all

strings are parallel and on same plane. Next take even-

numbered strings in same direction, 4 ft. beyond the

stakes of the odd-number strings, and make them fast

at equal distances apart to a loose pole, parallel with the

first pole, and held horizontally in the hands. Raise

the loose pole, while assistant lays bundle of reeds or

fibres across the odd-number strings, and forces it well

home to where all the strings are lashed to first pole.

I ower the loose pole to ground, while assistant lays

second bundle of fibres against the first between upper

and lower strings. Alternately raise and lower the loose

pole as fresh bundles arc added, so that the strings

wrave under and over, until mat is completed.

On same frame, with heavier strings, slats of split cane

or wood replacing bundles of fibre, make a panel like-

Venetian blind, good for wall panel in huts for tropics.

Pack-1!AUS.—Panniers, see Kyacks.

rACK-SADDLi-.—Make two hardwood slats, 4 in. by

from 14 in. to 18 in., and cut with draw-knife until they

fit on either side of horse's spine. Set them firmly int..

well-siufled panels. Cut four squared sticks of hardwooc,

2 in by 2 in. by 14 in. Taking each stick, shave away (on

one side onlv) the last 4 in. down to a thickness of, s;iy,

i in. rit the shaved surface of each stick to one of tli.

slats, in such a way that when the slats are laid on the

horse's back, a pair of the sticks crosses high abo\x

the spine at eitlier end of the proposed saddle. The twu

crosses should be 12 in. to 15 in. apart, according to si,:c

of saddle. Mark on the sticks the exact angle at win- li

they cross each other, and at that angle cut them do\M.
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The Rope, la riata, lasso, is 35 feet long. The hondo,

a li«ht bone or metal ring, makes noose run easy.

Fnilini; A in- m^"i'»' ''""^'^ ^°^*' "«^
^''^^^''''t' ''"f"

roi-e, or hak. Attached, in the Argentine to the girth

in K u h America to the saddle horn, the Rope, apart

fro .> its use in catching and throwing range stock,

is .-.od for hauling mired guns or ;^ag«""s <irewood, cr

prisoners. When attached to a hackamore (halter low on

fa"e) the rope, passed round a rock or tree gives lever-

age to persuade a horse over obstacles in climbing. A

?ash rope is 40 feet, a picket rope 50 feet of h-m manila

Rope MAK.NG.-A whirl is a fixed upright whee

turned by a handle. On the side facing the rope-walk

the wheel has one hook in middle, and twelve round

he rim The spinner, with a loose bundle round hi.

wais o any combed fibre, faces the whirl, and makes a

Tew strands of fibre fast to middle hook, holdmg on to

he ends, to which he adds more fibres, whi e his assist-

ant tu ns the whirl to twist the fibre supply into a yarn

Walking slowly backward, the spinner so regulates the

supply of fibre that the lengthening yarn is of even thu^k^

ness When he reaches end of the rope-walk, the second

sph ner takes the yarn from the hook on the whirl and

fi^x^lt to a reel to wind up. He theii attaches fibre.

from his own supply to middle hook, and makes a

econd yarn. Meanwhile, the f^^^^

X""""'^ ^^^
whirl, regulating the winding of his yarn. U hu,

second spinner'sMength is completed, first spinner tak .

t off hook, and fastens it to his reeled Vam, so that t h

reel receives the second yarn, continuous with the fir.t.

More lengths of yarn are added until reel is completed.

/r„r^«c."Take the number of yarns required for

roi^ in unreeling each add an extra tw.st. and stretch ah

-irth, r

strap, c

'f sadc
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the passing of the lashing between the upper and lower

rings will give a strong purchase in girthing or cinching

a horse.

Make stirrup leathers of rawhide, rope, or plaitetl

liorsehair, or folded canvas straps. Stirrups ; steam a

strip of tough wood until it will bend into a hollow

triangle, the two ends of the strip being overlapiied and

bound together. Or sling a strip of tough wood with

a cord at each end from the stirrup leather. An im-

provement on Recado saddle is as follows : Take two

small branches with a natural bend, and cut them to

size rt(iuired, each 6 inches high when ends rest on

ground, and i \ inches wide, with ends 9 inches apart

at two ends of the curve. Then cut two lengths 01

wood, each if) inches long, and shape on under side to

fit horse's ba( k. Rivet the arches on, thus connectint;

these two pads. Cover the whole with horse hide put

on wet. {Commandant Orde.)

Salt.—Failing salt, make lye by pouring boiling water

or gunpowder or wood-ashes from pine, poplar, beech,

oak, or any solid wood. Strain the lye, and let it

ev.iporate, leaving a white alkali. On grass plains the

white alkali of the sloughs is a substitute for salt.

Skins.—Introductory Note by A. J.
Poingdestre, L.l

.

An ideal composition, which has been found capital in

dealing with lion, leoi»rd, and buck skins and head^

(skins), is made of ] iwwdered alum to 3 boric acid
;

it

is inexpensive and non-poisonous. 1 have saved skins

during the height of the rains when the sun was nearly

invisible for days, by rubbing the above composition m

freely while the pelt was quite green. It dries (juite

h.-ird, and odourless. As to bringing out trophies fron.

Central Africa, there is but one way, to my mind, thr.
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brains, and leave for a week. Then soften and dry with

hard rubbing, and smoke the skin.

To Smoke.—li\% small hole in ground, and make fire

in it of rotten or green wood to smoke. Plant stakes

all round the fire, and draw them in at the tops to form

a cone. Cover cone with canvas or skins, laced so

ihat smoke cannot escape, and within this tent place the

skins to be smoked for a day or two. Smoked skins do

not shrink after wetting, and make excellent clothing.

Currying.—To drive out all moisture and replace it

with oil, soak in clean water, scrape, rub over with animal

oil, dry, and as the moisture leaves the oil penetrates.

Rub hard to make pliable. This is spongy wash-leather.

Oil Dressing.—Soak in hot animal grease and rub

hard. This process repeated again and again makes the

hard, transparent rawhide for canoes, sjambok, etc.

Sewing.—The strongest sinew is from hind legs of

large animals and tails of monkeys, but that beside the

spine is also useful. To make holes in skin for sinew-

sewing, use awl or thorn. For fine sinew-sewing and

for silk use three-cornered (glover's) needle. For surface-

sewing use two-edged curved needle. For canvas, but

not for skins, use sail needle and palm. For leather use

bristle from whiskers of large animals, with " waxed

end." For lacing use awl and rawhide strings. For

buttons use claws, small tusks, or Turk's-head knot of

leather string. For waterproofing use bladders. Fine

underclothing is made of dressed bird skins.

Repair A'/V.—Needles, plain, three-cornered, and

curved, of several sizes, oiled ; awl, wax, palm thimble,

small marlin spike, bristles, threads of sinew, silk, and

flax; cat-gut, kangaroo or buckskin strings, or strips of

oiled hide (babiche or reim), according to continent ;
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SoAP.-Keep
fat simmer ;^"n?' /"f' ^^'S^' «f">^'-

for days, adding lye a^wa^lnM ^^ ^''''""°" "^ '"^shef;)
taken up sufficient alkali frnm

?°''^^"-^y- ^Vhen fat has

f^";;^ycghesonam^^^^^^^^ '" '"°"- ^°'''"

cover vvit'hw^fS'l^nSeDlri''^ ^"i ^'''P''"g^. ^nd

'Mait nottootSck?n^ttTta?''^•"'^"''^- --^

,
SS:^^^:r-r^?^pSd«r--•

^^•Rad-£Sr-;f-SioBAcco Failino- t^h
'"'*^^"ess of pitch.
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Tarpaulin.—Steep canvas in salt water, and while

wet cover it with a mixture of 2 parts tar, i part fat,

boiled together. When dry on one side, wet other side,

and apply mixture.

Timber Felling.—Failing axe, make a bandage round

tree, of clay, grass, and anything else which can be kept

sodden. Keep circle of fire round tree below bandage.

At intervals rake fire away, and chop off charred wood,

exposing new surface. Towards finish keep all fire on
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tree is to fall.

69

-ge at length oftrJt
'° ''^"- "^^''en tree falk

together (if possible Sh on^^f
^'"'^ ''^^'^ «^"t' boiled

^^ Sit ':s^S^^^^!f^S; *

-Choose two trees i' feetli!^^''''
«"d J. St. A. Jewell

d.ago„,„
Cut'r^^ndloror's'r'f^

'"h

'^° '^^^>
or barrel, str npiivr hnrt .f i

^ 7 mches diameter
'3 still slippery!^' B^orett-o hi?' T*"""'' ^° that s",
fngles to one another tn n, '"u *'''"°"Sh end at riSt
handspik.

Lay°!Jr;'dr°unr o?
1^"'^^''^"' °^ '^'^ °"of the twc trees, make fa^\l/ f u"'"''^

^"oss forks
barrd and heave'with haJd^te '""'"^ ^P*"' ^°""d

"-d n, MrhoTitrav:;r' "'"; ^""^-«-" doses
P'»-> also to keep horsS riS"'"'" " '^'^'"- '^

/rt nipe
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KNOTS AND Sl.L,CES.l By 1^*"'°" "^P^'.'^^f^ vCV
Th, Rftf Knot—The reef knot (Fig. i) is a ve y

• ^fa to make • the illustrations show the dis-

simple knot to ."i^''^' "*„'"„ ,17:,, ,\ the difference

tinction between it and the granny (Hfe. 2;. t"*:

FIG, I.—REEF KNOT.

being .h..>.h »fXrl'S ne™»»f£
Zr.oTJ«X SfcrS. o, ,he loop. Th.,e

FIG. 2.—GRANNY KNOT.

a„ ,.0 knou in common.use.itl.er of .hich .-m do

mrnorp'S7.i^»rrM,e .ope .h.on.l. ,.e ....

Motor-Boat."
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FIG. 3

you were going to make a reef knot (Fig. 3).

BawLuvc- 3ECONO 3TAoe

FIG. 4.

Now capsize the knot until it become.! n hoifi,-. u
the standing part on the striped end (I^g 4) Thf. 'Ilmust now be DasspH k^w.Ja ^"" V'^'s- 4; X he endoe passed behind and around the standing
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f^^rr. thP rintr and back down through the

i-io. 5.

hi.t nerhaos simpler method of making a bowline, is

?n J??ke a loop (Fig. 6) in the standing part, pass the

Ind though thTriW'^/ through the loop (F.g. 4) behmd

KIC. 6.—BOWLINE.

and .ound .he sunding part «">'l /?"" '!«°"6*;
Jj

sr;.viS^pS?^sTade»'£.rp.;fis,
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^standing part o^n top.Tht The'e' h'J^" ""*?«^"'^'th the
the ring must pass Z'rthmm.h Ik'^'

';^'*''"« "''«"ghn front of the standing part fn, h 'u"'*'
"^^ '-'"^

'oni.ng ..^ through the looDaA,-,? ^''^ ""derneath,
'he same as before but fh?^^^ ' '" ^''^^ " 's exactly
the standing part 'ha" leen sho^n'T '" '"^^^ --'
Wack. to distinguish theVn

'" "''^"^ ^"^ 'he end

-ur^f^-^ °/„-^;ng a ro^ fast and it is ,uite
«n -t, it „,ay janf and cause a ot o'?';"'' n'^'l"

"^^ P"^
^•n be undone. To make this I

.""'^'^ '^'^''o'-'^ 't
of the rope through the rL i 'N.^""^' ^'^ the end
standmg part and°up through it

"' >'''" ''"""'J ^he
(^'g-7). Now pass tL end round hp? "^'S'" "^ 'oop
more and up through t£ second V'""'';;!^

P'"*" °"^^
this knot the standing part alwavs In '^ ^^'^'- «>' ^n
the boat to the ring, wSle both fh T ''^^^'S^' ^^om
«tire]y with the end

'^ ^''^ '""« are taken
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Fir,. 8.

Hound Turn and Two HaIf Hitches.-h better knot

for attaching a rope to a ring than the two half-hitches

described is made by talcing the rope t-wice through tt.f

ring instead of once before making the two half-hi' ks

FIG. 9.—ROUND TURN AND T .VO IIAI.F-HITCHES.

(Fig q). This is not so likely t'^ jam, and permits

of a good strain being put on the rope in the act ot

making it fast, '.vhich cannot be done with the bowhtic.

and it is liaijle to jam the two half-hitches.
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'^ usually employed for attichin
'"'"'' ^''''^ ^^''^- '«)

anchor in sm. M boat-, ^t
^"achin^ a rope cable to an

twee through .he^n. 'and hr'^'^
bypassing the rop"

I'j'th loops. T.,e knot ^hl r
''•^"'"« "'<-' ^"^ 'hrough

for extra security the end riT " "°"?f^'^'«^ «' A. l.tt
small line) to the ItlT ^^""^ ^^'^'^ (or lashed with
-und it aV°shown t B'^'^h'e T,^

'"'''^'"^'^
'« '""'^e"• iJie latter ,s the quickest

KIG. 10.—fisherman's BENU
method and most sprnr*. u . •

the seizing.
''''^"'^^> l^"'

'^ 's not quite so neat as

ipe to a^ringTwhrd? is fr".^
""'?''

'"'^J' "'^ '"ttachintr a
"'en, and thaf is Xe .'cow^"hT

^ ^™.P'o>''d ^'>"=»"ds-
«se the end is simply tied to

^''!^' "> ^" 'his
'he standing part •

it is
' L .

" °verhand knot round
's liable to ia-,; ^nW ^i

"°" "nsearnanlike knot l^l
difficult to url'i'te^ "'° '° ^''>' "'^"e ' i^ at all 'ti?„Vs
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attaching the end of a rope to a ring or round a vertical

post to make the boat fast, etc.; but in the next series the

knots are designed for making a rope fast to a spar, rail,

or larger rope, which may be horizontal or in any other

position, and on which the strain may come in the

direction of the length of the spar, etc., in such a

manner that it is important that the knot should not

be able to slip sideways along it.

cow HITtH.

Timber Jlikh.—'Yhe simplest of these knots is the

timber hitch (Fig. 12), which is formed by taking a

half-hitch round the spar, and twisting the end onri

more round its own part, instead of taking another hall

hitch round the standing part. This knot is only

satisfactory when it is made round a spar of consider-

ably greater diameter than the rope, and so long as

the strain is steady on the rope after the knot is made,

as it is liable to come adrift if the rope is new and the

strain intermittent. Another objection is that it cannot

be made wliile there is a strain on the rope. It is,



I
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T'VIIKR
,„-,L.„.

Ming ,he I'S"'/"? f'i'ly hoavTi. f. r'"*"'
I
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Clove Hitch.—Where the strain is only sideways, or

where both ends of the rope have to take equal strains,

the clove hitch (Fig. 13) is one of the simplest and best

knots. The illustration shows it so plainly that we need

not describe how it is made, but we must warn beginners

against a somewhat similar knot in which the two ends

come out on the same side, instead of on opposite sides,

as shown in the sketch. Remember that in making a clove

hitch, the end must always pass round the spar in the

FIG. 13.—CLOVE HITCH.

same direction, say, from left to right, in both turns, the

first time passing under the standing part and the second

time above the standing part, but under the last turn of

its own part. This knot can be made under strain and

will not slip, no matter in what direction or on which end

the strain may come. With a little practice a clove hitch

can be made by giving the rope a couple of twists, forming

a pair of loops, which are then dropped over the end of

the spar and hauled taut.



FIG.
I4.-R0LLI.VG HITCH • u;

hitch (Fig ,0 ;,,.
• ""^^'ft^RN.

^P^"- again and pass

"" '5—ROLLING HITCH--.—BULLING HITCH.

I

'f up and under the cf, j-
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making a half-hitch outside the first two tarns, as shown

in Fig. 15. It will be found in passing the second

or riding turn, and pulling it tight away from the direction

of the strain on the standing part, that the latter is hauled

bodily along the spar, etc., for the distance required to

let the riding turn lie alongside the first turn, thus

tightening the rope by that amount. The half-hitch

then secures the whole knot. If a rope is passed

through a ring and a rolling hitch made with the end on

the maift part of the rope it can not only be made fast

under strain, but the hitch can be made to slide along

the rope by removing the strain to a slight extent and

FIG. 16.—COMMON BEND.

pushing it along with the hand. This will allow the rope

to be tightened or slacked at will, as in the case of tent

ropes or boats' mooring warps when alongside a wharf or

dock.

Johiing the Ends of two Ropes.—Ths common bend

(Fig. 16) is the simplest method of joining two ropes. The

end of one rope is doubled back on itself, and the other

rope is brought up through the loop, round and under

both parts and back over both parts of the loop, but

under its own standing part. In making this bend l)e

careful to hold the two parts of the (black) loop together

until the knot is jammed tightly, as if any strain were to
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,
^"f^'^'l Sheet Bend xvu

«
»ie ends

strain is TnT5t£L'^"'"'^ '" 'he 5L of
? ''','' '°P^ "^

""ght shike ' "'' " '^ possible thar.h '""'' ^"^ the

"°- "-™"«« s».rr .„,,
In th'

-""'ti BE.M).

»'» liable to hf ,t ';"? " ''liich the ™i,
"^ ""'"' "l>«e

(•«d wuld l»%tte'r"' »" '» *i« M« ,T '' •»"'
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in the bow of a boat ; it is far better to make a long eye-

splice in the rope and pass both parts of the eye through

the ring, and then pass the end of the rope through its

own eye. This allows the rcpe to be detached from the

ring at any time without cutting the eye.

The Eye-splice.—To make an eye-spiice, unlay (or

untwist) the strands for about five inches at the end of

the rope in which it is intended to splice an eye. Double

the end over to form an eye of the required sine, so that

FIG. i8.

—

eve-si'lice: first stage.

the large portion overlaps the standing part of the rope

at the point where the splice is to start (Fig. i8).

Now open the lay (or twist) of the standing part of the

rope by raising the middle strand (shown white) with a

marline-spike. Then lay the untwisted ends over it, so

that the under end (shaded) lies across the standing part

and away from you, and the third or middle strand

(black) right on top of the standing part. This centre

(black) strand must now be tucked under the raised

(white) strand and pulled closely into place, as shown in

the first sketch.

The under and farther (shaded) strand must now ije
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• s,
3'rand ha^al eadv^'h

'' ''^^"^ ""^er which th

P"t (fig. ig) Th (shaded) strand of fh ^^" ^^
being tuckeH ' , T^^ "^'^^est and unnl / u

-^ standing

"~''"^''^"^-—O.VnsTAOH.

'^s' £"?„-- the next stS o °haTS\P^'^"S
and under \h ""''«' (always eo/nl

'"'^'^ it has

'"cked under thf '

'''''"' ""'^' each^st^anH I '"T")
'"t-ked under It '"""'• ^^ t^o stS ^^' '^"^"

^' '^ sphce may be

: "'
f

.
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tapered so that the extra thickness caused by the inter-

lacing ends will die away into the same thickness as

the rest of the rope. To do this, after the strands

have been tucked twice, they must be unravelled into

yarns (six to each strand as a rul. in small rope), these

yarns must then be divided, say, into three parts, and
only two-thirds of the yarns tucked under the next strand,

half the remainder being again tucked : making two
tucks with whole stra ds, a third tuck with two-thirds

strands, and a fourth and final tuck with one-third

I-IG. 20.—SHORT SPLICE : FIRST STAGE.

Strands. AVhen the splice is complete and all strands

hauled close, it should be placed on the floor and rolled

under the foot, or lightly beaten with a mallet until all

parts are forced down as smooth as possible ; the ends

may be then cut off about half an inch clear of the rope.

The Short Splice.—Although the eye-splice already

described is the simplest form for the beginner to learn,

the short splice is really the one which liest fulfils the

true object of a splice in the ordinary sense of the word,

i.e. joining two ropes together so that each becomes part



fhat there 7s ahv,.""'''^^'^ ^ '^ey "re the!
'^°'^ "P'ice

f
nd.s of the other ^^^r' '"T^

°^ ^S til \T'''''^
"«

'ogether they shouli h''"
''^^^ ''^ve beS, ^,^f'T" ''^o

"•ope, and the stanl
'""'^'"g over the Th?.. ''!;'"« ''^e''

portion sl,ou]d be
"^ "^^ °^ 'he otherfe'"^?

°f one
f,"-a"d (shaded) of th™'^ '^^''^ '" the &*°i- '^^'^

f''e spike
.- an end nr /k°P^ °" "'e rigEt beL ''"'^' ^"^ ^end of the rope on the ,S "l '"'f"'^

^^''^
-" (»'"te) should

^'•-SHORT SJ.LICK
f^e taken over th^ / u

^
'''^'«-

pass over the 3^"'^";^ (Wk o ' t 'if
'^^^. ^'^^"d

''^e fi«t strand vh?^
/"'^^^^) of the on/^!,""" '^^^n

result
,v,ll now be th ? V^'' '^'^^Zfnn"'^'/

^'^''^^

one of the r>ml "^' ^^ch strand i« ^^ Passed. The

J.

I
shaded, grev 1h '''"'''"ndsofthern ^'°P•'<^omin£r
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what was originally the rope on the right now becomes

the one on the left ; cut the lashing and tuck the new

ends as before (white over white and under shaded,

shaded over black and under white, and black over

shaded and under black, Fig. 2j). Each rope will now

have its ends tucked once under the lay of the other rope,

and the process should be repeated, with both sets of

ends making two sets of tucks, o-- four in all. The ends

can then be tapered as already de- cribed for the eye-splice

if desired.

FIG. 22.—SHORT SPLICE : THIRD STAGE.

Whipping and Serving.—To prevent the end of a rope

from unravelling, it is usual to bind it tightly with fine

twine, which is called whipping the end. To do this, take a

piece of waxed or tarred whipping or sewing twine, and,

holding the end of the rope in the left hand, nip the end

of the twine under the left thumb on the rope, while a

turn of the twine is taken round the rope over the end to

jam it in place. The twine is now wound as tightly as

possible round the rope and over its own end for five or

six turns. The end is then turned back over these turns

towards the right, and the rope is transferred to the right
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across the turns parallel

hlC. 23..

"''""''^'--"m STAGE.
tOtjj,^

' "RST STAGE.

P't;. 24.-
-""'P'M.NG..SECONr.

STAGE..,
"• SECOND STAGE
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Servini;.—It is usual to cover a splice with " marline
"

or small tarred line, which is put on in a similar manner

to whipping, except that it is hove on taut w li a serving

mallet, if one is ol)tainable. To serve an c c-splice, serve

tiie rope for a distance equal to the circumference of the

eye before the splice is made, then complete the splice

FIG. 25.—Sl'ANISH WHirriNG : FIRST STAGE.

and serve over it, starting from the eye and finishing at

the end of the splice. Of course, in serving, the two ends

of the marline or twine do not come out at the same

place a? with a whipping, but the commencement and ,

finish are done in just the same manner by passing half

a dozen turns over the end, which is then pulled tight.

If it is in the centre of a rope, so that in finishing the
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leaking an eye, one strand (shaded) is bent back on itself,

forming a loop, the next strand (black) is passed over the
end of the first strand, and also doubled back on the
rope (Fig. 25). The third (white) strand is then passed
over the end of the second (black) strand and back

III.. 27.—SPANISH WHlPPtNC : THIRD STACE.

throu-,h the loop of the first (shaded) strand, all threi

strands being turned back along the rope, and each undrr 1

a different stranc' (Fig. 26). The three strands are nowf
hauled taut and passed over and under the strands of the I

standing part (white under shaded, over black and under I



white U ,

^''''LIAN'CES

F"'- 28. -SI.-.GLE WAIL.

;
&l.h°?ttf ^°"°" •^an-ropeTat the

J
^nd do„„' a,"^

'"'j'^^a of each end m« n^^^'"^' ^'^^^^^^

r-y. 28. GreWsfirs^, T"^ ^'°'» '^e rope I'l '"""'^

I
^ '"'^ ^^'^'te. Black is then '

t ^ ^"'^
"'en taken round
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grey and up between white and grey, while white is taken

round black and up through the loop of grey, the whole

being then pulled gently into place until all the turns

are even but not tight.

The Wall and Crown.—The next stage is precisely the

same as the commencement of the Spanish whipping.

Grey is formed into a loop, with the end down along the

rope between black and white. Black is taken over grey

and down between white and grey, and white is taken

FIG. 29.—WALL AND CROWN : FIRST STAGE.

over black and through the loop of grey down along the

rope, as with the others. The three ends now come out

at the sides of the knot between the two parts, which to

gether are called a wall and crown (Fig. 29). This in

itself is a pretty knot, but it has the great disadvantage

of easily working loose and coming to pieces unless it is

made of tarred rope and hove up tight as shown in

Fig. 30.

T/ie Man-rope Knot.— To make the wall and crown

into a man-rope knot, all that is necessary is to keep the
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: SECOND STAGE

III'

3 '•—MAN-ROPE KNOT.
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c \,^A As thp knot has been made loosely it must

mmmm
also be tightened in the same way and if

^^^^^^^^>;„d
three should be gone over agam to get the i^no^

"!'',, "

^"Sknot can be made equally easily in either three-

orlourrnded -Pe. and i- ver^ornamenU^^^^^^^^^^^^
^^^

S0ced Four-stranded Jio/>e.—Ai tne 0'"=*-
,

mafing a short splice, or an ey-pl.ce have been fo the

common three-stranded rope, with the excepuon

sh^note on splicing an eye in six-stranded wire rop

which can be treated as 'hjee-stranded rope with sug

whether the rope has three, four, six, or any number of

different manner from t^ree-stranded. Instead of ha

Te rhicrfuSeTariftl^e-SnS^o'^^^^
Tstrand onhl'sianding part, so that ^t ':o'nes out a^u

ftom the hand, while the nearer "^^^ '^° !^/"S
in "t the same place, but down under the next strana



nearer to the operator, and
comes out towards him
instead of away from himi
as all the others do. The
farthest and nearest strands
are tucked exactly thesame as if the rope was
three-stranded, so that the
nearest strand passes under

i^J^""^ '''^""^ °f the
standmg part as the nearer
of the two middle strands,

the oT^ ^"'"' y""' ^-hile
the other is towards you
1
hey are then tucked over

one and under one as
usual, and tapered until
the splice is complete.

^11 wire rope must be
served over for a distance
equal to the circumference
°' the eye, and all ends

attemptmg to start an eye-
sphce, otherwise the whole
P'ece will instantly unlay
tself into a wild tangle of
exceedingly prickly wire

ut'Jh'"^
°^ ""'"^ '°""d

the „M,
'
^r^"^

annoyance
he oj,er day; you could
near him splicing wire all
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over the boathouse. When all ends are whipped,

unlay the strands in pairs as far as the sfrvng, and

cut out the heart yarn (Fig. S^)- Now tuck the three

pairs of strands, each pair under two strands of the

standing part, starting with the centre pair (No i

shaded^dark), as in an ordinary three-strand sp ce

(Fig. -i^). Then split the pair into single strands and tuck

one%;.; 2 and u„t/er i, and its fellow over 2 and under 2

This will bring each strand out under a separate strana

FIG. 33.—FIRST TUCK.

of the Standing part (Fig. 34), after which they should be

tucked one over i and under i. Ihe slice may now

be tapered by cutting out two of the six strands, tucking

the other four over i and under i, then cut out two

more and finish by tucking the remaining strands once

more, and serve over the whole splice after squeezing it

into ".hape with the pliers. This splice holds perfect y;

in fact I think it is locked even more firmly than the

regular method, in which all six strands are tuckea

separately, and is easier to learn.
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round the standing part of the other end. These will

jam up close together, forming a very snug knot. If it is

to be permanent it will be perhaps as well to seize the

two ends down before cutting off short.

The Wall Knot.—Before dealing with the shroud-knot

method of joining two wire ropes, it will be well to under-

stand the manner in which the strands are secured. This

consists in making a series of loops with all the strands,

each forming a loop round the end of its neighbour and

FIG. 35.—WIRE BEND.

passing up through the loop of the next strand on the

other side. Walling may be done round a rope with the

strands of another piece as in the shroud knot, or it may
be worked on the end of a single part as in Figs. 36

and 37. When the three-strand wall (Fig. 36) has been

mastered it should be quite easy to make the six-strand

wall in wire (Fig. 37), or, in fact, to make a wall on a

rope having any number of strands.

Five- and Seven-stranded Wire.—Wire rope generally

has six strands, but in some cases five or seven. This

will not affect any of the knots and splices which
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pieces of rope to be joined are carefully whipped at

a sufficient distance back to allow plenty of end for

working (say 6 in. in |-in. circumference wire), and the
end of each strand is also whipped as in the eye-splice.
All the strands are then unlayed as far as the inner whip-
ping and "married" together (Fig. 38), fhat is, each
strand of the right-hand rope lies between two strands of

FIG, 38.—ENDS MARRIED FOR SPUCE OR SHROUD KNOT.

the left-hand rope and vice versa. The ends so married
are ready either for making a shroud knot or for a short

splice. To make the shroud knot, grasp the left-hand

standing part, together with all the strands of the right-

hand end, close to the point where they interlace. Now
make a wall knot round the r/^/zZ-hand standing part

with the strands of the /if/?-hand end and heave the knot

taut. Turn the wire over so that you grasp what was the
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The Short Splice {Wire).—Marry the ends as <or a

shroud knot, then seize down the strands of the right-

hand rope over the left-hand rope and cut away the back
whipping on the right-hand rope. Take each loose
strand over the one next above it belonging to the stand-
ing part of the other rope and tuck under the next (Fig. 4 1 ),

and follow on over one and under one until three tucks
have been made and hove taut. Now put a seizing over

FIG. 4t.—WIRE SPLICE : FIRST TUCK.

the first tuck to hold it in place and cut away the

seizing on the other set of strands, turn he whole splice

over so that the former right-hand rope now becomes tlie

left and tuck the new set of strands over one and undi r

one of the other standing part as before. Two tucks

should be sufficient this time, and the splice may he

tapered by cutting out one or more strands in each sue

ceeding tuck. I have shown the first tuck ^"^ig. 41) fiiirly

slack to show how the strands lie, and in » ig. 42 I have
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windbreak with fire in front. It may be necessary
to kill u horse, and get inside the carcass. Make no
attempt to travel. Because cold air sinks, valley bottoms
are lo degrees colder than hijjher land, while hills are
exposed to wind. So for travel and cjuarters avoid both
hills and valley bottoms.
The Polar regions are not colder than tiie Siberian

and Canadian stepjies, but housing and clothing are
better understood in the Arctic. 'I'he Eskimo ig/oo is

warmed by an oil lamp. The Danish (ireenlanci, and
the Russian houses are warnieil by a handful of fuel,

which keei)s a mass of masonry diffusing heat for

hours. The Canadian sheet-iron stove, even with water
steaming on top, parches the air, whilst overheatin','

makes men soft. Men from damp climates stand cold
best, but within three years the stoves lower their

endurance. Inland Canadians, although hard men, do
not bear coii well.

CL'anliness.—Nearly all Russian peasants take ;i

weekly bath, pour water on hot stones, and steam body
in a confined space, while the hardiest follow this with
a roll in the snow before dressing. Despite their

cleanliness of body, they neglect their outer clothing,
which becomes verminous. (Ireat care is needed 'u>

keep heavy clothing clean. A verminous man will

infect a whole camp. Where there is risk, look closely

for eggs at seams of clothing. Boiling (with chewing
tobacco in water), or dry heat of 450", will kill aU
vermin.

The Problem of Cold.—Two ordinary candles, burn
22 oz. fuel in 24 hours. One man eating 22 oz. carbon
burns 22 oz. fuel in 24 hours. The heat evolved by a

man equals that of two candles. (Galton.)
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woollen clothing. As the air will not absor*"niOiolure,

the sweat, unable to escape through skin clotht •;, changes
to ice. For ordinary life, fur and skin cloti.iiig keep
one warm at less exertion than any woollens. A ihirt

and breeches of any closely woven texture will retain the

bodily warmth lost through open cuffs and split front of

coat, and wide ankle openings of trousers. Furs can
be put on when at rest. A loi. doth, triangle of blanket,

is a useful addition to undercloi ling. The sleeping bag,

No. I canvas, oiled, lined with wolf, goat, or blanket,

difficult to keep clean, if wide at feet, takes long to warm :

make narrow at feet. Lying down under blankets,

throw up legs, flirt bedding close round them, then hold
down. Thickness of bedding above and below should

be equal.

Mifts.—The four fingers in one bag keep each other

warm. Have wrists long against shrinkage, and tied

together, string passing loose behind neck. Gloves are

most dangerous.

Foot Gear.—For cold, the vital necessity is suppleness

of the foot. The sole must be supple skin or leather,

turned up over heel and toe, then turned up at sides,

and puckered in to fit the tongue and top. Mocassins

are shoes of moose skin, the top being folded across

front of foot, and made fast with a buckskin string. The
outer sock is rolled down hard over the upper to keep

out snow.

S/ioepacks (Canada Woodlands) and Kamiks (Eskimo),

Mud Mocassins (Hudson's Bay country, for damp
weather) are of oil-dressed skin, with the top reaching

the calf, and one seam at back. Argentin': practice

uses the seamless leg of a horse or deer, hair outwards,

sewn down lO the sole leather, and reaching to knee-cap.
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long time to severe cold (— 30" F.), as one is liable to

freeze the shaved parts.

/fands.—lndim mittens, blanket lined : if very cold,

light woollei knitted mittens as well. Mittens (finger-

less gloves) suspended from ncvk by string from top of

back of each mitten.

S/eepwt: Outfit.—Ym robe, not less than 8 ft. by 7 ft.

lined with 7-lb. blanket, and a Hudson Bay 2-point

blanket to lie on. Fox makes the best robe, then wolf.

Don't wash the face unless in a civilised place.

Petroleum is best to thaw any frozen limb or joint, but

see that it is not too cold. It should be about 32° F.

Sweating.—ii the weather is below 0° F. all sweating'

must be avoided. Keep cool by removing cap, parka,

and jacket. If necessary, open shirt and vest. If om

sweats, as soon as one stops one chills through, and that

may mean pneumonia, or worse.

Z/Vc— Never allow any stranger to use or sit on your

robe or blanket. Sabadilla powder will kill them. .\

little mercurial ointment rubbed on the ends of vest, and

drawers, down the middle of the chest of vest, and in

armpits and fork of underclothes, will destroy a..d keep

them off. A piece of tape 30 in. long, rubbed m
mercurial ointment and hung round the neck, is good

for a month, when it should be renewed. It will keep

them off.

£)iet.—Ys.\. meat (beef is best), pork and beans.

pemmican, bacon, tea, sugar. Rice, corn-meal, butter.

a small quantity of flour, and a few dried vegetables wn)

be carried, but are not necessary. A man's allowance is

3 lb. per day, per man, inclusive. Dog's allowance.

2 lb. per day.

If men can only get fresh meat, the allowance]
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On the edge of the spruce bed dry the socks,

mocassins, and mitts used during the day, and don't go
to bed until they are quite dry.

If more than one night in same camp, make a small
" wickie " of spruce poles and boughs. Build a lean-to

shelter above bed, and facing fire, so that heat of fire is

reflected down upon bed. Close in the ends, and bank
well with snow. Try to camp near to running water.

In filling kettle with snow, force the snow well down
into it, and keep it well pressed down at first, otherwise

you will burn the kettle. Cover your water-hole in the

ice with snow, then it won't freeze.

Snotvshocs.—The Alaska native pattern is the best.

Hunting-shoe
Ordinary shoe
Trail-shoe

60 in. to 72 in. by 14 in.

42 in. to 60 in. by 10 in. to 12 in.

36 in. by 9 in.

The last is only used on a broken trail.

The ordinary ski and the Canadian shoe are useless

in dry snow of the far North.

Snmv Blindness.—May be avoided completely by not

washing the face, and blackening both sides of the nose,

under the eyes, and on the lower eyelids. Keep these

places dead black with charcoal or Indian ink.

Ammunition.—The best ammunition is English. The
colder the weather is, the harder cordite shoots : at 25"

below zero F., I have found the point-blank range of

the '303 increased from 500 to 600 yards.

As soon as cold weather sets in, all firearms must i)t

taken apart and cleaned of every spot of oil : a little

graphite may be put o»i such parts as need lubrication.

The* must never be brought indoors : if they are

brought in, moisture at once condenses on all parts,
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90" F., and in excluding atmospiieric heat when the

shade temperature rises above 90° V.

Dress.—In hot climates, then, clothing merely serves

to protect the body from the rays of the sun and from

insects, and for these reasons is essential to Europeans,

but, on the other hand, it is a source of danger, in that

it absorbs perspiration and thus may produce "chill."

Clothing should therefore be made of material which

is porous, but at the same time multicellular.

It should absorb moisture freely, and evaporate

slowly.

I find this object is best achieved by two garments :

and the ideal combination is a thin silk-and-wool shirt,

with a loose, light, and coarse-fibred canvas coat.

Little is known as to the effect of the " chemical " rays

upon the human body, but it is a remarkable fact that

all the mammalian habitants of the tropics appear to

have a dark-coloured skin. I have also remarked that

all the antelopes and carnivores, which by their habits

are constantly exposed to the sun, have yellowish hair,

e.g. the sable antelope, which is black, is almost ex

ciusively a frequenter of glades ; its first cousin, the roan

antelope, which affects more open country, is more

yellowish in colour; and the hartebeests, which arc

mainly frequenters of the open plains, are quite yellow.

This coloration is generally supposed to be protective ;

but since the plains are for more than half the year

bright green, or black from fire, yellow is in no sense a

protective colouring.

In any case, I always feel the suti less if I wear a

yellowish garment than when wearing any dark, or even

white material.

The ideal rig for comfort in hot, dry weather is silk-
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Extreme cleanliness of the skin is also most essential,

since, as pointed out above, the skin is the heat-regulator

of the body. This is best served by a spont;edown

with hot water on rising, and a good hot bath about

sunset when the day's work is done. Omit the morning

sponge in preference to the evening bath. Avoid cold

water as the devil.

Genera/.—U specia\ attention is paid to

1. Bowels,

2. Cleanliness of skin,

3. Abstention from alcohol and overeating,

4. Suitable clothing,

the European can, I am convinced, lead exactly the

same life which he would lead in the temperate zones

;

and the more exercise and physical work he performs,

the healthier he will be.

Exercise promotes general perspiration, which, on

evaporation, gives a sense of coolness.

There is no more stupid or groundless myth than the

idea that the white man cannot " work " in the tropics,

unless perhaps it be the idea that the tropics are

inherently unhealthy.

The former is a convenient fiction of tropical

employees, and the latter has "Drink" and "Funk"
for its parents.

IX.—SEA

Dress, Equipment, and Management. By Capt.

J. St. A. Jewell, L.F.

The following notes are written with a view of assisting
|

those who propose following the sea as a profession, .ind

are applicable to deep-sea ships, both steam and sail.
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keep metal (razors, needles, etc.) free from rust, also

a few tools for patching boots, a pair of cuttini^ pincers,

a hammer, a bradawl, and a few nails. All clothes

should have eyelet-holes somewhere, so they cf n be hung
any vhere by rope yarns to dry after washing.

Anything outside the above list is a luxury, and for

shore use.

Bunk and Fittings.—If the bunk is boarded up at

either end, fit small shelves on which to stow small

stuff, books, etc., etc. Fit curtains of cheap cretonne,
so as to curtain in the whole bunk, and if you have a

porthole place a small curtain over that also. Any
bunk can be made to look smart by a few photos, a

pipe rack, and one or two knick-knacks. Over the bunk
post at the foot end should be hung the clothes in use,

and a leather loop nailed to the bunk-board close to

post will serve to hold a sheath with the belt and knife

with it.

Habits Below.—'Xo be comfortable aboard ship in

the most restricted quarters is purely a question of

management. Be methodical in all matters below.

Learn to smoke without spitting, and so keep the floor

clean. If you must spit, keep a spit-tin at your bunk
and use it, but wash it out each watch. Any mess made
on the deck should be instantly swabbed up. Every

dog-watch straighten up blankets, and so make the bunk

look smart. A forecastle full of tidy bunks and a clean

deck is a "home "at any time, but untidy bedding and

a wet floor make a pig-pen.

After every meal wash plates and stow the grub away

;

a dirty plate to a fresh meal robs it of all freshness.

Never get first knife in the grub kid—leave that to I

older men—the leaders. Take your turn, and take only[
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each dirty piece and repair each damaged piece weekly,
an J to air everything occasionally.

VVhen " on deck " always he willing and move smartly
;

a tired man—an " eye-worker "—is everything that is

bad. As a boy, always be the first over the sheer[>.)le,

and look upon stowing kites as your honourable prem
gative. At all times be civil to officers, but dou'i
"crawl." Whenever an order is given you, repeat it

to show you've heard.

In all work aloft be neat and thorough. In sailirii,

ships especially men's lives depend do/ens of times
daily on a marline seizing, and if that seizing is put on
badly, a watch may get short-handed. For all work
aloft, clothes must be easy, and limbs free. For thin

reason an oilskin suit {i.e. short coat and pants) h
always better even for an officer than a long coat.
When working with tools aloft, nenthin^ should he

on a landyard, so that '-Dt'iinj; -an fall.' A marline spike

should always be attachtii !.. m , andyardto the worker ^

neck, and when not in uciuul use, should be thrust

through a thick leather tag fastened to the belt.

Before throwing any rope end from aloft to the deck,
see the .spot where it will fall is clear, and never faii

to yell—"Stand from under."
How to Progress.—Be smart, willing, and try to learn.

Nothing flatters an "old whale" so much as a re.ilK i

genuine request for sea knowledge. He will take a
I

pleasure in teaching a willing boy all the little tricks i

knotting, splicing, and handling well. When yoiivei

learned as much as he can teach you of " sailorisitu,

tap the bo'sun for more knowledge ; he'll givt- it. I

Officers always notice a boy who spends his spare time in I

learning "sailorising," and nine times out of ten will give I
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sea delicacy can be made by soaking a biscuit for a

watch in water (fresh, if possible), but salt will do, so that

it is soft. Then pour off the water the biscuit has not

soaked up, smear the top with grease, pepper and salt it,

and bake. These are " hungryship " dishes, but they

are better than nothing.

Opportunity often offers for fishing, especially for

dolphin, shipjack, and bonito—sometimes young shark.

The three former can be caught on a white rag-covered

hook, and the latter on almost anything. Dolphin,

shipjack, and bonito are coarse but fair-eating. Shark

has a peculiar rancid taste, but a piece cut from close

to the tail of a young shark is eatable.

All deep-sea fish should be " coin - tested " before

eating, as sometimes they are poisonous. To "coin-

test " cut a small piece of the fish it is proposed to eat,

and cook it with a silver coin in the pt i. If the coin

turns black, the fish is poisonous, but if not affected, it

can be eaten.

Nearly all deep-sea birds are bad-eating, but they can

be improved by packing them inside after gutting and

skinning with onions if possible, or if not obtainable,

with powdered biscuit, before cooking.

In hot weather sleep under the forecastle head or

under the boats, where it is possible to keep cool. For

clothes, wear dungaree pants and flannel shirt.

In cold weather wear flannel next skin, cloth pants,

waistcoat, guernsey pilot coat, and leather sea-boots.

In stormy weather, when there is a lot of water about

the decks, tie the legs of the oilskin pants round the

tops of the sea-boots above the ankles. Keep ordinary

pants up by an extra belt, and fasten the ordinary l)elt

with sheath and knife attached tightly round the waist
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guidance of the women who propose confronting the
hardships of travel in out-of-the-way places.

I will therefore set down two or three observations
about dress and diet.

With respect to the dress question, there are two pit-

falls to be avoided

:

(i) The endeavour to wear clothes tolerable enough at

home, but utterly unfit for ruder conditions.

(a) The attempt to make use of the newest and most
" sporting " equipment obtainable.

Comfort and efficiency lie between these two extremes.
I would warn any woman against deferring till she is

under the stress of frontier life the adoption of any
fundamental change in her way of dress. Before leaving

civilisation behind, she should not only "try on," but

wear for hours, if not for days, the boots, the knapsack,
the rubber waders, the putties, or gaiters, that she means
to travel in. This sort of " dress rehearsal " is as essential

to women as it is non-essential to men—for reasons that

are obvious.

Perhaps greatest among our problems in this con-

nection is the hair and hat question. Of women who
have not travelled the unbeaten ways, only the few who
ride or yacht have much idea of the difficulty of keeping
on (in rough weather) any of the usual forms of feminin;
headgear ; and none perhaps but the traveller knows the

drafts on energy and temper made by the need to he

clutching at a veering cap and a clinging veil which are

wobbling about on a roll of hair that is loosened from

the grip of its pins.

In the depths of my heart I fear that a reconstruction

of the fashion of women's hair will be inevitable, as the
|

hitherto stay-at-home sex moves more about the world.
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primitive conditions, the absurdity of our customary

clothes makes for fatigue and physical breakdown. La

this connection one may say that most women—especially
the young ones—will be better equipped for travel if they

abjure the corset, and wear clothes the lightest and the

fewest possible.

A great many women who hesitate to unaertake

difficult journeys could get through them with credit

if they would not only have the dress rehearsal I ad-

vocate, but managed to get a little special physical

training before starting away from home. The main

thing is not to attempt too much at the start. Women

who want to travel in out-of-the-way places might

take a leaf out of the book of no less a person than

Frithjof Nansen. With all his superb natural fitness,

he spent years in training for his first northern journey.

A woman feels humiliated if, going from her drawiny-

room on to the trail, she finds herself not so well able

to stand the hardship as men who have roughed it all

their lives. •.-.•,•
With reference to diet, the astonishing thing is that it

one can live the frontier life at all, one can for a while

live on almost anything. The extraordinary interest ot

it, the fine air, the exercise, seem to make even delicate

people more " fit." Some of us have watched ailing men

and pampered women, dyspeptics, etc., washing down ha t

cooked flap-jacks and fat bacon, with strong and muddy

black coffee, and have seen them apparently not a pennv

the worse for it. But the condition of their not bein^

quickly worse and presently dead, is that they mus:

literally sweat for their living. If a man or a woman exer

cises so much that the skin is active, practically the dit:

can be anything for a time. But many people do no:
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XL—CAMPS AND EXPEDITIONS

In selecting camp site, look for water, pasture, fuel,

and shelter, on gentle slope not liable to flood. Kill off

any dangerous insects or reptiles on site. In dry countries

where there is rarely good pasture near water, march

after supper to grass before making camp.

Note. By Evelyn ffrench, L.F.—On camping, con-

sider the animals first, the men afterwards. Pasture I

horses on farther side of camp, so that should they break

back, they will be heard. For the same reason, prefer
j

the far bank to the near bank of a river.
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cold, select highest point in camp ; for rain, any

shelter except against tree trunk. Kneeling with face

to rock or bank exposes one least.

Cover.—Sand, dry snow, fern, grass or heather, piled

over the body, make warm bed. Those who use brown

palmer in bedding should soak and dry it to stop the

crackling.

The pack cover or tent used for wet or mosquito

country should be of the lightest, strongest, least bulky,

easiest dried, waterproof material—try balloon silk or

light "union silk," from a yacht sailmaker. A pack

cover used as a lean-to shelter, with the fire in front,

reflects the heat on to one's bed, and is warmer than tent.

TV;//.—Simplest form A tent 8 ft. by 8 ft. with two

poles 3 ft. 6 in. long, pointed at bottom, notched at top :

four corner pegs through eyes in canvas ; ridge rope

sewed to ridge, extending 8 feet beyond each end to two

short end-pegs.

-In sand dig trench, plant tent-pegs in

If sand very loose use second pCL;

round it in trench. Before rain

Before wind, weight the flaps with

stones. For~wet cold, sink a hole inside tent, and till

with coals from camp fire. As fumes are dangerous,

leave fly partly open. Thorn bush or entanglements

outside tents will discourage thieving.

Defence.—Men living in tents or buildings sleep

heavily, hear and see nothing, and, if aroused suddenly,

are embarrassed by the darkness, at the mercy ot

marauders or enemies, their exact location being

known. Outdoor men are difficult for an enemy to

locate, sleep healthily, rouse instantly, can see everythinL:

against skyline, and have weapons ready.

Pitching Tents.-

bottom, then fill,

with a half-hitch

slacken the guys.
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Outposts are useful to send in news of pending attack,

or to fire alarm shots arousing main garrison. It is often

wiser to appear off guard, and encourage enemy to

ariault, withhold firing until enemy is exposed, then fire

low. To demoralise savages, fire rockets at them.

The following defences are bullet-proof: ^Vrought

iron or steel { in. to h in. ; shingle 6 in. ;
brick 9 m.

;

coal i8in. ; sand between boards, for window barricade,

18 in. ; earth or sand 36 in.; timber, cross-gram, 27 in. :

snow 8 ft.

ScHERM AND Laager. By Major P. W. Forl)es, L.i\

Defence and Sc/ternis.—In all savage warfare, and nidn

especially when the enemy is not armed with firearms

but with weapons that are only of use in hand-to-hand

fighting, such as stabbing assegais, clubs, knobkerries,

etc., it is very necessary to have some sort of defensive

work to stop a surprise or a rush.

The siir. ^st, easiest, and quickest to make, is a bush

fence, thoi. if possible, put round the camp. Cut trees

with gooil thick heads, and fairly long stems, bell

them so as to fall away from where the camp is to be,

and pull them in one by one by the stem. A fence

7 ft. or 8 ft. high can be made in a very few minutes in

this way. A rope or chain passed through the branches

strengthens the scherm very much, and makes it difficult

for the enemy to pull the branches out. In parts of

Africa where lions or hyenas are plentiful, the natives.

even in times of peace, never camp without some pro

tection of this sort. In most parts of Africa the mimosa

or the wacht-en-beetje (wait-a-bit) thorn can be founil.l

and are the most serviceable for this purpose. I

Laager.—When travelling with waggons, if they are!
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and rear face of the laager, and made a very good

obstacle. If time allowed, and bush was handy, a

b'- ,h screen wns put outside the oxen.

--/^^^^x

The laager formed in this way held all the horses of U rem

the column, 242, which were fastened to three picketing I Jq^^

lines down the centre of the laager, and all the men,! up

whites and natives, about 300. | rem(
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short length of chain on each waggon to fasten the buck

rails of the two adjoining waggons together, to obviate any

attempt on the part of the enemy to make an opening in

the laager. Bush should be pulled under each waggon

that is not protected by the oxen picketed outside.

Fuel. By Evelyn ffrench, L.F.—Always stock suf-

ficient fuel for the night, lest men searching for it in

the dark should be bitten or attacked by dangerous

insects, reptiles, or animals. In country where ants are

bad, avoid red gum, wattle, and other trees where they

feed, and don't leave water uncovered. Hang meat

beyond reach of dogs.

Snakes dislike crossing a hair rope, a streak of ashes,

or a rough plank. They avoid smell of a pipe, which,

laid beside sleeper, protects him. Any of these safe-

guards will prevent snakes seeking the warmth of one's

blankets. If fuel must be gathered after sundown, wear

gloves. In the worst South American districts a ham-

mock is used, slung on hair rope. A waterproof awning,

with mosquito curtains drawn round hammock, will

discourage both snakes and mosquitoes. Poisonous

snakes leave punctures of two small fangs. Harmless

snakes leave mark of a bite, with rows of teeth.

Mosquitoes in tropics carry malarial diseases, and in

temperate and polar regions cause swelling behind ears,

with feverish condition, due to blood poisoning. Men
lost, exhausted, or otherwise unable to defend themselves,

may be totally blinded by inflammation of eyelids from

mosquito bites.

The Arctic Mosquito.—Thin brown Stockholm tar

rubbed on the face and hands is the best armour against

these pests. This is what the Laps use, and they have

given it a 4,000 years' test. (Hyne.)
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Section). Camp above, not below, any village or

settlement.

A female fly can produce 200,000 young flies m three

weeks, and they carry infection to men and food. To

avert infection, sick men and cooks should be camped

farthest to windward: the men next to windward, the

horse lines close by to leeward of the men (horses

heading to leeward) ; slaughter ground, sick horses,

latrines, dead animals, and all ofi'al far to leeward.

Latrines must be deep, narrow, earthed twice daily, and

when filled, marked with permanent signs, so that

"round may never be used for camping. Urmal

trenches nearer tents must be earthed and disinfected

daily.
, ,

• j j

Meat newly butchered should be hung m wind and

sun, away from slaughter-place, thon, when surface is dry,

carefully covered against flics. All refuse, offal, and

litter should be burned, buried, or taken far to leeward.

For dead animals, make fire inside carcase.

Camps being pitched, when possible on dry slopes,

avoiding clay or newly ploughed ground ;
where rain-

storms are prevalent, a trench should be dug round

each tent, with channel to lead off water. If trenches

smell, trace and remove the cause and disinfed

quickly.

//eat.—Roof of tent or building should be in two or

more layers, with free air-space between. For permanent

building, copy conditions of a cave with heavy earth

roof. Walls should be canvas, oiled paper, or slats set

in panels, and the panels removable, adjusted to sliui

out sun and admit wind. Avoid cushions and draperies,

which hold microbes. Sanitation requires extreme]

care.
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than an umbrella. Short ofa real sword, however, it would

be hard to find a more efficient weapon than an umbrella

wielded by a skilful hand, especially when built on a fine

steel tube, instead of a stick. Indeed, it is almost too

deadly a weapon. But when one's life and limbs are in

danger, one cannot mince matters, and the following is

the method of using it, to meet the rushing attack

usually employed by roughs.

Grasp it firmly with the ends of the ribs and cover

in the hand, as it cannot slip if held thus, and when the

hooligan charges in at you, meet him with a thrust in the

throat or middle of the waistcoat, the point below the

breast bone. If you hold your improvised weapon

firmly and straight, no second thrust will be needed,

and it is improbable that he will be in a condition to

fight again for some time afterwards. Do not extend

your arm till he is within distance, as a thrust is the last

form of attack he will expect, and it will then find him

totally unprepared for it, as he will not see it coming until

too late to avoid it. Avoid attacking the face except as

a last resort, as it is too deadly a method. A thrust with

an umbrella in the eye of a charging rough would kill

him far more certainly than a revolver bullet. As regards

defence, although an umbrella breaks readily used for

striking, a fatal mistake in its use—its ribs and cover-

ing form a cushion, which gives it great powers of

resistance against a blow from a stick or bludgeon.

The same rules apply to the use of an ordinary walk-

ing stick, though it is not quite so efficient, being liable

to slip. In addition, a stick, if a heavy one, can be used

for striking, though it should still be held by the handle,

and not by the lower end for this purpose. It is quite

effective enough when used thus, and less likely to slip.
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Stand and
scrimmage when used thus: btana sciuare, _ .

the stick with both hands about a half a yard apart,

and jab upwards right and left with the ends, always

aiming for your assailant's lower ribs or the stomach

above the belt. Hump your shoulders up well, to

protect your neck and jawbone.

As regards defence pure and simple, if you have time,

get your coat off, and, holding it by the collar, wrap it

once round your wrist, twice for a long overcoat, and

use it as a shield, and to disconcert your adversary by

waving it in his face. Bear this method in mind care-

fully, as it is in the highest degree effective against any

conceivable form of attack. A man armed with an over-

coat and umbrella, or good stiff walking stick, is a

match for any two roughs who adopt rushing tactics.

If heavy bludgeons are used against you, wrap your

coat several times round your left arm, and use the

padded forearm for guarding. The result will l)e painlu.,

but will save your head. As the hooligan strikes, thrust

under your guard at him. To guard against a belt,

either spring, throw up the loose coat to meet it, or

else catch it'on your stick, high up and well away from

you In guarding with a stick or umbrella, keep the

point well below the handle, so that your opponent <

weapon may not slide down on to your unprotected

fingers. .

For a knife attack, pad your arm as ab()\c. .\n

ordinary rough usually holds his knife point down, and

attempts to come to close quarters, corps ;i-corps, and

stab down. If he does this, hold your guard high, and

as he closes, drive your fist or stick into the pit of hh

stomach, from under it. For this purpose, stand as for

boxing, left foot in front, catch his stab on your paddei:
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enemy. The same applies to a man who aims a revolver
at your head from a distance. Revolvers always throw
up, and his bullet is morally certain to miss you.

It is worth noticing that a revolver is far more effi-

cient in the hands of the vast majority of mankind
when used as a club, for which purpose it should
never be held by the barrel, but always by the butt
as if for firing, the forefinger of the hand through the
trigger guard.

But the man who has his revolver in action as soon as

it reaches his hip, or who points it at your stomach,
without troubling to look along the sight, is dangerous,
and your wisest move is to accept the inevitable. Your
only chance consists in throwing something, a coat or
such like for choice, into his face, a procedure which
should always be adopted, if possible, against a man
with a revolver. Then rush in, and adopt the general
tactics I have recommended. Such men, however, are

not likely to be found among the roughs of cities.

I would conclude by four all-important pieces of

general advice. First, unless attacking the collar-bone

or throat, as mentioned above, invariably choose a^

your object the lower ribs or "mark," i.e. the unpro-
tected point of the stomach, where the ribs divide
below the breastbone This rule is specially useful when
using your fists in ough-and-tumble. Never hit the

eyes or nose, etc., if yo i want to end a fight quickly, and
never grapple a man unless you are a powerful and
skilful wrestler. Secondly, make yourself as efficient as

possible at boxing, ju-jitsu, or sword-play, at all three,

if possible. Thirdly, never fight if you can possibly settle

disputes by peaceful methods ; but, fourthly, if a fight is

unavoidably forced upon you, do your utmost to make
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PART II

MEANS OF TRAVEL

INTRODUCTION
Bv Caii'. Cixii. E. Morgan, (^iiif.f Transi'okt

Ori'lc KR, I..1'.

The Transport of the Army is conducted entirely by
the Army Service Corps, the personnel of which is in

time of peace sufficumt to cope with the demand upon
it. The actual vehicles and stock of horses, and other

draft animals at its command, are, how<'vtr, nevrr
adequate to meet any sudden call of manojuvrf.s or war :

and this shortage is made up by an admiralile system
of permanent contract with large employers of transport,

who, for a retaining fee, hold their stock at the disposal

of the War Office. When these contracts are pressed
into service the staff of the Army Service Corps is taxed
to the uttermost to find trained officers, drivers, and
conductors.

It is to meet this ilemand that the (,'ouncil of the

Legion of Frontiersmen have ordered the organisation
of the Headquarters Transirort, and members of thr

Legion with a knowledge of transport and its methods
may rest assured when the next big war comes of lot^

M4
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add the weights of forage, etc., and the waggons, coal

for traction, petrol for motors, etc.

It will be remembered that during the Nile Expedi-

tions the Hovernment required 600 French Canadian

voyageurs for river transport work. In all the tropical

campaigns carriers have been employed, and indeed

there is no type of transport animal or means of con

veyancc afloat or ashore which may not be utilised for

military purposes. Hence the very careful tabulation

by the Legion of Frontiersmen of the services for which

its members have been trained. It is our hope that

should the Government have use for any type of trans-

port not included in the machinery of the Army Service

Corps we may have the privilege of sending a group of

experts to assist that Department in the field.

Many Frontiersmen feel strongly that the pony-herti

and pack-transport methods will greatly add to the

mobility of Legion units when on active service. With

this end in view, any training which can be undertaken

by Commands in the actual handling of pack animals

will be of especial value.

I.—HORSE

Introduction. By A. W. V. Crawley, L.F.

I take it that the real usefulness of the pick of our

Frontiersmen in any war will be their rapid niovement

through rough or sniooth country alike ; and this cannot

be obtained by any other method than that of the

frontier, which is by use of pack horses and, whenever

possible, of a remount herd.
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rather than tu weight of load. As it is easier for a man
to carry two buckets of water than one, so the range

saddle, regardless of weight, is built for weight distribution,

< overing the largest possible heaving surface on the true

ribs, eighth to sixteenth, while a high arch connecting

the panels leaves a free channel of air along the spine.

The rough-grained or greasy seat makes it harder tu

full off than to ride, so that riding is a habit rather than

an art.

Frontiersmen prefer two or more cheap ponies to one

costly charger. The ponies are pastured on herd, under

sufficient guard, only those for immediate use being kept

up and grain-fed on the lines. Range horsemanship,

both in peace and war, uses wheeled vehicles only with

ih loving base of an expedition, the transport, away

from the main camp, being with pack animals. Should

horse-flesh be scarce. Frontiersmen would seek leave td

stampede the enemy's stock for their own use. Where
each man has several ponies, there is little wastage cxceiit

from actual fighting, and the cost is less than that of a

single charger frequently replaced.

The notes hereunder do not apply to travel with English

equipment. Consulted on English horsemastershij),

Lieut.-General R. S. S. Baden-Powell has kindly furnished

the following corrective note :

" Letting men sit side-saddle on a tired hor.sc is tin

easiest way of giving it a sure back. At walking gait it

is far better for the rider to dismount and walk. Tin

louj) or lobbing-canter is the easiest pace for horse ami

man Except a continuous walk, the round trot is the

most tiring. Frequent cantering and walking alternately -

the rider then going on foot— is the way to get over ih>

ground in going a long distance. 1 believe sugar i
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compares with the Californian record of four men witlv

out remounts—600 miles in 6 days.

Note. By Evelyn ffrench, L.F.—The saddle should

be of any weight-distributing type, with the leather inside

outwards, because a rough surface is needed to give a

strong grip. To improve the grip the heavier English

and Australasian saddles can be modified so that the

padding is removed, making a hollow to fit the leg (E. ff.).

A useful Queensland practice is to use a crash towel

or a cloth under the saddle. It ventilates freely and is

easily washed. The blanket (VV. America) is better than

a numnah, as more readily adapted to the relief of any

part of the back which shows signs of inflammation. The

blanket, as kept clean by a sweat-cloth, is bedding for the

rider, and saves the carrying of extra weight. Blanket

and sweat-cloth should be lifted clear of the withers,

leaving a channel of air along the spirie.

On the trail, except in military work, one may vary

the proceedings by reading a book, smoking, feeding,

singing, or playing some musical instrument, if only to

keep one's hands from fretting witli the reins. If legs

get stiff, dismount and walk.

Gait.—A horse knows more about gait than any man.

He may have been punished for trotting, tripling, or

ambling, or worried out of a good running walk into a

bad canter. For stumbling never punish. Leave him

alone. A horse can see where to put his feet, which the

man cannot. Riding with slack rein will cure and some

times prevent stumbling, and the bit should be of the

gentlest pattern. Walk the first mile to supple the horse,

the last mile to cool him. Let him choose between

trail and turf. Forget everything learnt in riding

schools, and be comfortable as the best way to ease your
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railed gall cure is the strongest of all, but so rapid thai

sometimes scab falls off before wound heals.

/-«rf—Having a small stomach, the horse needs fr.;

quent meals, and under the heavy strain "f long-^'s^tancc

riding should have a varied and luxurious diet. Sugar o

molasses are of the greatest value, especially .
given n

the drinking water. In moderation S>ve salt, carrots

apples, and other delicacies when they can be had. Ihc

main danger is that of scouring, and green 1"°^ c,f an>

unaccustomed kind is perilous. Watering should be

frequent and slight ; gruel and oatmeal water given when

ever possible. Avoid stalling the horse with a surfe, of

grain but rather cut down the amount to make 'iin

2ager, and divide the ration into several feeds. Doni

water after feeding grain. However hot, a horse may b,

watered safely when standing knee-deep in pool
<

stream, provided he is kept going afterwards and .u

moderate pace.
,, •,

i , i ii, nn ^
/.;W r„/,n:-iO lb. hay=2 lb. oil cake; 2] lb. pc^^

„r beans : 4 lb. vetch, alfalfa ; 5 lb- oats, O^, wheat ov

bran; 6 11,. barky, Indian corn, pea-straw; » I''-
'
o^^

,

28 lb. poutoes; 35 ^^>- carrots, c.ibbagc . 40 lb. <>l'l

potatoes ; 52 lb. wheat- or barley straw ; 55 »'• "at strau ;

60 lb. turnips.
. , , 1 „ 1

J^at.-ln unsaddling for halts, give him the chance V

take a dust bath, and to stale without being hurried.

Keep the sheath clean. Never let a resting horse l.c

without hay or grass. A little gro-,,mmg is needed

to keep the pore'^ ^ the skm free 'or perspirat..,

Whisky or any form of alcohol is most v:.luable to lul,

on the hot skin after unsaddling. Its rapu! evaporat|o,

cools the skin, so that water and grain may be safe

aven even in sl^ort halts. In cold and wet weather.
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careful not to picket horse with a slip-knot round head.

Picket rope is only used where no bushes will tangle

horse. A very small peg driven upright will hold horse

if a swivel loop enables him to walk round stake without

coiling rope. See to horses on picket before sleeping.

(By E. ff.)

Where a pack animal is needed, travel with three

horses, riding them by turns. They work best in com-
pany. At night stake one of them, preferring a mare,

or hobble and use a bell.

If you cross rivers, camp on the far side, as security

against their breaking back. On any ground, pasture

horses beyond the camp, so that you will hear them if

they break back. (By E. ff.)

\Vhere a man climbs without his hands, a horse can

follow. Up to 120 lb. cargo, a pack horse keeps pace
with a mounted man, swims rivers, crosses swamp,
penetrates bush, climbs mountains. In war, unlike a

vehicle, he is not conspicuous at a distance, leaves no
special tracks, makes no noise at night to arouse an

enemy.
Saddle and pack-blankuts, and pack-cover, kept clean

by sweat-cloths, make ample bedding.

Hkrding and Yarding. By Evelyn ITrench, L.F.

Causes of Stampede.—A man on watch, riding into herd

by mistake ; lighting a pipe ; clap of thunder ; cattle

very tired ; rabbit running into herd ; bush cattle calling

or running into mob ; blood on an injured animal ; a

saddled horse shaking (surcingle should always be worn).

Man in camp should not get between fire and cattle,

except mounted herders who sing. Cussedness.

If on night herd the annuals are restive, the herders

should sing to them continuously. If they stampede.

.. '-3S*.
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hunting and fishing gear, ankle boots, underclothes, and

leather.
.

Protective Colouring.—"He^xXy all animals present lines

parallel to horizon, and where they live in short grass,

the vertical lines of the legs are often neutralised by

bands of dark colour. A man standing upright cuts thf

horizon line, and is therefore more easily seen, unless

the colouring is cut at the waist. If the bo<'i; is dressed

in greenish khaki, it may pass for vegetation, if in dark

blue, for shadow. From the waist downwards, an earthy

or yellowish colour contrasted with the body may pass

for earth bank. Where the man is mounted, the division

of colouring at the waist carries out more or less the

lines included by curve of horse's back. In all cases,

broken colour is better than whole colour. C.litterini;

metal is a deadly danger to the wearer, and should l)e

covered or rusted. If horse has violently contrasted

colours, such as piebald, a wash of permanganate of

potash tones him down.

Dress.— '\'\ie^ intention of dress being to protect the

body, the sweat-al.sorbing underwear to avert chills must

be woollen. To absorb heat rays before they reach tlu

skin, this underwear should be yellow, orange, or red.

Frontiersmen generally wear a 'kerchief round neck for

comfort, and these colours give highest protective value

against sunstroke:, which strikes the ujjper end of the

spine For use at night as mosquito bar, the scar!

should be of lightest China silk. As a sling or touriii

quet for surgical first-aid, the size should be 26 inclirs

square.
j 1 . t 1 .

Hat.—The Stetson, or .stiff-brimmed slouch, hat Ijcm

guards the eyes from sun and storm. Pass a bootlace

round front outside, through eyelets above the ears, ana
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serious work afoot, and useless for mounted rifles in

war. Blanket or duffle shaps hest for snow. Cut like a

loose pair of trousers without seat or fly ; the two leg

pieces are each sewn to a half belt. The half belts are

laced together in front, with buckle and strap behind.

The seam is on outer side of leg, not sewn, but laced

with a string of leather, or a row of snap buckles.

Pockets on fronts, with flap and button.

y,',;^/^._Excluding stifi'-anklcd patterns as useless, the

writer commends the long boots made in East Europe,

Western America, and all the Colonies. A long boot

preserves, if supple, the natural strength of the ankle,

which is impaired by any system of tight lacing, and

secures for the leg defence, loose covering, and free

ventilation. Heel must be of size to absolutely prevent

foot getting through a stirrup. The counter whicli

encloses the ball of the heel must be built up stiff and

curved slightly over to prevent chafing. The light top

horse leather is best -should belong enough to kneel

on, keeping the knees dry in camp work or fighting to

prevent rheumatism. Kept well oiled, boots do not

harden, and are so easy to put on that one may sleep m
one's socks when on active service. Where one works

afoot in ground which tears off sole (like burned veldt) :i

binding with wire (soda-water wire) will strengthen front

welt round toes of any boot.

Spurs.—To be safely used without cruelty, the rowel

must be blunted or removed. Western American rowels

are made 2 inches and upwards in diameter, in order

that the points may be very blunt. The spur then

becomes something more than a mere badge of cavalier

rank, being useful to gently encourage the horse, keep

him alert and guide him in fine steering. Locked in
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numerous parts, and is used by the native as his bed a

night. It consists of
, . i „i.

(a) An old sack, thrown over horse s back.

(b) A mugu or native woven blanlcet, folded four-ply.

'
The corona, consisting of two sheets of leather

sewn together. The ends are rounded off, and a pattern

is generally stamped round edge.
, . o •

(^rBastos. These are two small pillows, about i8 in.

long made generally of straw (made much !>ke a bottle

overhand encased in hide. They are attached at the

ends by a thin cord of rawhide, and lie on each side ot

^^U) The girth and over-girth are now placed in posi-

tion The over-girth is merely a broad piece of rawhide

covering the bastos fore and aft, and reaching <- own abovu

to the same position as the straps on English saddle A

r?ng is sewn in on each side, allowing about one-half to

be free Two holes are cut in front of ring to carr)

stirrup kathers. The girth is made in the same way, but

is longer, and has, of course, no holes for stirrup. On

he oflide the rings are attached by a lengtli of rawhide

about ^ in wide, and about 3 ft- long (this allows for

kngthening the girth); and when saddling horse th.

rawhide rope lies permanently attached to girth .s

threaded through the ring on over girth, back through

Je girth ring, Ld so on three or four times, stoppuiR

vhen the end has been put through the girth nng la r

By pulling on this end, the girth is tightened up to tlie

required pressure. ,,,,

if) The cojeniUa, or rug, is then thrown over all. 1
hi

is generally a sheep-skin cut to fit, and the wool washed

and combed, though a well-to-do native goes in for ,.

manufactured one.
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belly results in galls, varicose veins, or even a rupture of

the membranes of the stomach ; (4:^
There is no cont.nu^

ous tension, for the load works loose rapidly as the

animal stales, or after a short trek ; (5) Fop loads,

uneven, or single loads are impossible.

Second Type, of Spanish Origin.—Iht sawbuck, or an

ordinary saddle for light packing, and the aparego as

used for heavy packing in Western and South America.

The lash rope makes the cargo fast to the animal, either

with a diamond hitch or a stirrup hitch, but m any

case the rope passes under the belly, and tightens on he

dncha or girth of the saddle. While far better than the

ftst tvpe this second type cannot be adjusted to ammals

of varying sizes and shapes, and the lash rope causes

galls. The defects numbered 2 and 3 above apply to

^nird Type —The girth or cincha secures the saddle

to the animal, but the lash rope make?, the cargo fast to

the saddle, and does not pass under the belly. Legion

packers may be called upon to utilise all types of equip-

ment, and carry all kinds of cargo ; but will find that the

two worst difficulties of pack transport are rnet by a

saddle adjustable to size and shape of the animal, and

by a style of lashing which dispenses with the rope under

^
Riggings whereon the cargo is secured to horns on the

lower edies of the saddle are used in some parts

Central and South America, but the only model in whicli

the saddle itself is adjustable is the Morgan pack-

saddle, which I am requested to describe in these notes.

This invention consists of two frames or 'adders 01

bicycle tubing, connected by two top bars which side

one into the other, as does the handle of a bicycle into
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its sot;kct. 'I'lic two frames when joined furm an

invertc'l angle with a l)luntcd ai)ex above the animal's

back The frames are attached to stuffed leather panels,

and the whole rigging; is girthed with webbed cinches,

made fast with the Mexican latego.

The top bars, being sliding and adjustable, can be fitted

to any animal, so that the panels rest uniformly on the

bearing surfaces of the back. Having been adjusted,

the top bars are secured in position by lugs and stout

screws. Breastplate, breeching, and crupper are all of

the army pattern, Mark III., except that the crupper i-

covered with sheepskin to prevent chafing.

The loads being lashed up arc connected with a slini:

rope so that they m.ty hang loose on the two sides oi
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ilie saddle, as low as possililc, l)Ul above the projeclint;

horns at the bottom of the frame. 'I'he heavier load is

pushed higher on the saddle, and the lighter side allowed

to drop until the cargo is perfectly balanced.

The lash rope is thrown as a Diamond, exactly as in

the variety known as the Stirrup Hitch, except that the

^i-^^^avii

bottom loop of that hitch passes under the horns of the

saddle instead of under the belly.

Wheel on Morgan pack-saddle, showing one side of

the Double Diamond Hitch passing under the horns of

the saddle. The other side is exactly similar, and the

loops of the hitch, front and back, are prevented from

slipping off the round surface of the wheel by being
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\ few don'is may he of use lo learners.- -Don't, by

rough lashing, move the load when once it is properly

Imlanecd. Don't tu- or jerk, but pull steadily in

lashing. Don't lose your tc .iper because the panels

keen "coming down " during a tirst day's trek 1 hey

always do. and additional padding in front must be tlirusi

through the stuffing flap in the panels. Ropes stretch,

lategoes stretch, top bars come down, and cinchas get

loosx- at first; but after the second day there is no

funher trouble. Don't fail to loo., well to the front top

bars until the panels have settled : ^^. a neglected top

bar touching the withers causes a sore which needs a

lot of curing.

J'nwi/tioiis i^aiiisl .SV>;w.-See that the saddle panels

arc dry, clean, and well brushed, that they fit the wither;,

and rest on the weight-bearing por.ion of the back—th^

lumoar region. See that front cincha is well l)ack troir,

the forearm. See that crupper, breastplate, and breecli-

inc fit. See that front of saddle is well <lear ot the withc.s

when the load has been on f.jr an hour. See th.it the

Ijack, belly, and under the tai' .T-e perfectly clean. If a

sure appeals, take out stuffing of panel over that spot.

and (luilt round the resulting hollow To loc.ite position

of the sore cover it with l)l.ick grease, put on saddle, and

remove stuffing and ([uilt or blu ket where the pane. i.

marked. After a trek if rougheu, turned, or shaved hair

is noticed, look to b.ilancc of load, fit of saddle, or

tightness of the cinch is—there has been sway, lo

harden backs, sponge well with alum and water or

human urine after sundown. If a small sore is present,

powder with calomel, and if blow-fly is to be dreaded,

paint with collodion after outspanning. tor deep-seated

sores, keep clean, apply any handy antiseptic, and bind
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order that he, with his outfit, may arrive first in camp-

Sometimes a detail of arrieros replaces the cook,

sometimes details are told ofT to assist him m camp.

;Fn««^/^/-.—A boy or young man may be employed

as night-herder with no other duties. After outfit

marches he gets a morning sleep, so long as he catches

up before it camps. Only by using a herder can on,,

secure that the herd is always held in pasture, to l.e

driven into camp at break of dawn, without the liard-

worked arrieros being forced on herd at night.

Lit Madriiia.—\W\ih a mule tram the bell-mare is

usually white, that colour being easiest seen, and carries

a bell to locate her position at night. She acts as

Capitan to the animals on herd, and without her mules

are difficult to hold together.

El Aparejo.— Vht apparel or harness for heavy cargo

consists of a pair of large leather panels, ribbed with

willow sticks, stuffed with swamp hay, and adjustec

through a hole in each underside, to exactly fit animal

wearing it. On animal's back a soft sugar-bag or other

sweat-cloth protects the folded blanket, which is thus

kept clean as bedding for the crew. The corona comes

next, a strip of carpet ribbed at each end with a stick, tn

prevent harness sliding on the blanket. On this corona

rests the aparejo, which has breeching and crupper, and

a cincha (girth) to lash it to the animal. Lying on tin

afiareio is the sovran helnio, a piece of canvas of sam^

size, stiffened at the sides to keep cargo from sliding

backwards or forwards. Next comes the carga, m

packages hung on either side by a sling-rope so that

they may be exactly balanced. A third parcel may lie

on top, and here rests all loose gear. Over all is spread

the manta, of rainproof canvas. The whole is lashed

* jff^
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good pack-saddle for emergencies, its tree being as good

as a sawbuck. Take 20 ft. rope, and make two half-

hitches in the bight round horn of saddle : then make
ends of rope fast to each other behind the cantle. This

sling-rope will balance and hold any cargo, such as a

carcase.

Camp ofPack Train.— I^y down boughs 18 in. apart,

in semicircle, points to leeward On these rests the

cargo, each load covered with its rigging, and lash and
sling-ropes coiled on top ready for use. Cover all with

two manias for each four or five loads, using spare

manias as ground-sheets and bivouacs for crew. If

given grain or forage, each animal stands on outer edge

of curve opposite his own load. The kitchen is at

mid-circle, so that men can rest dry and sheltered near

the fire.

Varying Factors.—Type of country, size of animals,

and efficiency of men, must determine the numbers of

men and animals engaged per ton of cargo, also the

weight of loads and length of inarches. For i8o-lb.

loads, average will not exceed 1 5 miles per day ; while

for loo-lb. loads, 20 miles is good work. It is a safe

rule to harness as dawn breaks, serve coffee, supply food

to be eaten on trail, load, tighten loads after first mile,

make a long, single march, and in hot weather halt for

the night not later than i p.m., so as to allow day grazing.

Packing.—We are permitted by Mr. Stewart Edward
White and by The Outing Publishing Company of

Deposit, N.Y., to reproduce the following diagrams from
" Camp and Trail."

T/ie Single Diamond.—Throw the pack cinch (<?) over

the top of the pack, retaining the loose end of the rope.

If your horse is bad, reach under him with a stick to
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bight {a, Fig. Ill) of the

loose rope under the rope (/')

;

then back over and again

under to form a loop. The

points (c-c) at which the loose

rope goes around the pack

rope can be made wide apart

or close together, according

to the size of the diamond

required (Fig. V). With a

soft top-pack requiring flat-

tening the diamond should

be large; with heavy side

pack, smaller.

Now go round to the other

side of the animal. Pass the

loose end (4 Fig. HI) back,

under the alforjas, forward

and through the loop from

below as shown by the arrows

of direction in Fig IV.

You are now ready to

begin tightening. First pul!

your cinch tight by means of

what was the loose end (/')

in Fie II Place one foot against the animal and heave,

good and plenty. Take up the slack by runnmg over

both ends of the loop {cc, Fig- jH). When you ha

done this, go around the other side. There take up the

The Jam Hitch.
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liorsc's hcatl. 'I'hus the last pull tightens the entire

pack, clamps it down, secures it immovably, which is

thfc main recommendation and Ijcautiful feature of the

diamond hitch.

The S(piar€ Hitch.- -V'nxow the cinch hook over the

pack, and cinch tight with the jam hitch before described.

Lead the end across the horse, around the back of kyack
on the other side, under-

neath it, and up over at

a. The end here passes

beneath at /'. You will

find that you can, when
you cinch up at first,

throw a loose loop ovrr

the pack comprising the

bight M, so as to leavf

youi loose end at (/.

'Then place the loop I'Ci!

around the kyack. A
moment's study of thr

diagram will show you

what I mean, and will

also convincf you that

much is gained by not

having to pass rope {a)

Now pull hard on loose end at d.

The Hiirhiiig lliUh.

underneath at A
taking care to exert your power lengthwise of the horse

Pass the line under the alforjas toward the rear, up over

the pack and under the original rope at c Pull on the

loose end, this time exerting the power toward the rear.

V'ou cannot put too much strength into the three tighten-

ing pulls : (i) in cinching through the cinch hook: (2)

the pull forward: (3) the pull hack. On them dei^ends
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The cheery word is better than whip. Urge a horse

by curt use of name, sending home one pistol shot crack

if he does not heed. Only " pour in the leather " in an
emergency, at the pitch of hill, in heavy sand, or crossing

stream.

Never whip a balky horse after he is at obstinate stand.

Rest him, and coax. To whip means utter defeat.

Whip an unwilling horse if you like. A balkrr is often a

high-strung, willing animal, that gives up because when
he lakes the collar he cannot shift load on a plunging

start. In starting team, let horses " take collar " slowly

and evenly, gradually gaining motive weight. A set-

sawing team is an abomination.
Four-horse Team.—For leaders select lighter and

more active animals than for wheelers. Leaders must

be able to pull strongly, and keep well away from

wheelers. Cool-headed but keenish horses are for choice.

A slov.' horse is useless on lead, and "breaks the pull."

For wheelers select " lifting " pullers—horses that

"drag and bold." A good near-wheel horse will often

" hold " all by himself a waggon going uphill, and will

sometimes break or screw it out of a deep rut or " chuck-

hole " by sheer collar pluck. Always put best horse on

near side, and worst on oif side or " under the whip."

Never favour any horse in a team through silly sentiment.

Every hor.se should do his share, but it is advisable

sometimes to favour your best wheeler that he may ha\c

power in reserve.

Watch well to divide work with all four horses. Don't

let leaders drag waggon and wheel team, or wheelers

drag waggon and push leaders.

Harness.— Collars must fit. Never mix collars. .\|

collar too large puts strain on points of shoulders, idl
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nienl tlccmcd il wise. Result ; horses in l.cUei eoiulitioii

than when waterless lor so lon^.

Use you brake I T-earn to use it with consununate

iudi-ment, humouring your waggon at every rise and

fall of ground which necessitates pressure or relief

Presently your foot will learn to play the break as a

helmsman plays his wheel-light and heavy pressure by

instinct. More horses are racked up by men who

forget their brake, than by real service.

Grease your A.xks.-Kcep them well greased all the

time. Never (oTgct .

Driving in .ugged countries is not mere rein-hanUling.

No one can teach it by pen, no one learn it by reading.

Sit with a good driver, and watch. Ask pertineni

(luestions. Presently take reins. If you were meant uy

nature to be a driver, you will soon drive.

In packing box on waggon carry jacK screw, hammer,

cold chisel, wire pliers, spike nails, and Ught, strong rope

^°Vf^tag|on tongue breaks, "fish- it by running four

strong pieces of wood along tongue, over, under, and at

the sides, covering break, lashing them firmly-.

If wheel breaks, replace it with branch of hardwood

tree, lashed firmly to axle, at such angle as to keei) waggon

at even balance. Such supports will not bear heavy load,

and make a hard pull for team. .,,«,, „„
For cold shoeing, carry shoes of sizes to fairly fit t. .iw.

and learn to drive and clinch a nail truly.

Hoof rasping can be dispensed with. An Arizona

freighter has been known to drive nails with a stone, anil

use another as anvil. .

The " chuck waggon " of American caitle round-ups i>

.rood model for light transport. 1 1 is a compact, short
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and yank liim out, with another horse to lUiU. Rub him
iluwn and tra\<.' fast. Don't camp until he dries. Carry

crowl)ar to pound out v.atcr iiole. Keep hole covered

with snow, and a bush will mark it for other travellers.

Camp where possible on land, not ice.

IV.—TRANSPORT ANIMALS

Asses.—Almost equal camels in thirst endurance, thrive

where horses starve, are least liable to sickness of all

iransi)ort animals. The large powerful Portuguese breed

equal pack-horses in weight of load. Centle and intelli-

gent men needed in handling them. To cure kicking;,

insert fork of a stick like bit in ass's mouth, tie fork>

behind ears, while butt of stick touches ground. With

out lowering he. i, the ass cannot enjoy kicking.

Without lifting tail, he cannot bray, so, where noise is

dangerous in in stile country, lash a .stone to the tail.

Asses in East Africa. By C. \V. Hobley, C.M.G., L.F.-

The donkey is a great asset to British East Africa, and

is largely used by travellers who wish to leave the

beaten track, and do not wish to be bothered with the

feeding of large numbers of native porters. They will

carry from 120 to 130 lb., and cost from J[,2 to -,iA

each, according to the demand at the moment. 'I'lu-

saddle used by the native traders consists of a couii'.c

of adjustable bags made of gunny sacking, which rests

on a numnah of sacking stuffed with grass. The saddK-

bags are held in position by breast and crupper str.ip

of sacking.

This type of saddle is, however, ill ventilated, ani!|
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from liorsc-sicknfs.s. kain also dots nut seem to affefi

them at all if they are well fed. Upon arrival in camp,
they are usually turned loose, and re(iuire very little

attention, not beirij; at all liable to stray. Staff re(juired

for donkey transport : one driver for every four or iive

donke>s, and aheadnian in addition.

M' KS replace horses in arid country whi re feed is i)ad.

The) 're sure-footed and clear-headed for mountain
service, Init die if taken into very wet districts. (.Sec

Pack Trail )

NoTK. Hy C. J. Cutcliffe Hyne, L.i'. -Do not use
spurs to a Morocco mule, as these merely wear out and
do not propel. .Scratch the mule on the withers with .1

lead pencil or a sharp stick, and you will get all the

pace procurable.

NoTK. Hy C. W. Hobley, C.M.G., I,.F.—Mules are

too expensive and scarce in East ,\frica to be used as

pack animals. They are, however, every year beinu'

more exten Kely u.scd as draught animals. During;
the last year or two a considerable number have been
l)ruught into the country from .Southern .\by.ssinia.

They are small animals and thus are deficient in weight,
which is such an essential for a draught animal. They
arc, howjver, very willing, and are hardy. They cost

from ^18 ti) ^£"25 at Nairobi, which is about dou!;li

their value on the frontier. The best mules in the

country come from South Africa : those which have been
inununised against horse-sickness fetch as much as ;£4o.

Horses arc still comparatively few in East -Africa, and
are thus only used for riding purposes. This scarcity

of horseflesh is due to successive epidenvcs of horse-

sickness. It is, however, hoped that the.se visitations
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food for camels is mixed grain and forage of kinds

varying with country. Camels grazing seldom eat

poisonous shrubs, picking their feed.

Caw/.—Clear away all straw, lest they injure breast,

pads, and hocks. Keep lines clean. Groom daily to

remove ticks. Keep camels in separated groups of

twenty-five, lest contagion spread in event of sickness.

Picket group in circle, forage in centre. Secure restive

animals by doubling up one foreleg, tied short. Use

blankets on cold nights. Avoid damp ground. Pasture

herd daily. In watering, prefer warm pools to cold

streams. Water regularly as with horses.

Prior to a dry march, train camels to do longer and

longer without water, until they are hard enough for

desert travel.

Marching.—On dry march trot steadily m mornmg.

Halt for afternoon heat. Walk nd graze through after

noon march.

In ordinary marching a loaded camel moves on level

ground about two and a half miles an hour. If marching

with convoy independent of troops, get away in mornmg

so as to make camp again by lo or 1 1 o'clock at latest.

If very hot weather, march at night, arriving at camp

just before daylight. The camels will then have plenty

of time to graze. Don't water on road if sure of water

at next camp. Before sending to graze, feed half daily

ration of grain, and don't take saddles off till backs have

cooled. Water once a day, about 4 p.m., is sufficient.

Camels should be fed remainder of grain and foddered

in evening, and be groomed.

£oad.—\ healthy camel carries about 400 lb. .Ap-

portion lighter loads to animals losing condition.

Crt/-«.—Carefully inspect on making daily camp for
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Turkana camels can be purchased in limited quan-

tities through the district officials at about £,2 each,

unbroken ; they, as a rule, are not difficult to break in

if one has a man who understands how to teach them

to kneel.

Elephant Transport is expensive except where there

is good grazing. Elephants can be grazed on leaves and

branches of trees, .ind wherever grazing is good and

sufficient a grain ration is hardly a necessity. They

cannot stand extreme cold, and are useless for transport

work where grazing is bad, or dry forage insufficient.

Mahouts and native attendants are not always trust-

worthy ; so transport supervisors should personally

understand elephant's nature and requirements. Make

friends with sugar-cane or banana.

Females are best for transport, as males are liable

to become crazy. Young elephants have smooth skins

and bright eyes, old elephants dim eyes and dry,

wrinkled skins. Elephant is in prime at thirty-five

years of ago, is worked out between sixty and seventy.

l.oad for" a first-class animal is 1,200 lb., for second

and third-class, 960 lb. Class depends upon height

from ground to withers. Elephants 8i feet and over are

large, under 8i feet, medium, and under 7^ feet, small.

Food.—Green reeds growing in swampy grounds,

plantain leaves and stalks, green rice straw, sugar-cane,

and all good upland grasses. The grain ration is

generally unhusked rice or flour, the flour made into

unleavened cakes. Water twice daily, and allow to

bathe whenever possible, and they are not overheated,

They should l)e groomed widi some rough substance

like'co(-oanut fibre, while water is poured over them.
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dogs die of starvation. They will go farther and better

on%horter rations. There is very httle t-^o^W^/^
J

their feet or food. They are great thieves, and will

steal anything in camp, whether eatable "^ "°t-
, ,

/J;<7^.-One-third of a pint of rice, half a POund of

bacon per day, per dog. Boil the rice ;
fry the bacon ;

mix when hot; allow to cool, and feed ^varm or

give li lb. dry dog-salmon, or one big, dry white fish,

or 1 1 lb. dry meat, or 2 to 2| lb. fresh meat, lood

for dogs is not cooked on trail.

Feed only in the evening, all dogs separately but

at the same time. A little food at mid-day halt is

good, but not necessary. Change feed when poss^e

To give dog. variety, but be very careful not to give

fresh meat too suddenly. Dogs cannotworkonraW.it

(Arctic hare), neither can man Boiled hide with the

hair on, of large animals, makes excellent ood and

also destroys and removes any worms. Stew it for tour

or five hours.
, . -i m

Travel.--\.o^^ on the sled with average trail, 100 lb.

per dog. With a good trail, up to 200 lb. per dog

;

wkh a bad trail, 60 to 100 lb. per dog. On an

Tverage trail a loaded team will make twenty^fiv

to thirty miles per day; on a good trail from

thirty to thirty-five miles, provided dogs are good

fresh, and fit. If trail has to be made fresh heav)-

loaded teams do well if they do an average of sixteen

miles per dS, provided trail can be well broken ahead and

"o obSes'kr'e encountered. Speed does not increase

much on long distances as chc loads hghten owing

wear and tear, sore feet, etc. Great care ™us Je
tak

of dogs' feet, as snow, especially if fresh fallen, vvH

ball under and between the toes. Keep hair cut .1^
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WliLii nul ill use, harness aiiU all Icatlicr-work iiiusl

be kept out of reach of dogs, and perfectly dry.

To Harness. Lay out harness joined up. Fut in

leader first, then others, before loading sled. This gives

collars time to warm and soften.

yifrX'/^i'.—They can be used for packing in tli-,-

summer, but it is bad for their feet: maximum load,

half weiuht of dog. They will keep up >vith men on

foot if undergrowth is not thick, 'i'wo belly-bands and

a brcast-lo-tail strai) are required.

One man follows behind dogs in case fresh adjustments

are needed, or in case of anything being dropped.

Sied --VmvX type of sled 8 ft. to lo ft. long from tiii

to tip: width, 14 in. from outside edges of runners.

Runners 3', in. wide, shod with brass ,:', in. thick:

runners screwed up tight to shoes : screws 6 in. apart.

Sled built entirely of ash and oak :
height 4^ '«; "O"'

curve of runii r is in. long. All fastenings (except

runner-;) made of raw hide. I.oa.l for sled-r.oo lb.;

800 lb. maximum.
1

This sU'd is much better than a toboggan; it rides

higher, runs lighter and faster, and carries a greater load

wiih less elibn.
,

I'or freight, a " box " of the heaviest canvas (length

equal to length of sled, minus 6 in. ; width 13 in., deptli

18 in ) is placed on sled. It has sides, front, back, and

bottom, but no top : eyelets are let in all round the top

edge, 8 in. apart. Freight is packed in this ;
lace up ami

then lash down on to sled from centre to ends. 1 Ins

keeps freight dry and prevents loss of small articles.

Sled is steered by a " ( lee-pole " fastened on right-hand

side to nose and fust or second standard. I'ole is about

7 ft. loim.
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small supply of forage ; and he possesses climbing powers

which would put even a Spanish contrabandista s mule

to the blush.
, , l j / j-

It is a curious sight, also, to see a reindeer herd feedmg

in the gloom of an Arctic night, when a six-foot layer of

snow intervenes between the glowering sky and its food.

Each deer digs for itself a pit, hoeing the white mass

with its prominent brow-tines, and scratching out the

powdery snow with its forefeet, after the manner of a fox-

terrier delving for rabbits ; so that when it is grazing on

the succulent moss below it is quite out of sight from the

snow surface above. The deer does not enlarge the

floor of this pit to any extent, and it does not understand

the art of making a trench. When one patch of the moss

is eaten bare, it clambers to the surface again and makes

another pit. When the sleigh traveller, driving along

through the dark twilight, comes across one of these

places where a deer herd has been digging down to food

he generally has plenty of occupation before he has

crossed it safely to the farther side.

Nar/iess —There is a saddle of leather, most elaborately

worked. For the middle of the deer's nfck there is

another collar, decorated with a fine brass bell. I he trace

is of raw hide, plaited square. There is a single-tree of

bentwood, with a looped thong made fast to its middle.

This thong was passed through a hole under the

forefoot of the sledge, and the loop was slipped over

the bitt on the stem-head, so that the deer cou d always

be cast adrift from the sledge at a moments notice

The boat-shaped sledge itself was a miracle of light

blue paint, but a cranky thing for a beginner to sit in.

It would roll forty-five degrees without capsizing, but

It was apt to exceed the forty-five. There IS a
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eat separately from those of another. Each tribe has its

own little fads, articles of diet enjoyed by one section

arc often tabu to another, and friction caused in this way

often leads to serious trouble. .

It is wise to have a few men (in the proportion of 10

per cent, of the strength of the caravan) engaged as

" askaris " (the word " askari " means soldier). Caravan

askaris arc not soldiers, but really superior porters, or

rather gan'-ers or foremen. They are experienced men

of good character who have risen fro>n the porter class,

and who can and will carry a load upon occasion, but do

not expect to do so except in emergency. Lach askan

should have charge of 10 to 12 porters, should be respon

sible for their appearance at the fall-in iiefore the march,

upon the march, and for their work when they reach

camp He and his fellows will keep watch at night, keep

the camp fire going, and alarm the camp in case of attack

by wild beasts, etc. They are generally armed with

obsolete rines, like Sniders. They pitch the Eurouean

tents upon arrival into camp, pile the loads, help serve

out rations, act as mail runners when letters have to be sent

in to the nearest township, help any porters who fall lame

upon the road, and perform a hundred small duties.

When a caravan reaches camp, it is the duty of tlie

porters to clear the site for the camp, to fetch water and

firewood, and to build a zeriba for the donkeys or any 1

other domestic animals there may be.
^ . , t, I

When starting out, it is a mistake to overdo it for the
|

first few days, the porters probably being in soft condition,

so that the first two or three marches should be short,

say not more than 10 miles each. L

Weigh the loads before starting, and see that nonel

exceed 60 lb. Boxes should not be more than nine inchesj
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him and bluff him into giving out extra rations or doing

ridiculously short marches.

To be a successful caravan leader requires great tact,

infinite patience, laborious attention to details, and con-

siderable strength of mind. Never bribe men to do

things : but reward them when they have done especially

well They must be trained to feel that they can trust

their employer "to play the game"; this spirit will

incite the better men also to " play the game to the

employer, and the balance will follow like sheep. One

may sum up this advice in very few words: Ireat th-;

men fairly, don't continually nag at them for trifles, show

them you mean what you say, don't beat them except as

an extreme measure, feed them well, talk to them, and try

to find out what they want and think about, and it will

be found that most of the difficulties will disappear.

m WEST AFRICA

Bv Wm. Fletcher, L.F.

Go to principal merchants, or head chief of village, and

inquire for a good head-boy, stating you want so many

boys. From white merchants you can get a permanent

head-boy, but from a chief only the loan of one. Head-

boy gets wages from £2 ^s. to £i, a month in N\e.st

Africa, according to abilities as guide and linguist, and

^d. to id. per day for chop.

Having secured head-boy, tell him to bring earners

for inspection. Wages : French West Africa, 5^. to ;/.

and two cups rice per day ; British West Africa, u. to

xs. dd. subsistence, 3^. per day for chop. Inspect car-

riers, throw out the spottiest, lamest, and senile, select
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he has to show on his return from a trip, and which con-

tains your entries, good and l)ad.

South Africa.—G'^ to chief for boys. Cargo up to

120 lb. for 15- to ao-inile day's march. Up to £^2 a

month, head-boy ;^3. No advance on wages, i lb.

mealie meal and salt for rations. No hammocks. Head-
boy with sickle makes grass bed. No liquor. Give
present to chief when boys return.

Lapland.— Finns will carry 60-lb. load 20 miles in a

day; Lapps will carry 5S-lb. load 30 miles.

Chinese use 6-ft. pole, carried on shoulder, of pine

wood or split bamboo, 5 in. wide, shaved to fine edges,

tapering to ends, 8 lb, to 12 lb. Slung baskets, or

platforms carry cargo. Average load, 80 lb.

Red Indians knit woollen strap, 4 in wide, 10 ft. long,

to hsh up load ; middle of strap pulimg at forehead,

arms free.

VL—CROSSINGS

Bad Ground.—Carriers are saved labour in getting

cargo across, if you station them a few feet apart in line,

to pass parcels from hand to hand, as with bucket train

at a fire.

To Cross Streams.—Use a jumping pole, or swing

across on a rop:? slung from overhanging tree.

Ford.—Where river snakes through meadows, note

at which bend the near bank makes longest, sharpest

promontory. At the end facing the far bank, the best

line ("or fording is on either hand at right angles to your

front, and towards nearest promontory on far bank.
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bank to fall up-stream. The stream swings the heads of

the trees outwards until they entangle, forming a blunt

angle pointing up-current, which serves as foundation for

bridge.

Pont. By Linton Hope, L.F.—To instal a ferry punt

on a swift river, stretch a rope (wire if possible) across just

above the drift or landings. The punt is then attached

to the cross rope by two lines, one at each end, which

have single blocks (or a large thimble) stropped m the

end and travelling on the cross rope. To cross, haul

the punt up, shorten the head line, and slacken off on

the stern line until she is at forty-five degrees to the

current, heading up-stream. The current will then run

her across to the other side. To return, reverse the

position with regard to the cross rope, so that the punt

again heads up-stream at forty-five degrees, pomtmg

towards the opposite bank. An anchor in the centre of

the stream and a long cable attached with a bridle to the

punt will have the same result on small rivers, but is not

suited for large ones. The whole principle is that the

current strikes the' flat side of the punt at an angle of

forty-five degrees and pushes her across the stream.

VII.—MAKING BOATS, CANOES, AND
RAFTS

By Lieutenant Linton Hoi'e, L.F.

Cut thirty-four straight bupple poles about 15 ft. lon^',

and I in. diameter, tapering to | in. diameter at ends, also

four similar poles 4 ft- long, tapering from a full jin. to
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the long poles in pairs with 7-ft. overlap, and with lashings
about every 9 in. along the overlap.

Setting up—Take the longest and stoutest pair of poles
and bend as near as possible to the shape of the profile
of the canoe, sticking the ends well into the ground as
before. Lash this keel in the centre of each frame
firmly. Bend two more pairs of poles round the frames
at the gunw<\le line, which can be measured up from the
ground. Lash firmly to frames, stem and stern, keeping
the curve fairly full at the ends. Lash six intermediate
pairs of poles as stringers each side, at equal distances
round the frame and to 'he ends, keeping the two sides
and ends as much alike as possible. When all are securely
la,shed, cut off the ends close to the lashings, and cover
the whole with canvas or rawhide, sewn on with string,

hide, or bark. Pleats will be necessary in the ends to

obtain the shape, and these should be turned up from
the keel, and made as high up the stem and stern as
possible. When the canvas or hide is in place, an outer
pair of poles must be seized on ouiside the gunwale as a
protection from the paddles. Canvas should be painted,
or dressed with grease, and hide should be put on wet,
and when dry, dressed with oil or grease. If the canoe
is for sheltered waters, such as small rivers, etc., a pair of
straight cross poles must be lashed across the frames to

tie the gunwales together, but if she is for rougher waters,

the ends should be decked, and curved deck beams
must be lashed across the frames as shown, with a

permanent gunwale lashing underneath ; a second beam
should be fitted halfway between the frames, and the
ends of the boat and deck stringers lashed fore and aft

on the beams, the whole being covered with the same
material as the rest of the hull. The central opening
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may be further shut in by side decks constructed in the

same manner, and such a canoe will carry two men, and

keep the sea in fairly bad weather if handled by experts.

She is to all intents a true whaleboat, which is the finest

sea-boat known. She is also easily made, very light and

strong, and will carry a lot of stores if the latter are

properly stowed. Canoes on this principle may be made
of any size, and in countries where they grow, bamboos
are very suitable for making such a craft. They may be

paddled with single bladed paddles, rowed with oars, or

sailed. For this purpose a small mast and sail should

be fitted at one of the frames, and a board about 12 in.

wide and 3 ft. deep, should be hung from the lee gunwale

to stop leeway. The position of this lee-board can he

varied fore and aft, until the boat nearly steers herself.

The steering is done with a paddle over the lee quarter.

In Canada, somewhat similar canoes are made of one

piece of bark from the paper birch. They are often

made without any frame, but are very frail. Pine gum
and resin are used for patching and stopping leaks.

Resin and tallow are best.

Rixfts.—If soft light timber is plentiful, make a log

raft, lashing the ends of the logs together with a cross

pole at each end. If no suitable timber can be found,

make a frame of poles, and lash bundles of reeds or even

dry grass under the frame until it will support the

required load. Inflated skins or casks are better than

bundles of reeds, if obtainable. Don't try to make a raft

of hardwood : it won't float anything beyond its own

weight ; it is very hard to work, and spoils your axes for

nothing. In crossing rivers infested with crocodiles,

make all the splash and noise you can, as they are

usually timid. The same thing often applies to sharks.
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dently of one another. The mizen of a yawl, on tht:

other hand, cannot be regarded as a driving sail, least oi'

all in working to windward, but it is a great convenience,

and for ]nirposcs of heaving-to in bad weather, h great

element of safety.

Anc/ior and Cable.—Let the main anchor err if any-

thing on the side of bigness, at least a pound to every

foot of lioat's length. This is a point where you must

not consider labour, and the same applies to length of

chain cable and length of warps. In riding out a gale,

quantity of ground t.ickle is as important as quality.

For warps use coir if you can. Its lightness, coilability,

and general manageability, combined with strength, art-

extraordinary ; but tre; ' it with the utmost tenderness.

If you are riding to a w:.!p, carefully parcel with sackint;

or other waste material—(the jacket off your back, if all

else fails !

)—every part which is in the least danger of

chafing. Contact with a sharp edge or excrescence of

any sort, wood, wire, or iron, will chafe a warp through

in no time, when it is under strain. You should have at

least one, and, better still, two or three spare anchors of

smaller size. And here again don't shy at weight. It

seems a pleasant thing (say when you are anchored in a

tideway) to tumble a very light kedge into the dinghy,

row it away, and toss it out ; but if it blows a gale at

midnight, and you have swung to that kedge, you

would give your bottom dollar to know it was a bit

heavier.

Compass.—Theoretically, the smaller the boat tlie

larger the compass you need. The theory may l)e

pushed into the regions of extravagant paradox, but the
j

principle is sound. The smaller the boat the more

violent the motion, and the greater the necessity for a I
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and the boat poinn well. In his anxiety to keep closu to
the wind, the tyro is wont to keep too close, starving the
sails of wind and crippling the vessel. It is hotter to be
too full than too (lose. At the same time, the hein sman
must be ready to respond to the slightest change in the
direction and force of the wind, to seize his ndvai tage
should it " free " a little, and forestall it should it come
more ahead.

To keep your vessel moving well is the only way to
keep her under control. This control is most necessary,
and yet most dilifirult to maintain, when the sea is heavy
and the wind strong and the smaller the boat the more
pressing is the necessity. A light hull loses momentum
very rapidly. Timidly steered, with excessive luffing

into the wind, she will not only make little headway and
much leeway, but is liable to stop dead and fall off into
the trough of the sea, the most dangerous of all positions.
If you positively must round some headland against the
wind, or beat off a lee shore, there can be no com-
promise

; you must harden your heart, risk taking water
aboard, and keep her hammering through it all she
knows. In this, as in many other situations at sea,

nerve and audacity spell safety, and what passes for

caution spells disaster.

Beam Sea.—In bad weather, to sail with the wind on
the beam and broadside to the trend of the waves is the
most difficult and dangerous task a small craft can
undertake. By adroit luffing to meet the most vicious
seas, the thing can be done, but with the sea rou,i,'h

beyond a certain degree the job becomes impossible,
and the only resource, short of heaving to, is to steer fur

a time to windward of the true course, and regain it again
by running off.
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" smooths " which recur even under the worst conditions,

bring her round with decision, but by no means so

abruptly as to lose forward way, hauling in the slack of

the main-sheet as she comes, tack, and, if the "smooth "

still holds, bear away before the wind again. If the
" smooth " does not hold, don't get flurried, but leave

the jib-sheet a-back after staying, and wait so, hove-to,

until the next " smooth " appears. Choose your moment,
and keep her away before the wind again.

Heaving-to.—If conditions of wind and sea become
too bad, there are two resources : to heave-to under sail,

or to ride to a sea anchor. The latter is the safest, but
is only possible when you have abundance of sea-room,

for you will drift fast to leeward. To heave-to under
sail, reduce your forward and aft canvas respectively,

to the smallest possible limits, bring the vessel to the

wind, belay the weather-jib (or fore) sheet (as the case

may be), and flatten the main (or mizen) sheet (as the

case may be) fairly close in. Then watch her behaviour,

trimming one sheet or the other on the guiding principle

of securing a balance between the two sails, forward and
aft. You will generally find it necessary to lash the

helm a little to leeward. The object of the whole
operation is to keep the vessel riding as much as possible

bow-on to the waves, but not so much as to have her

continually shaking in the wind and then falling off into

the trough. A fairly designed vessel should make a

little headway all the time. These are only general

hints : no two vessels lie-to in exactly the same way.

It is on these occasions that the mizen of a yawl or ketch

is invaluable. It is admirably adapted for balancing

purposes, and enables you to get rid of the weight and
leverage of the main-boom altogether.
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one will be languishing lo zero then, and you will get a

good start. It is useful to remember that the rough,

normal rule on a clean line of coast, uncomplicated by

estuaries and deep bays, is that at any given point offshore

the current turns contemporaneously with half-tide {i.e.

mean level) on the shore opposite that point.

2. When in doubt avoid the land. This may seem

an ironical counsel of perfection for coasting, or it may
seem a truism in view of rocks and shoals. My meaning

here is that the character of the sea near the land is

always more dangerous for small vessels than it is farther

out. Close inshore, strong currents and irregularities of

bottom make the sea short, irregular, and vicious,

whereas in the offing it is longer, more regular, and

comparatively harmless. I am speaking of bad weather,

of course. Give a long berth to a bold, rocky headland.

There is sure to be a tide-rip or "race" off it, and

though you may travel faster, if the current is with you,

you subject your boat to unfair risks.

Miscellaneous Hints : Reefing.—Always cruise with the

first and second reef-pendants rove through their cringles

and sheaves, and ready to be hauled down. In reefing,

tie the reef-points under the foot of the sail, not under

the boom. Reef in good time, before the lift of a heavy

sea makes it doubly difficult. When anchored for the

night in an open roadstead, or in any e; posed place,

take two reefs before stowing the sail.

Anchoring.—Uon't drop the anchor until the vessel has

lost headway. See that the anchor drops flukes-down

and clear of the bobstay. How much cable ? In

ordinary fine weather, six times the depth of the wattr.

In bad weather you can't give too much (if there is

room), and your safety depends absolutely on plenty ot
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Boats and Canoes ascending Jiivers.—When wind and

current prevent sailing, row in clear water or paddle
in weedy water along the bank, using the backwaters.
Where backwaters are small, and in rounding promon-
tories, use a tracking line and tow from the bank.
Track ropes must be light and long, because on a
short rope the swerves may capsize canoe. Rope must
be made fast low down in a canoe, and only in very
stable boats to a mast, lest the leverage on a swerve
capsize her. One man at steiii, and another, if possible,
at bow, steer with poles, while the rest tow. The bow
man needs knife handy to cut adrift if necessary. On
undercut banks trackers should keep inland if possible
to avoid landslides. Where banks are too foul for
walking, !. ng, light, tough poles are needed for poling.
On narro rivers, having reached head of a backwater
just below a promontory, paddle or row across the
stream, with a strong spurt, so as to catch backwater
on far side. Where the rapids are strong, a steering
oar is needed for the sharp, decisive leverage, which
will whip a canoe out of whirlpools. If a canoe spins
in a whirlpool, strike straight down-stream, and run the
rapid rather than wait to capsize. Where rapids are
too risky to climb, cargo should be in so-lb. packages,
and crew provided each with a long sash, four inches
wide, for carrying. Bight of sash passes across fore-
head, each end forming a lashing round parcel. If
canoe is too heavy to carry, lay down poles or rollers,
peeled, so that juice of wood makes them slippery. If
vessel too heavy on rollers, use a winch. Ships have
thus been portaged across country.
Running a J?wer.—Inspect the whole length of a

rapid before running it, and, if it looks bad, portage
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IX.-THE VALUE OF MOTOR BOATS
IN A NAVAL WAR

By Lord Montagu of Beaulieu

portion of the coast or group of harbours would have
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the control of two men, one to attend to the engine

and the other to steer, would, I am sure, prove im-

mensely valuable. Also in relation to torpedo work,

it is quite possible for a motor torpedo-boat to be

carried in future by every battleship. A boat only 24 ft.

long, carrying a couple of torpedoes, can easily be made

to attain a speed of 20 k. ots. Thus a craft of this

kind might be able to do immense damage.toan enemy's

fleet. The risk, of course, to the two men and the boat

would be great ; but there has never been a time—and

I hope there never will be—when Englishmen have been

afraid to risk their lives for their country ; and if an

enemy's battleship could be sunk or seriously disabled,

the loss of two men and a small motor boat is a sacrifice

which would be well worth making.

The value of scouts in naval warfare is undeniable;

and probably there is no form of boat so suitable for

harbour defence, the watching of estuaries, and general

patrol work in shallow water as the i.iotor boat. A
vessel of this kind, well covered over, and from 40 ft. to

60 ft. long, could go out in quite coarse weather ; and,

if handled by a capable steersman, should run but very

little risk from storm or from being hit by the enemy,

there being no funnels to give away the presence of the

boat at a great distance. Motor boats being as a whole

low-lying craft, they would, if grey or a neutral tint, be

easily able to elude observation. For watching sub-

marines when they come to the surface near the shore,

or small torpedo boats, motor craft would be invaluable,

and if armed with a small and specially designed three-

pounder or pom-pom they would be able to stop quite

considerable-sized merchant vessels, or, in case of their

refusal to stop, could disable them by firing at vital parts.
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be safe or advisable to employ motor cars within reach
of rifle fire, to say nothing of field artillery.

Protection of passengers and of vital parts of the car
by means of armour plates, bullet-proof wheels and tyres,

and many other points would have to be dealt with before
even the question of moving from point to point across
country off the main roads need be considered. I

will, therefore, leave this feature of the employment of
motor cars to be solved at a later date.

Cars, however, might well be attached to detached
bodies, or contact squadrons, pushed out a long
way to the flanks of the army as a means of preserving
uninterrupted intercourse with the main body, such
communications as are at present maintained by means
of mounted orderlies or field telephone and telegraph.

The field telephone at best is but a precarious means of
communication, and liable to interruption from many
causes ; as, for instance, a loose horsa may snap a wire,

a shell may fire the grass, trees, or houses, and fuse th-

wires, or a spy may sever it without difficulty.

Another possible use of motor cars in the actual scenes

of combat might be to use them as a rapid means of

transport of a small containing force intended to seize

an important point o hold for the main body advancing
at a slower rate behind the small body. A bridge, the

mouth of a defile, or a deep ford, given suitable conditions,

might well be defended '.r quite a considerable period

by a small force, rushed tu the front by means of motor
cars. It is, however, on the lines of communication that

for the present the motor car will play its chief role.

Headquarters, situated as they are nowadays, some
ten miles in the rear of the fighting line, are kept in

touch with the progress of events by means of telephones
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are also suffering from an insufficiency of food and water,
lamenoss, and bodily injuries. It has occurred, too,
that the horses of a gun detachment having been killed,
the ambulance is indented upon for teams to move the
guns, with the result that the wounded, for t' • time being,
have had to go to the wall. It is plain, then, how much
the ambulance service might be improved by the substi-
tution of motors for horse-drawn naffic.

Power, reliability, efficiency, economy, and smoothness
are the essential qualities which we must look for in a
suitable motor for ambulance.

XI.- uAILWAY N0TP:S FOR THE
GUIDANCE OF SCOUTS

By J. T. PuLLON, A.^r.I.C.E., M.Am.I.M.E., etc., L.K.

At the outset the writer would remark that, while
these notes are written for the benefit of those ignorant
of engineering and railway matters, and intended to
assist them at a critical moment, he is fully aware of
the danger of children playing with edge tools. This is

the position of a novice in handling a locomotive or
meddling with a railway, but occasions may arise when
these risks must be taken.

Suppose a party of scouts have been fortunate enough
in the early stages of a campaign to obtain, or rather
to see their way to obtaining, possession of a portion
of a railway; they would have to adapt the means
at their disposal to the conditions under which they
found themselves in any particular case, and their

methods for the attainment of their object would vary
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in each instance. The first thing to be done would be
to get as much knowledge as possible as to the actual

conditions in order to act accordingly, always remember-
ing that the enemy was quite as much on the (]ui vivc
and as capable as themselves.

One idea might be to obtain possession of an outlying
station by holding up the few station hands and then
utilising the telegraph cr telephone, if such existed, in

givmg such orders (or bluffing) as might enable the
party to get possession of a train. Or it might be that

by destroying a small portion of the line or otherwise
blocking it, a train might be held up and taken charge
of. A capable man in charge of a small scouting party
would under most conditions have sufficient resource-

and learn enough of the movements on the railway to

plan a seizure, such as is here contemplated, of anything
but an armoured train or one carrying a force of armed
men, and the holding of the same. Even the latter might
be blocked and hindered till the arrival of the advance
column by the arrangement of schemes or traps for

their derailment, such as switching them into a blank
end sidinf (where such existed) by connecting hidden
wires to the switch, and working them from ambush at

the correct moment, or drawing most of the spikes and
uncoupling fishplates, leaving a rail or rails loose to

overturn when the engine came on them, using such
appropriated platelayers' tools as were available for this.

In some cases the train might be blocked by rolling

rocks from above on to the line, especially at a curve.

on side hill ground or in a cutting, or a culvert migln
be blown up by a small charge of explosive. Other
methods might be suggested, but the suitable one would
depend on the conditions of the moment. It would
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means of the injector, which may be called a species of
water-pump, without moving parts, the flow of steam
through it carrying water along with it into the boiler.

To start it working, the water from the tender or tank
is caused to pass to the injector by turning a cock
which will allow it to escape at the first by an overflow

pipe, generally seen at the side of the engine, then by
slowly opening the steam-cock of the apparatus until

the water ceases to escape at the overflow the jet to the

boiler will be established. If this is broken, and steam
comes out at the overflow, the steam-cock must be

closed and the water allowed again to escape at the

overflow, when steam can be turned on as before. The
amount of water admitted to the boiler can be regulated

by the suitable manipulation of these water and steam-

cocks. In order to raise or maintain the steam-pressure

the fire must be supplied with coal, and this is success-

fully done by keeping a not too thick amount of fuel,

say, about 9 inches thick, over the grate, and seeing

that this is always covered, putting on coal at the thin

places in feeding the fire.

In order to start the engine from rest, steam must be

supplied to the cylinders, to move the pistons therein

contained backwards and forwards, and so through the
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open for a short time after starting the engine until all

the water has escaped.

A very good lookout must be kept, and the train

must be slowed down somewhat on sharp curves to

avoid any chance of derailment. This may be done by

partially closing the regulator, thus lessening the ad-

mission of steam to the cylinders, or the engine brake

may be temporarily partially applied. Should the steam

be low when the engine is standing, or much black

smoke be issuing from the chimney, open the cock or

valve of the steam-jet in the chimney. The pipe of

this generally runs from the hrebox inside the hand-

rail along the boiler, and enters at one side of the smoke-

box. Its effect is to blow up the fire by creating a

draught in the chimney. Also there are damper doors

in front and behind the a,shpan under the fire-grate bars,

the front one of which in the direction the engine is

running should be partly opened while running. These

dampers are controlled by levers on the footplate.

The engine will need oil on the various moving parts,

and this must be given at the earliest opportunity,

when standing.

Finally, take the first opportunity of handing over

the engine from the control of the novice to a com-

petent and experienced driver, as there are many other

precautions to be ol)served in order that an engine-

may continue in successful service. It need hardly be

mentioned that a supply both of water and coal is

necessary for continuing running, and the first chance

of replenishing these or either of them should l)e

taken, and should water run short, it may be neces-

sary to U.-^op the fire in order to avoid serious damage

or a disastrous accident.
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leaderless, helpless, and wholly inexperienced in war,
may follow any coward's counsel, and the moral effect
thus produced may have the most disastrous and far-
reaching consequences. Also, and perhaps most im-
portant of all, where efficient organisation is known to
exist, raid or invasion is far less likely to be attempted,
and therefore such an organisation becomes a weighty
factor in the maintenance of peace. It is the eventual
aim of the Legion of Frontiersmen to provide such an
organisation, and by its means to give our coastwise
population throughout the empire the opportunity of
enrolling or registering themselves in order that they
may have :

(a) The legal right to wear uniform and defend their
homes.

(i) Leadership.

(c) The opportunity of using in their country's service
such skill, knowledge, or experience as they have
acquired in the course of their ordinary duties or
employment.

(if) The means of turning to account such military
knowledge as they have been able to acquire in peace
time, through rifle clubs, signalling, and scouting
classes.

(e) Machinery by which arms will at a few hours' notice
be available for those capable of using them.

(/) A means of co-ordinating and subordinating their
efforts to the will of the central authority responsible for
the defence of the empire.
These objects are clear and definite, and must appeal

to all; but it may be well to emphasise the great
importance of (c) all sailors, yachtsmen, boatmen, fisher-
men, motorists and cyclists, woodmen and gamekeepers,
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is derived from its purely defensive character. Units
organised for offence, and possessing mobility, are
necessarily costly, and become more so as civilisation
advances. Organisation for local defence may be per-
fected at an insignificant outlay, and the South African
war has taught us the defensive capacity of an armed
rural population, even if wholly untrained to modern
offensive warfare. These remarks apply with even more
force to our Colonial population, whose natural defensive
capacity in proportion to their numbers is greater than
ours at home. Some expense must be incurred, but
it should be trifling in relation to the results obtainable.
The Legion does not in any way compete with the

new Territorial organisation. On the contrary, it hopes
to feed it by awaking patriotic ambitions which will not
be satisfied with the purely defensive rdle here indicated.
But the cost of the Territorial Scheme imposes a strict
limit on the numbers enrolled, and in modern war " big
battalions " are more than ever likely to secure the
" favour of Heaven." The Legion's point of view is that
it is possible, at small cost and by quiet organisation in
the day of peace, to develop such defensive power and
numbers as will remove any temptation which now exists
to raid or invade any portion of the Empire.

There are many, and the writer of t'lis may be
included amongst them, who do not believe that an
invasion, or even a serious military raid, upon the
British coast is a possible eventuality in face of our
present naval superiority ; but this belief in no way
affects our conviction that defensive organisation of this
character is a national necessity. In such a matter
assurance cannot be made too doubly or trebly sure.
New circumstances may arise which none of us have
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be employed accordingly. Whether ideal Regulars

should be considered tjual to, better than, or inferior

to ideal Irregulars is merely an academic question, which

it would be waste of time to argue. All we know with

certainty is that good Regulars, if skilfully led, and

fighting under conditions not utterly unfavourable to

them, will always beat bad Irregulars ; and furthermore,

that ideal soldiers, in whom are perfectly combined the

qualities of the best Regulars and Irregulars, simply do

not exist.

The nearest approach to the ideal that is recorded in

history was furnished by the famous Light Division in

the Peninsular war. In this solitary instance each

individual officer, N.C. officer, and man had been so

admirably trained that he was a scout and skirmisher,

almost equal to a Frontiersman, while the units of that

Division were at least as well disciplined and trained,

as units, as any others in the Duke of Wellington's

incomparable army.

The ideal unit would, I think, be one composed of

officers and men, all of whom were thoroughly ex-

perienced Frontiersmen, while, at the same time, trained

and disciplined, in the Regular sense, up to the standard

of the Brigade of Guards. The difficulties, however,

that would obstruct the production of such an ideal

unit appear to be well-nigh insuperable. Given the

Frontiersmen, and assuming their willingness to com-

mence, and their patient perseverance in subrnitting to,

the necessary course of drill and discipline, an inevitable

result would be a considerable reduction of their

individual value ; what had been gained by making them

first-rate Regulars would have been lost by crushing, to

a great extent, the ready initiative, born of self-reliance
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led, acquire automatically the powers of intimate co-

operation that at first belonged only to the Regulars.

Their individual excellence will remain unimpaired,

while collective excellence will have been added thereto.

But when such conditions have been reached, these

Regular-Irregulars will be a precious possession to be

carefully husbanded for use only in special circum-

stances—circumstances in which the success of an

enterprise depends upon small numbers, so as to escape

observation, but when the fsw must be of superlative

quality in order to overcome when arrived, the resist-

ance of many. In any case, however, good Frontiers-

men ought not to be squandered needlessly in the

attack of positions; their proper role is to furnish

exceptionally sharp "eyes and ears" to the strategical

and to the protective cavalry of a force in the held,

and also to act as handy men in a variety c' -rafts. A

British Army well supplied with Frontiersme might be

defeated, but it could never be surprised ;
nor could it

ever be at a loss for men capable of plying, at all

events in a rough-and-ready fashion, almost any m.aginablc

trade.

Editorial Note.—Although many books are noted

as useful in a Command Library, one only is com

mended to all our members : the " Field Service Pocket

Book," issued by the General Staff, War Office, and to

be had from any bookseller at js. net.
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by their officers, assisted by members who may be aheady
expert in any of the subjects :

I.—SCOUTING AND RECONNAISSANCE

Introduction. By Captain A. Owen Vaughan.

The first need of a general in command of an inde-

pendent force in the field is to know what he has in

front of him : what he has to meet and beat, not only

of men and weapons, but of country to be crossed and
positions to be taken.

As to the ground, there are usually maps of vary' g
degrees of accuracy and detail, while, as to men and
weapons, he took over certain information when he took

over his command from headquarters at home. It is

now necessary to test and complete both groups of

information. liut what means are available?

First of all, there are spies. The ((uestion of spies i:;

not a pleasant or a settled one, and it may suffice to say

that any spy not of the general's own race is an utter

scoundrel on the face of things. He is not working

for the patriotism which might excuse him, but either for

gain or for that love of doing evil which is a disease-

in some minds. The general, therefore, is bound to

be distrustful of the reports of such spies, who may
all the while be in the service of the enemy. He i-

driven to test it, as well as to supplement it by any

other possible means. It is mostly for this purpo.se

that mounted troops are trained in the art of reconnai^

sance.

A reconnaissance is an expedition for the collection
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sometimes to forget—that tlie scout and the spy are at

opposite poles apart. The spy worlds by passing himself

off as the staunch friend of those he is betraying. The
true scout never puts off the marks that he is an enemy.
He wears his uniform and carries his weapons, so that, if

he is discovered and brought to touch, he may fight it

out openly and honourably, escaping with his information

if he can, or dying if he must, without a stain upon his

honour, and with the respect, if with the hatred, of tht

foe. Compare that with what happens to the discovered

spy-

But if the ordinary reconnaissance requires that every

member of it should be one of the best, then how much
more is this so in the case with the ideal scout?

Courage and resource are not enough in themselves for

his work. To those qualities he must add long expen
ence of working in danger, in difficulty, and in hardship
Peril, difficulty, and endurance must have so been his

daily life as to have bred an endless alertness of mind,
a sleepless habit of observation and instant deduction,

a resolute will to face facts as he finds them, such

a sub-conscious self-reliance as sees a desperate situation

instantaneously simply in terms of what is required to

master that situation, and a judgment which weighs any

problem, not by other men's theories and formulas, i>ut

according as he sees things himself at that momf;nt.

And over and through all these things he must have

some ideal of some sort which makes him trustworthy.

For, once your scout has left the outposts behind h\m.

and passed into the nearest cover, or into the darkness ul

the night, what warrant have you of him and his work,

save his own honour ? It stands to reason that he must

have not only brains and courage, but some sort of ideal
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ledge of the elements of an army, their values and
weaknesses, it takes short time to master enough of that
for working purposes.

But if the power of reconnaissance is best represented
on certain occasions by the scout and his partner, two
Frontiersmen, it follows that reconnaissance itself, where
it must still be undertaken, is best undertaken by
Frontiersmen also. And here, as to reconnaissance.
A scout at his best, and for particular purposes, is the

power of a whole reconnoitring party in one man, with an
adv-ntage in secrecy which the ordinary reconnaissance
lacks, yet he cannot wholly replace reconnaissance as a
procurer of vital information. Take, for instance, where
the army is following a retiring enemy, or feeling the
enemy's set advance ; or take the necessary duty of
keeping the flanks of an advancing or retiring force to

which the scout is attached. Here a reconnaissance can
beat a scout, if for no other reason than that it can make
its own pace, where a single man, or a pair, might have
to halt, hide, or double and dodge to such delay as to

render the information no longer of use. Again, though
one ride through hell to gather information, and gut it,

yet it is absolutely useless till the general has it, and
here, as the information required is mostly of a definite

kind, and may need to be with the general in a definite!)

short time if it is to be of use at all in the changing dis-

positions of the forces, the reconnaissance has one vital

.-idvantage over the scout. It is obviously easier for the-

enemy to kill or capture one or two men than a dozen or

a score, and even if the reconnoitring party be sur-

rounded, it can still charge the enemy with fairly certain

hope that one man at least will get away to the general
with the all-important information, in which case the
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accidental or merely casual developments of the dis-

position of the enemy's forces. This force takes up the

best position to afford the advanced base imperative for

the scout's support, and also provides, if necessary, for

conveying the successive reports of the scout back to the

army.
Here it will be seen again tbrt no regular troops could

hope to compete with experip^.red Frontiersmen in such

a task. In fact, the ideal fnixu here, too, would be com-

posed of men of the scout's own stamp, men who could,

at a pinch, second the work of the crack scout by some

fairly decent scouting of their own.

Once more, there is the occasion when the general

may wish to detach a raiding force to operate against the

rear or flank of the enemy. He may do this to keep the

enemy busy in position while he himself carries out

important developments of his own, brings up stores or

reinforcements, or perhaps waits on the movements ol

co-operating forces in other parts of the field of opera-

tions. He m.ay do it simply to hold the enemy in an

unfavourable position till he himself can come up and

attack him, or to hold the enemy off till he himself can

reach a more favourable position or condition to await

attack. He may do it to break the force of a threatened

attack on himself, or merely to cover a forced inaction of

his main force. For any of these, or a dozen other

reasons, he may wish to detach an effective flying forcc

to gain his object by, for instance, cutting the enemy s

communications, destroying his stores and magazines,

threatening important points, delaying reinforcements, or

hampering co-operating divisions; establishing, in faci,

a more or less temporary guerilla warfare in its most

resolute phase, on the enemy's most vulnerable poinis.
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SCOUTING

The vedettes and flankers of marching troops are

described as scouts ; also whole regiments of Irregular

Horse, and even boys who are undergoing a training in

morale. For Legion purposes a scout is a man trained

in lone self-reliance, and the arts of reading country,

tracking, hunting, and bush craft, who has had expe-

rience in dealing with dangerous folk, whose fully

developed powers of observation have been tested by
Intelligence work on active service, and who is still

capable, mentally and physically, of performing the duties

of a Field Intelligence Officer. There are extremely few

of such scouts.

The art of scouting must be based upon an instinct

for the craft, and cannot be acquired and perfected save

by a long training.

Yet members of the Legion will hardly consider that

they have done all they might to tit themselves for the

utmost possible service to their country until they have
fully studied .ind mastered this subject, both in books,

from lecture^, and in practical field work, under the

direction of our scouts. On the frontier, as well as the

military side of the subject, the easiest available writer

is Owen Roscomyl (Capt. Owen Vaughan, L.F.), author

of "Old Fireproof," "A Scout's Story," etc. On the

purely military side of the abject, Oeneral Baden
I'owell's shilling manual, " Aids to Scouting," is very

strongly recommended, and should be read in conjunc-

tion with the Section on Scouting here following.

Beginners, resident in civilised countries, will value

a lecture, addressed to the Military Staff at York, ny

Mr. F. W. ^iland, ijy whose kind permission we ;>ii'j-
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discussed, I found that very few of our people in Leeds

knew that ie had a gun an'd canridge /actorv; yet every

alien I spoke to had complete information on the

military possibilities of the town.

Having gained the habii of systematic and close

observation, the students, still hunting '"
P^-r^'^^^^r'^^f

work by map and compass, making a careful study oi

The surrounding country. They will find that there is a

Seat difference as the ground varies, in the tracks left

bv anirnals They should study the habits and move-

ments of birds and animals, and the different kinds of

S the distribution of "dg^s and valleys, the reasons

for each twist and turn in road or track. They should

learn the clues for finding points of the compass. (See

PatMnding.) They should judge distance by noticing

the tSe it^akes to reach distant and prominent objects

They should note how apparent distance varies with the

''"in^ all this the students should note everything with-

ou informing each other, each trymg to distract he

Ser's attention from work, but to guard his own study

from (Msturbance. A scout who allows anything to

Sact hi from his work is useless. Returnjg by

same route, the students should note the different

appearance of country as seen from the opposite direc-

don They should compare their notes in the evenmg

Visiting any strange town or district, students should

learn the map first, but on no account ask the way,

reWhig entirely on 'their own powers of observation for

guKce. Advanced students may study the ques .°n-

ing of passengers, but only to gauge the ^accuracy ot

the averse statement. It is nearly always wrong.

HavYng mastered road work, the students should
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has to deal with the worst possible country under the

greatest possible difficulties. A man who cannot get out

of difficulties as well as into them had better stay at

home. So streams should be crossed, not by bridges,

but by fording (where there are pebbles on the bed,

below a sharp bend, or across a rock outcrop), or

by swimming. Obstacles should be jumped or broken

through (owners permitting). In training a man should

learn to take in all details rapidly, and to comrr..t them

to memory. He should work in the places he knows

least about, learning to dispense with maps, compass,

and all other aid, relying absolutely on himself.

All that was learned by day must now be practised at

night, when the land looks totally different, and every

object unfamiliar. If they are strange to the scout, so

also are they to the enemy. The scout in night work

should learn to avoid the road, keeping a paralle

course, near enough for seeing and hearing. He should

move slowly, usually dismounted, for a horse cannot

travel rapidly over open-country at night. A scout

should be just as well practised and proficient by night

as he is by day. It is very trying work, and a scout's

nerves are always strung up; but by practice he soon

feels at home on the trail at night as much as by day.

It is under night conditions that the senses of hearing

and smell are most useful, when silence and caution are

necessary, and the greatest care must be taken to Iook

back, noting the landmarks for guidance in the retreat.

Selection of Scouts—K^a.r\. from trained powers of

observation, certain other qualities are essential in the

making of a scout. Ideally he should have good health,

acute eyesight, hearing, and keen scent, be a thorough

horseman and horsemaster, tactful, self-controlled, and
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whether the ground held is rock or soil. Rock spl'nters

may cause more casualties than direct fire.

All small and advanced parties should be watched and

noted, but avoided like the plague, for scout duty is

getting information, not fighting.

If the scout cannot see the enemy's force, he should

dismount, hide or lead his horse, and read the ground

round the position. He should try the roads first. If

the troops are fresh he finds, where ground is soft, tht

gun-wheel tracks clear and well defined, the hoof-prints

clear-cut, with occasionally the near-side hoof-marks

irregular for a pace or two, due to the urging of the

driver's spur causing the horse to slur or make a false

step. The number of wheel- and hoof-marks denotes

the number of the guns. Waggon tracks are very

irregular, because it is difficult to keep an even strain on

the whiffle-trees or tongue in driving—hence more whip

and side paces. Cavalry tracks will, if ground permits,

be away from the road, but in any case the ground beside

the road tells most of the story. If t'le enemy is in good

condition and well cared for, there will be few articles

thrown away. Fairly hard droppings mean good feeding

for the livestock. But these are the signs of distress ;

irregular wheel-tracks, slurred hoof-marks, too much

definition of toe-marks, watery droppings, abandoned

stores and accoutrements, dead cattle, burnt waggons

and stores. Bearing the weather in mind, the age of the

tracks shows the time elapsed since the march.

The Etiemy's Intentions.—'Yhe roads tell the story of

the enemy's last engagement in wreckage and new graves

;

but the line of his march may be seen from the positions

held by advanced parties, and the way the waggons

point. It may be difficult to find the position of sup
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and the number may be gauged by the remnants left.

After fifty years the broken bottles still show the site of
the British staff camp in front of Sevastopol. The
position of the water carts may be noted by finding a

tract of sodden ground, and the wheel-marks showing
well-defined indents at regular intervals will, if the

enemy is newly and well supplied, afford reliable evidence
as to his strength.

These matters, small in themselves, are the main
evidence upon which the scout has to base his report,

and pieced together may tell the whole story of an
enemy's strength, condition, and purposes. The rei rt

should be brief and to the point, but the scout should
be ready to answer all sorts of questions. He will be
questioned not only as to the enemy, but asked also for

information to aid in the attack by his own Field Force.
What supplies has the enemy left which can be seized

for use ? What is the ground like between our position

and that which we shall attack ? What obstacles in

our way ? What positions are there for our guns and
troops of all arms ? Where shall we find sheltered

ground for our ambulance, ammunition waggons, and
supply columns ? Where is the water for our troops and
cattle, and which is the best way to it ? How can our
route to water be sheltered from enemy's fire ? Where
are the fords? Are they good ground, and easy of

approach, sheltered from enemy's guns and small

arms ? Can fords be made at this or that point on the

map?
All this information should be personal nothing being

hearsay or chance, and the scout must oe prepared to

prove everything shown in his report. At the same
time the scout should collect, remember, and test all
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Just after dark a party of the enemy came to the house

and met with great hospitality. By dawn he iiad traced

the enemy co their camp, and reported the position of

their laager to his own officer commanding. Women
have always played a very prominent part in Field

Intelligence work.

Tiut in Dealing loith Men.—A scout s..ould be

especially careful when eturning to camp with his report

to stop all men he may happen to meet, remembering
that the man he tak"s may be seeking to capture him.

Take no chances, always have the first pull, approach him
as though you were the Commander-in-Chief, and meant
it ; stand no shu'ifling or nonsense from a possible enemy ;

never shoot if you can avoid it, for if one knows his

language the stranger may have useful information which

with proper guidance he may verify under a strict eye

and a ready revolver. It is a grand thing to know in

such encounters how wonderfully soothing is the effect

of X loaded and well-held revolver on the man you are

trying to coax. If you are nervous, so is he, and a bit

of bluff goes a long way.

And if you return without any news to report, do not

be disheartened. Tht Commander-in-Chief may be test-

ing, not for information but to see what you are made of

for future use.

Much depends on the absolute truthfulnv=;ss and reli-

ability of the scout, whose report may avert defeat or

make victory possible. He should always work as though

on him depended the responsibility of the campaign and

the result to his country. For it is indeed true that bad

intelligence work entails defeat and disaster, while good

scouting is the beginning of victory.
|

There remain a few general rules.
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The grey wolf is an ideal scout. He sees cN-erytliini;,

and no one sees him. A common device among the

Indians was to wear a cap made of a wolf's scalp, with the

ears sticking up. This they wear when they peer over

a hill to seek the enemy, so that if seen, the scout vould

he taken for a wolf at its usual tricks. The deception

can be made complete by obliterating one's own tracks,

and leaving a wolf track near the place in case the

hostiles should come to examine the ground.

In case of seeing anything moving, the common
practice of all birds, beasts, and scouts is to " freeze " at

once. That is, turn to a statue, and wait immovably, no

matter how long, until all doubt is dispelled.

I have known deer to do this for eleven to twelve

minutes without moving a hair's-breadth.

Tracking and Sign-Re.\ding

This branch of scouting needs powers of obser%'ation

trained by practice, and of deduction arising from horse

sense. Since any mark left on a trail in passing by man
or animal lasts a minute in Piccadilly, or a month in the

Sahara, no general rule can define hours or days since a

sign or footprint was made. In any given district, how-

ever, study the time required to dry up, wash out, or blow

away the marks. One sees at a glance if animal passed

before or since last rain, windstorm, heavy dew, or flooding

of water. Later traffic following or crossing the tracks

studied give useful clues, that, for instance, of grazin;^

animals going to water last evening, or of predator)

beasts "nly abroad at night.

Waggon Tracking. — In desert grass a waggon can

sometimes be followed after many weeks. On hard

ground wheels leave no mark, but earths of burrowing
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point within two hours in dry country, while imprint

blurs rapidly under wind, rain, or frost. Hind shoe
longer and narrower than fore shoe. At walking pace,

the better bred the horse the farther hind track falls

in front of the fore track. Horse lifts a lame foot to

full pace, hobbling short with corresponding sound foot.

With lame shoulder the foot rests short, toe flicking

up dirt as foot is lifted, while the sound foot falls short

to reheve it. Horse with lame fore foot reaches short

with sound limb, long with hurt limb. A lame hind
track is, as usual, in front of fore track, but sound track

goes short of its true reach. Hobble track shows fore-

feet close abreast, with hind tracks behind fore tracks,

and, where chain hobbles are used, sometimes chain

track print between fore tracks.

]Valk.—Distance from toe of one -foot back to heel

of the other fore-foot, 2 ft. 8 in.

Trot—Deeper prints sp' ^shing up earth. The
rhythm shows a pair of tracks touching each other, or

nearly so, and the pairs are about 4 ft. 4 in. apart.

Canter.—The rhythm is ONE-fore, hind, fore ; ONE-fore,

hind, fore. The one represents the hind foot from
which horse led off. The fore-feet are 7 ft. 4 in. apart.

Gallop.—Fore tracks, 10 ft. 6 in. apart, splashing

dirt far. (See " Active Service Pocket Book " of Bertrand
Stewart.)

Horse Sign Hard droppings for health, soft for bad
feed. When shed, hot polished surface, which dulls,

darkens, dries inside, bits freezing together as they dry,

with age, bleaching and breaking to fibrous dust. In

some countries scarab beetles quickly cut up and roll

off all droppings. Droppings broken open may disclose

undigested grain ; an oat, meaning perhaps " our side,"
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loads, soldiers straight lines. Damp patches of ground,

warm ashes, grains not eaten by birds, dry tent sites

in rain, show recent departure. Pads of dogs show

claw marks, but pads without claws read predatory

cat animals during night after camp was deserted.

Heel marks of rifles or other weapons are all different

patterns : for instance Lee-Metford has butt trap

;

Martini, none.

Rock Surface.—In nearly all climates rock bears

lichens, the breaking of which guides a tracker. Look
out for displaced scraps of stone, or tracks where there

is earth in the interstices of rock surface.

When Tracked by Enemy.—If suspicious of being fol-

lowed at resting time, remain mounted, sitting side

saddle, while horse feeds. His tracks will then be

those of a horse at pasture, not of one travelling, and

very good trackers will be thrown off the scent. If

tracked with dogs, a course through water or frost will

destroy all scent. Strips of blanket wrapped round feet

of man or horse make the track look very old. To
conceal tracks at point where you leave a trail, or leave

rock for sand drift, lay blanket and rain cloak alternately

for horse to walk on, so that he ahvays steps on one or

the other. If certain that you are tracked, make a

circle and overlook your own trail from ambush until

pursuer arrives. If, escaping from an enemy, you

approach a stream, go straight to the bank. Pursuers

will suppose that you are going to travel in the water to

hide your tracks. They will therefore neglect to study

your tracks in approaching the water. Climb back

along those tracks, using the blanket trick (reversing

shoes no good), until you reach hard ground, from

whence to make new departure, or to lie until enemy is
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near enough to make out the details of that force. He
has simply to get behind the force and examine its trail

—

always, of course, with his eyes jingling to avoid being
seen by stragglers—and he will be able to read enough
on the ground to fill in a report that will allow the general

to pretty well gauge the weight of the force, and the cost,

or need, of dealing with it, or leaving it alone.

What a black tracker can do in Australia, a brown
one in India, Arabia, or Northern Africa, or what a red
one could do in America, are things that need not
trouble us' here. If we had to defend Australia, India,

Egypt, or Canada, from invasion, we should not waste
men from Britain by putting them to do what the native

or practised Frontiersman there could'do so much better.

Besides, one has but to compare the conditions there

with the conditions on the continent of Europe, to see
that what we need most trouble about is sign-reading on
roads and in close-peopled countries. And for that men
mav train themselves in the United Kingdom as well as

elsewhere.

The man who wishes to be useful in tracking, needs
no elaborate outlay of money, or particular district to

practise in. He does not even need the help of others

for the moment the idea takes him, he has but to circle

back, and cut his own trail a mile or two behind. He'll

find a deal of practice in following his own trail from
there to where he left it.

No amount of book-teaching will enable a man to set

up as a tracker. Nothing but practice can do that. So
let a man set to work in any spot or country he finds

himself in, and ground himself thoroughly in the craft

by practice of any and every kind obtainable there.

Then, with what he can read in text-books, added to
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parallel to track of fugitive, so as to flank his hiding-

place. Glint of gun-barrel may give warning in time for

you to take cover. If ambushed by a savage, rush him,
because his nerves won't stand the surprise. If ambushed
by white man, stalk him. In stalking, use many ruses,

such as showing hat on a stick, to exhaust his ammuni-
tion.

Approaching district frequented by man to be arres :d,

disclose to nobody whatsoever who you are or what is

your business. Any information given to his possible

friends and jackals should be carefully prepared for his

consumption.
Approaching the Patient.—If dealing with an outlaw or

dangerous character, take utmost care to allay suspicion
until you are ready for action. On entering any enclosure
or building, keep your back to the wall from the begin-
ning, and do not be lured into the open. In arresting on
warrant, use all reasonable privacy. If he attacks, use
all needful violence ; if he shoots, fire to kill ; if he runs,

stop him, firing low.

Arrest.—Act swiftly, gun in position, as you give sharp
order: "Hands up!" Keep patient's hands up until

you have compelled him to drop any weapon in his hand,
and until you have felt his clothing for concealed
weapons.

If using irons, handcuff behind back. If not using
irons, a kerchief, if not too elastic, is good, giving least

pain. If lashing scant, tie thumbs together with strip

from clothing. Make sure that all strings or cords used
have been thoroughly stretched. If necessary, lash

ankles together, and to prevent hopping, lash a stick to

whole length of his body ; or pass cord round breasts,

under armpits, and up over fork of a tree. With prisoner
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ing locks, etc., lest by chance he gets at them. Take

nothing for granted, and be none the less watchful when

a prisoner says the game is up, and he will go with you

quietly. A common ruse for a prisoner is to complain

that handcuffs or leg-irons hurt him, and to beg that they

may be eased. Remember, a fox is not in it compared

with a desperate man.

A Simple Form of Road Report and Road Sketch.

By Captain T. Gayer Anderson, R.F.A.

The following remarks describe the headings under

.vhich information is required n a road report, and a

method by which a sufficiently accurate and rapid sketch

can be made (without instruments) to illustrate and

explain it.

The easiest and most accurate way of executing such a

report and sketch is by bicycling ; but it must be remem-

bered that if a compass is being used, the iron in a

bicycle frame may affect its readings, if held too near.

Another easy way is on foot, but this is, as a rule, too

slow.

The most difficult way is on horseback, in this case

the actual " plotting " of the sketch should be done with-

out dismounting, and so, much depends on whether the

horse is trained to stand with a loose rein or not.

As regards instruments. Naturally the use of a com-

pass and ruler would make the sketch more accurate

and more easy and rapid of execution ; the following

remarks, however, generally refer to the most difficult

conditions, namely, sketching from horseback and without

instruments.

In any case, the sketcher must have a pencil and note
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inns, post and telegraph offices, police stations, smithies

and wheelwrights' shops, also information about rations,

forage, and transport available.

Most of this information can be got from the police

station unless the books have been destroyed. It should

be tried first, so as to save as much time as possible.

6. U 'liter.—Vot men or horses; number of horses

which can be watered at once. Approaches to, etc.

7. Gv/;//n'.—Nature of (open, closed, marshy, etc.),

type of fences, slopes, woods, open spaces useful for

camping grounds, ridges useful for observation or com-

munication, etc.

8. The pi. itions, numbers, and nature of friendly and

hostile troops, stating whether camping or on the move.

Any demolitions, earthworks, etc., should also be noted.

T/ie Sketch.—Ont of the following steps, 1-4 should be

taken before the sketcher saddles up.

I.—He finds the utiit of measurement he is going to use.

(a) On Horseback.—UeasvLKmrnls, as a rule, are done

at the trot. The unit is the distance in yards covered by

the horse every time the rider rises in the saddle. He

finds this by trotting a known distance (at least a quarter

of a mile) at a collected pace, and counting the number

of times he rises. This, with most horses, comes to

between 500 and 530 to a mile., i.e. one rise equals about

three yards.

(/;) On a Bicycle.—Iht unit is a revolution of the

front wheel. Revolutions are counted by tying a piece

of rag to one spoke, and measured by getting this spoke

perpendicular to the ground, and then sitting on tiu

bicycle, and moving it till the spoke comes to the ground

again. With an average man and a 28-in. wheel this

equals about sever Teet.
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o trust to his approximate inch (finger joint, etc.), " scale

iilioul two inches to one mile."

To make scale b

:

515 rises - 1760 yd.

1760 ,

I rise - yjy
y<''

. •. 1000 rises => 3223 yd.

He draws a line to represent 322 » yards with scale

" a " on a separate piece of paper, and divides it into

ten, and the left-hand division into ten, thus showing ten

and hiaidreds of rises (this scale goes on his ruler).

N.B.—A scale of rises once made for a horse always

holds good.

III. —He next finds out where north is by one of the

methods described in this book (see Pathfinding) or by

the weather-cock on a church, etc., or by compass, if

he h..s one. He then determines what is the general

direction of the road he is going to follow, and puts

a north point on his paper in such a position that the

sket( h when made will run up the centre of the page.

With a compass, the needle points to the magnetic

north, which, in England^ is about 15° west of true north.

Any of the other methods describer' give approximately

true north.

The north point is shown by a line about three inches

long drawn on the sketch, with an arrow head on ihe north

end of it (which is the sign for magnetic north) if the

sketch is being done with a compass, and with a star at

the head (which is the sign for true north) if using

any other method and " approximate " written along n

{vid^ example).
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not advisable to do this often without checking.) The

procedure described is continued throughout the sketch.

If the sketch runs off the paper, or the rheet is finished,

he dra>.s a line across the page, and begins again above

it putting in a new north point, and adapting its position

to the new direction of the sketch, if necessary {vide

example). .

Any number of pages can be joined by putting them

so that all the north points are parallel.

A road sketch always : irts from the bottom of the

page, and runs up it.

VII. Detail.—The sketch must be kept as clear .;s

possible.

Roads, if fenced, are shown by continuous parallel

lines, if unfenced, by dotted lines. The breadth of

metalling should be given {e.g. 20 ft. m.).

All roads and railways coming from the left of the

sketch should show the distance from the nearest

important place, all those going to the right of the sketch,

the distance to.

Dimensions and particulars of railways, villages, bridges,

etc., and the nature of the country are best shown

in margin, or by a reference in the report. Villages

are blocked in; post and telegraph offices, inns, and

smithies and wheelwrights' shops should be shown. No

fences should be shown. Woods are shown, and

a description given in margin. Hills should not be

shown (except by adept sketchers), but the chici

slopes noted in the margin. Reference numbers m

a circle {e.g. (3)) should be put against important places

referred to in the report. An arrow shows direction of

streams and rivers.
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Mounds and abrupt ridgesmay be shown {vide example).

It is better not to try and print on the sketch, but to

write small and plainly. All writing on the sketch should

be parallel to the bottom, except writing along roads,

railways, etc.

Any other points not mentioned above are best noted

in the margin.

If available, a map of the country should be used, and
no sketch made ; but as maps are not always up to date,

the detail should be checked with the map, and corrected

where necessary.

The example gives an idea of the way detail, marginal

notes, the scale, north point, and a break in the sketch

are treated.

I VIII. Finishing.—A sketch should, where time admits,

li and where ink, pen, and indiarubber are available {e.g.

at an inn, etc.), be finished in ink, as this enables all

unnecessary lines to be rubbed out, and the sketch is

then much clearer and more easily understood. Clean

soft bread is a good substitute for indiarubber. There

should be a heading showing what portion of road

the sketch is of. The date of the sketch should be

shown also.

See "Military Sketching and Map Reading," by Captain

R. F. Legge (Gale & Polden, Aldershot) ;
" Simple Map

Reading, Reporting, etc.," by Lieut, and Quartermaster

J. V. Laughton (May & Co., Aldershot) ; "Active Service

Pocket Book," by Lieut. Bertrand Stewart.

Condensation in Despatches. By Edgar Wallace, L.F.

Be brief. Don't " have the honour to report." Your

message may have to be flagged or heliographed. If

you want help, say " Help." Don't explain why you
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Here in a few words the ofificer gave his chief full

information : that the enemy was near at hand, that the

country was unfriendly, that he had taken the initiative

and arrested the leading inhabitant, that he had com-
mandeered all the available transport ("traction " is all-

embracing), that he had called a meeting of the village,

and had warned them against the result of befriending the

enemy. And not only has he done this, but he has, with
two lurid and old-fashioned words, painted a picture of

the reception he received : churlishly, sullenly, are not
words one usually finds in an official report ! Most
important of all for the scout or the correspondent to

remember is this : Every minute counts. As soon as

you get your information, send it off. Don't wait for

something to add to it, let it rip. I have seen minutes,
nay seconds, wnsted at one end of the wire resulting in

two days' delay at the other.

Don't make your message ambiguous at the cost of a
word. Such words as " and " are never sent, but an
"and" properly inserted will make a message clear.

Insert " stop " where confusion may come from its

omission. Practise condensation by taking a foreign

telegram in a daily newspaper and reducing it to as few
words as po.ssible.

Note. By Capt. A. Ovvcn Vaughan.
If you are not good at written compositions, remember

that English is the most inexact of languages, except in

the hands of a master. Therefore try you- message on
the man who is to carry it. Let hi.n read it, and then
ask him to explain to you what it all amounts to. You
may find that it quite naturally conveys to his mind a

different message altogether from what you thought you
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whose extreme and erratic range was about 200 yds.—as,

shall we say, a modern shot-gun is to a boy's catapult.

With the old "Brown Bess" the particular individual

fired at, at 100 yds. range or over, was the least likely

person in his company or regiment to be struck by that

particular shot. With the modern weapon a skilled

performer can make practically certain of picking off his

man up to 200 yds., and can come very near it up to 700
or 800 yds. From thence, on to 2,000 yds. or more,
any quarter of an acre of ground in sight can be accur-

ately sprayed with bullets by a competently directed and
well-trained company of riflemen. The experience of

recent wars in Russia and in South Africa has demon-
strated very forcibly the increased value and importance

of the modern rifle as a military weapon, and the changes
in field movements and tactics that its increased range,

precision, and rapidity of fire have brought about.

The skilled and competent use of the rifle in the

field naturally follows from, and depends on, adequate
and properly directed musketry practice on the range in

times of peace ; and in this connection it is satisfactory

to note among the signs of the times the steadily

maintained interest taken in our great national rifle

meeting, held yearly at Bisley, under the auspices of the

National Rifle Association ; the growth of civilian rifle

clubs throughout the United Kingdom, largely as a result

of Lord Roberts's advocacy ; and also the increasing and
widespread growth and membership of the Society of

Miniature Rifle Clubs.

The present increased use of the miniature rifle is, to

some extent, a new departure. Until a few years ago the

Council of the N.R.A. regarded marksmanship with the

Service rifle as its main object of encouragement, and
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from dust. A damaged " leaf " means a useless weapon,
so, when not in use, see that the sight protectors are in

position. Wipe the exposed metal surfaces now and
again with a greasy rag to prevent rust starting. See
that the fore and back sights are well blacked for use.

If there is time, wipe every cartridge before using it.

One speck of grit on the bullet will cut the rifle ; this

rough spot will proceed to acquire nickel from each
subsequent bullet, and the accurate shooting of the

weapon be destroyed. Any grease on the outside of the

cartridge will cause the bullet to rise an additional

two feet or more at 500 yards. A similar result may
occur if there is moisture on the brass case. When at

target practice clean vhe barrel on the spot within a

minute of firing the last shot. It is then easy to do.

Always leave a coating of oil on the inside of the barrel

after cleaning. The explosion of the cordite drives a

virulent acid into the steel. For weeks after use this

will gradually work out and corrode, on meeting oxygen

in the air. This necessitates the following rule : When
the rifle is in use, clean and oil not less than twice a

week. If the rifle is not going to be used, clecn twice a

week for a month, once a week for a further month, and
then give the inside of the barrel a thick coating of

vaseline, or something similar.

Attil'.tde.—In the prone position, lay the body at an

angle of 45 degrees to the firing direction, part the legs,

and obtain a tripod support for the rifle, poise the body
on the two elbows, the left elbow being well in advance

and almost straight in front of the right elbow. In the

kneeling position, the principal requisite to steadiness

are stout soled boots, kneel on the right knee, sitting on

the right heel, with the left foot pointing direct to the
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without the rifleman being aware of any effort of his own.

No shot is a good one if the rifleman knows he is getting

off the trigger. Remember that the first sight is the

best siglit, and that the eye will not stand the strain for

long. If the shot has not l)een get off whilst the sight

is clear, go down from the present and start again. Never

hurry the shot. It is imj^ssible to see the back sight,

the fore sight, and the bull simultaneously. You can

only approximate to doing so. It is more important to

see the sights clearly defined than the object at which

you are firing. An error in the sights causes a large

result in error, an error on the object fired at, a small

one. With practice it is possible to hold so steadily that

at the lr.it moment the marksman's attention may be

confined to the sights. The perfect marksman should

neither feel irritation at a bad shot, nor exultation at a

good one, that is if he is going on shooting. AVhen

overjoyed at a succession of bulls and the competition

almost won, acceleration of the heart-beat will throw the

shot high left, and lose the prize.

Bick-sii^hts.—'Vhe back-sights in present use are the

fixed V, the sliding V, and the wind-gauge V, the straight

bar with one or two, or many lines, and the wind-gauge

aperture sight. The first is the old military sight, but

amongst the crack shots of the present day this is

obsolete, and each of the others has a numerous follow-

ing. It would be invidious to recommend either ot

them. Every man must choose his own.

Wind Allowances, etc.—KW riflemen of the present

day use the vernier for elevation, and the wind-gauge for

direction. The sight is raised or lowered, according h>

the known or calculated distance. The vernier scale-

being divided into degrees, these degrees being yJuof an

I
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of the barrel to a great extent will prevent this. Until a
man has learnt to shoot accurately he is unable to gain
experience of wind and light, because he is unable to
separate the effects of these from personal errors ; there-
fore we must all learn to shoot at known distances, and
havmg done so thoroughly, we reach the ini;<ortant
subject, from the military or sporting points of view, of
judging distances.

JunoiNG Distance. Compiled and tested by
the Editor.

Men should work in pairs, taking an occasional walk in
town or country. At ordinary marching pace, 1 20 paces =
100 yards. Begin with short ranges and work upwards
to longer sights.

First fraa/tv.—Agree with your partner on a iven
object, a tree or rock, for example, and see that both have
eyes at same height close to the ground. Each having
made a guess at the distance, and announced his estimate,
^

'il^j "
*'" ^"'<=''^" interest, and pacing the ground

will decide the wager. A few practices will show how
greatly apparent distance varies between wet weather and
dry, between sun and shadow, between day and ni'^ht.
So a sound judgment will develop.

°

As the distances for testing are increased, much pacing
niay be saved by using a bicycle. Measure circumference
of the fore wheel, tie a string or ribbon to the rim, and,
riding slowly, count the revolution.?, each equal to so
many feet.

Supplementary Practice.—To estimate apparent height
and length of a distant object, an artist always holds hid
pencil at arm's length, and measures from the tip to his
thumb-nail. Let each learner measure his partner's
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It is a great mistake for an instructor in rifle-shooting

to be too dogmatic. One man shoots best by one

method and another man by another method ; and

the instructor should be most careful to find out

the individual characteristics of each separate pupil,

and train him accordingly, provided, of course, that

there is nothing radically wrong about that pupil's

methods.

Just as nearly all men are either right- or left-handed,

so most men are either right- or left-eyed. A left-eyed

man will generally shoot best left-handed, as soon as

he has trained his left hand into giving him a steady

let-off. The eyes may be tested as follows : Take a

ring, or the handle of a key, and hold it steadily about

eighteen inches or two feet from the eyes. With both

eyes open, look through the ring at some small object

across the room, getting it into the centre of the ring.

Then, without moving, close the left eye. If you still

see the object through the ring you are right-eyed, but

if it appears to have moved to one side, you are left-

eyed. For a further check open the left and close

the right eye. The reason is that, although both eyes

are open, you are really looking through the ring at

the object with only one eye, and you unconsciously

use the stronger eye. You can easily train yourself

to shoot left-handed by snapping at a mark on the

wall of your room.
Always, where possible, use the sling. There is no

greater assistance to steady shooting; especially when,

on active service, a man may have to shoot when he is

tired out, or weakened by semi-starvation and want of

sleep.
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one can do it for him because (i) the individual factor

which, in this case, chiefly means the amount of throw or

jump a revolver gives in any particular individual hands
;

(2) Sights. This varies with different revolvers and prips

in different hands; (3) The amount of sight each

individual sees or thinks he sees ; (4) The charge, cart-

ridge, weight, and shape of bullet used—all these things

do not very much affect rough general shooting, but

for very close shooting for highest possibles in competi-

tions they mean everything. The sighting of a revolver

is very simple, and only requires a little patience

and the knowledge that you are holding absolutely

steady.

Nmv to Sight a Revolver.—Remember it is no use using

a rest, because the throw of the revolver is different from

that when using the hand only.

Ways o/Sig/iting.—There are two ways of sighting

—

the best is that to use after feeling sure that your fore-

sight is too tall, which fact is shown by the group of

bullets being low on the target when you align the tip of

the foresight and the " U " of the backsight together.

Take your usual aim and fire a series of shots, then, if the

group is a good one, the centre of the group gives the

exact shooting of the revolver with your own method of

sighting. The one thing to be avoided in testing your

revolver is correcting your aim so as to try and get the

hits nearer the bull.

Test Example.—Now, if you are sighting, say, for 20

yards, namely, 720 inches range, you have a simple

proportion sum, namely, range equals 720 inches.

Distance exactly measured from near edge of the

backsight to near edge of foresight, say eight inches

Centre of group of hits, say two and a half inches
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should be black, the bull's eye white, and white a foresight

on revolver.

20 yd.

so yd.

100 yd.

4-in. bull.

7-in. bull.

12-in. bull.

Order of Accuracy of different-sized Builds i7i practical

Shooting.—In experiments I carried out by request, firing

300 rounds with each sized bullet, namely, -476, "455. *i"d

•450, I found the order of accuracy for practical shooting

was in same sequence, and corresponded with the length

of engagement of bullet in barrel of revolver, namely :

•476 two-thirds of its own length.

•455 half of its own length.

•450 less than half of its own length.

Inter-Extreme distance in experiments 130 yards,

mediate distances, 20, 50, and too yards.

Shootingfrom Jlorse/iach.—Before domg this the weapon

must have been thoroughly mastered. Horses learn to

stand fire very soon.

Shoot a light charge some distance off and then come

gradually nearer. Never shoot close past the horse's ears

till it has been thoroughly seasoned. (C.E.F.M.B.)

Legion Side Arms.—As shoulder bandoliers impair

freedom of the lungs in fighting, the Legion has adopted

a waist bandolier of leather, cut on the curve, split

lengthways to make it more supple. As dirty cartridges

stick, the usual single loop is replaced by two loops, one

on each section of the belt, so thai only a portion of the

dirty cartridge is against the leather. The arge plain

brass buckle, borrowed from the Royal N.W. Mounted

Police, is the easiest to slip on and off. The holster

is of the Texas frontier pattern, affording a wide chafing
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Failing a fixed arrangement, use hand-flags, and if these

are not available, two handkerchiefs, two caps, pieces

of deal bjard, or, if you are pressed for time, your

natural semaphores, the arms.

Seek a background that will contrast with ycur flags,

handkerchiefs, caps, boards, or arms as much as possible,

taking care that if you are standing in strong light your

background should be in the shadow. Another im-

portant point to remember in time of war is coiiceahuent.

Use common-sense. Conditions are too varied to lay

down any hard-and-fast rules.

To be able to read correctly in a strong light, keep

yourself and your telescope shaded. In war time, if

there are more than two in your party, i.e. one man
signalling, one man " telescoping," the others should act

as sentries to look out for " snipers," and should they

be suddenly surprised, destroy all messages. "Chew
them up," if you can't burn 'em. By hand methods,

all signals should be made and read from right to left

(in semaphore).

Don't fool the receiver by making numeral signs \

they can be spelt out in full far quicker, to say nothing

of avoiding confusion.

It's a waste of time to put in full-stops and commas
;

any man gifted with ordinary brains should know where

they ought to go. You hardly ever see them in a post-

office telegram. Perhaps you can send faster than the

receiver is able to read. This you will find out after the

first few letters ; act accordingly, and go slower. Before

starting make the alphabetical sign J.,
bringing your

flags, arms, or whatever you are signalling with, close to

your body after completion of each word.

Keep your temper and your flags clear.
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Morse (Day).—By Flag.

flag no^ha'nVThr 'r"'^-
',''^" '"^^ ^'^^^P^^^^

tied to a "Lwsh" .f't''"^' f"^'*^'
^ handkerchief

upriR It as Dossihl.. \r.,i ^ 'oggea. Keep as

o' |ro.p, rndt'hen'fi sh^yre:? ^r^st.fr' ^T'ground, and conceal the flag with vouihn^ T "'i'
s.gnahnan requires much fatfence^ Here fs th. !ffsecret of "flnrroinfr" AT..

^'i-iiLc. nere IS the who e

code ^ ^'^ ^ ^^^''^ '^''^" y"" have learned the

In clear atmosphere a large flag can I,e rea.i 7 n,iles" " *"""
II ,, 4

•'n.o.i„7..S if f?oL°tdS^^^^^ ^ ''''^^' '^" -^

ne^; st'aron,tavTrse'r fodv'oT'"" T ,"" "P y°-
'iash the duplex Sor' 'th^Jur^ia^r

'"'°^"P'' ^"'^

anchoringS ^' '^ "''"" ^ weight on to the

object
;
the light will reLt onTif the an^e isl'ss Zn

'•51
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120°, but if the angle between the sun and the object is

greater than 1 20^, use the duplex mirror.

5. To prevent instrument getting out of order carry

slung across the shoulders.

6. If the instrument is broken past repair, use a lamp-

shutter before the mirror.

7. By flashing a buUseye lamp at night into the mirror

Morse can be worked.

8. An ordinary looking-glass or a piece of tin makes

a good substitute for the proper instrument. If the tin

is dirty, dull, or rusty, clean it by rubbing it in earth or

sand.

9. In a clear atmosphere, under best conditions,

signalling can be effected 70 miles distant with the

ordinary instrument.

10. Care should be taken to keep the heliograph dry

and free from dust. After use, clean it well before

repacking, and, if damp or wet, use an oily rag.

International Code Signalling.—There are 2 burgees,

5 pennants, and 19 square flags in the code.

When about to signal, hoist answering pennant under

ensign. When this is recognised by ship or shore-

station, the answering pennant will be hoisted, and then

lowered to half-mast to await your communication. As
each signal is understood, this is hoisted close up and

lowered again ; if not understood, it will be kept half-

mast. If more than one ship or station is in sight, and

the signal is intended for a particular vessel or station,

the four-flag signal corresponding to ship or station

should be hoisted where best seen. When about to

signal, open code book by tape in the centre, and look

up first letter in the principal word of the signal, under

the initial letter of the general vocabulary ; this is the
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index to the code If l

^°^

were hoisted upsid.; down "hev wll,*i/''^^f u
'" ^^^ ^odc

but remember that >r
" „" "'^y^^ould still be recoRnised

down it is a signal of'dSS'' TT " '^-'^''-''^S
s'gnal, write down vour «-,«

^^°'^ commencing to
flags, and prepare then" as muT ^"^ ^"esponding
have a double set this I ?, '^^Poss'ble. If yoS
confusion. ' ""' '^ easily done, and avoids
Morse (Nieht) Ai

person addressed. 'Vo"^,L'?Z ^T '"'"P '°«'ards
of short flashes until the m?n

^"^""O". make a series
think he ,s unable o do To send :r' ^'^P"'"''*

'
'^ )ou

moderate pause. If you I '
"'^ >^°"' "^essaKe after a

('-• in tiiie of war that TZT'' °' '!" ^'' "^'ain
signal, don't fool away time fl^/h.' ''^''^'^'"S for your
W'sh to do this unde^co™r ' 51"T "' °"<^<^- If you
and place it in such a nosilfL " °'''^'"^'">' 'ooking-glLs
station

; shelter yours Kell an'n' M^'"
^''^ '^'^ ^^" or

or even better still eet n i" « '"'° "^« S'a-^s
of tin in heu of slass

'
«i

P'^"^*''"'' '^^ '^''ght piece
t-me without doi^rmuch'Xir"'!'^^ ^' '' « 'ong
obliged to practise thi, I^.k^^^" ^^'"<^' 'f you are
from the reflector anHt °^' ^^^ ''^^ enough aw^v
and bullets are apt to spTeXb-f^"" '^°^^-' 'he"
a hard surface. If yoT hai\^^ ' ^^P^^'^"y if they hit
lamp, use your cap over an Lr ^° ^ P'"°P" ^orse
spnng can be easil/made by windin

'^ ''"^P" ^ ^'^""er-
-nt or ordinary .!:.. .^nd^EtS Ku^rTflf^'^-

Semaphore

!.,'!
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Royal Scots., Price ^rf. (George Waterston & Sons,

wholesale stationers, Edinburj;h and London.)

Semaphore signalling; affords a means of silent

communication over considerable distances. Letters are

formed by placinj.; the arms in different positions as

shown on the cards. The person sending the message

is described as the " sender "
; the person receiving it as

the " reader." The system is used liy Navy and Army.
" Sending " may be learnt by imitating the positions

shown on the key card. It will be observed that the

arms, in making the letters, are placed only in positions

as shown in the accon.rinying diagram. These different

positions are 45 degis-. apart, and in good semaphoring

the correct intervals must be maintained.

The simi)lest method of learning the alphabet is by

circles, thus

:

isl circle, A to G (with one arm only).

2nd circle, H to N, omitting J.
(In this circle the

right arm remains at A, while the left revolves to

the other positions as shown on key card.

3rd circle, O to S (right arm at B).

4th circle, T, U, V, and " Annul" (right arm at C).

Sth circle, " numeral sign "
J (or alphabetical sign)

and V (right arm at D).

6th circle, W and X (right arm at E).

7th circle, Z (right arm at F).

Another series of circles will help to fix the alphabet

in the mind.

I St circle (the arms being separated by 45 degrees),

H, O, T, numeral sign, W and Z.

2nd circle (the arms being separate-! by 90 degrees),

I, P, U, J, and X.
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i
i^fie numeral sign is uspH t^ • j-gn used to indicate that the signs
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which follow are figures, not letters. At the conclusion

cnt to indicate

used to ranccl
a revmion lo lelten. 1 ht " Annul i«

"'SLg can"tU. q"i.e -»» l'?"'
'«7"th";.rSg u,u.», «,»i.s^|.o --- tS""

SScrstcSv.S" »>.,,. a ,««„„ ,0 le.-n ...

''

Whe'n alHhe cards have been dealt, shuffle and read

°1S'rs^nni^'S^ fanuUar, d.scard th. key

graduallyincreaseduntU the reader .^ab
^^ ,^^^^_
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tach
Hetwccn earh w.frd sc "ler l,r n ?

?'"'^ "^ "^'-^ ^"dcr.
"ready " position k"h ' f •"*'""* ''"^^" '" "'«
letter T, unless 1 e cinnoM n 1 f'T- '•"^'' ^^^^ ''X

l.esendsR(nJ,^,?'.?;"'^^!^^^^^^ '[•
in which case

^V hen ^Teater proficiccv if .r .•
i

'^' ^°m['l'es, etc.

with his messag^v houtwaiin r''
^'••"^'-•- '^""tinues

nient between words If r<.'"^f'"'
"''"> '"'•-knowledK.

he sends K, then sender viL'','" •"^'"^ ^"^ ^^"'j

distinguish them from fmi a '. .? r ^'f"'
^"^ ^''^' «"

>s therefore advisable to nmnn*
"oundmg letters, and it

way from the commenc,rnt"''^ "'"^' ''-'"^^^ "' "-

-^-;S^Si^:[:.-So:^.--b,e anyone to

Orders nv Skjnal.

Signal
(a) Arm swing from rear to front

below the shoulder, finish-
ing with the hand pointinu
to the front.

To I.NDICAIE

Advance" or "

ward."
For-

;i
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Signal

(//) Arm circled above the head.

(c) Open hand raised in line with

the shoulder, elbow bent

and close to the side.

id) Clenched hand moved up

and down between thigh

and shoulder.

(e) Circular movement of hand

below the shoulder, as in

turning the handle of a

small grinding machine.

(/) Arm raised at full extent

above the head.

(jf) Body or horse turned in the

required direction and

arm extended in a line

with the shoulder.

(h) Circular movement of the

extended arm in line with

the shoulder in the re-

quired direction.

(i) Arm waved from above the

head to a position in line

with the shoulder, point-

ing in the required direc-

tion.

To Indicate

" Retire."

"Walk" or "Quick

time."

" Trot " or " Double."

" Gallop."

" Halt."

" Incline."

"Shoulders" or "Head
of column change

direction," or in

line of squadron

columns ; heads of

squadrons right or

left.

"Troops right (or

left) wheel."
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Signal

U) Arm waved horizontally from
nght to left and back
agam as though cutting
with a sword, finishini;
with the delivery of a
point to the front.

309

To Indicate
I- Squadron column

(from line).

2. Form line of squad-
ron columns (from
column or line).

3- Form line (from
line of squadron
columns).

" Rally."

i:
" Dismount

down."

" Mount"

' For action,

mount."

or " Lie

(k) A low point delivered first to
the right and then to the
left.

(/) Two or three slight move-
ments of the open hand
towards the ground.

[ («) Two or three slight move-
ments of the open hand up-
wards (palm uppermost).

(«) -A.rm raised as for " Halt,"
and then pointed to the
ground.

(0) Arm at full extent over head " Extend "
and waved a few times
s.owly from side to side
bringing the arm down at
each wave on a level
with the shoulder.

'^'ctn;;e^^'if !'r^
/'"°''^ *^"'^"^'°" fr°"^

centre, if the extension is to be made to th*

lfL:t ''^ ^'^"^' ^y P°-''"g "o the'n-gh

tne signal by pointing to the left.

dis-

the

the
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To Indicate

" Mass " if at closed

order, or " Close " if

at extended order.

Signal

{J>)
Arm extended above the head

for "halt," and hand
moved rapidly right and
left.

If^ote.—This signal denotes " Close on the centre."

If it is desired to close on the right, finish the

signal by pointing to the right. If the close is to

be on the left, point to the left.

(q) Arm swing from rear to front " Reinforce."

above the shoulder.

(r) Weapon held up above, and
as if guarding the head.

{$) As in (r), but weapon raised

and lowered frequently.

Weapon held up at full

extent of arm, point or

muzzle uppermost.

The whistle will be used^
(i.) To draw attention to a signal about to be made—" a short blast."

(ii.) To denote "Cease fire"
—"a long-drawn-out

blast."

(iii.) To denote " Rally"—"a succession of short

blasts."

(iv.) To denote " Alarm "—" a succession of alter-

nate long and short blasts."

Signals such as "Halt" or "Incline" should be main-

tained. Signals of movement, such as " Advance " or
" Shoulder" should be repeated until it is clear that they

are understood.

(Quotedfrom Army Red Book.)

" Enemy in sight in

small numbers."
" Enemy in sight in

large numbers."
" No enemy in sight."
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"FLAQ MORSE."
BRIBF INSTWUOTIOWa TOR SIONALLIWa

^ ^-S'Mnn**'?JF'*^„/**°* quare faoing the man or

not to let yo5? flSr dKWD ^d^ w«^lr^lJ*^'S

8, Here is tiie method of "flashlnff" whan vnn h— -.
learnt the Uorse Code.

"~"'™« '^"•» yo" have

•jl-

LEFT TO BIOBT. BIOBT TO LBPT.

* ^froT^ to R°" ^^*^ °' '*°* *^« ^»« *» "°^«d|

*• "^r«%^®-*®^"*i«*<' *?• !«"««» o^ • long flash lama^ at position A between each let^rrwordj

'•
^tlfe*1lf^1goS? ^5SiS.°»«

continuous wave oi
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their code signs
"'"^^nged in best order for 1-arni! Signs.

- Every
-I

- Signals

— Answer
Until

Very
When

ng

"
- Receive

" Long
Flag
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— Time— — Make
On

High
— - Not

^distinguished— - - - Bad

„ Guessing
'-ommencej

- — I

2

4

-s

Kindly
Yarns

Quickly

,

.T" " Xercise— Judicious
Zeal

--6

7

8

— -9
— o

Scout-Signs

squilrof tife'Londo.r/''
^^"^''^^ °"' ^y 'he Kent

signs was devised by SerLt "^inT'""^- rJ"^'^^^^ s« 2
London Command? coSeSv^^'TP'^^"' "^ ^^e
Snowden Ward.

'^^"^"lerably extended by Lieut.
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They are symbols, to be scratched or drawn in the
sand or mud, cut in the lur«, "blazed" on trees, or
written on a scrap of bark, chip, or paper, and hidden by
a scout who knows that he is followed b" a party with
whom he wishes to communicate. Tliey are simple-
picture-symbols, taken from cnimncn usage, from the
gipsies or tramps, from thecaicn.lt.r and zodiac, and from
the conventions of map-makers, with additional signs
invented to meet the necessities of the case.

Three principaluses are intended : ( i ) to guide a comrade
or a party that is following; (2) to give information as
to food, fodd'r, billets, etc., obtainable in various direc-
tions wh'-i a party is marching, and not in the neigh-
bourhru of the enemy; (3) to give military and other
information to a fighting force operating near the
enemy.

In every case where the road-signs are used for
anything more than bare direction, a " sign-reader ' will

accompany the party for which the information is left.

He will have practised regularly with the scouting and
sign-writing party, and it is found thac as a result of
working together constantly a reader learns the " writing

"

of a particular scout so accurately that forgery is im-
possible.

I, Infantry ; 2, Cavalry; 3, Gun ; 4, Infantry reinforce-
ments; 5, Cavalry reinforcements; 6, A bridge; 7,
Horned cattle; 8, Sheep; 9, A tree; 10, Roof (house
or barn); 11, Tents (camp or bivouac); 12, Boat; 13,
Sailing boat; 14, Steamer; 15, Large ship; 16, Clock
(the time) ; 17, Horse (remount or transport) ; 18, Fresh
water ; 19, The sea ; 20, Mouth (food for man) ; 21, Hay
stack (horse forage) ; 22, Cairn, indicates hidden message
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not far away ; 23, Destruction (thus, 24 means bridge
destroyed or mined); 25, The Embrace (meaning our own,
thus 26 equals our own infantry or allies) ; 27, Surrounded
or defended ; 28, Our own scout (see 45) surrounded or
in danger from the enemy; 29, Surface of the earth;

30, Two over one, equals multitude—in this case a
multitude or herd of cattle (see also 37, a multitude of
roofs, which means a village); 31, Direction signs; 32,
Entrenchments

; 33, Contours (hills or mountains).
Signs can be used in combination, as already shown

by 24 and 26. 34, Boat under water, indicates a (ferry

or other) boat sunk
; 35, Water under earth (well or

spring); 36, Drawn across end of a lane means that

scout has not investigated that lane, and that party
following is not to take it, but that he suggests sending a
man along it to investigate; 37, A village; 38, Church
with tower

; 39, Church with spire ; 40, Church, hall or
public building without spire

; 41, A lake
; 42, Water

fordable (infantry shown as partly above and partly below
the surface)

; 43, This direction has been searched and
proved blank; 44, Mars, indicates fighting in progress

;

45, Our own scout (see also 28) used to indicate the
direction which the scout has taken when he leaves the
line that his party is to follow.

Blazes and Twig Signs

A branch thrust into tree or bush of different species
—enemy seen or suspected.

A twig, double-pointed, blocks the road.

A twig, single-pointed, directs along the road in which
it lies.

A twig with leaves—enemy. Leaves left whole

—

mounted men. Leaves half torn—infantry.
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Narrow notches in bark oftwig—infantry. Flat gouges
—cavalry. Two over one—multitude.

Cleft stick—ambush suspected.
atone on three others, or on horse droppings—a cairn—hidden message not far away.
Blazes on tree trunks or twigs broken and left hangint;

mdicate direction taken. Line (vertical) on top rail of
gate—gone through here ; and its position, in centre, or
right, or left indicates direction; straight forward, or
bearing to right or left.

All the above are so simple that any intelligent enemy
might easily conjecture their meaning, even if he did not
know It. There are many cases in which this is no dis-
advantage, and where simplicity and legibility are the
most important points. There is, however, extensive use
for secret alphabets. These are not fixed, but each
scout-party is expected to devise its own code for the
purposes immediately in hand, and to change it fre-
quently.

Long messages may be written in scout-signs ; and there
are symbols for many abstract subjects, such as distance,

""i?'^^*^- ^°'" instance, here is a message (see sketch).
This reads

:
" One mile along the road there is a

church with tower, on the right ; behind it is a village
with ample provender for the horses, and meat food in
the form of sheep and cattle under a barn or cow-house.
There is also a supply of well-water (sign shows water
below surface of the earth). Half a mile farther is road
to left, along which the scouts have travelled without
finding enemy or anything worth reporting. At two and
three-quarter miles is a road to the right, along which, at
five and a half miles, is an unbridged river flowing in

'

direction of arrow ; no ford, but a ferry-boat, sunk, on
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.J^ f,^ '* "'^rely a gash rnf L .u "^ S'mplest form a

'«. v'.s>ble from the^SL '"f
.^'^^^''^ '^ °" ^ "ee tL'

IV.-TACTICAL
EXERCISES

^ve understand the strat.^v ^ '" '™^ "f war. uJn
™«nding, and the tac S II^k ^^'"^^^' office s a>

'

can render litu^
^"^-t'cai methods of a FielH v

trooD<r T^u ,
°'' "o effective aid t/lr- *^'"*=e. we

Sps is theV'"', J^"^"^' on the^ork/f Majesty's
P the C«.«,.,

^,,,,^^,,^ Pubiishe?h;^,rroS
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United Service Institution, in Whitehall (quarterly, los. a

year). By the courtesy of the editor we are permitted

to reproduce the following exercises, which will suggest

practical methods in Field Training

:

Information, however valuable, when gained by scouts

extended over a wide area, on/y becomes useful when it

has been communicated to the officer commanding the main

force, and therefore special steps have been taken in

training a number of men (u; ally about twenty) in each

regiment to act as despatch riders ; these are partly

horsemen, partly cyclists, whose training fits them for

finding their way by map or otherwise over long dis-

tances in unknown country at a fast sustained pace, and,

when necessary, from one moving body to another.

Horsemastership is practically taught by sending out

men in pairs on long-distance patrols of at least 120

miles to find their way by day and by night and to report

on certain points within a given time. Each scout takes

an untrained comrade on long-distance patrol.

Jiiding.—Paper chases, by paper dropped sparingly, or

small articles such as buttons, pipes, etc., blazes on trees,

hoof-tracks, etc., will develop observation of small signs.

fudging Distance.—A special development is being

made in the art of practical judging distance, since upon

this depends so very much the efficiency of every man,

both as a marksman and as a scout.

Scouting Practice.—A pretender to the throne has

appeared with a force at Reading, but getting the worst

of it, decides to escape to Spain, having arranged for a

ship to pick him up somewhere between Bournemouth

and Lyme Regis. He and his escort, three men, may

assume any disguise, but must ride troop horses. Lieut.

Woodhouse, 14th Hussars, enacted the pretender, and
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started from Reading; five officers and eighty-one scouts
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Jcou/Zngan^ S/'ying.-The inhabitants of York rebeland besiege troops in barracks. A relieving force frS
ttu'gTiTetir" "^^"' ^ ^"p-^ '- ^^'^
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Lieut. Malet and a few scouts represented the despatch

party, while Captain Gossehn with i8th Hussars repre-

sented the rebels. Corporal Walter, one of the rebel

scouts, disguised himself as a fisherman and went on his

bicycle abwut the country until he found the party of

despatch riders. He overheard some of their conver-

sation, and finally found them, dressing up one of their

numbers as a girl. He telegraphed the news into

York. Pickets watched all roads and railways. Private

Brewer, of the despatch riders, dressed as a girl, with

despatches in a band-box, arrived by train at York, and

passed the picket (of his own squadron), but was

recognised and arrested by Captain Lichtenberg.

The civilians at York entered into the spirit of the

exercise with great interest, and passengers by train

good-humouredly submitted themselves to examination

by pickets, etc.

Surprise Practice.—A party of rebels were reported

some fifteen miles from York ; the regiment was ordered

out to surround them in the night, and capture them.

It endeavoured to do so, but failed to get more than

three.

More rebels with a pom-pom meantime, taking

advantage of the fog, laid an ambush for the regiment

returning to York, but although nearly successful, two

scouts of the regiment discovered their presence and

gave warning just in time.

Scouting Practice.—To find the missing letter. A
letter for each squadron was hidden at a spot fifty

miles from barracks ; a list of hints and clues was given

by which a man might find his way ; four scouts from

each squadron were allowed to compete, mounted on

bicycles. A prize of jQ2 to the first scout to find the
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patrol being supposed to live on the country. Forage
and food may be carried on the horse if desired.

Kit : Field service inarching order with revolvers
instead of rifles. Regulation saddles.

Course : Triangular or more sided course according
to number of teams competing.

Say three teams start—the course will be a triangle of
three sides about 25 or 30 miles each between stations

A, B, C, and a run to the centre spot D of about 15
miles, thus

:

2S mi/tt

No. I Team start at A 1

No. 2 „ 1) B lat, say, 9 a.m. on a certain day,
No. 3 „ „ C)

and go to next station ; and thence the following day (or

during the night) to the next, and on the final day they

go to the third station, i.e. their original starting-point,

and thence to D, thus putting in about 40 to 50 miles on

the last day.
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_
Deductions to be made for breaking any rules, or for

injuries to horse, etc.
'

Enemy
: To enforce real scouting a flagged enemy or

hostile p.cket should be stationed at one o? more poin°son the course. This must be looked out for, and, if
possible, avoided and passed by the patrol, making a
detour out of sight of it. Marks to be deducted accord-
ing to number of men seen by the enemy's picket, and
their nearness to its position.

Umpires: Umpire at each station to time hours
or arrival and departure; and to watch for and note
irregularities, etc.

Chief umpire and veterinary umpire will be stationed
at ij.

Officers acting as umpires should not belong to any
of the regiments competing.

nknTr^. ^°/r l*"""'?
^^ '"PP"^^ to the umpires,

also a list of kit that should be carried by each com-

rJinZ ^"^ %''' ?^ '''^ •^"'^^^ '° 'he veterinary
umpire with a form for reporting on their condition.

v.—DEMOLITIONS
By Lieut. R. A. Smith, M.I.E.E., L.F.

The demolitions to be briefly treated here relate to
such destructions of an enemy's material as irregular
troops might be called upon to perform with the simplest
appliances.

*^

The most useful and portable destructive agents are
high explosives, and some rules may be given for their
handling and employment ; all forms of material may,
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weighing either one or two ounces, having a hole in the
centre for the insertion of detonator, the outside being
shaped to fit one or other of the two round holes of
different size which will be found in the wet slabs, the
larger hole—two inches in diameter—being for the 2-oz.
primer. The object of the holes is to facilitate the fixing
of the primer, which would otherwise have to be tied on
to insure good contact.

The object of the primer is to provide a sufiiciently
heavy detonation to explode the wet gun-cotton ; the
primer being itself of dry gun-cotton is detonated by the
explosion of fulminate of mercury in a tube fired by a
fuse.

If a primer should get damp it must be dried before
being used, which is best done by exposing to the air of
an ordmary living-room for a fortnight or so ; but in cases
of emergency it may be dried either in the sun, or before
a fire out of the range of sparks.

It is understood that a new form of slab is under con-
sideration, and for demolition purposes the one-ounce
primer is the only one used. The two-ounce primer is

intended for use with land mines.
Detonators. —The detonators served out to be used

with safety fuses are known as No. 8. Each consists of
a brass tube about 3 in. to 4 in. in length, painted red ;

one end, which contains 35 grains of fulminate, being
tapered and closed, and this end must be tightly fitted
into the hole in the primer ; the other end—protected
by a paper cap—is open for the fuse, which latter must
be cut off square at the end, with the powder showiniz,
and most carefully inserted till in contact with the quick
match which passes through the wooden plug that
holds the fulminate in position, and when it is in place
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A substitute for safety fuse may be made by wetting

ordinary gunpowder, and packing it into any kind of

tube. This will burn at the rate of about 2 ft. per

minute.

A substitute for in.stantaneous fuse may be made by

taking a long, narrow strip of calico or similar material

and sewing the long edges together, :,o forming a tube

which may' he filled with dry powder ; this would burn

at from 10 ft. to 20 ft. per second.

Safety fuse is not easily lighted by a match ; a glowing

cigar, pipe, or fuzee is better, or the end may be split

with a knife and a little bit of quick-match from the core

of the instantaneous fuse inserted and t-:ed in, or the

head of a wax match pressed into the c -. will facilitate

lighting.

To Fire Gun-cotton.—In order, therefore, to fire a

charge of gun-cotton, we have first to ig.iite the slow

fuse from a match, or preferably a pipe, which in turn

fires thj instantaneous fuse (if more than one charge is

to be exploded simultaneously) ; the fuse, quick or slow,

as the case may be, fires the detonator, which explodes

the dry primer ; that, in turn, explodes the slab. Tht-

slah must be in contact with tlie rat of the charge and the

object to be destroyed.

In laying a charge take precautions to prevent sparks

from the fuse setting fire to the gun-cotton. A covering

of grnen grass, sand, or earth will do. Also take care,

if using instantaneous fuse, that the detonator is anchored

with a stone or tied in its place, else the rapidity of

combustion of the fuse may jerk the detonator out of

position.

Dynamite has a more pov.erful local shattering effect

than gun-cotton, but its effect is not so wide-spread, and
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so increases the violence of the explosion about loo per
cent. 1^

Tamp whenever possible by covering the charges with
earth, sand, clay, stones, or sandbags, according to
position and circumstances.

Charges of Gun-cotton.—-Vht following table of charges
for hasty demolitions will be found on page no of the" Field Service Pocket Book," 1907 :

*"
8*= ' '9 ot the

Charges for Hasty De.vomtio.ns
Note.— r/« chari;e is in /is.

B, length to be demulisheit iii/^^/.
T, thickness to be demolished w/ee/.
t, thickness to be demolished in inc/us.

(In the case uf iron plate only.)

In the presence of the enemy increase the charge by 50 per cent.

Gun-cotton (unlamped)

// the charfit is tampcii, dtcrease l>y one half.

Object attacked //'. Keiiiarks

iUT- ['Continuous charges ; the

2 per ft
'"^"^'"^ °^ ^t<:^<^'^ B not

2/?BT- I
'"^'S*" "f 'h« wall to

'J
V. be brought down.

Hardwood, stockade or single 3BT^
^'"^^it'^^T.Z^

Brick;arch, haunch or crown
Brick .wall, up to 2 ft thick
Brick. wall, over 2 ft. thick
Brickjpier, over 2 ft. thick

Hardwood, necklace

Hardwood, auger hule

liml)er, charge jT'.

I

Trees up to 12 in. dia-
3BT- -j meter. J'or a round

I timber, charge 3T'.
fWhere the limber is

?T' .j not round, T (smaller
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the ground line, and the earth replaced and heaped

over it.

If the wall is less than 2 ft. thick, the formula given

under " Charges " will hardly apply, but, as a rough rule,

use in a continuous charge 2 lb. of gun-cotton per foot

run of breach, which must not be less than the height

of the wall.

Bridcies

Steel Girder.—(iirder bridges may be destroyed by

fire if so placed that sufficient heat be generated to make
the girders white-hot, when they will probably not be

able to sustain their own weight.

The best way of destroying steel bridges is to cut the

girders themselves with gun-cotton. Attack nothing but

main girders, and always at such points that the weight

of the material may complete or aid the process of

destruction : for instance, assume a girder supported at

the two ends only ; more damage would be done by

cutting the girder close to one of the ends than by

cutting it in the middle, while, if it have a central

support, comparatively little damage would be done by

cutting close to the ends, as the central portion would

be balanced on the central support and might not fall,

hut, if cut close to the central support, one half of the

bridge would fall.

There is another point to hi noted, that in cutting near

one point of sujiport the girder is usually of lighter section,

which, in larger bridges, is increased towards the middle

;

less explosive is therefore required to cut near the ends.

Arraii!::!ni; titc Charge.- -\ single girder is composed

of top and bottom horizontal flanges and vertical v.eb ;

the latter may be open lattice. To make sure, all three
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may be lashed to a board and suspended under the crown
in contact with it across the width of the bridge or
strutted from below, but if tlie road metal or ballast can
be removed from above the crown, half-charges may be
laid if the material be replaced.

A bridge of more than one span is best attacked by
binding the charge to a pier, the amount of gun-cotton
required in pounds being found by taking two-thirds of
the multiple of the length of the pier in feet by the
breadth in feet squared.

De.molitions of Buildings

Buildings are better demolished from the inside by
placing charges of gun-cotton low down in corners. For
amounts of charges apply rule as to walls. Fire simul-
taneously.

If walls are being attacked from outside, the charge
may effectually be placed against the wall below ground
level ; the material removed for this purpose should be
replaced to tamp the charge.

When demolishing by burning, it is sometimes difficult

to get a fire hastily started : a few dry gun-cotton primers
wrapped in paper, placed in position, and the paper
lighted, will burn fiercely enough to ignite even slightly

damp material.

Demolitions of Guns

To destroy a field or siege gun, detonate a slab of gun-
cotton on the chase. Tamp with sandbags, if possible,

to increase damage. For larger guns increase the charge.
Another method is to place a charge in the barrel,

close to the breech, and tamp by filling with sand, wet

.-mk7m-
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To cut a rail, lash al)out eight ounces of gun-cotton
(say half a small slab or one-third of a large one) tightly

to the web of the rail :<> be cut, next to a chair or

fastening, and detonate ii the usual way.

To break off the o'ler lips of chairs is a very rapid

way of destroying a line where it is laid an chairs, as

the rails would spread and be unusable for traffic till

rechaired ; in this case the fish-plates should ;w/ be
touched, as they will cause the enemy further delay in

rechairing.

If a large number of men are available, an exceedingly

rapid demolition can be made by undoing the fish-plates

of both rails at two points, and turning tlie whole track

bodily over between the points of severance. One man
is recjuired for every two feet of track, and if the track is

well ballasted, one man with a lever or crowbar to each
three men lifting is necessary to break the sleepers out.

To remove and carry away points, crossings, or any other

special track work, would be harassing to an enemy and
might spoil his use of the line, while it would be at once
reparable upon our own reoccupation.

Train- Wrecking.—(h) It is not so easy to wreck a
train as it looks, for under war conditions railway lines

would be carefully patrolled, speeds reduced, and dummy
trucks pushed ahead of engines to explode mines ; but,

if the routine of the line-inspection and train service be
known or noted, it may be possible to do a considerable

amount of damage by derailing a train.

The damage done will depend largely upon the situation

of the derailment and the speed of the train. A curve

on an embankmen", or the approach to a bridge will

make the most dangerous spot.

In order to make successful derailments under varying
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IS the same thing-if the inner rail be elevated above theouter rail, a tram passing quickly round the curve will bethrown over to the outside, and the higher the superelevation of the ;«„.;- rail, the slower need be the pace ofthe tram to effect this result. The amount of'^superelevation found m the outer rail to make the curveTafe
will be some guide to the amount to be given to theinner rail to make it dangerous. This elevadon is givenby levering up the inner ends of the sleepers and puttingstones and ballast under, along the sharpest .a7o hicurve. If scouts report that the line is- patrolled in

T^T ^J
^>'^' '^""'-^y« - sn'."'" tank locomotives atslow speeds and the trains are run at fairly high speeds

t IS quite possible so to tamper -.vith the lint^ as abovemdicated, that the slow-moving patrols would pass safe y

^ouirb^de^allS!
^"""'°"' -''^ ''^ ^-'--'"g '--

The rnnoval of an outer rail on a curve-and alsothe guard-rail if there is one-will derail a train a°any speed, but it is hkely to be noticed by 'he driverwho would pull the train up in time. If these r'il^be loosened by knocking off nuts of fish-pate boand removing the bolts and fish-plates, also knockingou wedges and breaking off thi o,Uer lip of cha r

'

If aid m chairs, or breaking off heads of dog- pikes if
flat-bottomed, and the rails, though loose and detached

TnTnu te":
'°?""' '^>: 'l^'"'''8--"id be less obWo.t'

so treated.
'^'"^' consecutive rails werJ

froilr^bo^f'LV"'/'
°" •''.^^''"ght line, remove fish-platesfrom botn rails at a point, and with levers or crowbars

side till there ,s a lateral space of not less than two inches
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opportunity, a much more skilful plan may be employed.
First let the wrecker leave his horse at some distance
from the line where its spoor would be concealed, and
remove his o\yn boots—to leave no tracks—and climb
one of the posts to the cross-arms. He should then
scrape the wires clean close to the insulators and join all

the wires together with a fine binding wire—copper is

best, but ginger-beer-bottle wire will do or any fine wire

—

carefully training the wire round the insulators and
down the bolts and along the top side of the cross-arms,
at the same time making connection to the " earth wire,"
which is usually found running down the posts if they
are of wood. If it can be done, colour the binding
wire with paint or chalk to the exact shade of the
insulator where the latter is crossed, taking every pre-
caution to make the interference as difficult as possible
to detect by any one riding past on inspection. Having
regained his horse without leaving any evidence of his
having visited the line at that point, the operator should
make a detour, and again approach the line, this time
bringing down a post or number of posts, by fire or
cutting, and cut all the wires.

Make another detour to a point farther from the most
probable direction from which a repair gang would come,
and here approach carefully and again climb a pole to
make another fault by substituting a piece of whip-cord
for line wire. With a piece of cord make fast to a wire a
few inches out with a series of half-hitches and strain
tightly to the insulator, then cut the wire close to the
i*'';ulator and bend the end over quickly, so that it does
not pull through the string fastening.

No kind of metallic wire will do ; string only must be
used. If the operator has no wire clippers, or file, any
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contact mines have been laid a..d the scout should

S'?n"th''°"
'*'" connecting cables, they should be cut

;

but m this case each pa,r of wires in the ends leading tothe enemy's control should be carefully joined to,ftherand protected from the earth, as it is4lmVt cert^ft£t
closed-circuit high-resistance fuses or detonators havebeen fitted to the mines, and these will be tested ?eguSy
taLn n H?H^'

'^' '^^''^^'''^' '^'^ ^'^°^^ precautions betaken, and he severance of the cables carefully hidde- he

Tut orofacSn'^
"^'"^ ^^"^ ''^^^ "^^ "-" ^-^ ^-"

VI.—HYGIENE
Bv E. WVNSTON W«ERs^ L.RX'.P.E., L.R.S.S. (Ed.).

^lealthofExpeditiom— CivilavdMilitary.—'Yh^^t^'Cci-
rate from d.rt exceeds that from fighting. Dirt is thehome of many parasites which are dangerous to life

whl^h^^r ^""T °'^^" ''""'^'"^ '^'y ^"^^" living bodies,

Tre nf^l'Tfr^i""."^^^'^ '" P^°'^"'=^ diseases whici

dearilv li^M. . H-
^'^^»^°''i"g of the water kills these

deadly little bodies, and renders the water quite whole-

The ground on which men have often to camp may

wonnT ^T^ t'^^'y
'"''^ Serm, which, should it enter \wound, will produce convulsions and death (many deathsfrom this cause during the Crimean war). Therefore,when possible, sleep on a bed; and, if no bed is avail-
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able, cut dried .'rass rnv^, i ,

3-'-3

prove satisfactor; ' ''''' '"'^ ' ^^^terproof sheet, willMen become wptIt „^j l,
nourishment, which mavh.r'*'^'' "^^°"gh defective

""lnfhi?SS:i/'^--SsLna';r
''^' "^'^^ cooCor!

jj-4t^Sdt^^:-r^^^''»^'-°^ie
s:L^iSs'---ssiJSi-s^;-^^
avoid:d.TndTr,^,^rb,i°an?' ^"'^, ''^P should beand personal equipment wilfoSon" 't'''""^ ^^^ingTo sum up, the health of an ^.

^'^- ^''^ difficulty.^
^

well guaranteed, provided the fn?.^"°" ^^" ^^ Prettvare attended to :

"^ ^^^ followmg few simple rules

previously boiled t< Purposes to be

t^?-?Sr --•'>• on a bed or cushion

JsI'lSStiL^^^Stt^^^^^^^

and, when opened, Sntfmen^nf"!
°^ '°P ^^ ""•

In organisation it is vital thl ,

^'°'"P°'*'f'"n-
medical officer should have hS'.'i ^"""'P''" '^^^'^^ and

ircf^^S'll %^ °fer\^:^tSg"''^/,^'!'^r-diate

trsubSL-i'A'
la

'c .-.nouid be made qi,h^, r ' -'"'"wry or health
nd health officer

'"''°^'^'"^f« ^o the principal

-See Juunijj „f ,^^^^^j ^

reports,

medical

>iervice In 'cll. }rJoy.
J^, ir.ial „r K.A.M.c.
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VII.—IDENTIFICATION OF WAR-SHIPS

By Hakoi.i) K. lNc;i;ksoi.i-

Idcntification of war-ships is the art of being able

rapidly and correctly to distinguish war vessels from
merchantmen, and to determine their nationality and
class.

All mariners are in a sense accustomed to the identifi-

cation of vessels, generally in the trade or class to which
they belong. Thus, most bargemen can give the names
of a number of barges which, to the outsider, appear to

be exactly alike. The art, however, as applied to war-

ships is somewhat different. The bargeman can identify

the craft of his line, because he is accustomed to seeing

them, and he knows them from one another by reason

of certain characteristics which are not apparent to the

casual observer In the case of war-vessels, we find

the system reversed, for we have to pick out ships we
perhaps have never seen. The system is the same ; it

is done by noticing the characteristics and features

peculiar to each ship, only, whereas in the first case wt
get these points from the ship itself, in the latter,

information concerning them has to be supplied. It is

plain that to wade through a mass of verbal description

of ships to determine what vessel it is in sight, would
be a slow and cumbersome task ; the vessel would pro-

bable be out of sight before the chief features had been

found. In order that these things may be found out

r.ipidly, and with a greater amount of success, silhouettes

of each class of ship are made (Plate I.). This system,
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vessel having masts, one of which is between the funnels,
may safely be put down as a fighting ship.

The folldwing Atixiliaiy Ships are cxccjitions to this :

PetioUuin.—An ordinary tank steamer with three masts ami funnel
right aft.

Heda. S(a-i;oiii;^ T.li. /?c/.V.—Has f.mr niasls, one funnel
between main and mizzcn.

Assistance. Repair Ship.—Very much like tramp, liul has fore-
mast with two derricks and a lop. The after-mas*, is short—raised
structure on forecastle.

Cyclops. Ripaii- S/iip.—A^ aljove—a top on fore-mast—small
structure on forecastle, two pipes or projections forward of chart
house—one on boat deck and one on stern.

Jjrn,:. T.K. Depot and Acjuarius.—Water ship, very much like
merchantman. A// the al)Ove ships and any other tenders taken
over by the Xavy may Ix; known by their being painted "service
grey ''

all over. Usually merchant ships h.ive different colours for
funnels, superstructures, and hulls.

The masts of a liner or trader are lighter than those
of most war-ships, and are usually placed apart from the
'midship structure, near the hatches, and are decorated
with derrick booms, for cargo work. The liner has a
crow's nest, or lookout platform, low down on the fore-

mast ; but she can be distinguished from a war-ship with
light masts, as the latter will generally have searchlight

platforms on both masts. In the Chateaurenault (Plate

I.) we have a vessel which might easily be mistaken at a
distance for a liner ; she was designed that this might be
so, but her funnels and guns betray her.

Apart from the fact that she has searchlight platforms
on each mast, the war-ship may be known by either

of these features : heavier masts, or semaphores, as in

Brennns, Plate I. ; the " fighting tops," as in /. de la

Gmviere, or tripod masts, as in St. Vincent, or by girder

masts, as in the new American ships. These masts are
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in reality small towers built up of girders in lattice-work
fashion.

The heaviest :nasts are usually seen on the heaviest
and most powerful ships, but there is a tendency in tlie
later ships to reduce the top hamper, and keep only
searchlight platforms on the masts; these sometimes
havmg screens round them, may often look like top,
and will pass as such in distinction to "fighting tons"
There may be one, two, or three tops and searchlight
platforms on each mast. The masts are in or at the en^'s
of the central superstructure, nearer the funnels than in
merchant shiiis, and abaft the bow turrets, and forward
of the stern gun tu.rets. They are usually upright
whereas the trader or passenger ships are often raked aft'A vessel with her masts close up to her funnels may safely
be put down as a war-ship.
The funnels of battle-ships and most large cruisers are

upright, where raked it is not so much as a liner or a
small cruiser. There arc rnly a few war-ships of any
import£.nce with one fur.nel, and these generally have
one mast and low freeboard, such as iht/as^d, Plate VI 11 •

others have two masts, such as the //e/a, Plate \U
These have no fighting tops, r.or have the two Dutch and
two Russians, which have one funnel. The others may
be known by the fighting toj)s.

The passenger-canying capacity of the liner is shown
in Its general appearance of bulk—it looms large out of
the water—and has a long and high midship superstruc-
ture, with several promenade decks. Contrast the / Je la
Gmviere with the North German Lloyd liner on Plate I.
Even the Chateaurenatilt is without the promenade
decks of the liner, although her designer meant her to
be mistaken for one.
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more objects are to he seen on the outline of a cruiser

than on a battleship. Hriefly, the difference between the

types may be summed up shortly :

Battle-ship.—Appearance of power, weight and guns

concentrated around funnels and mast, equivalent to

one-third of length where height is greatest, ends low.

CV//M<rr.—Appearance of speed, even top line, weight

distributed along deck line.

Liner.—Appearance of bulk, big freeboard, high mid-

ship superstructure, equal to about half length.

Cargo F«j<f/.—Small midship superstructure ; ends

may be raised.

Distinctions as to nationality. In this, the most

important part, we must confine our attention to the

nations of whose ships silhouettes are given, viz. British,

French, and German.
Starting with the battle-ships, it should be remembered

that all British battle-ships have two funnels, moderate

ram bows, and, except Swijtsure class (Plate II.), are

without the curved crane.

Turn to Plate II. and compare the Deiitschland and

Lord Nelson classes : look at their bows. In the Nelson,

note the typical British pattern, which is seen with hardly

any variation in all classes. Note the German curve

;

with the prominent scroll it appears with but slight

modification in all German battle-ships, except the

Brandenburg, where it runs into more of a beak

(Plate III.). Look at the lower top on the masts and note

the roof to it ; all German battle-ships and armoured

cruisers have these. The tops on German and French

ships are circular, projecting equally on the fore and

aft side of the masts. In the British ships the covered

tops, usually the fore upper and main lower, project
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more on the after-side of the main mast, and on the

fore-side of the fore-mast, exrept in the Lord Nelsons and
Dreadlumghts, where the top is at the lower masthead,

and is circular. The uncovered tops on the other ships

are sometimes circular. Canvas curtains hang from the

roof to edge of tops in British vessels. Some French

ships have them, often in form of a searchlight platform.

The German battle-ships, except Brandenlmrg, have the

lower part of the mast heavy, surmounted by the largest

top half-way down the lower mast. The Lord Nelson has

her masts moderately stout, with the top high up. Later

ships, such PS the Dreadnought, are like this. The other

British battle-ships have a top low down without the

roof. Notice the three semaph -es on the top-masts

;

all German ships have these, and some French. British

ships usually have none. Contrast the funnels of the

two ships. The Detitschlands and Braiins'iveig have

three, the British always two on battle-ships. Then
look at the German's shape ; in two sections with the

narrow part at the top. British funnels are always

plain, so that if a variegated funnel is seen you may
be certain that it is not on one of our ships. Next mark

well an important characteristic of the German vessels :

the large curved crane. These are seen on all their

battleships except Brandenburg, generally two, one each

side, although only one may be shown on the silhouettes.

These may be partially obscured by a funnel, but enough

is generally to be seen to know what they are. Except

in the two Stviftsures, these cranes are not carried on

British ships ; they have instead straight boat derricks,

as shown on the Lord Nelson class ; but can be known

from them by their masts, for difference in which com-

pare silhouettes. The Brandenburg has derricks, but
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from which projects a

battle-ships Suffren and

but no British ship has

she may be known by her bow being more pronounced,

by the roof to her tops, and the central turret, showing

in a break in the superstructure. The aftermast in the

Lord Nelson is a tripod, like a three-legged sheers.

The Dreadnoiii^ht (Plate III.) has two of these, and

the new .SV. Vincents will probably have two tall ones,

while we shall not see them in German or French ships

till 1910, if they adopt them then. Ventilators on German

ships are not conspicuous, but in the Swlftsiires,

Majesties, and some Formidables, and Canopuses ; they

are features which show up. On Plate III. the bow

gun turret of the German Kaiser class is mounted

on a raised superstructure,

smaller gun. The French

Massena have this feature, ,__

it. The Kaiser class are being reconstructed, and the

heavy military masts as shown are being replaced by

pole masts, with search-light and range-finding plat-

form.

Turning to our Majestic class, we have what appears

to be a class of one-funnelled ships ; this is not so, for

they are placed abreast, instead of fore and aft. The

Royal Sovereign class have them like this, but wider

apart, so wide, in f?-t, that unless the ships are seen

dead beam on, they vill appear to be placed fore and

aft. You may know these ships from the Majesties and

others by the absence of turrets over the big guns,

which are mounted on open barbettes (see Plate IV.). Of

the Dreadnought little need be said ; her two short

funnels, with the big tripod mast between, and her two

after-gun turrets, with a little tripod mast between them,

make her conspicuous among all other battle-ships, until

the St. Vincents are afloat. But this ship might, at
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a good distance in hazy weather, he mistaken for a
destroyer J he Dejence and Warri.r classes of armoured
cruisers (P ate V.) resemble the Dnadnoughts sliRhtly
but can be known from them by their masts, for differ-
ence m which compare silhouettes.
The French Rcpuhliqiie class on Plate III. shows the

latest type of French battle-ship. The bow in this case
IS after the German pattern

; the gun turrets are unlike
those in ships of the ciher nations. The foremast
only IS heavy and has tops ; the after one, being solely
for signalling purposes, is light. All new French ships
have this system of masts. The funnels are peculiar,
with double rings looking like two top-hats, one above
another; they are in two groups 2-1. All the later
big trench ships have their funnels like this, and many
of the older ones have queer shapes, by which they may-
be known. Ihe British and German ships' funnels
are plainer and neater. Note the projection in front
of the after-funnel. French ships usually have these

ISuousI ^^ '' '°'''^''^' ''''*^'' ^''^''''^g "P P™-

The three French ships shown on Plate IV. .show themany distinctions between them and the British andGerman /m?, shown on Plate IV., is under repair, andmay be tor some time, but the description and silhouette
apply equally to Suffren. They are usually more bulky-
looking for their size, and look more top-heavy The
rJ'-^^l

appears to be far larger than the Duncan, yet
the la ters displacement is 14,000 tons against the
former's 11 861 Her bow line is moderate ; the pro-
nounced ' beak,' which is so often thought to be the
characteristic of their ships, is seen now only in the
older ships as in the Massena. The Suffrtn, it has
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already been pointed out, has a raised superstructure

under the fore-turret, as the German Kaiser has, but

her bulky appearance and double top on the fore, with-

ouL the roof and the big steam pipe abaft the fore-

funntl, should serve to identify her. This ship has

curved cranes, but smaller than the German pattern

;

they are generally absent or quite small in French shi[)s
;

Massena has very small ones. The two tops high up

on the fore, and one top low down on the main, as

shown on the three ships on Plate IV., are not seen in

British or German ships.

Ventilators are not prominent, if seen at all in the

French battleships, except in the Massena. Ripublique

and later French battle-ships have a large square vertical

engine-room ventilator between groups of funnels. Here

we have another pattern of funnel, and pronounced ram

bow or "beak."

Brennus, Plate I, has three semaphores on her fore

topmast, but she can be known from the German ships

by the absence of the crane and by her aftermast being

light, and having m tops. French ships often have a

considerable tumble iiome ; their beam is greater on

the water line than at the deck. British and German
ships are nearly wall-sided. This ends the battleships

as illustrated.

Armoured Cruisers, Plates V. a/idVl.—On Plate V. we

have three British and three German ships. The depot

ships on the lowest line may be passed over.

Glancing at the German ships, we see that they all

have funnels in two sections, the upper being .mailer

than the lower half; the funnels are in one group, as

in the British ships, except the hivincible class. The

curved crane as in German battle-ships is a prominent
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feature, which the British ships are without, also the

French (see Plate VI.), except a small pattern on the

Jules F<:rry class. The bows are strongly curved like

their battleships ; the sterns in both are much alike.

Again we see the roofed top marking the (lerman ship ,

while steel covers with canvas curtains are seen in the

Defence and Warrior class. The forecastle of the British

ships is hi^^her and is raised, extending to the foremast,

in the Defence, Warrior, and other classes.

The Inviiicihle class of British " battle-ship cruisers,"

as they are sometimes called, are somewhat like the

Dreadnoughts, but they have two tripod masts of equal

height, and three funnels in two "groups, 2-1
;

three

turrets show up as in the Dreadiiojght, but instead of

a small tripod mast between the two after ones, the

after-funnel, mast, and some superstructure are there

instead.

The two big French cruisers shown on Plate \l. difier

from the German and British ships in their funnels

;

these, as in their latest battle-ships, are in two groups, and

of peculiar design ; they have also the heavy foremast

with tops and the light main. Note the projections as

seen also in the battle-ships. Ventilators are prominent

only in the Charner class, hardly visible in the 1 'othaua,

and not at all in the others. On the Britiah side the

Cressy and Arrogant have them in evidence ; the Drake

(Plate VII.) has canvas wind scoops instead of the ordinary

ventilators. The Fiirst Bismark's funnels are of British

pattern, but her bow, tops, cranes, betray her nation-

ality.

Of the protected cruisers on Plates VII. and VIII. little

need be said if the methods employed in the preceding

pages be applied to them. The bows of the Bremen
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and others, except Hela, HEstrhs (French), Comet, and
Jagd, mark them sufficiently ; but the four latter having
Ijows alike, the latter n.ust be picked out by other means.
Hela has one funnel, D'EsMes three masts, one between
funnels; Comet one mast between two funnels, and/agJ
one funnel and one mast, which is abaft it.

Destroyers.—The Uritish /iiver class are high forward
and low aft, with one mast before the first funnel.

All 30-knot boats, L'xcept five Clydebank boats of
Brajen class, have mast before funnels ; also the 27-knot
IVhitrds, the Zebra, Zephyr, and Fervent, the Ardent
class, the Hornet, and the Handy class.

The " Coastal destroy<;rs " or torpedo-boats i 36, and
Nos. 98-99, and 107-117 have masis before funnels.
Other torpedo boats have masts abaft funnel or
funnels.

French destroyers are not so high forward, have
rounded sides and a flying bridge from end to end ; they
are untidy-looking by reason of the profusion of boats,
ventilators, etc., on deck ; a contrast to the neat appear-
ance of the German vessels, which are marked by an
absence of ventilators, rails, and gear on the decks.
The colour of the ships is liable to change, but the

end in view is the same—to present a bad target tor the
enemy. At present, the large British ships are grey, and
destroyers black, but the Jiiver class of latter are grey,
rhe French ships are also grey; their torpedo craft are
light grey. German ships are grey, some of their de-
stroyers black, others dark brown. But what may be
invisible in one kind of weather may be prominent in
another.

The descriptions given have been necessarily brief,

and must not be considered as an attempt to descrilie
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efficient in rocognisinx war-ships. If, however, a fleet
is sighted, il is important to know of what class of ship
it is composed, as this information will enable the
N .y to know which of the enemy's fleets it is. Note if

th fleet seen is accompanied by transports. In war
time when information has been obtained it should be
communicated to the nearest war-ship, fleet, or shore
station without delay. In war time only, a merchant
steamer or scout desirous of communicating informa-
tion to one of His Majesty's ships should use the
signals set forth in the Uritish Signal Manual, and steam
rapidly towards her to within semaphoring distance. The
information should afterwards be reiwrteil to the officer
commanding the branch of the F.egion at the first port
entered.

In peui J time, identify all war-vessels and fleets seen
;

•lote all particulars, and report to first man-of-wnr met
at sea or in port, also to the Legion Commandant at
first port entered, to any vessels commanded by
members of the Legion, and to shore stations of the
LegiOii. Practice in peace will make you efficient and
useful in ime of war.

'J"he faculty of observation, being the chief fixctor of
success in the Identification of War-ships, should be
cultivated at all times. The absence of war ships need
not retard progress in this direction, /.pply the general
prmciples of this article to other vessels, motor cars, or
human beings. Make it a rule to lo( k for points of
difference or recognition in all objects or living beings
you meet. By thus increasing your power of observa-
tion, you will not only make yourself an efficient
Maritime Scout, but you will acquire much information
which at times may prove extremely useful
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Draught ok Vessels shown in Silhouette

Bi ilish

SPEED. CLASS. FEET. : Sl'EED. CLASS. FEET.

21 Dre.itlnouKht 31 23 Defence 28

l8 Lord Nelson 27
I

22-3 Warricr 27-1

i8-5 King Kdw.ird 27 23 Drake 28

i8 Formidable 29 223 Devonshire 25i
I7-S Majestic 30 19 Arrogant 24
19 Swiftsure 24S 21 Cressy 28

19 Duncan 27*
26I

20 Apollo 18

18-25 Canopus 21 Challenger 2li

"7 Royal Sovereign 30
\

19-5 Eclipse 23
25 Invincible 26 25 Scout 14

20 Vulcan 24* 25 River, T.D. 12

German

18 Deutschland 25 22 Scharnhorst 25

18 Braunsweig'
25f27i

21 Roon 25f
18 Kaisers 21 P. Adalhent 25?
18 Wittlesbach 28 21 Frauenlob i7i

17 Brandenburg 26 19 Hertha 23

IS Siegfried i8i 19 Gazelle i7i

22 Hela 5* 23 Bremen nh
24 Comet 13 24 Pfiel i3i

20 Gefion 21; 29 90-101 T.B.D. 9

19 Fiirst Bismark 27

Fix Itch

18 Republique 27i 19 Pothaua 22J
18 Massena 27 21 D'Estrees II

18 lena 281 i8-5 Charner I9f
18 Charlemagne 28 23 Chateaurenault 22.'

17 Brennus 27i 19-9 Foudre 25

23 Jeanne d'Arc 37 Friant 23

22 Jules Ferry 261 28 Normand, T.B.D. 10

23 J. de la Graviere 22
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VIII.-CONDUCT OF IRREGULAR HORSE
Bv C0..0XEL S. B. Stkki.e, Cli., MVO

I
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far as I know, I have always endeavoured to adhere as

strictly as possible to military principles, whether com-

manding a corps of Regulars or Irregulars. They are

l)Oth composed of men; both recjuire discipline,

strict discipline, tempered wit'i justice. The Regular

does not care who commands him as long as he is well

led ; the Irregular before joining wishes to know who

is to command him. The Irregular is selected, and is

already, if mounted, a horseman, and in Canada or the

other Colonies would be already a well-trained horse-

man, and have a very good knowledge of country and of

the expedients of travel ; that at least is the sort of man

who w.is selected for Lord Strathcona's corps. Very few

of the men were under twenty-five years of age, and the

majority over thirty ; in fact, several of the best were

more than forty years of age, and were well used to hard

work, range-riding, patrolling, surveying, prospecting,

freighting, and farming.

The officers were mostly trained in the Royal North-

west Mounted Police, the Army, or in the Royal

Canadian Military College ; every troop had a sergeant

of several years' service in the Mounted Police, or in

some Regular organisation, who knew all duties well,

and it naturally dropped into the work quite easily. In

promoting men I gave first preference to Royal Military

College graduates, who \\ere well accustomed to surveying,

engineering, and exploring in Canada, and then Mounted

Police Non-Coms., Army and Canadian permanent

Force : N.C.O.s who had lived or mixed with the sort

of men who composed the rank and file. The regiment

was organised in twelve troops of fifty men, each under

a lieutenant, assisted by a troop sergeant. Such troop

was raised in a certain locality, and known as the
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''Moosomin Troop," " the Macleod Troop," "the Fort
bteele I roop," etc., so that there would be a generous spirit
of emulation fostered in it, and that the great difficulty
usual in such corps when hastily raised, would not exist
through the absence of knowledge of one another,
tach mu.i knew well, by reputation at least, all of themen of h-s troop, and, if possible, an officer was selected
Irom the same place. This latter was difficult, but was a
great success when carried out. The majors coni-mandmg squadrons had in A and B ten years' com-
missioned rank in the .Mounted Police. The third (C)was for a time, at first before he took ill, commanded bv
a surveyor, who had a gold medal from the Royal
Military College, Kingston, and had gone through one
campaign. The captains were two Mounted Police
inspectors, one a major in the Royal Scots c Canadawho had lived on the plains, the adjutant a trained
soldier, the quartermaster a sergeant-major of twentv-
six years in the Royal No -West Mounted Police •

the transport officer a trained man, Canadian farmer
and freighter, with one campaign to his credit ; he was
the best that I have yet known.
The machine guns were three Maxims and one Vickers-Maxim (pom-pom), commanded by a Royal Military

ll^\^^A^T^\
'^^"^ '' '^ ^'g-S^'^e shot, and was

in the field the best machine-gun officer I have metHe has a large stock ranche and farm.
The second in command was a Mounted Police

otticer, of twenty-seven years' service, and five in the
9th Lancers, accustomed to the prairie, the Klondyke
winter and summer. Each man was trained on the shipm the constellations of the Southern Hemisphere, had
Aids to Scouting" in his pocket, and was carefully
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S"ImbTsc.defT^
'"

^";t°""""S dodges, ambushes

7h^,
^'"^"\^'^de> the care of horses, and in evervthin..that could be of use to him. A fortnight of hard Ska^nongst the kopjes at the Cape, and'several hundredmiles of marchmg through Zululand and Natal, in battleformation, made all ranks very fit

.Ji^'-^'T^'^
difficulty was to keep the men up to themark m the care of horses in the field

Ihe roads being hard, I never marched on them evenwhen m reserve. This prevented laminitis
'

lie reason so few casualties took place in so manvdays' fightmg was owing chiefly to the material of,Sthe regiment was composed, which, it must be adn edwas exceptionally good, partly to careful leading, as well

might have occurred had care not been exercised- he

talen'ol ^L^vTm' " T' " P°^^"^'^' and advam ge^ken of every fold in the ground or ridge when it

u"erfi;:"V«.f T'^-
''^^" "^overin/ flanks and

frnnf« ' T' '"f'^^
ubiquitous. Stalking the enemy

^CoTLTt ^f .'^'S'^'^ 'he glasses o! all officers^

S ;S;l On "^ ^'"^ '" '°"''^"' "^^ '« fi"d chances

avoirn h. ", '"^'''^"'l^
^"^''^ ""^"y casualties wereavoided by orders to the effect that the kraals aroundfarmhouses and houses with white flags on them weresearched for enemies by the s./^orf, the advance partwhich in open country would cover miles of front wouldmtiegoo^ the ground beyond the houses, dongas, eteobe searched, the flankers being on the alert"; nolle of

passing, tjut to move quickly by : then the smmortin.r
troops ,, Id search all suspici^us^'lace'and ofteTSm the houses and kraals, Boers who had intended to fire
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^'^•' '^ ^^'y
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and best methods of carrying it out were suggested, and
all alternatives.

The regiment received nothing but praise during the
whole time it was employed ; and it was repeatedly asked
for by commanders of columns, and as time went on
it became, if possible, more efficient.

The commanding officer impressed upon all ranks
that the honour of their country was in their keeping,
and that all must uphold it. A kindly leaning towards
the other soldiers was insisted upon, and proved of value.
A courteous demeanour towards the inhabitants of the
country had a good effect. More information was obtained
for that reason (S. B. S.)

Note.— Drill does not instruct guides, scouts, crafts-
men or pioneers in the performance of their duties ; but
is needed for the collective training of Irregular Horse,
and of garrison regiments. Legion units of ex-soldiers
for combatant services will train as mounted infantry.
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white men. For years others have not spoken their own

from them that one can only deem it worship
'

And so you are bent upon forming a rinV' round the

chkr'cter as well n ? 'i^'"'"
^""^'^^ ^'^ '^e noblecnaracter as well as by the strong arm and keen eve

Tabi: Therf
i':""^'^"^ '° ^^ P'^^^^^ '' thfLu'd

1 able. 1 here >s enough work to do to satisfy a glutton

wa ch '°u Zl'
5"'^ ''" °"'"°^^' '"'' keep the lonelywatch. If you die, no matter. There is a Watcherabove, pen m hand. \Vhen the call of the Empiresounds, you w, 1 know jour duty. Wounded enSand prisoners ,^-, 11 learn what British chivalry ^; womenand children of the foe will come over to you for protection even while you fight: and when peace is resto ed

ufder t "rr °\ '^T"''
^•" --' themseres

created^ bvthi f
."°'

^^^T't
'^'"^^ '^e ideals alreadycreated by the best men of the Empire can be raisedhigher, whether in the Army or Navy or in Pioneerin?but It IS always possible to carry on King ArSnr's work'Gentlemen, I uncover before you. Pass on toTou;posts. I remain uncovered from exceeding respecfo

"t^mJZ/^^z:::!^ >•—ves, ind rts

I—ADMINISTRATIOxN
By Lt.-Col. Sir Frederick Lugard, K.C.M.G.

the^'f^l^nH?''
'"^to.g'^" you a "few definitions as tothe fundamental principles which actuate the work of a
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caused on our frontiers by hasty belief in seemingly true

reports by natives who say they actually saw the

matters they report, but who have either exaggerated

or lied to please you—than by any other means.

II.—THK EMl'IRK MOVEMICNT : HOW
FRONTIKRSMEX CAN AID

Bv THE Earl or Micatii

The objects of the Empire Movement should com-
mend themselves to Frontiersmen, who, in their own
persons, are proving that they believe in the watcthwords

of the Empire Movement, viz. " Kesponsibility, IJuty,

Sympathy, and Self-sacrifice."

Frontiersmen, if true to the principles of the Legion,

are daily exemplifying the meanings of these four words,

which it is the object of the Empire Movement to

engrave on the hearts of all British subjects, especially

of the young.

The movement desires to awaken the peoples who
constitute the British Empire to the serious duties which

lie at their door. It urges British subjects to love and
fear God, to honour the King, to obey the laws, to pre

pare to advance the highest interests of the F^mpire in

peace and war, to cherish patriotism, to regard the rights

of other nations, to learn citizenship, to follow duty, to

consider duties before rights, to acquire knowledge, to

think broadly, to practise discipline, to subdue self, to

work for others, and to consider the poor and the suf-

fering. Frontiersmen can he of the greatest possible

service in furthering this movement. \\'ill they help it ?
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Will they use their influence in support of a reasonahic
d..sc,pl,ne .n the training of youth, L^th in the horn "and
ni the school, rememi,erinK tluit no nation can be permanently strong which declines to be united by "^^he
tort, ying cement ofd.sciphne? Scattered as Frontiersmen
are throughout the length and breadth of theS rjthey can be of the greatest possii,le servce in bring g aknowledge of the mo^en,ent to the distant i,ortions^'the King s dominions, and in dissipating erroneous ideasconcerning us objects and aims, showmg ti-a theya^e

h"n;>rof 'T
""''-' "'^"!^ '''' ''"''"'^^'>- known undTrthe name of "Jingoism," and pointing out that it is un-connected with party, class, creed, or^olour,L, s ascomprehensive as the Empire itself. If so, wll theyprovide themse ves with the literature of the moven em

London, '"f
'°"' '''' ""'''''''''' '' ^'' ^^"^^'^'^ ^^'

In many ways which will occur to them, Frontiersmen
na) aid m promoting a movement which is calculated
to raise up in the future a generation alive to its ImperTal
duties and worthy of the great responsibilities which

r^thetuisJ'^ice
°"^"' '' " ^'^'^ "P°" '^^' ^'-""^-^

^\ ho will I -Ip ?

III.—THE EMPIRE ON THE SEA
BV THE LOKD MUSKERRV

When this CO .,iry has got into serious difficulties inthe past owing to the mistaken policy of the Governmemof the day, ,t has been the patriotism of her sons
1™"
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been the means of extricating her and hrinj^ing affairs
to a satisfactory settlement. It is the salvation of this
country that this spirit of patriotism still exists; one
very tangible i)roof of its doing so being the formation
of the Legion of Frontiersmen.
As the frontiers of the British Empire are the seas,

all our sailors may be regarded as Frontiersmen
; but

unfortunately there are a great number of foreigners in
our mercantile marine—in fact, some ships are manned
entirely by aliens, and this must be regarded as a
serious menace to the safety and welfare of the country.
Members of the Legion can give most valuable service
by domg all m their power to eliminate the alien el.-ment
as far as possible from our ships, and by encou, aging
young Britishers to take to a seafaring life, so as to replace
them.

As far as captains and officers are concerned, they
have made a step towards improving their condition
and nationalising the merchant service, by forming the
Imperial Merchant Service Cluild, and I would earnestly
advise every certificated British officer to join that Guild
at once, as it is only by forming a united body that they
can command influence. By the combined efforts of
the Guild and the Legion we may hope to see the
scandal and danger of a British ship commanded and
manned by aliens done away with. Few people on
shore know how much these Islands depend for their
food supply on the ships of the merchant navy, and
that any interruption in this supply would mean starva-
tion in a week or two. Did they know this, then they
would realise the great danger of the foreign element
in our merchant service. As I said before, it is in the
jrawer of the members of the Legion to give great
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helpjowards remedying this evil, and I trust they will

Bust wishes for the success of such a
organisation as the Legion of Frontiersmen.

patriotic

IV.-THE CITIZEN- IN DEFENCE
Hv A. J. Dawson

Editor of • Till Slan,l„nl of Empirt"

As I see the great problem of Imperial Defence,
the more vital and essential half of the value of the
Legion of iroiuiersmen lies oiuside its n)at, rial weiaht as
a military asset.

°

There is something terrible in the picture of our tiny
islands packed to overflowing with citizens who claim
to rule lands which stretch to the ends of all the earth
90 per cent, of whom know less of the arts of self-
defence than could be gathered from study of the Navaland Military lournament. The awakening is not easy
for such a people. It is want of thought, and long-
hving of the sheltered life, rather than want of heartwhich accounts for their seeming indifference to the
uigent problem of our defence. Conscious cowardice
conscious meanness, are foreign to the British character'
But as to the unconscious kind, the burden of it lies
heavily upon England at this moment. Its existencemust be realised before it can be removed. And here

fiin*; ^^^a'T ""f "' y*^'' '^'-'^"'' '"^^ I ^"'^ 'f' '•'* a magni-
hcent field for the energy, the patriotism, the ability ofthe Frontiersmen. Here is the nucleus, the idea, of a
great cituen organisation of men bound together in the

1
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cause of nations, ai.d imperial defence, and in the task
of helping all the manhood of our race to realisation of
the duty they owe in this matter to God, to Kine to
country, and to their womenkind. Now, hy sheer force
of personal example and personal influence, they may
do somethmg for Great and (ireater Britain, for our
House as a whole, for which our children and our
grandchildren will have cause to thank them, for which
history will honour them.
Our people are more in need of the advantages to be

gained from discipline, self-denial, and a clear sense of
grave responsibility than anything else. The lesson
which, I believe, Frontiersmen couid help to teach is
that the able-bodied man who declines to undergo any
form of military training is not quite a complete man
ii,ngland expects and needs that every able-bodied man
should do his duty, and fulfil honourably the responsi-
bilities of citizenship, instead of thinking only of its
privileges. It is the Frontiersman's duty,'! think quite
apart from inspiring wholesome emulation in the breast
of every adventurously inclined youth, studiously to con-
serve and deserve the serious respect and regard of all
mature, thinking citizens.

Jiivi:—'- Thv Mi,-s-:tge,' by A. J. Dawson.

v.—GAME PRESERVATION
By F. C. Selous

In the days when Daniel iioone and David Crockett
first made their way into the State of Kentucky, that
beautiful land possessed a wealth of wild life that was
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extinction, and that is by the timely formation of national
parks, within the boundaries of which all wild life shall
be sacred. But even in the wildest and most ir icces-
sible territories, where climatic conditions make it very
unlikely that white men will ever be able to settle, game
may very easily become exterminated if no thought is

taken for its protection. The worst exterminators of game
are savages armed with modern rifles, and white skin
and meat hunters; the first being animated by an in-
satiable lust of slaughter, and the second by the greed
of gain. In some parts of Africa the natives are well
controlled, in others not at all ; but I think that in most
parts of that continent which are under the British flag
very successful efforts are no a- being made to preserve
the game from indiscriminate slaughter at the hands of
either white men or natives. In Alaska and the Yukon
territory of Canada a public spirit among the white
residents for the effective preservation of their game,
has still to be aroused. It is true that the presence of
European sportsmen—who, if they are good sportsmen,
will not do much harm, as they will only kill a few old
males—is resented by many of the residents. But their
attitude seems to be, " We'll kill as much game as we
like ourselves, but the game is ours, and we don't want
it to be killed by outsiders." Of course, trappers and
prospectors must kill game to supply themselves with
daily food

; but it is to be hoped that, the present state of
the world being what it is, these men— fine, brave, manlv
fellows, almost without exception, as I can testify—will

begin to think a little of their responsibility to those who
will come after them, and will make up their minds
never again to kill game wastefully, but, on the contrary,
as sparingly as possible.
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above persons, who furnish all necessary information.

One of the parties at least must be a British subject.

Naval.—A marriage may be solemnised on a ship of

war Ijy the commander. This ai)plies in the case of

most large war-ships. but no marriage is to be cele-

brated on such war-ship by the commander if it is in a

port or place where there is a marriage officer on shore

appointed under the Act of 1892.

Naval and Mercantile.—In addition to the above, a

marriage by an episcopally ordained clergyman of the

English, Roman Catholic, or Greek Church, performed

on one of His Majesty's ships on the high seas in foreign

territorial waters or port, is valid. (See Dicey, " Conflict

of Laws.") Similarly, a marriage by such a clergyman

may take place on any other British vessel, i.e. transports,

passenger and merchant vessels, etc., on the high seas,

but not if the ship is in a foreign port, as a private

vessel in a foreign port is subject to the law of that port.

In no case whatever can the captain of any ship other

than one of His Majesty's ships, make a valid marriage,

nor can any person not authorised by the State, nor any

person except one of the clergy above mentioned ; and a

subsequent marriage on shore will not legitimise any

children born before such celebration.

Ex-territorial Places.—This right to be married by one

of the above-mentioned clergymen extends to every place

in a foreign country where by treaty or the comity of

nations it is made ex-territorial, e.g. the house of an

Ambassador. But in such places there will .''so generally

be the facilities mentioned above unde the Foreign

Marriage Act, and a clergyman will be unnecessary.

Military.—Marriages may be solemnised within the

British lines by any chaplain or officer or other person
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recognised in the English Courts. It is therefore

I il
important to ascertain that the woman is competent to
marry.

2. lVi7/s. Soldiers and Seamen.—Any soldier being
in actual military service, and any mariner or seaman
bemg at sea, may make a will by word of mouth
(Section II. of the Wills Act, 1837) to any one, and that
person can give evidence of how the testator wishes to
dispose of his property. This applies to all personal
and movable property of every kind, including stock,
shares, debts due to the testator, and leasehold property,
but it does not apply to freehold property. If the
testator wishes to leave his freehold property, he must
make a will in writing, attested according to the require-
ments of English law, otherwise the freeholds will go
to his heir-at-law if he has one, and if none, to the
Crown. All such persons who are over fourteen years
of age may make such a will.

"/« actual military service" includes all persons in
the service of the Crown, when under orders to go on an
expedition against the enemy, from the moment they
start from their homes to go to any place where the
troops are to assemble for the purpose of going abroad,
and until the expedition is over, and even after it is over
if he die from a mortal wound received on the banle-field.

It does not include soldiers merely quartered in
barracks, whether abroad or at home.

"Soldier" includes officers, surgeons, etc., and
" Seamen " includes captain, purser, surgeon, etc. ; in
fact, the whole of both professions are included. The
will may of course be in writing if there is opportunity to
write it. It would then be better to get some one to
write his name as witness to it ; but this is not necessary.
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if a will has been made, can apply to the Probate Court
in England, and it is the duty of his leaders and
comrades to state the facts as to his disappearance, in
order that the Court may decide whetlier he may be
presumed to be dead. If satisfied, the Court will give
leave to presume that he is dead, and will grant power
to administer his property or his will according to the
circumstances. The above applies where a man falls
overboard at sea, and he is not recovered, or over a
precipice where the bottom is unexplorable, or where the
circumstances of the disappearance of the man's body
are such that he ought to be deemed to be dead, e.g.
ship going down with all hands.
When a member of an expedition is killed, lost, or has

died. It is a wise precaution for the leader to procure the
signatures of those present, or, in a large party, of several
of the officers, to a statement that will help him to
prove himself free from blame. It is commonly supposed
that where there is suspicion of murder, and the body of
the person cannot be found, no one can be tried on
the charge of murdering him. This is not completely
true

;
It is a rule of caution only. A person may be

tried for the murder ; but it would not be safe to convict
him without clear evidence that the body, which must be
clearly identified, is or must be actually dead.

4- Bapeism.~ln the absence of a minister of any
Christian denomination, any person being a Christian
may baptize an infant, and use the words of the Prayer
Book of the Church of England, or any other accepted
Christian form of baptism. If no form of words is

known, it will probably suffice to say

:

" I baptize thee [naming it] in the Name of the Father,
and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost," sprinkling a
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At any of the Services helmv, the leader or master read-

ing in place ofa Priest, the men present will stand uncovered,

and will repeat the Lord's Prayer, as follows :

OUR Father, which art in heaven, Hallowed be thy

Name. Thy kingdom come. Thy will be done

in earth, As it is m heaven, (live us this day our

daily bread. And forgive us our trespasses, As we for-

give them that trespass against us. And lead us not

into temptation; Bt deliver us froi.i evil; For thine

is the kingdom, 'Ih.- power, and the glory, For ever

and ever. Amen.

Baptism.

—

% Then the Priest shall take the Child into his hands,

and shall say to the Godfathers and Godmothers,

Name this child.

f And then naming it after them // they certify

that the Child i weah, it shall suffice to pour Water

upon it, saying,

NI baptize thee In the Name of the Father, and of

. the Son, and of the Holy Ghost. Amen.

E receive this Child into the congregation of

Christ's flock, *and do sign him with the sign

of the Cross, in token that hereafter lie

shall not be ashamed to confess the faith

of Christ crucified, and manfully to fight

under his banner, a^ nst sin, the world,

and the devil ; and to continue Christ's

faithful soldier and servant until his

life's end. Amen.

W
* Here the

Priest shall

make a Cross

upon the
Child's fore-

head.
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Marriage.

—

f If no impediment be alleged, then shall the Curate
say unto the Afan,

M. "Vy ILT thou have this Woman to thy wedded wife
* * to live together after fiod's ordinance in theholy estate of Matrimony ? Wilt thou love her' comforther, honour, and keep her in sickness and in Sthand, forsaking all other, keep thee only un S her solong as ye both shall live ?

'

H The Man shall anstver,

I will.

f Then shall the Priest say unto the Woman,WILT thou have this Man to thy wedded husband
* * to live together after God's ordinance in theholy state of Matrimony? Wilt thou obey hf„, and

nX..'th' '"'!i
honour, and keep him in sfckne and

unto hi' ''",'*• ^°"'''""S '''" "'l'^--' '^^eP thee onlyunto him, so long as ye both shall live ?
^

IT The Woman shall answer,

I will.

f Then shall the Minister sjy.
Who giveth this Woman to be married to this Man ?

H Then shall they give their troth to each other in this
manner.

The Minister receiving the Woman at her father's or
friends hands, shall cause the Man with his righthand to take the Woman by her right hand, and to
say after htm as followeth.

. «
'</

M lake thee iV. to my wedded wife, to have and to
hold from this day forward, for better for worse,

I
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for richer for poorer, in sickness and in health, to love

and to cherish, till death us do part, according to Ciod's

holy ordinance ; and thereto I plight thee my troth.

f Thill shall they loose their hands ; and the Woman,
with her right hand lakins; the Man ly his riglit

hand, shall likewise say after the Minister,

IX. take tiiec M. to my wedded husband, to have and

to hold from this day forward, for better for worse,

for richer for poorer, in sickness and in health, to love,

cherish, and to obey, till death us do part, according to

(lod's holy ordinance ; and thereto I give thee my troth.

1: Then shall they again loose their hands ; and the Man
shall give unto the ll'oinan a Ring, laying the same

ufion the book ivith the accustomed duty to the J'riest

and Clerk. And the Priest, taking the King, shall

deliver it unto the Man, to put it upon the fourth Jinger

of the ]Vomans left hand. And the Man holding the

Ring there, and taught hy tlie Priest, shall say,

WITH this Ring I thee wed, with my body I thee

worship, and with all my worldly goods I thee

endow : In the Name of the Father, and of the Son,

and of the Holy Ghost. Amen.

Burial, -(Except for the unbaptized, the excommuni-
cate, or those who have laid violent hands upon them-

selves.)

If Then, 'while the earth shall be cast upon the Body by

some standing by, the Priest shall say,

"POR-VSMUCH as it hath pleased Almighty God of

-T his great mercy to take unto himself the soul of

our dear brother here departed, we therefore commit
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VIII.—AMUSEMENTS
Where men are isolated, and for long periods either

alone or living in groups far from human society, hysteria

is apt to develop to the point of insanity. This gives

importance to camp amusements.

The romantic temperament produces artists in civilisa-

tion ; adventurers in the wilderness ; and Frontiersmen

tend to develop the artist's love of beauty rather than

the instinct for commercial gain. Lone men can arrest

any tendency to melancholia and hysteria by cultivating

writing, water-colour painting, photography, carving in

wood or leather with a jack-knife, or any other amusement.

To make a fiddle procure a hardwood stick about

li in. square, and say i ft. longer than the cigar box,

meat-tin, or gourd which is to form the body. Trim one

end of the stick into a round pencil | in. longer than

the body, and pass it through holes in ends of the body,

fairly close to the top side. A peg through the project-

ing end will hold it firmly, and the strings of sinew or

wire are made fast to the remainder of the projection.

Pegs are fitted into holes bored or burned in the other

end of the neck, like the turning pins of a banjo, and

on these the strings are screwed taut. The neck should

then be shaped and rounded on the under side. A
finger-plate is then attached to the upper side, slightly

rounded on its upper face, and projecting over the body

almost to the bridge. The bridge to carry the strings

clear of the body should be at one-third the length of

the body from the lower end. Holes cut in front of bo\

will let out the sound waves. An archer's bow, with strings

of horsehair, rubbed with resin or pine gum, completes

instrument. A complete foo-foo band can be improvised.
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Failing cards, games may be played on a square board,
ruled off into sixty-four squares, the alternate squares
bemg darkened. Shells, beans, or discs of wood make
pawns, sixteen white, sixteen coloured, and larger
pieces added for use as kings in draughts. The Editor
suggests a game he invented in Baffin's Bay, called
" Baffin." The pawns are placed on alternate squares,
not on the sides, but in two opposite corners of board

;

a pawn moves to front, left, or right, a king moves also
to the rear. Rules as in draughts. Pawns made with
distinguishing signs form the set for chess.
The spelling bee has been developed by members of a

London Club into a game called " Spelka," wherein each
player contributes a letter, either in front or behind a
word in formation. A player contributing a letter making
the completion of an English word impossible pays
forfeit if caught. A player completing any word in
the dictionary drops out, and the last player in takes
the pool. Cards, each bearing a letter, are used in
playing.

Try cock-fighting, gymnastic tricks, sing-songs, even
dramatic plays.

Ranche Sports. By J. P. Thompson, L.F.—A stout
open box just large enough to hold a man curled up,
with sides 2 ft. 6 in. high is placed in the corral (yard).
A wild heifer or steer is introduced. A man walks in,
and on the steer proceeding towards him he jumps into
the box. The animal inspects the enemy, walks all round
the box, and finally puts his head inside, but cannot
hook out the man. Horizontal bar is sometimes used
as a refuge from charging cattle. Thuwing horse or
steer by hand is a common test of skill.

Where bulls are collected and fattened for market.
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horns are usually sawn. A fresh bull added to the

bunch is always inspected by the rest, and if he asserts

himself he always has a fight with one of the most
prominent of the mob. The rest form a circle, and
evince great interest. On the first sign of one of them
giving way and trying to retire, his opponent is re-

inforced by the rest of the herd, who pursue him with

enthusiasm.

Pony racing in Texas is bareback, rider generally

shedding his boots. Distance is usually from loo to

300 yards, judged at both ends. The judges at the

starting-point report to judges at finish as to any

advantage of a rider at the start.

The roping contest.—A bunch of agile steers is en-

closed in a small corral, and liberated one at a time.

The competitors are stationed alongside the corral, and
not allowed to start until the animal has crossed a line

100 yards off. Time is then taken by the judge as to

which man ropes, throws, and ties the legs of the animal.

This has frequently been done under one minute.

Tilting at the ring, picking up a chicken buried to

the neck in the ground, or picking up hat or hand-

kerchief at full gallop, shooting competitions, and
shooting a turkey in the head, the head projecting from

a box, are among the common competitions.

In mining camps drilling a foot of rock, and swift

loading of a pack-horse are popular contests.

IX.—MANNERS
If in camp, should a white man arrive, ask him to

dismount, offer a drink. South African practice : Tell
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him to off-saddle, and ask if he has fed. Australian,
JVew Zealand practice : A man not asked to stay may
take the hmt and go. American practice : A man is not
asked to stay but expected to give some reason if he
does not. All countries .- It is insulting to ask personal
questions, but visitor may, at bis leisure, volunteer
mformation as to who he is, what doing, .vhere from,
whither gomg. Except in South Africa, it is rude to
interfere with a man's horses, which he handles himself
while able to stand. Show visitor to w.iter and pasture.
\isitor will not offer to cook first meal, but may offer
to dry m washing up. When men are armed, visitor
disarms at entry, except U.S.A. Sp.,;,isli America : He
offers h.s revolver to hostess, if any, and her taking i: in
charge pledges honour of the house to guard guest
Everywhere in mining camps visitor wii; not go near
any shaft, tunnel, or works uninvited. E.xcept South
Africa, if there is nobody in camp, enter, help yourself
to a meal, leave everything clean, and entry secure as
you found it. In lawless country, leave note to explain
nature of your tracks, which might cause misgivingsA white man is bound to share his last bite and sup
with any white man in need, and to relieve strangers in
trouble. In countries under comic-opera government a
white man must be rescued from prison, and British-
American element are one nationality.
On the trail, offer greeting to all strangers, noting

failures to respond as suspicious. It is a point of
honour to give clear trail directions when asked

; but
It there is cause for suspicion, keep stranger in front
while speaking. Should your guest be an outlaw,
commit no breach of hospitality. Do not betray him
while he is your guest, and, on his leaving, give him a

f

I

\
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sporting chance. Professionals living by robbery under
arms are usually sportsmen. Show confidence and take
no precautions. Casual felo;,^ and lunatics are dangerous.
In lawless countries travel as a poor man.

Cache Law, North America.—A deposit of food is

absolutely sacred, not to be touched by strangers.

In Western North America an unarmed man is non-
comb;. imt, and immune from attack. In Spanish
Ameri. the armed rider is El Caballero (gentle), the
unarmed rider, el hombre (this man). El Cahallero gets
eggs and chickens.

Always shut gates behind you in fenced stock range.



PART V
SIMPLE MEDICAL AND SURGIClLTREATMENT FOR GUIDANCE WHENNO DOCTOR CAN BE OBTAINED, IN-CLUDING RULES FOR HEALTHY
LIFE IN CAMP.

Half a loaf or even a quarter, is better than no breadSome medical knowledge may be better than none whenthere .s no doctor at hand. It may be, but only if usedintelhgently and with due regard to the fact tha it'sonly part knowledge, and that if it is used without greatcaution It may do more harm than good. This chapter
.s wntten not to make every man his^ own doctor buUoserve as a guide to Frontiersmen faced with sickness or

T^TliZ
'h";"^^'y,^^ °^ «thers when no medical aid canbe obtained II a doctor comes into camp, hand over

one of th^'h^'n"'' '^i^'
'^^"'^^"'' f°^ good^doctofing ?one of the hardest jobs on earth. The instructions Thatfollow are wntten m p ain English, and the space avail-able for so large a subject has forced their writers to cutthem very short. It will be well therefore to consideevery word of an instruction before acting on it and totry to think out the reason behind it. gI about tWngs

cautiously m any case, but doubly so if it isn't clear fo

399
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']> you why you are told to do them. A great number of

":\\ methods of treatment have been left out, because it is

not safe for any but a medical man to attempt them.
It was first intended to write this section without

reference to any drugs, relying only for treatment on
things usually to be found in camp. But after much
thought it has been decided to give instructions for the
use of a few simple medicines. Read over carefully the
note under the section " Medicines " before using any of
them. This will also be of use in choosing a camp out-
fit if you carry drugs.

All the sections in this chapter are arranged alphabeti-
cally. All who own this book should read them through
carefully enough to know under which section to look
for any particular matter that may be required. It is

necessary to warn men against learning ofT the symptoms
of diseases too freely. That is a doctor's business.
When a man knows the symptoms of a disease it is very
easy to find them where they are not really present, and
this leads to worry and harmful drugging. But it is

useful to study sick men when the chance occurs, and
to try to learn when a man is really sick. It's not always
easy to tell. Every man on the frontier should carefully

read the articles on Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Malaria,
Enteric Fever, and Filters. He should learn also how
to stop bleeding.

If he has to treat a man with an injured bone or
joint he should read carefully the sections on Fracture
or Dislocation dealing with the limb in question before
doing anything.

The editor of this chapter, Dr. W. D. French, is, at

the time of publication, absent in Natal, and the task of
writing this preface falls to another pen. The writer
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feels that a full acknowledgment is due to Dr. French
for the great thought and pains which he has brought tobear on his work. The task before him was one of

nTTren^K^'f
'""'' T^ *."" °^ P''^^''^" ^^ ^P'"^ Of thisOr Irench has produced a chapter which should be of

real service to the Legion.
"u u uc 01

'I'he Legion is indebted to Dr. J. W. Etties and tn
the Union of Fire Brigades for permiiion to u e

rn„nn!fr'"'
°" Haemorrhage, and to the ArmyCounci for permission to use certain notes, which are

acjcnowledged below, from the "Field Service Pocket

J. B. R.

AGUE.—See Malaria.

TT
^^^^^^^'^ '^ '° *^^ ''"""*" "'l^a' spurs are to a horse •

Used when great weakness sets in with enteric, pneu-monia, influenza
; aid to digestion when exhausted by

wlol '/°5 '"'^'^^" fainting; given to patients whenweak and during recovery from severe illness ; rubbedon skin to prevent bedsores; diluted for erysipelas,
burns, and scalds as antiseptic; in cold compress for

Ind wnf. / K K*"'""^'-
^P°"S''"g P^''^"' ^^'i'h spiritsand water (which evaporates), i in 6, relieves high

fever. Failing carbolic, a disinfectant for wounds, and
for surgical instruments. It is dangerous to use alcohol
regularly m arctic climates. When these notes say
Avoid Alcohol ",t ,s for some very good reason andnot tor a fad. In some conditions alcohol is rank

poison, and its use may cost a man's life

dowY^^^'^'^^^-^''"8«
that tend to prevent germs

doing harm m wounds: Eucalyptus {gum or boiled
leaves), alcohol (wme or spirits diluted), fresh roasted
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coffee dusted on dry ; carbolic (which see)

; perrranganate
of potash, boric acid.

Soap and boiled water, although not in themselves
antiseptic, clean a wound.
APOPLEXY.—Rupture of a

blood-vessel in the brain.

Symptoms. — Sudden fall. If

severe attack, insensibility, or loss

of power in limbs ; face red,
breathing long and snorting, putifing

out cheeks.

Treatment.—Raise, and support
head and upper part of chest.
Loosen clo..hes about neck and
chest. Cold water to head. Give
nothing by the mouth, except
purge. A'o alcohol.

BANDAGES. Head (see
Fig. i). Pocket handkerchief and
band.

Shoulder.—Three handker-
chiefs ; fold in half from corner to
corner, place point over injured
shoulder, carry long ends round,
one below wound, tie. Next tie

two handkerchiefs together, place
knot over point of first, bring
point over knot, and pin. One
handkerchief brought across back
under opposite armpit and up
nearly to shoulder ; tie to fellow.

Long end below wrist, spread out,

and tie to short end (see Fig. z).

FIG. I.

BANDAGES AND SLING
MADE WITH FOLDED
HANDKERCHIEFS OR
SCARV£S,
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Sihig Arm.—Yo\d handkerchief diagonally Placeone end over uninjured shoulder, allowing the other end

rm fvnt,:"; 'T P""' ^^"^'"^ «''«- ^^
'" "'edarm. Gently bend arm across front of bandage ; brinelower end over arm and shoulder of injured sfde, "ying

KIG. 2.-SH0ULnER BANDAGE
; ALSO SHOWS SUNG KORBROKEN ARM ABOVE ELBOW.

at Side of head Lastly, bring point round to front ofelbow, and pin (see Fig. 3).
ffand~¥o\d handkerchief diagonally. Place foldbelow the wr,st

; bring point over tips of fingers on backof wr.st. Ends are brought round and tied over pofnt,which is brought over knot and pinned
C^j/.-Whole cloth. Place bandage over injury so

I

I
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that the point lies over the shoulder of that side ; bring

ends round chest ; tie behind, leaving one end longer

than the other. Tie the longer end to point.

Back.—Apply same way, knotting in front.

KIG. 3.—ARM BANnAGE.

Groin. Hip or buttock.—Fold handkerchief diagon-

ally. Place over wound, point upwards. Fasten bandage
or belt round waist ; bring point over, and pin. Carry
ends round thigh, cross, and tie on the outer side

(see Fig. i).

Foot.—Fold handkerchief diagonally. Spread on flat

surface. Place foot in centre, heel 2 in. in front of
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centre. Draw point over toes, and bring up in front
of ankle. Gather up ends, cross in front of ankle over
point round ankle, cross under sole, and tie on instep.
(Dr. J. \V. Ettles.)

'

BLEEDING, 5«r«.—First apply firm pressure to

FIC. 4>—PRESSING ON MAIN ARTERIES OK IIEAIJ AM) ARM.

bleeding spot, either with finger or any small hard sub-
stance wrapped in linen.

Always elevate the injured part, and endeavour to
stop bleeding.

Bleeding from veins, dark red blood welling up. From
arteries, bright red blood in spurts. Control former
bleeding with pressure aJMve and below wound, and
arterial with pressure above.
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Bleeding from Upper

Arm. Drive thumb
very ha down into the
root of neck, just above
collarbone, and behind
muscle running from
breast-bone to ear (a,

Fig. 4), or push fingers
high into armpit and
press upward and out-
ward.

Jvrenrm.— Press tips
of fingers behind biceps,
muscle bring pressure
forward against bone
(E, Fig. 4).

Hand.—Pressure on
either side of wrist (see

Cut Throat.— Press
below the wound against
spine (B, Fig. 4).

Scalp.—Pressure just
in front of ear (d,
Fig- 4)-

Thigh and Leg.—
Grasp the thigh with
both hands and place
one thumb upon artery

;

.,. , , ,

reinforce the pressure
with other thumb upon it (Fig. 6).
Foot—Yot sole. Pressure behind ankle, inner side (see

I'lg. 7;- For top of foot, press above wounded vessel.

FIG. 5.— PRESSURE ON MAIN
ARTERIES AT WRIST.
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keSL7Trce~S''bE v" 'r '"'"'^"- '" => hand-

FIG. 6.- -r«r...™,: „^ ,„,„ „„„ ^^ ^^^^ ,^^
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there be no bleeding allow it to remain slack, but watch
carefully. Apply dressing to wound. (Dr. W. Ettles.)

Bleeding, slight.—(See Haemorrhage, and Wounds.)
To stop apply pad, folded handkerchief tightly over

FK;. 7.—I'RESSURE ON MAIN VESSEL OF SOLE OF FOOT.

part to e.Kert prolonged pressure. Use solutions of
alum, eucalyptus gum, or oak bark. Avoid alcohol.

Bleeding from Nose, cold to back of neck, lie down.
BLACKWATER FEVER.—Is a special form of

malaria, the most marked sign of which is that the urine
is reddish or even a deep blackish red. The commonest
"ause is neglect of small attacks of fever (malarial).
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Pre. ention.—k% for malaria. Take quinine (s grains)
daily with great regularity.

Treatment.~(^o to bed and take hot drinks, but do not
take any quinine. After recovery begin with small
amount of quinine, \ a grain three times daily. After a
few days increase this to one grain, and so on. When
S grains are reached, go on taking this daily for six
months or a year. This is essential, even if you are
quite free from the slightest fever. (Dr. J. W. W
Stephens.)

BOILS.—Usually out of condition. Feed up. Anti-
septic fomentations.
Bush Trentment.—V.xQ'nn paper size crown piece, hole

5 m. diameter in centre. Make paste common soap and
sugar, cover brown paper with paste, and bandage tightly
on boil. Good also for piles.

BREAKBONE FEVER.—See Dengue-.
BREATHING.—Normal, 15 to 18 breaths per

minute. If over 22 when quiet, something is wroni;
See Bronchitis.

BLISTERED FEET.-See Feet, sore.
BRONCHITIS—Generally caused by a chill.

6>;;;//£7/;«.—Tightness and soreness of chest, breathing
difficult, wheezing sound, fever later on, much thick or
frothy phlegm, li neglected, danger of inflammation of
lungs.

Treatment.— 'S.Qd,
; poultices or fomentations back and

front
; warm drinks, such as lemon-juice and water, or

weak tea. Never let hot applications cool on chest ; after
removing them, wrap up warmly.
BROKEN BONES.—See Fractures.
BRUISING, Severe.—Examine for broken bone (see

Fracture), cover with an evaporating lotion to coo! ; linen
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water 5 ; later rub limb upwards, daily.

soaked in spirit

(J. B. R.)

BUBO.—Inflamed gland in groin caused by irritating
discharge from privates or buttocks, or from sore heel or
ankle. If cause cannot be removed the swelling
becomes an abscess. When this "points," but not
before, let out matter by two shalloio cross cuts with
clean sharp knife. Don't cut deep or you'll cut a big
artery. Apply antiseptic poultice to sore place and
groin. Take quinine.

BURNS.—Apply oil or flour. Cover from air quickly.
Cut clothes off", never pull them off". (Army Council.)
CALOMEL.—.See Medicines.
CARBOLIC ACID.—See Medicines.
CHAPPED SKIN. /"^w/Z/w. -After washing, dry

at fire before exposure to cold.

CHILBLAIN. Prevention.—^et^ benumbed hands
and feet away from fire until rubbed warm.
CHILL. Prevention.—Keep moving when wet, and

when possible change to dry clothing.
Treatment.—Stimulant and bed.
CHLORODYNE.—See Medicines.
CHOLERA. Cause.—Is a disease like typhoid or

enteric fever. It is caused by drinking water that has
been fouled by the discharges from the bowel of a
cholera patient, at some time or another (possibly
remote). If a glass or dish is washed in such water and
then used, the danger of getting cholera is also great.

Prei'ention.~{i) When cholera " is about,'' or, indeed,
at all other times, never drink water that has not been
boiled, if there is the least chance of its having been
contaminated. (See Dysentery.)

(2) Excreta and soiled clothing of cholera patients
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must be disinfected with carbolic, boiled, burned, or
buried.

'

(3) If nursing a cholera patient, great care must be
taken to clean the hands very thoroughly before food

Treatment. -V.we 20 drops of chlorodyne (Collis
Jirowne) and 10 drops every hour for four hours, till
the purging stops. Give a teaspoonful of brandy with
each dose of opium, and rub the legs with brandy or
turpentine. Put a mustard plaster over the pit of the
stomach. '^

Vinegar (a teaspoonful to a wineglassful of water) may
be drunk as a harmless and sometimes useful preventive
(Dr. Stephens.)

COCA LEAVES. (Peru, Java, Bolivia, and East
Indies.)—Nerve and muscle tonic; stimulant and re-
storative. Natives chew it to sustain them without eating
until nightfall.

^

COFFEE. Heart Tonic. Medical.—Ten and coffee
are most valuable as preventives of diseases carried by
water, as the boiling of impure water makes its safer to
drink. Black coffee, stimulant for heart failure.

Surgical.—Caxry small bag pure ground coffee, or
better, roast and powder fresh berries. Failing usual
dressings, sprinkle dry coffee on wound. Absorbent
coagulating, air-tight and antiseptic dressing.
COLLAPSE.—See Shock.
COLIC. Symptoms.—Gu^'mg pains in bowels, some-

times with diarrhoea often due to an irritating substance,
or a chill.

Treatment.—Optn bowels. Then if pain great
chlorodyne or Worcester sauce (a dessertspoonful in
water). Hot applications to belly. Liquid diet until
pain relieved.

1
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-Broken head, bleed-

COMPRESSION OF BRAIN.
ing inside skulL

Symptoms.-- Complete insensibility, eyeballs don't
flinch when touched

; pupils don't contract from light
are of unequal size, or both remain dilated ; snorfins
breathing, and cheeks puffed out with each breath

TreatMe>if.-I{ wounds, cut off al! hair closely; wash
with soap and water, antiseptic lotion : cover with clean
rag, soaked in lotion. Av< id alcohol. (See Surgical Notes,
Loss of Consciousness.) Keep patient lying down flat.
Give calomel to keep bowels open. Complete quiet, and
feed with fluid diet.

CONCUSSION OF BRAIN.- See Loss of Con-

Brahf""'
'" Surgical Section, also Compression of

CONSUMPTION. -Caused by a germ that is spread
by spitting of infected phlegm. No consumptive should
spit about where other men are, but spit into rags or
leaves,^ and burn them. No consumptive should sleep
in a fo cs le, for his own sake as well as his shipmates'
Symptoms.—QoMg\ gradually getting worse, with spit-mg of green-yellow phlegm, sometimes bloodstained

;

loss of flesh; evening fever, with bright eyes and
flushed face-patient often feels fittest at this time-
sweating in sleep. These signs are most grave in aman whose near relations have or had consumption.
Worst symptom is blood-spitting, which may amount to
coughing up a pint or more of blood.

Treatment. Fresh Air and Feedini;.~^o man with
a<:tive consumption is fit for hard work or short rations
Live and sleep in open air entirely- - uplands better than
plains, and sunshine than rains. Eat three square meals
a day, with plenty fat. Drink milk freely. If indiges-
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tion, take raw scraped meat iuice v^ r ,

5-gra,n quinine tableut sundown ''l^,J°^'''' ' °^ "
same at bedtime, unless headache if ^1^!.?^^'

rP'''''
till better. For bad coi.oh of u

^^^'^ ^^'^' ''« up
chiorodyne. This n4° be' rJpeS'i^^'f \' '^°p'

necessary, fi/U never wL^ ti.
^P^^''^'* J" two hours if

lie up tilfbetteXn'trTk o^doX Vf'"^ ''°°^'
up much blood suddenly o^?^T' .

^ "^^" *=°"«hs
/«/// on back and k^ him T^n% ^"'^ ^"^ ''^''"^ /«'
Give «^.//^//,, and ollnuidl^'' 'f

'^"-'^ "' ^'''"^•

with basfn. Give one ^^n c2mel Iff"^
'° '^°"'-""'

runnmg. He must not stra"n ^ L k''
'"°''">«^

cougli. Give ten droos chlnr?,li u
" ''™ '° ^heck

for three days, thenTve drLnT P" ""•"" ''"^''^^ ^ '^'^y

make constipation worse ^ ^'
"'""^" 0^'^" cause or

rub belly from low dovvn^n • u. .
""^ '^''^"'^ 0''ed,

then acrL and°down 'he^otl f idf "/ '° "^^ ^''^^>

times. "^"^ '""e. Kepeat several

.nomfng.
'"*^ '° '^°''^' ^P'^'^'^ -'^ water on belly i„ the

ove^r5a^ifu:\;h;n^P:,\^rtrrnin:"--R^^?^^'^'!>' ^^ ^
or splint; hot fomentation. fnl/h" ^f '""'' '" ^ling

gently wi'th rubbing tiwardfhe^irf
°' '^'"' ^7^- ^^8'"

•ncreaseuseoflimb ' o"ly. and gradually

I
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DELIRIUM TREMENS.— iJrtrf signs are marked

feverishness, constant trembling all over, and great pros-

tration. Death may occur from exhaustion or sudden

heart failure. Wounds and pneumonia are very apt to

cause delirium tremens in a " soaker."

Treatment.— Yion'i stop alcohol suddenly. Liquid

nourishing food, one teacup given every three hours.

Purge. If restlessness very great, full dose of chlorodyne

(about 15 drops), repeated, if necessary, in smaller doses

(see Chlorodyne). Sponging with tepid water often

calms the delirium. Do not tie patient down, but watch

him. Afterwards give quinine.

DENGUE. "Break-bone Fever."—Tropics and

Sub-Tropics. Never fatal.

ityw/fom.—Headache, and great pains in joints and

muscles; often sudden vomiting. Sometimes a rash.

After a few days, may recur. Must distinguish from

Yellow Fever.

Treatment. -"Sit^ Fever. If pains great, give chloro-

dyne. Convalescence slow. After the attack, give

quinine.

DIARRHCEA.—It cannot be too strongly insisted

that diarrhoea if unchecked may run on into dysentery.

It is therefore most important to check diarrhoea at its

first appearance, when it is comparatively easily treated.

Prevention.—As for enteric fever.

Treatment.—AW water should be boiled or efficiently

filtered (see Filters).

Milk diet and arrowroot where possible. Indigestible

food to be avoided.

At first onset, two teaspoonfuls of castor oil with ten

drops of chlorodyne or laudanum added.

If it still continues, read the instructions in the case of
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dysentery and carry them out, keeping as quiet as
possible for a day or two.
Do not neglect diarrhcea in hot countries, nor recard

•t as a trivial or " a matter of course " ; it not only may
n H '^/f''-']-"^!^"'

''^''° predisposes to enteric fever.
(Dr. H. H. looth.)

Th?ia^."'''"^'^^''^'~^''
Infectious Diseases and Sore

DISLOCATION.— Bones out of joint.
.^w/fo;«x.—Loss of power, pain and swelling at jointlimb fixed, and joint different shape from that of other

7VM//,M«/._General. Support limb in position
easiest to patient, until the bone can be put bark

Dislocation of Shoulder. 6>w//«„«._Shoulder
flattened. Round head of arm-bone (humerus) may be
felt out ofjoint under collar-bone. / '•y

oc

7-m,/w«// —Sometimes raising the arm to level ofshoulder or higher will get the bone back. If "it does
not, place patient on his back, take off your boot, and
place your heel in his armpit. Before this, a cord mustbe listened round the arm above elbow, with a clove
hitch, and the flesh beneath protected by a bandage
i^ull on the cord. Arm goes in with click. Bandal-earm to side, and put the forearm in a sling. Before
bandaging see that the shoulder joint is working

After three days, move this arm about for the patient
every day. Sling must be used for three or four
weeks.

Dislocation of Hip. Symptoms.—{i) The foot turned
in over the other foot (2) or toes turned outwards (rare)
Several men wanted for this job, which is difficult"
i'ut the patient on his back. If the foot is turned

1

^
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inwards, proceed as follows : Lift the leg up, bending
the knee. Slightly turn the leg towards the sound side,

and then turn it as far as it will go to the other side.

With a circular or rolling movement bring the limb
alongside its fellow. To carry out this movement, grasp
the limb by the ankle. If the toes are pointed outwards,
carry out the same movement, but with the circular move-
ment in the opposite direction. Tie the patient's legs
together, and put a broad bandage round his hips.

Dislocation of Elbow. Caitse.—Blow on elbow,
fall on, or wrench of, forearm or hand. A/osf common
form, (i) Both bones of forearm driven backwards.
(2) Outer bone of forearm driven backwards ot/onvards.

Symptoms.—Both bones driven backwards. Limb
bent and shortened. Unusual lump at end of elbow.

It is very difficult to tell if arm is broken at elbow-
when joint is badly damaged. Therefore handle very
carefully and bind bent arm on a right-angled splint

(shaped out of wood or leather). Support arm in sling,

keep splint on for a week, then remove and rub gently,

a little longer each day, moving joint also by slow
degrees. See a surgeon as soon as possible.

Dislocation of Knee-cap (very rare).—Displacement
outwards most common.

Cause.—Blow, or sudden action of muscles.
Symptoms.—Knee-cap seen to be out of pk ^

especially in comparing with other knee.

Treatment.—Beiv.l the thigh on the belly, keeping the
leg in a straight line with the thigh. Press on the edge
of the knee-cap farthest from the centre of the joint,

and thus raise the opposite edge so that it can slide over
the ridge of bone. The muscles will then draw it into

place. Wear bandage afterwards.
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the chest, crossing the forearms over the pit of the
stomach.

(e) Repeat these movements alternately, clelil)erately,

and perseveringly aboutfifteen times a minute (not more),
until a spontaneous effort to breathe is perceived. The
movements may have to be continued for two hours.

N. B.

—

Do these movements sloxvly, af stated. Quicker
m/mments will tire the rescuer rapidly and do the patient
no good.

3. Promote warmth and circulation. (Efforts to pro-
mote warmth and circulation, beyond removing the wet
clothes and drying the skin, must not be made until the
first appearance of natural breathing, for if the circu-
lation of the blood be induced before breathing
has recommenced, the restoration of life will be en-
dangered.)

Apply friction by rubbing limb upwards, and apply
hot flannels or hot bottles to the pit of the stomach,
armpits and soles of the feet. Administer small
quantities of wine, warm brandy, and water or coffee.
(Army Council.)

DYNAMITE.—In handling wear gloves, and avoid
touching your head with anything soiled by dynamite.
('\Vare headache.)

DYSENTERY.—There are two principal forms
possessing many features in common, but probably due
to different microbes.

(i) Tropical, occurring in the tropical climates. In
this form the large intestine is inflamed and ulcerated,
and abscess of the liver is common.

(2) European, which may occur in any part of the
world. In this the large intestine is also inflamed, and
may be ulcerated, but the liver is not affected.
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Both forms are due to some microbe, which is tiken

echo's;"" '"" "'"> """"«'«" '»" -omt';if

J//;//A.w l)iarrhcea.--Slime anrl blood in the

s^ZVatTo.'" ''' "-'y-' ^'--sing' sense '5,^r

dr^:Sir4S^r£r.:--°f'kSSt^-
any purge may be used. "^ this,

I

feM
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been contaminated hy the discharges of people sufferini;
from dysentery.

Pm^ention. All water that cannot be guaranteed as
above suspicion must be boiled. // is never safe to drink
tiny ''doubtful" ivitter, e.g. in forest pools, ditches, etc.,
without hoilin)^. A filter is less trustworthy, but the
golden rule is : Boil your drinking water unless quite
sure of it. It pays in the long run.

Treatment. C.we a purge to get rid of the causative
microbes from the gut, e.g. half an ounce of castor oil,
with ten drops of chlorodync. A teaspoonful of Epsom
salts in a little water every hour till the blood ceases
in the motion. (Dr. Stephens.)
Hush Trentment. -Supposing bowel to have open sores,

Alajor P. W. Forbes put one-third wood ashes in bucket
with two-thirds Ijoiiing water, and served tepid one tumbler
three times daily. This reported to be very effective.
Bush treatment said to make scab on sores in bowel.—

Diet solely on strong solution of corn or other starch in
warm coffee. If blood, take bismuth subnitrate to cover
a threepenny piece three times a day.
EMETIC- -Best is Mustard (which see). A charge

of gunpowder in warm soapy water, and tickle throat.
ENTERIC FEVER (Typhoid).—Is due to a microbe

or bacillus taken in by the mouth and swallowed, causing
inflammation and ulceration of the small intestine.
The bacillus is conveyed principally by water, but it

also may adhere to grains of dust, which are blown about
and swallowed, and also to the legs of flies which settle on
the food.

Prevention. -The water drunk must always be above
suspicion, or else it must be treated by boiling or filtering.
It is safest always to boil the water. This kills the
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I'ar-lli, but the water is less palatable. Wer': tea (made

:::i ^Si:"" ^"^ '^""^ ^'^'^^ '^ -'-'---• -^
All filturs are to be regarded with suspicion : but with

<;ire and observance of proper |)re<M u.n,, the Bcrkefeldand I'asteur filters are believed .0 i e cflk.' (s!Z

In camp the stools of a pati.„r u iih . ntcrir fov , must
l.e regarded as vrulent poison.'. M.,;luna) i„K.'f„u wholecamp m dry climates. Th, v sho„l,l l«. ,f po, Ktreated w,th lime, carbolic ,,. k>. ley s' fl^id L , 1,1;

aljout n the sand storms, or be sen., rod all over the

he stools. The same precautions aj.ply to the urine,
VN h.ch may contain millions of bacilli. The multiplication
01 flies, which IS enormous, should bo kept within

dea'toll'es''-'
'"°"''' '""' ''^ ''^" ^^^"-•' --' ""

"

If possible, the patient should be removed <u o»(f tohe nearest hospital, for the good of the rest as well as
h.. own. He should not share a tent with other men

timesT.HT""
'''"'^' '"'^^•fi"i'e at first, on.set some-times sudden in tropics, resembling sunstroke. General

feeling of illness and weakness. Headache. Someiimes

oftJnTi'^^'"'"°"^''''.""'^-^y'
" P^''-^°"P " stools m^re

TheH,^ ''°"f''"'''^-
^^^^"^' '^"'y '^^own tongue.

In 1^ " '^ '""^' °"'^' "' '^'^ l'-'^^' 'hf'^'-' weeks, andgenerally longer, and relapses are common.

{jAfT"'-^'^^''h ^"^'^ '>'"S ^own and still. Allfood to be soft and digestible. Milk boiled, and fresh
f possible, or canned, if no other is avai able •

softbread and milk
; eggs beaten up with milk. Sold f!od

|i;f
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of all kinds to be avoided. Soup and beef-tea to beused very sparingly, and not at all if there is diarrhcua

lirandy is best not used except as a medicine. When
ever is high, the patient becoming exhausted, then 2 oz
to 6 oz. a dny.

In constipated case, purges should never be "iven.Warm water injections are the only safe means of unload-mg the bowels. If blood appears in stools keep patient
quite still on his back ; clean buttocks as best you can, butdon t lift him. Stop all food but milk. Give no brandy.When the temperature has fallen, the soft diet should
stil be continued for fear of relapse, or perforation, for
at least fourteen days. All precautions as regards dis-
infection of stools should be continued, and the patient
should be rigidly kept in bed. Afterwards give a tonic
tablet three times a day. (Dr. Tooth.)
EPILEPSY.-SeeFits.
EUCALYPTUS GUM.-Gum from the bark. (India,

Australia, and Africa.)
V1"um,

Useful in diarrhcea, dysentery, and relaxed throat.Dose >. to 5 grains.

Or solution of, gum 7 parts to water 20 parts. Dissolve
and strain.

Half a teaspoonful to a teaspoonful of above solution
helps to stop bleeding. Give with about three table-
spoonfuls of water. To keep, add a little brandy.

Applied to the inside of the nose, stops bleeding
Boiled eucalyptus leaves make an antiseptic lotion

for wounds Eucalyptus and vaseline keep off insects.
tAh,. Inflamed Eyelids.-'S.axyxQ frequently with a

lotion of I teaspoonful of boric acid to half a pint of
water or with warm water, or with Condy's and water
of light pink colour.
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nusn„ Z:j...-Open eye under warm water.

Wood. Bathe eyes with boric acid lotion.
J-oreign Substances in ^jr.—Take wnnH^n ,,,,» i >

on junction of upper eyeiid'and forehead turSt'Sove^r^ match, and remove with corner of cSn h^'^ker'

dufZiS^he^f''"'"""• ''^-Swellings of eyelids

closed round face with wire netting Or «?th ^.n ?'"!i
0.1 blacking blacken skin round lyes and nose?e„infsight rest only on dark surfaces '

^"'"^

Iot£rofSc~add ' "°"'' ^"' "^^"^^ ^>- -'-^ -'"^ or

that he does not fall. Hick cold wSn'h'S'™ "

he^ilt^^'lSbf'toSShf'^^r'-''^'^'^
wards^^e a litL stl^^la^^rl^l^JSm'h^^et "%
i.oss of Consciousness.) '

^ ^

FEVER. Symptoms. 6Vwn,/.^- First si.rns fl,Kh,>,1

vhh Thfrst
•''[•''".' '"'^'"~'"' P^'" •" '-ckTnd

1 ml
'

or draughty. Prevent patient getting chilled. Light

li

' .vA!£HHKai7r4IB^ ' *K .'
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diet, bland fluids, such as warm water or barley-water
and cooling drinks for hot state, such as lemon-juice in
water. If fever getting very high, sponge with cold water,
uncovermg one limb at a time. Repeat hourly.
No stimulants unless great weakness. (See Enteric

Fever.)

FEET, SORE. Prevention. - Oil boot leather (castor
oil best). Soap stockings well, or, if possible, break raw
egg mto each boot before marching.

Treatment. Wash gently m hot water with soap and
powder with boric acid. To harden, soak in alum water
(half a teaspoonful of alum in a pint of water) or in warm
water, strongly salted, or rub with alcohol. If socks
much worn, make a linen bandage instead. If feet wet
or cold, change socks, and save a lot of trouble later.

Feet, Cold. Pour alcohol into boots.
Blisters. Pretention. Boots should have broad, low

heel, broad tread, raised toecap.
Feet, Bhsiercd. Ointment each night. Candle drip-

pmgs or lard mixed with spirits. Change right and left
socks, turn inside out at intervals.

F>:et, Sore.- Bathe the feet at night in tepid water with
sa t and alum in it. Rub the feet with soap, tallow or
oil before marching.

Blisters. -Prick with a needle, keep clean, and prevent
surface being ruljbed. (Army Council.)

Fo.MENTATio.v. (Antiseptic). Wounds.—Unan, fresh
every time, wrung out of boiling antiseptic lotion, applied
hot and dry. Cover with leaf, or oil silk and tlannel ; to
relieve fain, flannel wrung out of boiling water Cover
with leaf. Renew often.

FITS.—If man suddenly falls in convulsions, and
becomes insensible, loosen clothes and collar. Put
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..s unfit for fronLr life
'^ """ «'^^'" '" ^'^

Treatment.—Proceed verv rii-^c,!!, 1

Dierrp tHr, /
'"•-<-^" \er> Carefully or bone mavpierce skin. Prevent movement of th,. i;,v.i * l

I uton splints before moving patient
damage.

Broken Ribs. •S>/«/A;///.-.-Sharp pain with each i.r,. ,I,

/'.../....-Roll a broad bun'dige ro'nd tt chi':
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If bleeding at the mouth keep patient sitting up to keep
lungs from filling with blood.
Broken Ann ai)Ove elbow.—Bend the elbow at right

angles, apply splint, and a sling to hold the wrist only.
(See Fig. 2, page 403.)

Broken Forearm.— ^^\m\s, to be broader than the arm.
Angled splint useful. Bandage lightly, and pad splints
well.

Broken Thigh.—Symptoms.—Umh always shortened,
and quite helpless.

Treatment.—A long splint from the armpit, with wide
band round chest, to below the foot if possible, to keep
the ends of the bone from overriding. (See Splints.)
Keep patient on back si.x weeks.
Broken Leg.—Aktr putting on splints, tie both legs

together, so that the sound one may support the other.
See that the circulation is not interfered with by too
tight bandaging. Splints four weeks.

Broken Ankle. Symptoms.— Voot generally turned
out and helpless.

TV^d/wcw/'.— Splint inner side of leg and brace foot
mwards to proper position by bandage. Carry liandage
up leg to fix knee.

In all fractures, after ten davs remove splint carefully,
and rub limb gently daily without moving it, gradually
mcreasing strength. Replace splints. This means a
useful limb afterwards, but needs caution.

In fractures of leg, wi^e or cord fixed to a leather
collar or bandage round ankle, with weight at end,
passing over cotton-reel block at end of bed, helps
much in keeping limb straight. Raise slightly foot of
bed. Sand-bags make pads to keep limb in place.

6/^//>/6-,— Besides wood, splints may be uiade of (i)
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^n.., then iaceci .ojll;^:^^.:^,^^^^
'(TrKLZel

Kent ,n
^^''•> '""'^^ P""'"" '^'^^"t up over these

/>r;r/«r.</ .S7-«//. F„«//.--Cause, a blow

ev.r'if 7t~"^"^'" '^ '*'^"'^'' senseless, 'fare palec>e.s^ halfdosed, pup.ls contracted, skin ' cold, ^ut
Fnutur(d Base.—Yxom fall on back of head.

r "i
N
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Symptoms as al)ove : in addition, bleeding from mouth,

nose, ears, or clear fluid from nose or ears.

Treatment as for Compression.
FROST BITPL—Rub affected part with snow or cold

water. Avoid taking the patient into a warm room until

tiie part has been thoroughly, but very gradually thawed.
(Army Council.)

For trifling cases see above. Where a limb is frozen
badly, rapid thawing is dangerous. Keep patient
away from artificial warmth, well wrapped. Stimu-
lant. Keep limb in bath of petroleum, or water and
ice, renewing ice. When skin is red all over treat

as for burn, with nursing and dieting for shock. Parts
of flesh or bone turning black must be watched, and if

spreading up limb, cut away, otherwise wait until after

shock is over. Wounds heal slowly, generally after

change of air. (By Editor.)

GALLS. From oak-tree. Galls crushed into powder i

to lard 4. Makes ointment for piles. Lotion : Bruised
galls 2i, water 40. Boil until only half the amount,
then strain. Lotion for bleeding from nose or gums.
GONORRHCEA.—See Venereal.

GUNPOWDER.- Make a paste to dress sores for

mange, veldt sores, ulcers. A strong solution for horses
in fever, for worms, or wind colic. Promptly explode
powder in wound for rabies, poisoned arrow, snake-bite,

etc. (Major E. E. Craster.)

HEART 1)LSE.\SE.—.Sjw/A)OT.f. -Man may work for

years without symptoms, then knock up suddenly. Has
probably had rheumatic fever, or done prolonged hard
work and hard drinking. Shortness of breath, blue
lips, swelling of feet and legs, and throbbing of heart.

Sometimes pain in heart. Too little urine. Faintness.

:Si^-:
ppii f^^ ^IiF7
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Treaiment.—'Resl on back fora nionlh at least. Fresh
air. If faintness, small doses spirits or strychnine and
iron tabloid three times a day. Keep bowels well open
especially if feet swollen. Light, nourishing diet If
breathing very hard, prop up in bed. (iet medical
advice. (J. B. R.)

HORSES. See Travel Notes, Cunpowdcr
HYDATIDS, -(.\ustralia. New Zealand, Iceland,

I'^urope.) Due to minute tai)eworm of dog. The eras
abound in drinking water. These eggs in^man develop
into large water tumours containing "bladder worms"
1 he dogs most liai)le to the disease are sheep doiis and
the dogs of New Zealand, for nearly all the latter Aed
on the rabbit which has the disease.

Prevention. Vrom ordinary motives of cleanliness it
IS as well not to let a dog lick the hand or feed off a plate
used for man, but in the above-mentioned countries it is
an extremely dangerous i)roceeding
HYDROPHOBIA—See Rabies.
INDIGESTION. Baking powder to cover a shillinu

piece in half a pint of hot water half an hour before meals
If heart burn," the same dose in less warm water may
be taken when required. Beware of sp-nt " nins "

INFECTIOUS DISEASES. - Where a "catching"
illness IS prevalent, any man sickening with the symptoms
must, with his gear and attendant, be quarantined well to
eeward of camp. Any man in contact with case must
be quarantined

: small-po.x for 14 days, typhus 12, scarlet
fever 6, measles 14, diphtheria 7 days. No drug cure
latients saved by nursing. Slop diet. Rations: three
pints boiled milk with two to three raw eggs, or beef-
tea

;
cold boiled water always within p.ntient's' reach, with

lemon or other acid juice, and fruit pulp, except when

f,

wmm^iw^''j^^j^
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?,wl«r' " ''^''^' P"'*^ °''^' '"' *''h delirium, onetablespoon spirits in water every two hours. If cettine

wrtrHlV"?'''P"°"';- ^^"^ «"' ™°"'h and fonguf
with dilute lemon-juice or weak carbohc (1 in 400)solution and glycerin v asing linen rag on stick. Attendbowels with a basin, nd keep buttocks clean. Protectfrom flies and mo .ouitoes. Allow fresh air, avoiding
draughts. If high delirium, watch carefully. Convalescents get about by slow degrees.

"-onvaies

Diphtheria.See Sore Throat

fir.?;t&sl'-' '°
"*' '''''"

" ^'"'^ '^°™ "^^'^'•°" '°

.li'"^^'"'-^^''^^'''^' ^^^'V '""ess. Headache, l)ack-ache often vomiting. Patient may faint off. Fever
quickly nsmg. On third or fourth day red spotty rashover face and body. (Watch this.) iever drops and

blebs, and in two days more these turn to "pustules "
round swellings, like small peas, red at root,^and whh
ye low tops full of matter Itching terrible Tk nbetween red and swollen; eyes bunged up. 'Fevei
returns

;
m bad cases pustules run together, and patientmay get delirious, unconscious, and die! Generally

Cteenth%"'^
'" ''""' ''"'' ""'''• ^'^''^ f^" ^^ ^^^^

^>^S::^SSS'' ""' ^ ""'"' ^ """^'^'-

Jrcatment. -Danger is from exhaustion and heart-
ailure ,n second week. Give spirits (and strychnineand iron tablet every 6 hours) till stronger. wLh outeyes with weak tea. Matter and scabs" from pustule
very dangerous. Bake or burn all l,edding. If pa .jn
dies bury quick or cremate far from camp
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Typhus Fever. (Camp or Jail Fever) -(,2 davs ^Sudden onset. Chills and vomiting, high fiver for ,fj

14 days, of^ten delirium. On third to fifth day a duskvred mottled rash over body. Tonj-ue dry and 'cr=.rt /Pauent may die in second week, o*'r"get'bLf 'suTdenly
"

Treatmct. -As for small-pox. Plenty of fresh air'

(
f scarlet is about, beware of sore throat and fe'ereven if no rash, which may not appear.) Tonsue left

Treatment.^Gv,'^ plenty of water, especially if toohttle water passed. Not spirits. Swab out mouth uScarbolic solution, i in 400, and give as garde kS
n" gfecteV'case '"''''^'l

'' "«---'-" orkidnej^ ff

6leeks " '^ ^'"°"' ^''"'^ ''^'" '« P'-'^^li'^g.

cold'.'ntt j^ '° '"^^ '•>"'//'"'«• Begins with feverish

»*»',(?,» 7.) See Sore Th™, '

7'm://«,«/.-j:.est the part, and apply antiseptics.
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If increasing, and with tiirobbing pain, apply antiseptic

poultices or fomentations.
Where matter is formed it should be let out with clean

sharp knife, and fomentations applied.
l^VL\JKK/.\.~ l/ery infectious,e/>idemu: Symptoms. -

Sudden onset of illness, headache, fever, pains in l)ack.
Afterwards, often great weakness.

Treatment. Stimulants given at onset may ward off
the worst of the attack. Rest, light diet until after fever
has gone, and then good food. (Xaxa, i tabloid, 5 grain.s,
hourly for three doses, then every four hours, or quinine
three times a day.) (Ireat danger of "chill " afterwards.
It care not taken. Try eucalyptus extract in boiling
water, inhaled in steam.

INSENSIBILITY. General Treatment. Lay patient
on his back, with head sligluly raised and turned to
one side, to prevent tongue falling back and stopping
the breathing. If face pale, place the head low.
Loosen all tight clothing about neck and chest.
Examme for wounds, broken limbs, etc. (Loss of Con-
sciousness.)

INSTRUMENTS.—/y/j/r«/y/r«/j to he used onlv in
cases ofextreme neeJ.

Boil all instruments before using, and soak in carbolic
(i in 2o) or alcohol. Knives that have been used to cut
raw meat should not be used in surgery, as even boiling
and grintling fail to clean them. The chief danger in
surgery is from din.

JAUNDICE. -See Liver.

JIGGERS -See Ticks.
LATR IN ES, slaughter places, and refuse places should

he to leeward of camps, and as far away as convenient.
Fill i 1 latrines, using disinfectants. Burn dead animals
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Treatmeut. ( )uit lead minitirr t

surface
'"'^P^' '""" """ ^'^''" knife to roughen

of S""'^ "°<"'^"'?'°" ="°"S (^orders of lower ribs

Po.s:;^bf;jaund'ice"^^'
^<^"»"'^' ''^-^-o'^-ed nfJtiot

j^^^jY^'^f-'^Iustard poultice over liver gives reliefLOLk-JAW. -Caused by dirt entering a wound
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Prevention.—Remove dirt from wound, clean with

soap and water, nail-brush if very dirty ; use antiseptics.

In tropics clean smallest wound carefully, especially if

dirt be rubbed in.

Symptoms.—Painful swelling. Spasms and stiffness

of jaw, going on to painful convulsions and spasm of

limbs and body. Generally fatal in ten days.

Treatment.—Cauterise wound. If necessary extract

teeth and feed with fluid through hole.

LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS, (a) Fainting.—h&y
the patient on his back with his head low, and loosen

clothes about the head and neck. Sprinkle cold water

on the face and neck. Apply smelling salts and give

small quantities of stimulant.

{b) Concussion of the Brain.—Rest with head low. Do
not give stimulant without orders, but apply warmth to

surface of body.

(c) Sunstroke.—Carry into shade or coolest available

place. Provide plenty of fresh air. Raise head and
uncover upper part of body. Douche head, neck, and
chest with cold water ; in severe cases the whole body
should be douched. Do not give stimulants. (Army
Council.)

LUMBAGO.—Rheumatism in muscles of back.

Symptoms.—Pain and stiffness, walking with bent

back.

Treatment.—Keep warm, rub the part well, i "xaxa"

tabloid three times a day. (See Rheumatism, Willow.)

MADNESS.—Remove boots and spurs.

Jf violent, avoid restraint by tying down, etc., unless

absolutely necessary. Watch closely. Remove weapons

and crockery, etc. Purge freely. If sleepless three

nights, give full dose chlorodyne, but not before.
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c!L T^"'^' /""'. ^'"/''''«'^. watch very carefullyGreat ^danger of su.cde. Feed up and keep at re£

MALARIA.-Is not caused by miasmas, fog or damnans.ngfrom the soil, but solely by the bite of a pa tfcukrkmd of mosquito. This particular mosquito (InopS
.s not hunch-backed like the majority o^f mosquitoes buwhile restmg on a wall, stands out like the Dointern? ,

hence is called the " Spotted-Wing Mosquito "
It IS important to realise how these mosquitoes areable to give "malaria," "ague," or "fever" fn?fh

terms al, ,nean the same thin'g.
' Th^ mSSo 'doe 'n'o?get Its fever parasite from water, but from the blood of aperson who ,s already suffering from fever In the^opics, It IS the native children who, although apparentlyqu te well, have the fever parasites in their bl<Ld andunless the ' Anopheline » or spotted-wing moSo haspreviously bitten a fever patient (genfraTira naUvechild) It IS quite harmless.

^ ^ ^^"^^

Prevention. (,) Avoid, for the reasons just statedsleeping tn na,ve huts. Unless protected by a mosquho

E St^T the''eirre^^^"'"'^
^^^""' '^'°"'

'
^°"""-^'"-

it^::)if:7o;i::z:;;;^''^
""^ '' " '" "-' -^-^-^

U\ ^WtTh^''^°'''J"
'^^"''' "" '^^"^ "P*"h string,

thnf h
^ T^ ""^" y°" ^^ "'g'^'- Arrange it sothat the arms and legs cannot be bitlen through the netIt IS a good plan to sew on a piece of calico I? the levelof the mattress all round for this purpose

str nl tn th' ^' n """^<=^^^f^y-
Fasten the net up withstring to the walls, tent pole, tree, etc., etc.

ii

I

I
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(6) Take a five-grain tabloid of quinine every day with

absolute regularity on getting up, or the last thing at
night.

Treatment of an Attack.—Takei lo or 15 grains of
quinine every three hours, until singing in the ears is

produced. Promote sweating by hot tea or coffee. Go
on with quinine (5 grains) every day, when the attack
subsides. (Dr. Stephens.)

After a bad attack get out to sea or up to the hills
if possible.

MANGE.—See Gunpowder.
MEASLES.—See Infectious Diseases.
MEAT, TINNED.—If ends of tin bulge, destroy it.

If food kept open, keep in cooking china or enamelled
dish. Opening vegetables pour preserving fluid away,
and cook in clean water.

MEDICINES.
Carbolic Acid.—Poison. Use i in 20 (20 grains in

2 tablespoons water) to wash out poisoned or dirty wounds,
and subsequently apply i in 40 on lint or clean rag.

I in 60 (20 grains in 3 tablespoons water) to wash
all inflamed surfaces (except eye), wounds, cuts, scratches,
etc.

Carbolic Oil.— i in 10 of olive or other vegetable oil,

for wounds, boils, abscesses, and to spread on skin
before poulticing. Stops itching round the back passage.

Chlorodyne.—Be cautious. Given in water. Dose:
5 to .5 drops at a time. Shake bottle. For diarrhcea,
dysentery, severe blood-spitting, etc.

Preparation now likely to be sold in most places as
chlorodyne is four times the strength of the British
Pharmacopoeia mixture of 1885, known as the compound
tincture of chloroform and morphia.
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be on'thlbottle'
'""'""'' '^""P''"""' ''^'^ ^^^ ^^ould

ZJ/«>,>/rt«/^._Permanganate of potash. Carbolicacd. Corrosive sublimate (perchloride of mercSryBone acid. Carbolic or sublimate can be carr ed ^n

Sv^f,:"'
>-tructions how to make up sob b„^ ofgiven strength. Use i in 4,000 sublimate where vouwould use I in 60 carbolic, and so on in proportionSublimate is of no use in soapy water. Use bore orCondy's weak for nose, mouth, or eye wash

Quimne.-U a very valuable drug in malarial feverboth as a preventive and as a curativS agent
'

^s a Freventive.—Whtn in a region known to bemalarious It ,s advisable to take 5 grains every dayAs a 2rea(ment.~7or^n attack of fever, take 10 grainsquinine when the sweating stage has begun, and 5 g a

"

once a'daT
'"''"" ''''' '"' ^'''' ''''' '^s

Quinine should not be
, d indiscriminately

; its realvalue is in the treatment of malaria. (Dr Tooth
Quinine acts more quickly on an empty stomach andless dose required than when stomach is full. Tabletsshould be pulverised. (See Malaria.)
J'ur^^e. Calomel. (Sub-chloride of mercury.) Best

r/rain'clmer
^"'"^ ^' ^""^^^""^ ^^'^^ P-' '^^ '«

^^
Epsom salts or Cascara. Tabloids for more frequent

in ShW^^r'^''^'!!"^ ^V g"-- ^^ith phosphate of iron, i gr.

L T ^•''^ three times a day after meals. Valuabletonic after illness. Useful in heart-disease or debility
Easton's syrup tablets are also good tonic
Haltcylu acid and saluylates^iox rheumatism (which

ii
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see) ; found naturally in sweet birch, winterg'een, and
willow leaves. Prepared as salicylic acid, salicylate of
soda, etc.

5 grait! acetyl-salicylic acid (or " Xaxa ") in ' tabloids'—
For rheumatic fever, rheumatic pains, sciatica, lumbago,
pains and headache of influenza and some other fevers.

This is a good drug to carry.

N.B.—Messrs. Burroughs Wellcome & Co. have p"-*^-

pared a leather travelling medicine-case containing a
supply of eight drugs, the uses of which have been
described : viz. {a, " Tabloid " Quinine Bisulphate (3
grains), one bottle

; {b) " Tabloid " Quinine Bisulphate
(a grains), one bottle ; (c) Chlorodyne, one bottle fluid

{largest dose 15 drops); (d) one bottle "Tabloid"
Calomel (i grain) with Jalap powder (2 grains) (largest

dose three)
; (e) one bottle " Tabloid " " Xaxa "

(5 grains)
(largest dose two)—" Xa.xa " is the name given by B. VV.

& Co. to acetyl-salicylic acid ; (/) one bottle " Tabloid "

Iron Phosphate (1 grain) with Strychnine Phosphate

(gV grain) [largest dose one every eight hours, or, as a
milder tonic, half a tabloid three times a day)

; (g) one
bottle "Soloid" Permanganate of Potash (5 grains) (these
may be powdered and dissolved in water to form an
antiseptic wash, or used dry for snake-bite—which see)

;

(A) one bottle " Soloid " Carbolic Acid (5 grains), four in

2 ounces of water (4 tablespoonfuls or a wineglassful)

make approximately a i in '40 solution. See that all

is dissolved before use. If medicine supply is meant
for more than one man, and wounds are expected, a
spare bottle of 20 grain " Soloid " Carbolic Acid may
well be carried. One of these in 2 ounces of water
makes approximately a i in 40 solution, a good strength

for washing wounds. These are too big to carry in
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fu
^^'j^' ^°;'^ *^''^^- ^^'^ can be had fitted withabove drugs, lancet, forceps, and three surgica need esfor t.tch-.ng wounds, from Messrs. Munro & Co 2 ,Regent Street, London, W., or other of Messrs. B\V &Co s agents, to whom the medicine-case number ndmust be quoted, and this list shown. The ou^fit^it

DC carried in a tm box to preserve leather

aolw i*; hT"?
^'\^' P'"''*'"^ '° ^^^^'^ Frontiersmenapplymg at Headquarters upon any point connected withtheir medical equipment.

'-"nnectea with

MOSQUITOES.-Certain strong oils, as oil of nennvroyal, and pyrethrum. rubbed on skin, keep heseTsSaway. Avoid camping on marshy ground and fh lUP SHALLOW PUDDLES, ETC., NEAR^AMP OR POURPARAFFIN ON THEM TO DESTROY VOUNG MOSQUITOES
• 7^ ^7 ^l°P' °^ "^'"^^^l Oil w-ill cover a good

clelr Eelt J "'""r^ '°J
''"^^ »'-« '" ""^ 'spot,clear belt of scrub round camp. Such measureshave done much to reduce malaria in mosqu to

co^J't'-'fs. (See also Malaria above.)
'"osquito

tumbVeSufnf^-
^^^'""'^-''-A tablespoonful in atumblerful of warm water causes sickness (emetic)When app led outside for about ten minutes cau eswarmth, with relief of pa'n. Applied as noult^ce fn

CagTanTneSSf•
''--''''- ^ ^'^^-> 'urn"

" X^^tV^'^^'K^'^^ "P- Q"'"'"« (5 grains), or

oA^-rir^x^/'""')-
Hot applications.

''

I.rJ^yK^H^^T-^^^"''^' P^"^ °" ^"d wax. or oil andlard, with disinfectant.

OAK BARK.—Dried bark of twigs.
Dose of powder, 30 to 120 grains for diarrhoea.

1
f

'1

d
:<
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bleeding from bowels. Dissolve powder, for sore gums
and as gargle for sore throat.

PEPPER. Stimulant.—Outside (dissolved in brandy
or whisky) may be rubbed in for rheumatism and lum-
bago. A small piece of lint or cotton-wool dipped in

this may be applied for toothache (which see).

POISON.—Treatment varies, but main principles are :

1. To give emetics, such as a tablespoonful of salt or

mustard, in a tumblerful of warm water, or tickle the

throat with a feather to bring on vomiting, except in

cases of corrosive poisoning, w/ien emetics should not be

given. (Examples of corrosives are vitriol, caustic

alkalis, oxalic acid, carbolic acid.)

2. To lessen the poisonous effect by giving antidotes.

Antidotes are as follows :

For any of the Strong Acids.—Common chalk and
water, linseed or olive oil, or soap suds.

For Alkalis.—Weak vinegar and water, or limejuice.

For Arsenic.—Magnesia, powdered charcoal, oil, and
limewater.

For Prussic Acid.—Ammonia to nostrils, brandy in-

ternally.

For Opium.—Keep patient walking, give strong coffee,

slap with flat surface, give mustard emetics. (Army
Council.)

PILES.—If inflamed, open the bowels, apply carbolic

oil, and use hot fomentations or antiseptic poultices. If

they come down after a stool, oil the fingers, and replace.

Avoid food containing seeds or pips. If not inflamed, use

gall ointment. (See Boils.)

PLAGUE.—Is transmitted to man solely by the bite

of the rat-flea. It is all-important .1 plague districts

to adopt every possible means of destroying rats and
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keeping them out of houses. The mosquito net, welltucked m under the mattress, proves to be the one -S
ru;rs';^(OrXhensf '^ ''^ ^^'^^ «^ ^^^
lung^.^^^^^^^'"

-^"''^'"'»^t'"n of the covering of the

or?oKgrt::r''''''"° p^'" '"^'^<=°» '-»''^'""

nlT""'T- ^''^' ""'^' d'^'- ''ot fomentationsBandage chest to ease the pain of breathing. Cliio odyneIf pam very bad ; afterwards quinine.
^'>'«'-o<iync

PNLUMONIA. -Inflammation of lungs
Sym/,/oms. Often first a severe "chill" Fever-pam m one or both sides; cough short and painOiV

T^ciJU^^^u^"",' ^"""^'"S '^Pid and difficult Ruien'tdecidedly 111. Later, rusty coloured phlegm.
Treatment. -After third day, if case is bad givestimulants up to 6 ounces of brandy or whisky dudn^

cl)ne M Ik, beef juice, yolk of eggs beaten un in the

PoOlt CES' 'P? "»T ^Y'^''^^'^^
tonicTulletf

. , ,.
^^^- -^'ain for chest or belly mav hnmade of Imse.u meal, oatmeal, bran, etc l^ut boilingwater m a hot basin and gradually pour in "he meafst.rrmg all the t.me. Make into a thick paste Spreadon Imen to al^out half an inch thick, leavi'ig iS an

)" ho fni^n"
'" 'T °^^'^ ^' ''^^^- PoulfcVshouIdDe hot and dry, and not messy. If to be carried

P -ce between two hot plates. A spoonful o? musUrd

applyLr '' ''™"'"'
'' "''^' °'

''' 'kin before

poultice. Antiseptic.-Yox v.-oyxn^s, inflamed surfacesor abscesses. Made as above, but two teaspoonful' of
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carbolic acid (or any antiseptic) to be added to half a

pint of the water used in making.

I'RICKLY HEAT.—Siionge with dilute vinegar, or

dilute carbolic (i in 60), or dust with powdered starch

(with 15 gr. oxide zinc to i oz.). Wear linen or cotton ;

flannel only round loins.

PULSE.- Normal, 70 to 80 beats per minute. If

steadily over 100, something wrong. Alwiys high in

fever.

PURCES.—To I ear bowels calomel, c«ctor oil,

cascara, green food, ripe fruit, strong hot coffee on

waking. Beware of the arug habit, ivhich ruins bowels.

QUININE.— See Medicines.

RABIES.—If bitten by any animal with hydrophobia,

instantly explode gunpowder on wound, or burn out with

hot iron, and go quick to nearest Pasteur Institute.

RHEUMATIC FEVER.—Exposure to cold and

damp.
Symptoms.—Fever, white-coated tongue ; scanty urine.

One or more joints exceedingly painful. Sour-smelling

sweat.

Prevention.—To prevent, camp on high ground and

gravel soil, avoid clayey and low and marshy places.

Treatment.—^sd. Open bowels. " Xaxa " or salicy-

late (5 gr.) I tablc-H 3-hourly for 2 days, then 3 times

a day for a week, or willow tea. Keep aflTected joints

warm by wrapping them up. Milk and broth ; no meat

;

lemon-juice and lime-juice diluted; afterwards quinine.

Keep in bed ten days at least.

RHEUMATISM.—Of joints and muscles. Caused

by cold and damp.
Prevention.—Wear flannel, and change as soon as

possible when wet.
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Treatnieiit.—Ruh the affected part with mustard, and
then cover with flannel. " Xaxa "

i tabloid three times
a day for pains. (See Willow.)
RINGWORM. Pmifiition.—Avoid bathing in waters

wherr disease prevalent. Wash with soap and water.
Treatment.—Shave hair. Tincture cordial, or ordinary

black ink.

RUPTURP:.—As the result of a strain, the bowel
protrudes through the walls of the belly, usually in the
groin.

Symptoms.— Yiim. after the strain, followed by a soft
swelling appearing in the groin.

Treati,.eiit.—Take hold of the neck of the swelling
with the tips of the fingers, and try to very gently get
that p.irt of the bowel back first which ca-.ne down last.

A gurgle is often felt when the bowel goes back. Put
on a soft pad and a bandage. It is very liable to come
back. If it does not go back after trying for ten
minutf • keep the patient at rest on his back, with the
foot o. the bed raised. Keep him on starvation diet,
apply cold, and try (laily to get the bowel back gently
with the fingers.

I ' the blood supply to the bowel is stopped, shown by
pain, constipation, vomiting, thirst, hiccough, stoppage
of the urine, and general collapse, try and reduce for
ten minutes in a very hot bath. If shock and pain great,
give chlorodyne.

This is only emergency work, and if these serious
symptoms appear and a surgeon can be got, do nothing,
but send for hit .

SALICYLIC ACID.-See Medicines.
SCALDS.—See Burns.

SCARLET FEVER.—See Infectious Diseases.
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SCURVY.—From lack of fresh food.

Prevention.—Carry hops, and add a pinch to brew of

tea.

Symf>toiiis.—( Ircat weariness ; soreness of gums, which
hieed easily ; teeth loosen ; blue spots on skin

;
pains

in limbs ; diarrhcea.

7>r(j//;/f//A— I'resh meat, raw vegetables and fruit
;

milk, lime-juice and lemon-juice ; later, ouinine.

SKA-SICKNESS. C(«/^f.—Disturbed balance of body.
7'reatmiiit.—Fight it out to a finish as sailor.s must,

poising against ship's motion, walking or working,
staying on deck away from smells. iJiet : dry toast, or, if

thirst extreme, soda-water or cofTee. Give stomach a

rest, and go below only when tired out for sleep. If

not cured in 16 hours' work try mixture logrs. bromide of

sodium, yV gf" ipecacuanha, one teas[X)onful in half

tumbler water, and bandage round iK'lly. Chloretone
10 gr., repeated in three hours, acts well in some.
SHOCK. (Collapse.)—F'rom injury, especially to

belly, or sudden alarm.

Symptoms.—Face pale, skin cold and clammy, i)ul s

too small to f.'ol, breathing hardly noticeable.

Treatment.—hay out flat, apply warmth, rub limbs
towards trunk, give nothing by the mouth. When
conscious, hot tea, coffee, spirits-and-water (if no bleed-

ing). Rest and sleep. Afterwards, good food.

SLE]':PIN'G SICKWESS.—a disease of tropical

Africa, is contracted by the bite of a particular kind of

tsetse fly. Here again it is only flies that have bitten

natives suffering from the disease that are dangerous.
These flies frequent places near water, with plenty of

grass and brushwood, so that in camping out avoid such
situations, especially, too, if a native village is near.
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Treatmnii. -Take [atient at once ..way from localityand put h.n, under a doctor. Meanwhile k .Jimmovtng and rub his liml.s frequently. Calo,nel , to

f,- u"
'-'''. "'S*"'- '^'S'^"' • in form of l^owier's

Bush Treatment. -Trea.' or some otlu.r swctt, stickv
substance, to .attract nd hold the (lies. Cloves |.be worn m collecting flies. Make "tea" of (lies fo
patient. (Dr. E. Wynstone Waters )

SLERI'LE.SS.v SS IN HK.Vr._A piece of cottondipped in cold w.iter and i)lac..-d behind the ears will

may be added to the water. Ifealtk

SM^Mt-i'?-"^- -^^-^ Infer-ous Diseases.
SNAKE AND DANGEK Us INSEC 1' BITICSI rcvention. .See Travel J. jtes

nnfh'"rT''-, ^'^ '^"^ ^ ''K^'^'^ ('••'.• P''e<=<^ «f shirt)on the hmb above the part bitten. The ligature must
be p.aced on the arm or thigh (and not

'

the fore.rm
or Itg)

,
tighten the Iig.iture with a stick. The li-ature

'""'' "°'. 'i'^'^ain on for more than about 20 minutes
(2) With a sharp knife cut down freely in various

directions, especially on the heart side "of the biteWash out the wound so made with Condy's fluid, or rubm crystals of permanganate of potash into the wound

Eh ='',^'^°^'^- ^' i« all-important that the solutions
should get in contact with the poison, in order to destroy
It before it is absorbed. This is the best treatment.

3. Uive a good dose of brandy or some other spirit

(aIJ coSi.r "^ '-'''• "^'^ ^""^'^'^' ^^^p'-^'--

A full bite from a deadly snake must not be trifled

ll

i

I

\ i

i

f
i

il
1
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with. Strong measures must be taken, immediately

ligature, caustic, or even a red-hot iron. (Dr. Stephens.)

Binh Practice. (African, American, Australian.)—Put

gunpowder on wound and blow it up. Cordite only

burns like a match. Or light a fusee match in the

wound.
South American.—Carry always a string for ligature,

case with hypodermic syringe, 2 needles (boil after use),

bottle glass, stoppered air-tight, of enu de luce or sal

volatile. Shake. Supply of stimulant. Treatment.—-In-

stantly ligature above and below bite, inject 10 minims

eau de luce around wound, ligature on upper limb, and

inject 10 minims above that ligature; burn wound with

hot iron or cut bite out and suck wound (unless your

lips or gums have been cut or inflamed). Keep p:i.ient

walking. Half tumbler spirits. In half an hour remove

ligatures, inject again.

SNOW-BLINDNESS.—See Eyes.

SORE THROAT.—A man may feel ill with simple

sore throat. When a catching disease is about, it may
mean the beginning of it (see Infectious Diseases),

especially if with fever. Frequent sore throats mean
man is run down.

Treatment.—Clear bowels. Calomel best. Gargle

with carbolic solution, i in 400, every few hours, or with

alum, I teaspoonful to pint of water, or permanganate

solution, weak claret colour. If feverish, lie up a day.

Diphtheria.—Most serious sore throat is diphtheria.

Symptoms.—Fever, maybe high ; throat red and

tonsils swollen, with greyish yellow patches on them (on

each side at back of mouth). Patient cannot swallow

solids. He gets very ill and restless, perhaps delirious

or unconscious. Breathing difficult. He may suffocate
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or die suddenly from heart failure. Disease is difficult
to tell, but if such symptoms come on in several folk
together, keep them isolated. Treat case as Infectious
Diseases and throat as above. Make him swallow milk
and beef-tea. He won't want to. If pulse very feeble
and fast, give spirits (and strychnine and iron tabloids
every 6 hours). After recovery heart is always weak,
and there is danger of palsy of muscles. Do no work
for a month, and take strychnine and iron tablet 3 times
a day for 3 weeks. Then start work gently. Get medical
help if possible during illness. If patient is dying of
suffocation, only chance is to open windpipe with sharp
knife, m middle line of neck in front, below "Adam's
apple "

; put in large quill or other tube, and wipe out
windpipe with a feather.

After patient apparently well, should he develop
symptoms such as talking or vomiting through nose
ware danger of palsy and heart failure

; put him to bed,
keep him quiet, give strychnine and iron tablet. (J. B. R.)
SPLINTS.—Are applied round a broken limb. Make

of any unyielding substance, such as wood, bark,
bundles of twigs, wire, rifles, bayonets, swords, etc.
1 hey should be padded with some soft material. They
are bound to the limb with bandages, tapes, etc. Cases
of suspected fracture should not be moved without
first applying a splint. (Army Council.)

Try long withes or twigs lashed abreast with string into
a narrow mat. Should be well padded, especially at ends,
and should fix joints above and below injury, as well as
keep broken bones in place. Anything soft can be used
for padding—leaves, hay, etc.—that is dry and clean. If
much swelling occurs, loosen the bandages. (See also
last note of Fractures.)
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SPRAINS.—If seen at once, cold applications are

usually best, but if there is much swelling hot fomenta-
tions may give most relief. The part should be kept at

rest, and a sling or splint may be very useful. (Army
Council.)

Apply cold water rags frequently renewed for first day,
or spirit lotion, then warm applications for three or four
days. Begin gently with rubbing, towards the heart only,
gradually increasing use of limb. In using spirit lotion

do not cover with waterproof, but with one thickness
linen bandage, which keep wet constantly with spirit i,

water 5.

STIMULANTS.—Strychnine and iron tablets, or
Easton's syrup, spirits, coffee, tea, pepper, mustard,
coca leaves.

STINGS.—If severe, see Snake Bite.

STRETCHER.—Turn sleeves of two coats or shirts

inside out, pass two poles through sleeves, and button
coats over poles. Or two sacks, with holes made for

poles at bottom comers, keeping bottoms of sacks at ends
of stretcher. For distances, two poles, with cross bars,

lowered over patient. Take up edges of his blanket, and
hook them to the poles. Bearers walk out of step.

STRICTURE.—See Venereal.

STUNNING.—Heavy blow, shaking the brain.

Severe—see Shock, but vomiting usually before re-

covery. Very severe—complete insensibility.

Treatment. —Bed. Fluid diet. No alcohol. Cold to

head. Abso' 'te quiet and rest. (See Fractured Skull.)

SUFFOCA :TON.—Fresh air. Loosen clothes round
chest and neck. If suspicious of anything swallowed,
examine mouth and throat, and if anything found that

cannot be got out with the fingers, turn patient upside
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iT"' ''"i
'^"^^

*i
""'• I^^sh cold water on face and

SUNSTROKE (see " Loss of Consciousness")
/>«;.«/;,;„. -I egion scarf of lightest China s ik wornloose round neck, point low on back. Best colours

yellow, orange, brown. Or yellow or orange s ripe theemches w,de down inside shirt or coat, ovc-r spi^e. Orextra th.ckness of clothing down spine. Solar top.eostetson hat. Latter best if properly worn. It needsa bootlace passing round front outside under headhrough eyelets above ears, and tied hard round base ofskull, to loosen fit behind head, and let air flow fre-elvover head. Don't remove hat in shade of trees. Vearcold leaves in hat if troubled by heat
SYPHILIS. See Venereal.

tJ ^^^•-'^'°?d thirst-quencher and reviver after fatigueTea and coffee most valuable preventive of disease'because the boihng of impure \vater makes it sa?e;

TICKS AND JKIGERS. />«..«//.;;.-Use strontrcoal-tar or carbolic soap when bathing, and proTecffeet wi h one part carbolic to 20 oil. Exam ne daiWespecially undernails. ^'

wiS'wal^;.""'"''
'"'^''^"' *^'""^'"^^ '^^''>' '"^"'dKe

TICK FEVER, Africun.-A disease of tropicalAfrica, IS transmitted by a tick which is flat andCm appearance, with a corrugated surface. These tU;!^^

t;ees'""etcT""^
"^^'^°"^^^' "''^''^'^ h"'^' " "-P "g

must' h. : °i^/"''!f"
'°"'^'' ^^"""'^ these situatLsmust be avoided As a general rule, avoid nativeVillages for campn,,K, for there, unless ^ell protected!

'5
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you very likely will contract malaria, tick fever, or even
sleeping sickness (in Africa). (Dr. Stephens.)
TESTICLE, Injury or Inflammation.—Rest in bed,

open bowels freely, raise the part on a pillow between
thighs. Hot fomentations. If much pain, chlorodyno.
If unable to rest, sling up the part with handkerchief and
keep raised for several weeks. If inflamed, from claji,

see Venereal.

TOBACCO. -Make "tea" for emetic. Don't apply
it to wounds. Nicotine from pipe will remove tick and
jigger heads lodged in skin.

TOOTHACHE. Drop whisky in

sleepless, tie pepper in small linen

spirits, and put in ear of same side,

"draw " pain from tooth. (J. E. R.)

TYPHUS FEVER (Camp or
Infectious Diseases.

ULCERS.—See Gunpowder.
UNCONSCIOUSNESS.—To carry unconscious man,

lay him on his face, kneel down, facing across him ; raise

his head and chest on to your back, pass your left arm
through tiis fork, and hoist him across your shoulder.
Right hand remains free for your weapon.
On horse. Lay man flat on his face, make a rope

fast round his body below armpits, stretch the ar is in

front of him as in diving, and with loose end of heatlrope
tie hands together, leaving rope end free. Second rope-

fast round waist, then round ankles, with end free.

'J'hrow stirrups across saddle. Lift man across, face
down, head on off-side. Rope from wrists passes under
belly up to off-stirrup as it hangs on near side, and make
fast. Rope from ankles passes under belly, and make
fast to the near stirrup hanging on offside.

hollow tooth. If

bag, dip bag in

Heat will often

Jail Fever).—See
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of eight. Each bearer phJs\ I
'° ^"™ ^ ^g"^^'

and t]ie sling crosses LdhoLc °P 7" '^''^ ''^•''d.

Kneeling doln hchL '.^Z.Jr'"
'-'^--" then,!

•ands on each others shmilJ rJ ' .
''^' .'''"•-^' '^eir

cause ulcers.
walking. ihcy may

Weeding confe' from l.nd.T "« '^ ^''^^^ ^'^'^'•^ "'«
eczema (red skin an^' irrSnf/'"'"^- ^^ 'l^^^^ '-^

or you may burst the ve ns 1?^',.° "I' ""k"''
'^' P'^'^'^'

"vEK;>.n'^> -^ krepcoJIred""'
'"'''-' '^'^ ^''^

keep from sun'^^fst^Ui';f^ permanganate and

delir^^br/yaS'hnrdr:' ''-'' '"^^^ "^"^ '-'
salt doses until they dL pear Ia'p "H ''f'-

^^P^^""
VENEREAL. C/a7^Tr ,

('^,^^ ^^odesia
Yellow discharge. ScafdinJnn

'"''''^'''"•^ ^>v/,//^;,,,. __

four days inject c',dv'srwe.i.
^''^'^ '"'""'>'• ^fter

dailyjettingiirunweliin andS« — '

'°'°"'^ '''"•='-"

If testicles swollen and pl"nfuhnf''"^ " °"' *''^ """'^•
with bandage and lie up

' -""mentations; support

is a^lif
'"^"^•^"^^^- 'J'"^ statement that it cures clap
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Pnx. {Syphilis.) Symptoms. -%ors on private parts a

fortnight after unclean connection. Within two months
" secondaries." Slight fever. General " seediness," and
red rash over body, and .sore throat are chief symptoms.
Later (perhaps years after) ulcers and other " tertiaries

"

develop, which may he very serious. Therefore thorough
and long treatment with mercury is important. See a
doctor. A man with syphilis untreated is a misery to
himself and a danger to his fellows.

It is criminal for a man with pox to have intercourse.
He must not let any one use his pijjc or his food and
drink vessels without first lioiling while throat or mouth
is sore

.Siri(liir,\ (,'ause old clap.

.Symptoms. Cannot pass water. I'ain.

treatment. .A.void Ai.cohoi.. It is the worst poison
to a man with a stricture. Purgi; freely. Sit in hot
water. Then hot fomentations (which see) to lower
lielly.

^
If no better, trek for doctor. (J. B. R.)

WATER.—Cloths wrung out in hot water applied to
the part, relieve inflammation and pain in the stomach.
Cover the cloths well to keep the heat in.

Clean hot water cleanses wounds, and relieves old
sprains and bruises.

Cold water relieves .sprains and bruises when applied
early, and changed often.

Drinking Water. -All water that cannot be guaranteed
as above suspicion must be boiled or efficiently filtered.
It is safest always to boil the water: this kills the
bacilli, but water is less palatable. Weak tea (made
with boiling water and drunk cold) is wholesome and
safe.

All filters are to be regarded with susp.oion; but with
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care and proper cleaning the Berkefeld and Pasteur

vvii,LU\V. Boil down leaves. Wineclassful nr t»,for rheurnafsm or rheumatic fever threftimes LiK

sleS'Jn^Tut-ft
""^'"'^"^ °' °"^' ^'^'^ °f ^-^ f-"'

^f^''"'""'-
Hot fomentations.

fooH W^'f
• ^^''^'^"''''«-- Sterilized water, well cooked

leave dressing a week fa^/' "Z '"' ''"'''"'«^'

frequent fo-Jntafo.:?- S ue^L' o°!t '7 or^^ST':;each dressmg. Treat fever (which see) if an^ If slLhbleedmg, apply pressure on dressing. If serious bleeH nsee Surgical Notes, " Bleeding." Where flvininf"are abundant scent the dresse'd wound I^ wS n ^k"

Jlpper.
"' ^''""^"^ ""^^"^'^ '™"ble wound t^i

Sw^/e JVounds. i. Stop the bleedinir
2. Uean the wound with antiseptics, if possible
3; Apply a dressing. (Army Council.)

^

AAAA. See Medicines
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silver lyrc-shaped marking on the liack. It is a most
persistent biter, and very worryinf,' in its attacks, i.'isease
lakes tlirce or four days to develop.

Pnirntion. There is not much tlanger in freciuentin"
a town where yellow fever is epidemic between the hours
of

.J a.m. and 3 p.m. After this time the mosquito
(Stesomyia) begins to bite, ami the danger is ureal
I his nio.squito breeds mainly in standing water f ^ in
tubs, cisterns, rain-barrels, etc., etc. These should
cither be emptied periodically, if po.ssible, to kill the
lar-se (" wrigglers ") or covered with wire nettinL' It
must be remembered that the mosquito of itself is harm-
less

;
It only transmits disease if it has bitten a yellow-

fever patient some time previously. It is very important
therefore that every yellow-fever patient, and in fart
every one in a yellow-fever district, suffering from fever
chill, and headache, should i..- kept under a mosquito'
net, so that no stegomyia mosquito can get at him and
so eventually disseminate the disease. The use of „
mosqmlo net is of course imfienitive in a xello-iV-'fei'ey
district. It must be tucked under the mattress, and the
limbs must be protected by having a piece of stout
material (calico) fastened to the net, all round at the
level of the limbs.

If a yellow-fever locality must be visited at night then
puttees, gloves, and veil are absolutely necessary Other-
wise, the practically certain result is Yel' .w Tack and
possibly death.

'

Symptoms.—Q\{\\\ high fever, slow pulse, jaundice
Vomiting sometimes black {i.e. blood) vomit.

Treatment. K mild purge should be given, or a soap-
and-water injection into the bowel by means of a svri"—
or small pump. The patient should be kept in bed and
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blankets put on, antl Ic-monadc he -ivcn lo uronu.t,-swcatmg. All food is stopped for th. first fel d^. ^ithe patient given a n^.neral vvater with a teaspoo if , ofbicarbonate of soda to the pint to drink. This ruld
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Kucalyptus gum, 422
Kxplosives for demolitions, 325-

I'.ye, Treatment for the, 422

Fainting, 423
Kcct, .Sor«

, 424
Felt, 54
Fevr, Treatment of, 423
Fin iiig the way, 3
Fire, Making and putting out,

41-44
Kireproofing, 54
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1 ; ll'iw
Ki .h, How III I,ill li. ^j.j

III h»l(K, 47
Kits Ircalnic III of, 4J4
Kooil, How to ohiniii, 2041

;

prrparatiiiii of, 44-52 ; |,,r

ii'lil rlimat<-, 105 ToS
; i,,,

liiil rlimati-s, 1 1 ; ; for wi.nii 11,

'24. 125 ; timiid meal, 4ji)
KootRcar for cold iliinatcs, 10(1,

107
^raclllrrs, 421;

Frost bill-, 42S

(iail, I'sc of, 55
(jails as a lotioii, 42X
• iamc prcsfrvatiim. iSo- ^S^
(iinhs, How to inakr, sc
«;iue,5S

•onorrhtia, ^v< S'ciunai
<irrn> Hear, The, a Kui.ji

tiuidt-' siRiiy, ;

<;u!ipowd.r, 55, .,(,, 4.-S
tint, Mow to riiaki, \,(t

^•,'l

45'
.1.0,

104,

J42.

Harpoon, How tu makr, 1,

Health, in r.ild ilimatuh,
108; ill hot climates,
114 ; of rxprditiuns,

343
Heart distiijc, 428
Heat. See Hot tliiiialcii

Hcliographitin, jOl
Hitches, Rope, 71-S1
Hobbles for animals, 56
Honey, How to find, 33
Horn, Uses of, 57
Horsehair, 55
Horses as a means of travel,

I46-161
; endurance of, 151,

sores, 151 ; feeding and rest,

l>J ; -.IliMlll^;, |l,j; h, idin^
and saidint, 154; l.noks on,
' 5> ! ArKcnline addlny,
1S9-"" ; paek tr.in-.porl,

101-177
llol .liinati-., lJri-,s I'lnipininl
and manacenient fo

114
lliinlini;. idles, 3S-41

;

on, 41
Hut, Hin^ to I. mill, i;;

llydaliiN, 424
llyilrophohia, M:e Kabie ,

I lyi,'ii:ne, m Health,

343

ill-

hook:.

, 442
34-',

liidiKestidii, 4ji^

Intecttous diseases, 421)
Ititlainination, 431
liilhienza, Symptonr, .ml Ireat-

iiienl of, <\\z

ink, <,i)

Insei i bites, 1 aUnent ol, ,tt

snake bitc:s, 445
Insensdiility, Inalineiil hn
432

Instrnnicnts, 432
Iron, smcltinj; ir.im ore, 58
Irregular horsi-, Conc'iiit uf,

3*^7-372

Jam, How to make, 49
jaundice, .ce l.iver, 433
lavelin. How to make, 2y
.ligKcrs, see I'ieks, 449

Kabobs. 47
Kamiks, 106
Ivit. See Equipment
Kniie, bone hunting-, 30
Knots and splicer, 70-103
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Kyacks to carry load on animal,
59

I.aager, defence and sclienns,
"30-137

I.ainp, How to make, 59
I.and-scrvice, Training lor, 227-
244

Lasso, see Rope, 62
Latrines, 432
Lead-poisoning, 433
1-ceches, 449
Lrmon, Uses of, 433
Lice, 108
Lime, 59
Liniment, 433
I-!'it. 433
Liver congestion and inflamma-

tion, 433
Lock-jaw, 433
Looking back, The need tor, 3Loss of consciousness, 434
Lost, What to do when, 1 1

Lumbago, 434
Lye, 67

Madness, 434
Malaria, 435
Mai de Racqucttc, 105
Mange, see Gunpowder, 42S
Manners in camp and on the

trail, 396-398
Maps: Use of, 3; Mow to

sketch. 274-285
^Mariners' creed, 13
Maritime-service, Trainiiiir for

„ =-33-237
Marriage, 383,391
IMat-making, 59
Measles, 431
Meat. See Food

Medical treatment. WO-dce
Medicines, 436 ^ ^"
Mirage, 12, 17
Mitts, 106
Morale

: Administration, 375 ;The Lmpire Movement. ^76;
1 '"= Lmpire oji the -Sea, 377

';

The Citizen in Defence, 379
'

(iame Preservation, 380-383 •

Marriage, death and burial'
383 389 ; Offices of the
Lhnrch, 389-393; Amuse-
ments, 394; Manners, 396

Morsesignalling, 301,303, 311
Mosquitoes, 134, 439
Motor boats in naval warfare
220-223

Motor cars and modern warfare
223227

Mules for transport, 184
Musketry, 285-299
Musk rats, 28
Mustard a stimulant, 439

Neuralgia, 439
Nitre, 55

Oak bark, 439
Observation, The need lor. 3
Ointment, 439
Oi ion's Belt, guide star. 3, 5Oxen for transport, 185

I'ace, walking, man o.- horse,
10

I'ackbags, see Kyack?, cq
Pack -saddle, 60
Parbuckle, 61
Pastry, 49
Pathfinding, 3- 14
Pemican, 47



Pen, 6

1

I'epper a Ktiiiuilaiit. 440
I'ries, 440
I'it trap, 22
I'lague, 440
I'leurisy, 441
I'neiimonia, 441
I'oison, 33, 4^0
I'olar bear trap 2 ?

Pule S/tir, guide star, -;

l'orciii)incs, Trap foj, "29

I'ossom trap, 2;
Poultices. 441
Powder lor a.U climates,
I 'ox. 452
l'ricl<ly Heat, 442
Puddings. 49
Pulse, 442
Purges, 442
Pursuit, What to d,,. 271-:

Quinine, 442

Rabies, 442
Kafta, Mow to make, 2o8
Kailwavs: Notes lor Scouts
226-232; Demolition of, -52 = -

339
l^awhide, 61
Keconnaissance. See Scoutin!?
Reinder lor transport, 193
Repair kit, 66
Reports: Read, 274-285; Con-
densation of, 282-285'

Revolver sliooting, 295-299
Rheumatic Fever, 442
Rheumatism, 442
Rhodesian joint, 50
Rivers, 4, 6, 8, 9
Road, reports and sketchf;
274-285

I.MDE.X
461

74

Rope, maknig oi; 62; knots,
hitches, splicing, and whip.
Pi"K, 70-103; picket. ii5

Ruptine, 443

^^.'ddl.-,, 63, 149, ,,„: Ariren-
iMie, 159-161

Sailing vessels, Rig 3,,^ man-
agement oi; 2t>ii-2iij

Salt, 64
Salting down, 46
.S;ind cooking, 48
Sanitation in military camp i^r
Scarlet Fever, 431
Scherms, 130-137
Scouting: "

Pathliudiut^ -,-14-
Railways, 226-232

; Recon-
naissance, 244-253 ; Training,
2.';3-263 ; Iracking and sigu-
reading, 263-271, 31,; Pur-
suit, arrests and capture.,,
271-274; Hoad reports and
sketches, 274-282

; ])es-
patches, 2S2-285

; Signs ^11-
3"7

Scurvy, 105
Sea birds. Cooking ol, 51
Sea, Dress and equipment for

the, 114-121
Seal, 51
Sea-sickness, 444
Secret-writing, 58
self-defence, 137-143; books

O". 143
Semaphore signalliui,, 29Q-!00

,
303-307

Ships, Identification of War-
.344-367

Shock, Treatment for, 444
Shoepdcks, 106
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Shooting, 285-299
SiRti reading, 264-271, 311-^17
Sigiialiing, 299-317
Sketching roads, 274-2S5
Sknis, Preserving, 64; dress-

ing, 65, 66
Sled outfit, 192
Sleeping Sickmss, 444
Sleeplessness in heat, 44=
Sleighing, 181
Small pox, see Infection Dis-

eases, 430
Snakes, 134; treatment lor

bites, 445
Snares for animals, 20-20-

for fish, 23-25
Snow, 105; shoes, 110; blind-

ness, 1 10, 423
Soap, 51; How to make, 67
Sore throat, 446
Southern Cross, guide star.

Spears, 2, 9, 30
Spies, 244
Splicing rope, 81-103
Splints, 447
Sprains, 44S
Springs, 4
Stampede, Causes of, 1C4 icr
Stewing, 50 •

"

Stimulants, 448
Stings, 448
Stock-whip, 67
Stretcher, 448
Stricture, 452
String, 30
Stunning, 448
Suft'ocation, 448
Sulphur, 56
Sun, a guide to linn-, 3, 4
Sunstroke, 441)

Sweating, 108
Syphilis, 452

Tactical exercises, 317-124
far, 67

. .
—

t

Tarpaulin, 68
'I'asajo, Mexican meat, 46
I ta, 449
Telegraph lines, Demolition „f.

.,,
339-34^

Jesticlc, 450
Thirst, 15; at sea, 17
riiroat. Sore, 446
I ick Fever. 449
Ticks and jiggers, 449
Timber felling, 68
Tobacco, 67, 450
Toothache, 450
Tracking and sign-readina,

263-271
Training, 243 ; tb,- scouting and
reconnaisance, 244-285

Transport, 12, 144-161; Pack,
IDI-177; Driving, 177-182:
Human carriers, 195-200-
Power, 219

'

Traps for animals and fish
20-29 '

'

Travel, Means of, 144-232
Turpentine, 67
Typhus Fever, 43

1

Ulcers, see Gunpowder, 428
I nconsciousness, 450
Unknown wilderness, What to

do, 10

Varicose Veins, 451
Veldt Sores, 45
Venereal Diseii.

V'enis 50
senses, 451. 452



FNDK.V
Walking pace for men aiul

horses, lo
War-ships, Identification of

345-367
Washing, clothes, ig; disi.cs,

W'atcli as a compass,
3

V.ater, see Springs and Rivers
man s requirements, 14 1 c •

''o«' to (uul if, ,6; pnnfica-
'on, .6, iSjdeu-, 17; how to
•airy, 17-18; medicinally,
452

*'

Waterfowl, 2^
Waterproofing, Cm
Wax, (ic)

Welsh dish, 50
Whipping rope. 86-10-;
Willow, 4C3
Wills, 386
Wind, 3
Wind-stroke, 45;
Wire rope, loinin
Wolfhait, 2S
Women, dress and diet
126

Wo.id, How to bend, 52
W'oodash, 69
Worms. 453
Wonnds, 453

¥'2
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Vellow Vr <'' 45.V455
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BOOKS
MAILED TO ANY PART OF THE WORLD

AMERICAN BOOKS. A large

and up-to-date stock in all Branches of

Literature.

SUBSCRIPTIONS received for any
Periodical at office rates. Prices on ap-
plication.

ARTHUR F. BIRD, "str^.Ti%.%'oT-

BOOKSELLER TO

THE LEGION OF FRONTIERSMEN
TELEPHONE SO. 2481 CENTRAL

THE CHANDOS PRESS
170, ST. JOHN STREET, LONDON, E.C.

FOR
PERFECT PRINTING

WHICH PLEXSES
PARTICULAR PATRONS
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PROFITABLE RESULTS
TELEPHONE NO. 28S2 CENTRAL
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Proioot yourself agalnsi

Typhoid, Dysentery, and all

Water-borne Diseases & Parasites

by using the

PASTEIRCHAMBERLAIMD

FILTER.
Extract front " Tht: Chuniiccil and Biological Analysis of Water."

by C. G. Moor. M.A., F.I.C. :—

"There is an extremely large body < evidence

"to justify the conclusion that . . . ( - Pasteur-
" Chamberland . . . prevents the passage of

"disease organisms."

Extract front Report of French Government :
—

" Wherever the Pasteur-Chamberland has been
" introduced . . . typhoid has disappeared."

The Filter ts Ofn. a in all sixes, from a PocKet-Filter to a
Size suitable for a Town.

Sole Licensees & Makers for Great Britain and the Colonies—

T. DEfRIES & SOIMS, Ld.,

147, Houndsditch,
LONDON, B.C.



Designed and fitted

especially for

the " Legion of

Frontiersmen
"

Special Frontiersnaan's Service

No. 134

Fitted with 'Tabloid' products, whose
tine climate-resisting qualities have been
proved by Stanley, Nansen, Scott, and
all leading explorers of recent years,

A /nit descripliOH of the contents of this Case
will be found in the body of the book

In G)whf(ie. Approx. price in London, 25|-
Oblainable o/ Pharmacists in all parts of the world or /rem

the followins depots :—

liuRRouGHs Wellcome & C»,, London (f.ng.)

45, r.af':iyelteSt.,NE\v YokkCity; ioi-io4,Constiiie Bldjf., St. Nicholas
aud SI. Paul Sts., Montreal; 481, Kent St.. Svdnf.v, N.S.W.;

."i, toop St.CAPK Town; and 44, Siechuen Road, Shanghai
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Territorial Service Gazette
THE ORGAN OF THE 1'ERRITORIAL AND RESERVE FORCES.

The OFFICIAL ORUAN of the NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIA.
TION, and the CIVILIAN and MINIATURE RIFLE CLUB5

MOVEMENT.

' TERRITORIAL SKRVICEGAZETTK.'uniler its ola name
' Volunteer Service Gazette," has lor nearly half a century

n rccog^nised by the War Office authorities, as well ^' the members
he Force itself, as the Official Organ or the Service ; and now,

The
of the
been
of thL
under change of name, it continues its well-tried and approved
function as the Official Organ of the New Territorial Force. The
" Gazette " has always striven by its influence to raise the tone of the

Service, and particularly to enforce the claims of discipline, in order

to fit our Citizen Army the more thoroughly to discharge the office for

which it sprang into being.
As the recognised mouthpiece of the Territorial Service, the

** Territorial Service Gazette ' gives special attention in its columns
to all matters affecting the welfare of the Force. In particular the

debates in Parliament touching the Services are reported fully, and,
where possible, under the revision of the speakers themselves ; while
questions raised in the Law Courts are treated carefully and dis-

passionately. Its Correspondence columns have always been
_
a

feature of the "Gazette," and afford a ready opportunity for the dis-

cussion of questions of interest to the Territorialist. Among the

writers of " Letters to the Editor" are to be found many of the most
famous and honoured names in the Service of the Crown.
With regard to Rifle Shooting, the "Gazette," as the officially

appointed Organ of the National Rifle Association, makes a special

feature of the reports of Matches and Prize .Shooting, both in this

country and in the Colonies
;
particular attention bcinp given to the

proceedings of the Civilian Rifle Clubs. The "Territorial Service

Gazette" contains all the Official Notices of the N.R.A., including the

full text of the Regulations and Prize List of the world-famous Bir!-y

I

Meeting.

The " Territorial Semice Gazette " Is published on Wednesday afternoon.

Price, Sinij^le copy, 4d. ; or post <ree 4id.

SubloriiiUoii : 19/- Yearly ; 10/. Hall-yaarly ; B/- QHartarly.

Advorllaement Ratoa on Application.

J. S. PHILLIPS, Publisher, 121. Fleet St., London.



THE

Broad ^j^ Arrow
THE

jQattal anD egilitatp (J^a^ette.

i;\ :;ky Saiuriiay. [Established 1833.] Prick 6i>.

A Review and Journal devoted to the Army,
Navy, Special Reserve, Yeomanry,

and Territorial Force.

RECOGNISED AS THE BEST MILITARY PAPER.

It contains early and exclusive Intelligence and Articlen
and Comments on current Service topics written by Officers
of experience, who have made Military affairs their special
study. It has a reputation for accuracy combined with con-

siderable literary merit.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION :

For the United Kingdom £18
For the Colonies and Foreign Countries, etc. £1 10 6

PAYABLE IN ADVANCE.

A portion of each isaue is printed on thin paper for
Foroigrn Postage.

Cheques and Postal Orders should be made payable to
the Proprietors, and crossed Drummond's.

AGENTS lit OAHADA, -Messrs. WILLIAM DAWSON & SONS,
Ltd., Manning Chambers TORONTO. Local Subicrlptlon Rale, S7.40.

Editorial, Publishlag, and Advertisement Offices :

TEMPLE HOUSE, TEMPLE AVENUE, LONDON, E.G.
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IMPERIAL STRATEGY. l!v the Mii.trAKY Cokki.- ,i.-.vi,iv .

.'i- "Tui; •IIM^s With M.i|>s. Mecliimi Rv .. 21s. nrt.

,
!' i

: m'i'v" r H
' '" ] "'" '''' '" '.'."'"-IV •'"! I" "" •

-"!« .,f „:,ih,n,,l M-tnriti-. „n,l ,,1„ „!,:!- rt.i
.

iij .ii.iinis'; , l;<, .iff 111 .1 |ii) .It n , i( lo iiilIuciK f tln; (If liiii< - tit 1 lu: Jiiiir.iri'. —

FORTIFICATION: Its I'a.t Achievvtiu-nt,, Kecent""Devt'loi'.
iiieiit-,, l-iitiitv i'ri.yres:,. U_v e'cloncl Sir (1K()R(;k S. (.lauki .

U.K., K.I ,M.(;., I'.K.S. Xcw Ivlition KnIari;C(l. Will'
nunicivnis niiistr.itlotis, \if(Iium (ivo. 18s. net.

nil; rclli-tti..ns . f 11,1* J.TI-.-11 st.Mi.T.^t.u,-Mii:in iviU l„i f..ii,„l ,-„ f.i,c iintiiu' n tlK-y;

I
r.At .1, wulla. uitli iiiten-,i .uid iil.-(i,iiti-. -/; V./;.;!«iVr,- (..,7«/(,

"-'""'li

ARTILLERY AND EXPLOSIVES. Es.^ctys and I.cclitrc-
vvritti'ii .ind ilriivrcil .'t v.-.iious Tiiiicvs. Hv Sir .\\iiKi;u- .Nori ;

,

K.C.I',., U.I/.L.j K.K.S. With nuiiH'mus 'ili i,,r 'nis nnil IMr.-.if: -

tioiis. .Medium 8v<i. 21b. net.
'.\o one c.ia sptak tin the subit'ct of !ii..(li.rii .irtiHnrv tin! t .il.isivfs witli ..v.. it...

iUth. ntyllian Sir Anlrciv.Ni.liI,...'-/,-...;., „..,•,,,,..
iii.,it.iui

THE TRUTH ABOUT PORT ARTHUR. liy Mox.i! ;
I-.. K. NdjiNK. ncciTilitfd kussiiin Wtir <- orrespunilent durini; tin
Siege. 'I i-.inM.ited ,ind ."Miridyed by (apt, in A. I). I.isdsav
Edited liy Mtijtii Ii'.. D. SvviNTON. D.S.ti. With M;ip :iin!
Illustr.uicns. Demy 8v(i. 15s.net.

'.' ^^- ^*;Jil'e is iimisii.illy wt.ll ..ii.aliiieii to ntlt.r t..btiiii.iiiv tin '.lie Irtie l.(.!erigii.>riiu.iit 1{,
ivmch with vivacity anil fort.!. .1:11! tl,;; iMiiJaliuii i, i:..iiit>Jt..iit ami -i.itin.d hotli on .ici i

. .fits vivid naiTatlv<;,iiKll.yn.a,.,i;.,ltliut.Mraonliiiaryn:vdalioili it toiil.iins. . . , ItisH,.most reiiiarltablf lio. ,k .ilnait tlit. w.ir yft is..in;'t.'~r/"/..i.

OFFICIAL ACCOUNT OF THE SECOND AFGHAN
WAR, 1878—1880. Produced in the Intelligence liranch.
Army He.idquarlers, India, .^bridged Oi'lici.'.l Account. With
numerous .M.ips and Illustr.ations. .\Iediuin Svo. 21s.net.

••An iij.ccllt^nt coiiipendinm of the whole war. cle.irly (Ihn ami ami Iv -ilustt iltil I
•

r^oIO^;laiiIl^ iiiap.-. and duuranK. ... 1: i, a narr.iliv,. l.i.it will fivcinaui'tli.- iii.m" ill."'

^f.ni.."^^ '
'";' " 'III'"' "lovfiiienls. ... It is a story of wise anil ijatifiit prfiaralinnt-refu ly .ii.r.iin.i.,1 j;ineralsli!p. su|>rt;nio darinc, aiiiazinn tcn.icitv. Uniloiilitodly iht- ri .Ir

tliins has, I ocii dono 111 simni; to the wotlil a stirring story, winch has remained to.
'

.

iii.inj will tliiiik. a st'crol recor.l.— //;< Shetfidd luiieptthict.

THE GERMAN OFFICIAL ACCOUNT OF THE W. •;

IN SOUTH AF.UICA. Prepared in the Historical Section (,i

the Great (icneral Staff, Berlin. '1 ranslated by i.olonclW II H
Waters, K.A., CW.O., and Colonel IIuni.jiT nt! Cank, K .'.

.

M.V.O. With Maps and Plans. Ileiny Svo. 15s. net eacli.
" The tii.M vahiaMt- work in which, since its close, the war li,as been discussetl. It stanil.

alotie. liocansc It Is tile only work in which the war has lu-eii survcvett In- [raiiH..I anti com.

."'i'^rt'i^'T"'
"^^' "" ""i,""V "f "'"'^1' the judpnents are b.as'ed on' .! ?..;i:i;i,,Htv vvi't'h

,',.' ".l""f.ro '';«'"'V. "I •"" Tl'e "est 1.00k that has yet afpeated on tlif South Afrit: o.
\\ ar. — ! :e Moriuiit: /'.i,7.

JOHN MURRAY, ALBEMARLE STREET, W.
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THE

Cavalry Journal.
I'uijiislicd by Au;iiori;y of tlu- Anny

Council, ami under the Direction of

the t'oininnnilmit nf ihi,- C'rvvalry Sciiool.

Published Quarterly, Price 2 6 net. Postage 4d.

SUBSCRIPTIONS should be sent direct to :
—

The Managing Editor at

The ROYAL UNITED SERVICE INSTITUTION,

WHITEHALL, LONDON, S.W.

or Copies may bo obtained by ALL Booksellers.

Newsagents, and Railway Booksellers, from

C. GILBERT.WOOD,
3 S 5, ARUNOEL STREET, LONDON, W.C.

Telephone Nos. -1680, and

46S0a GERRARI).

Telegraphic Addresft :—

"tilLBERWOOD. LONDON.'



has liccn for i.vc 76 years thu only .MaKazinc fur Officers in
the Mercantile Murine.
The " Nautical Magazine " has always been, and isnow more than ever, the Journal of the Merchant Service. In

Its 80 Volumes are to lie found papers by all the prominent
men of their day in the Service, and at present the highest
.Tuthoruies and ablest writers take a keen interest in its jiages.
The following are a few of the leading features whieli have
lately appeared :

REPRESENTATIVE MERCHANT SEAMEN-A Seii.» ol Sketches
01 l.rcat Mi-n in the Profession.

LEADING ARTICLES-On all Important I'oints.
ENQINEERINQ PAPERS-A» this Subject applies 10 Officeis.
"*^'*'- ARTICLES-Mainly cmtributed by Officers in His Majesty's

SHIPPING IN PARLIAMENT.
PERTINENT PERSONALITIE5-A Unique Kec^rd .1 the Careers ~,lOlhcers in the .Vicrcantile Marine.
AWARDS FOR BRAVERY-This is given each Moiuh.
NOTES OF THE MONTH-Notes on all intcrostini; current events.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR-No other lournalc.-,n give such publicit\

I" the thoufrhts and opinions of Officers as can be d.me here.
BOARD OF TRADE CERTIFICATES.
NOTICES TO MARINERS AS TO CHARTS.
OFFICIAL INQUIRIES AT HOME AND ABROAD.
NOTICES TO MARINERS AS TO LIGHTS.

The Subscription is 14s. for twelve Copies posted any-
where, or 10s. to those who take .idvantage of "Brown's
Alm.axac " Coupons.

TO THOSE AT HOME, "o Magazine offers such series
of views of the life afloat and the Current Topics of the
Merchant Service as does the " Nautical Magazine."
It is the duly of all Britons to know the life of her " Sons
of the Sea."

"No Officer ran afford to leave the Magazine unread if he wi.shes
to advance in his J'kokession."

PublUhad by JAMES BROWN ft SON, The Nautical Prase, Slatgow.
Sample copy free.
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Cunliffe, Russell & Co.
(ESTABLISHED 1888.)

Bankers and Dealers in Continental
Securities.

Specialists in (lovernnicnt, Municipal, Land Bank,
and other Bonds or Debentures issued by
responsible public bodies on the Continent.

Best known Experts and largest Dealers in this
form of Security in the world.

Hold large Stocks, and can deliver by return
of post.

Lend money on Approved Continental Securities.

Keep Special Records of all Bonds sold, and
watch over Clients' interests in every possible
way.

Collect Interest-Coupons and Drawn Bonds free
of charge.

No connection with any other firm.

Give Bankers' references in all transat .ans of
importance.

Correspondence invited.

Sole Address since 1890:

JO and 12, PLACE DE LA BOURSE,
PARIS.

"•a:- Tel. AddrasB. "CUNRUSSKLL, PARIS."
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PATRIOTIC. NON.POLITICAL SOCIETIES.

.n^r'"!,*:,
","";• ':•"*"'',• •' '"'"> -«""-t,on. wi,o.,...ni

;
..u ,. i„ ,.,:,.u,m ,. ! -„,.„mi„,, ,),.. .onn.cti.,,, I„.,„c.,.t... Lnilrd KniK.lo,,. .,,,,1 ,1„. „ull»iim port,,,!,-, of >•„. ];,.

Impapial 'I'stitutc — I'h,i'-i' .-iiii.iii ,, n

=:;„::;';.- --"":„!;:"^™i„r-"S

Impeplai Mepohant Sepvloe Guild.- ton, i.nj.w,

.he u>u.,...sts of the ,u.,uU ,. of ,1„. „au,KaI |,rof..Mo„, ,,„cl i,™
he M..r™m,le Mar,,,,, a„cl of ii, |,a,a.„o,„u i„,,,or,,„,c,. ,0 Ihe ll.i i

H i h T ^'-^ '" *;'' ^"1 "f 'h- alic. co,„;„a„,,,n. ,,„d ma ^Bnl„h sh,,..v .\,M,-.s.s--| h.. .\,va,l., l.onl Stnvt, 1.uxt,,o.".

The Leaarue of the Emplpo.- A „un-polit,.:al, „o„..ua ,i,„As.<Kut,on to pro,„„,o .,!„ca,io„aI a„,l fn.,„,K. co-ope ntio ,b w

lK»k, .,„ ,..u..l. II,,;,. Sec, M, ,, 0;.,i M.„-,hall, Caxto,, Hall, S.W.
The National Association fop Bmplovment of «•>.»».

Stre,;t, S.W.
" ""^"=' *-M'l- H. I-. W ,lk,ii=,oii, luj. Victoria

uT!;i°
N^Uonal Defence AssocIatlon._To a.si.t by theaaon of >t.s „.o„,lx.,-, ,„ the ,„ai,Uona,Kc a,„l eo-ordination of L, 1Forces adequate tothe needs ul ,l,e K,„pire

; ,0 support such exJ—jre upon t.jese land A,rccs as th.! security <!/ Tile i^';;^:

,ssTin ',"""' >-""""""y '" our military policy, and to

N. n, v"'°«
",'-' ""'"•-'O- 'l"'=^'ions fron, the area of party mmie'Men,_l«rsh,p hub.scr,pt,on. to,-. 6J., u.ca.din,!; sul,scr,pt,o,! To h'.S/. («v/y..A-,7„«.. .\d,lross-is, Tedworlh Square, S.W
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PATRIOTIC, NON-POLITICAL SOCIETIES.

National Service Lsukuo.— In wwu- liw p t- en I n. ly

Ml t!. >.,untiv .111. I iliL- Km|iii.-, ;iii(l imprin -he iiior.il .mil |iIi\hm1
. .ii.iiii.ii ..! till ; ilii.n liv li '1114111;; ,il»jul il' ,iM;isl.it.\. h1i,|,i t

ni..r-
1 ni:l.l r\ t.-.ciiiii!;. in ..lU r id fi)riii ;i ikUioii.i! r. mh.-. W Hli

la,-. i~ iii.i.ip.it li'il t:i.- 1. 1.1- Drill A rf.c.iiioii. Xr mIi.-i
, £1 1,. ;

.\-!Vii.i,'U-.^. 5.1-. AiUlir.-.i- 7J, Vi'

'

.Sirn-t, S.W.

The Navy League.-- A -i., . n ,, „;v .i^.misatiDn, tu myc
upon (iininiiiiiiu .mil ili.' I .; in, ii„

;
,,1 m, .mu iiiipuitiinc. i.l

111 ;Kl-ijilatf Navy .is tli. : ,1 i.T i il.v d! pi n;,-. Mi'iiilj."r ,liip

^uliscriptivjii, £1 IS.; A.-. .! M.I., Mpi 1, I 1:1 ;iul licatiuii^ po^l
Iriv, 5... hivn-laiy, Cui iniiuli 1 1 im . i,,!,! y, K. '>.;;.. I..h'..

ij, V'ictori.i .Stii.li, S.W.

Royal Colonial Institute. t.rd kiKuinlgi.- ui ili,

linli^h i;iii|)irc, .mil pr..iiiiitr 11, ;, m u,. ui luiiiv. An iiiiiwiliiiii

. i.Miuo of stuily . ml fur ilic ililuia. .1 . ; :, .',uk-<l^. 011 huhjicls nl

lnip.'ri;il inliTol. .\,liin;s.s \ortlmiiili.-rl:iinl .Vvfiim-, W.( .

noysvl United Scpvico Insititutlon. Hi. o: iv iir.ji.^. . .i!

ll.^tillllilJll opnl .iitiioiu hiillui to .ill olikcrs of tllL- .\,m, .\rili'- i.,l

.\u.\iliiiry Kurcus. It iimt.iins tlir Ijcsl proli ^sion.i; liir.iry ,, t!

L'nitcil Kin.mloiu, an I'.M.rlli'iit cuUixtion ol" map;, .ml ui. •

iMilini;-ro<jni proviileil v.itli tin- liMiliiii; pipers, p. M.idical .1 !

vvriiinj; iiiitcruils, a iiiii.,riii'i 111 li.mquotJii,!,' 1 loii.se Mijuiniiig, ai.-.. 1

liui.itri-', ill uiiitli li iiturcs upon piijfi-.sbiijii.il ..ulijt-cts. foUoUL-il .1,

discussions, are fii;i|uciitl\ uni-w. .\ieiuhor.sliip .'^uli4i...plioii. /,i 1..;
ICiitrancu l-Vc, ^^i i.t. Address—Wliiteli.ill, S.W.

The Veterans' Club.— 1.-; desiin.jd priiiiaril> fur tliL- uae mil
lienetit of (X-w.ur.iiit oltiucrs, petty ofiiceis, .\.C.(.).s. mid iiieu of the
N.ivy, Army, and ko\.il .Marines, residing in l.ondju, or visitini;

London from the provinces. It will not Ije for the use of old sailors

and .soldieib only. l,ut of all old and youn^ who liiav .served tli.ir

country, uiid will csi^cci.illy assist kcicrvists .iiid men on re-onteriiif;

civil lile at the termination of their various periods of service.

Kouiider and Cliairni.in, .Major .Krthur Il.i^';;ard. 1..1'. Aldress -

.Maseuin St.ition huildinss, Hit;li llolliorn, W.C.
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THE RECOGNITION OF
MINERALS

BEING A COLLECTION- OK NOTES AND SIMl'LE TESTS
FOR THE USE OF TRAVELLERS AND PROSPECTORS.

C. G. MOOR, M.A.. F.I.C..

OK OCRS., .ND THTi^no^OHOr^l^li! "" ""' """"

WITH MONOGRAPHS ON GEOLOGY,
ORE DEPOSITS, ETC.

DONALD A. MacALISTER, Assoc.R.S.M., F.G.S.

PRICE 5/- NET

usually exists for i U rl„- ^ P^'f
""'' ""^ ''•^"'»"'' which

PUBLISHED BV THK MINING
'

JOURNAI
46, QUEEN VICTORIA STUEET. LONDON E c'

7Sil i - 3i



LEITZ PRISM FIELD-GLASSES

WHAT THE TWO LEADING SCIENTIFIC PAPERS SAY.
"We cjii willi.iut hesitatinn speak very highly ..f llic

optii;:il ptrlOTmaiue of this instrunitiit. llie delinilion is
remarkably crisp, and the imacc very achnjriiatic and quite
sharp up to the ;dgo of the field of view."—A'd/Hcc.

"Beyond improvcnienls in the mechanical parts, they
llave introduced in the construction of the body a inetal of
an extremely non-porous charactei, thereby prevcntini;
dust or moisture from enteriuRand depositing itself on the
prisms and insiile of the k-nses. Uy the use of tliii
material they are not only able to save weisht but to
increase the rigidity of the glass. The one magnifying
six times has an exceptionally large field of view and
weighi but !-• ounces."— A'«(>„/i.i'^r aiut Scinilifir .Vc;, >.

c. . ,
PRICES

rour times if'j7 opera)
Six times

\\
Six times, with extra stereoscopic effect

... .
l?°' 1*0. and centre focussin

tight times, with c.\tra ^t.-iLOsccpic elfect .

.

^o. Do. and centre f(

Descriptive Booklet post free, also Catalogue ot I'holo I., uses an,i ( aniera^

E. LEITZ, OXFORD HOUSE, S-IS, OXFORD ST., LONDON, W.

£4 10
£6 O
£5 5
£6 O
£6 O
£6 15



U--/

TELEPHONE
2124,

DALSTON.

CONTRACTORS TO
H.M. AND DUTCH
COy^ERNMENTS.

TELEGRAMS

:

"TURBULA."
LONDON.

PIONEERS,

EXPLORERS, MINERS,
PROSPECTORS, Etc.

are invited to Inspect the Stock of

Joseph Tucker,
79, Newington Green Road,

LONDON, N.

EVERY REQUISITE for MINING, SCIENTIFIC
and PROSPECTING EXPEDITIONS.

Parties Completely Fitted Out, Provisioned,

and Equipped.

Katimates Free on application.

BOOK TO MILDMAY PARK STATION (N. L. Railwayl.

ESTABLISHED 18«4.



^
PATENT RllBBtR BUTTON

Boston
Garters.

KNOWN AND
WORN ALL OVER
THE WORLD.

XJTte KAIdE i, si,„p^ „ EvtRI MSSk

IZ

* BOSTON '

" BOSTON '

" BOSTON •

BOSTON '

cutmoi
UTTOI.

CLASP.
Ito rUt It \u Iq-mn ilin. Ion.

nr laluinL

AtWAYS EASY,
Plain Cotton Elastic

Check Cotton Elastic •

Striped Cotton Elasu'c •

Pbin Silk Elastic . .

I^JSTAGI M p., p.„ „,^
» lA abisio tr«a jrO"' HOsjltHS writt l«

Th« VELVKT GRIP MANUFACTOR
MHIIf ROAD WORKS, LOIDOI, m.

• 1^ pair

- 1/- ..

- 1/-P
. 21.




